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Abstract 

This thesis challenges the traditional literary criticism’s definition of modern 

poetry and the explanation of its emergence as a radical break with the past in 

the 1930s and 1940s and conducted by Abdula Goran, “the father of modern 

Kurdish poetry”.  In traditional criticism, the classification of poetry is based on its 

formal features and modern poetry is characterized by abandoning the classical 

metrical system (aruz), and employing syllabic meter and free rhyme schemes. 

However, guided by Lotman’s theory of literary change, this thesis offers a more 

nuanced approach to the study of modern poetry and examines its emergence as 

a process of literary change that unfolded through the oeuvre of several poets, 

starting from the late nineteenth century and culminating in the 1940s. Exploring 

the process of the poetic change in time and investigating the mechanism of the 

transformation, three stages of transformation are identified which are 

represented by the works of Hacî Qadirê Koyî, Rehîm Rehmê Hekarî, and 

Pîremêrd. A close reading of the works of the selected poets reveals a gradual 

move from the classical norms and conventions of poetry and a successive 

introduction of new perspectives, rhetoric, and literary devices into the poetic 

system. This thesis argues that modern Kurdish poetry emerged in response to 

the advent of modernity and nationalism in Kurdish society. The study argues that 

modern poetry was the literary form which accompanied the emergence of 

Kurdish nationalism, a phenomenon which can be equated with the role played by 

the novel in Europe. Poetry played a significant role in constructing and 

disseminating Kurdish nationalism, making it intelligible to uneducated people. 

The examination of the evolution of modern poetry in this study has revealed 

lesser known aspects of the formation and the development of Kurdish 

nationalism and has brought to light the neglected contribution of Kurdish 

religious intellectuals.     
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Note on Transliteration  

To transcribe Kurdish texts, I have used a modified version of Bedirxan’s 

Hawar alphabet which suits both Kurmanji and Sorani dialects (table I). I have 

transliterated the names of Kurdish poets, writers, and critics. To transcribe 

Persian and Arabic texts I have used Library of Congress transcription system for 

Persian and Arabic (tables II and III). Names of people and places that possess 

an Anglicised version are not transliterated: e.g. Istanbul, Baghdad, Hafez, and 

Jami. For names without a commonly accepted Anglicized version I have used 

their Kurdish, Persian, and Arabic spelling. For instance, I have used Hewlêr, 

rather than Hewler or Erbil.     
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Table I (Kurdish) 

Vowels  Digraphs Consonant   

 ئا، ا
 

A ء ’ 

 ە
 
E ب B 

 ۆ
 
O پ P 

 ێ
 
Ê ت T 

 وو
 
Û ج C 

 و
 
U چ Ç 

یی، ی  
 
Î ح h’ 

یی،   
 
I خ X 

 D د  

 R ر  

 Z ز  

 J ژ  

 S س  

 Ş ش  

 ‘ ع  

 F ف  

 V ڤ  

 Q ق  

 K ك  

 G گ  

 L ل  

 M م  

 N ن  

 W و  

 H ھ  
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 ی  
 Y 

 Rr ڕ  

 Gh غ  

 Ll ڵ  

 

 

Table II (Persian) 

 
Vowel  Consonant  

 

 اَ 
 
a 

 A ا

 ُ  ا
 
u 

 B ب

 اِ 
 
i 

 P پ

 آ
 
ā 

 T ت

 اُو
 
ū 

 s̱ ث

یاِ   
 
ī 

 J ج

 
 Ch چ 

 
 ḥ ح 

 
 Kh خ 

 
 D د 

 
 ẕ ذ 

 
 R ر 

 
 Z ز 

 
 Zh ژ 

 
 S س 

 
 Sh ش 

 
 ṣ ص 
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 z̤ ض 

 
 ṭ ط 

 
 ẓ ظ 

 
 ʿ ع 

 
 Gh غ 

 
 F ف 

 
 q ق 

 
 k ك 

 
 g گ 

 
 l ل 

 
 m م 

 
 n ن 

 
 v و 

 
 h ە 

 
 y ی 

 

 

Table III (Arabic) 

 

 
Vowel  Consonant  

 

 اَ 
 
A 

  Omit ا

 ُ  ا
 
U 

 b ب

 اِ 
 
I 

 t ت

 ◌ا
 
Ā 

 th ث

وُ ◌     
 
Ū 

 J ج
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یِ ◌      
 
Ī 

 ḥ ح

   یَ 
 
á 

 kh خ

 ◌َ  و
 
aw 

 d د

 ىَ 
 
ay 

 dh ذ

 
 r ر 

 
 z ز 

 
 s س 

 
 sh ش 

 
 ṣ ص 

 
 ḍ ض 

 
 ṭ ط 

 
 ẓ ظ 

 
 ʿ ع 

 
 gh غ 

 
 f ف 

 
 q ق 

 
 k ك 

 
 l ل 

 
 m م 

 
 n ن 

 
 v و 

 
 h ە 

 
 y ی 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

1.1. Introductory Remarks  

The emergence of modern Kurdish poetry marks a period of great 

significance in the history of Kurdish literature since it witnessed many notable 

events: the advent of modernity, the rise of Kurdish nationalism, the fall of the 

Persian and Ottoman Empires, and the creation of the ‘Middle East’1 with no 

country for Kurds. That is to say, the arbitrary lines imposed upon the region had 

catastrophic consequences for Kurds and left them divided among four nation 

states (Iran, Iraq, Turkey, and Syria) in which they found themselves subjected to 

various degrees of suppression and discrimination. Kurdish nationalists employed 

poetry as an effective tool in disseminating and propagating nationalism and their 

nation-building project. In this thesis, I discuss how, in the absence of Kurdish 

newspapers and Kurdish novels in the in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century, modern poetry provided a space for discussing the new social and 

political ideas and the challenges and opportunities the advent of modernity 

posed for Kurds. This provided a new function for poetry and ultimately led to its 

transformation. The study of this transformation and its process is the subject of 

this dissertation.  

                                              
1 The term ‘Middle East’ f irst appeared in the September 1902 issue of London’s 
National Review, by Alfred Thayer Mahan (1840-1914), in an article named ‘The 
Persian Gulf and International relations,’ but he used it to refer solely to the Persian 
Gulf and its coasts, (Adelson 1995: 22). Valentine Ignatius Chirol, in 1902, applied 
the term and acknowledged Mahan’s original use of it, and extended the meaning to 
“all lands as well as sea approaches to India: Persia, the Persian Gulf, Iraq, the 
east coast of Arabia, Afghanistan and Tibet” (ibid. p. 24). The term has been 
crit icized from a postcolonial perspective, for embodying colonialism in itself, and 
as Al- Nuwaihi states, the word simply shows that the point of reference is Europe 
(2005, p. 283). 
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In the process, I shall examine the emergence of modern Kurdish poetry, the 

conditions which gave rise to its emergence, and the mechanism and process of 

the poetic change in time. In this study I challenge the traditional understanding of 

modern Kurdish poetry as being the outcome of a sharp and “radical” break with 

the classical forms of poetry. Taking a more nuanced approach, using literary 

theory, I show that the construction of modern poetry is a complex process which 

unfolds over the works of several poets. I argue that the poetic change, like any 

social and political change, occurs through a process and attempting to pin it 

down to a specific historical moment or to individuals can be deeply flawed and 

inaccurate. Traditional Kurdish criticism maintains that Kurdish classical poetry 

continued to exist until the 1930s when Abdula Goran transformed the form and 

structure of poetry and ‘fathered’ modern Kurdish poetry. In this approach 

Goran’s transformations are viewed as ‘revolutionary’. Although I acknowledge 

Goran’s significant contribution to modern poetry, I see his work as the 

culmination of a process which actually started in the late nineteenth century.  

In this research I illustrate poetic modernization as the cumulative work of 

generations of poets; and the evolution of modern Kurdish poetry, in the works of 

three poets before Goran’s appearance. The close analytical approach I take in 

this study did not allow me to investigate the works of all the poets who 

contributed to the modernization process in depth; therefore, to show the 

mechanism of change I have restricted my textual analysis to the works of three 

poets: Hacî Qadirê Koyî (1817-1897), Rehîm Rehmê Hekarî (1890-1958), and 

Pîremêrd (1867–1950). I have selected to study these three poets because they 

reflect the diversity of vision and approaches in the modernization project.  

Modern poetry is defined in traditional criticism as being drastically different 

from classical poetry in structure and form. Kurdish critics’ judgment and 

classification of poetry has been based primarily on formal features, and therefore 

poetry with free rhyme scheme, uneven line and syllabic meter (hija) has been 

classed as modern, and poetry in a unified scheme pattern, even lines, and aruzi 

(Arabic scansion), classical. Differences in the shape of the lines, rhyme scheme, 

and meter render modern poetry visually and aurally different from the classical. 
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As a result of this system of classification, poets such as Hacî Qadir or Pîremêrd 

whose poetry resembles classical poetry in shape and form but distinctively 

different from them in subject and theme, are still classified as classical poetry.  

Xeznedar and Pîrbal who have suggested a slightly different classification 

which bears the differences in content as well as form in mind, consider poets like 

Hacî Qadir whose poetry is similar to classical poetry in form but distinctively 

different in content “New Classical” (Xeznedar 2001, pp. 129-30; Pîrbal 2005, pp. 

169-170). Nevertheless, this designation has failed to attract currency in Kurdish 

literary studies. In this research I take a deeper look in order to show that literary 

texts did not lose their ties with the classical system overnight, but that the 

change happened steadily and gradually. I investigate the ways poets 

accommodated in their work the new and evolving social and political discourses 

of the time and the way in which this affected poetry. I argue that modernity and 

nationalism acted as the main driving forces of the poetic change. In Chapters 

Three, Four, and Five, I illustrate how the interaction of the emerging social and 

political perceptions and the aesthetic system opened up the literary texts to 

further change.  

1.2. Research Questions  

This thesis examines the process of poetic change in time and explores the 

mechanism of the transformation. The main question to be answered is: how did 

modern Kurdish poetry become ‘modern’ and what was the process of the poetic 

change? However, this question leads to other questions such as: How did the 

transformation of poetry from the classical to modern take place? What are the 

textual structures of the classical and modern poetry and how did they differ from 

one another? What are the phases of the evolution of modern Kurdish poetry? 

Who were the main contributors to this evolution? What innovative strategies did 

the Kurdish poets employ to transform poetry? Why did the transformation 

happen? What were the drives and motivations for change? And what were the 

challenges in the process of change?   
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Since modern poetry emerged in a period of great social and political 

transformations, with the advent of modernity and the prevalence of nationalism 

as its political implication, I wish to reveal the ways they affected the course of 

poetry. In other words, were the transformations in poetry the result of the 

emerging new socio-political ideas and if so, how did they lead to poetic change? 

Was Kurdish nationalism one of the driving forces for change? What role, if any, 

did modern poetry play in the building of a national identity? Was modern poetry 

utilized for nationalistic purposes, and if so, how? Did Kurdish poetry have any 

effect on the development of Kurdish nationalism?  

Exploring the advent of modernity in Kurdish society I am interested in 

discovering what the study of modern poetry could reveal about Kurdish 

modernization. How was modernity perceived by Kurdish intellectuals? What 

challenges did it face? How did it affect poetry?  Did familiarity with “European 

literature” have any impact on the process of change in poetry as Kurdish critics 

claim?    

By answering these questions, I hope to offer a deeper understanding of the 

modernization of Kurdish poetry, the process of the poetic change, and its 

grounds. This thesis offers a critique of traditional Kurdish criticism’s classification 

of poetry and its narrative of modern poetry by exposing its inaccuracies and 

misunderstandings. By bringing to light the diversity of visions and approaches to 

modernity, this thesis presents a more inclusive picture of the process of literary 

modernization. By studying the unexplored journey of modern Kurdish poetry and 

the context of its emergence and development I also hope to illustrate the 

significance of poetry in uncovering marginalized aspects of modern Kurdish 

cultural and political history. 

1.3. Kurdish Literature; horizons of definition 

The difficulty of defining a “unified” Kurdish literature is discussed by 

Ahmadzadeh in his book, Nation and Novel (2003), and he notes that although 

Kurdish nationalists tend to claim that there is a “homogenous Kurdish literature,” 
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the reality is different (2003, p. 128). Discussing the hindrances that stand in the 

way of a unified definition of Kurdish literature, he rightly links the question to 

other relevant questions of identity, culture, and history. Kurdish identity as 

Sheyholislami notes is deeply fragmented and Kurds are fragmented territorially, 

culturally, linguistically, and politically (2003, p. 174). It is not, therefore, surprising 

that a national Kurdish literature has yet to be formed.  

Kurds have not been viewed as one nation because of the vivid cultural 

disparities between them. For van Bruinessen, who argues that “Kurds were (and 

are) certainly not a culturally homogeneous group” (2000a, p. 45), the cultural 

disparities are so many that he doubts the possibility of seeing them as one 

ethnic group; “judging by objective criteria, one would be inclined to consider the 

Kurds as conglomerates of different ethnic groups rather than as a single one” 

(ibid. p. 9). In a similar argument McDowall finds it “extremely doubtful” that Kurds 

are from a coherent ethnic origin (2009, pp. 8-9). The geographical status of 

Kurdistan and its political divisions have just deepened the gulf. Indeed, the very 

nature of Kurdistan as a rugged and mountainous region has been blamed for the 

Kurds’ isolation.  “Kurdistan’s rugged landscape” has been considered a “curse 

on the unity of the Kurds because it has isolated communities of Kurds for 

centuries” (Sheyholislami 2008, p. 176). The division of Kurdish lands after World 

War I and new imposed borderlines further enhanced fragmentation and disunity.  

Kurdish lands were divided between four nation-states, Iran, Turkey, Iraq, 

and Syria. Kurds were minorities in these nation-states and very much under the 

influence of the dominant language and culture (Persian, Turkish, and Arabic). 

Under the brutal treatment of the ruling states the mere survival of Kurds was in 

jeopardy, let alone their cultural and literary activities. For a long time Turkey 

denied the existence of Kurds as an ethnic minority; the mere designation, “Kurd” 

was considered to be a threat to territorial integrity and Kurds were called 

“Mountain Turks” (McDowall 2004, 210; Kreyenbroek 1992, p. 57). In 1924 all 

Kurdish institutions, schools, associations, and publications were officially 

banned” (Kreyenbroek 1992, p. 56), and the Kurdish written language only 
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survived in Diaspora.2 Turkey legalized the use of the Kurdish language in May 

1991 (Sheyholislami 2008, p. 183), but at the same time it implemented other 

laws to control its use.3  

In Syria, Kurds were denied any legitimate rights as they were also 

considered a threat to national unity. The Arabization policy which was 

implemented from 1960 deprived a large number of Kurds of Syrian citizenship 

and consequently these unregistered Kurds were called ‘foreign’ (Yildiz 2005, p. 

92). The Kurds’ very existence had been denied which has led to restriction on 

their language and inevitably, their culture.4 Nonetheless, the political history of 

Kurds in Iraq is that of numerous uprisings and revolts, although never a very 

successful one until 1991, when they gained an autonomous government.5 

Kreyenbroek rightly observes that they “faced far fewer obstacles in developing 

their language than the Kurds of Turkey,” and “the Iraqi Kurds were able to create 

a standard written Sorani that is entirely adequate for academic and literary 

purposes” (1992, p. 59).  

Iran has treated the Kurds cunningly; while never denying their existence, as 

a minority they have been deprived of political or cultural rights in different 

regimes.6 McDowall correctly states that in Iran, “unlike Turkey, there was no 

denial of Kurdish identity, merely an insistence that it be subordinated to the 

homogenizing ideology of Iranian national integration” (2004, p. 2). However, as 

                                              
2 Sheyholislami states that today’s Kurdish Kurmanji was mainly developed and 
flourished in the West, notably in Germany and Sweden (2008, p. 183).    
3 For instance, Gunter refers to Article eight of a new Anti-Terrorism law which was 
enforced in April 1991 and “made it possible to consider academics, intellectuals, 
and journalistic speaking up peacefully for Kurdish rights to be engaging in terrorist 
acts.” (2009, p. xxxii i)  
4 After the escalation of the civil war in Syria, the Kurds took the opportunity to 
establish a de facto independent Kurdish region in November 2013 under the name 
of Rojava and have established Kurdish schools where Kurdish is taught.   
5 Gunter argues that the relative success of the Kurds in Iraq, compared with Turkey 
and Iran, is because firstly, they form a greater proportion of the population 
compared to Turkey and Iran. Secondly, Iran and Turkey existed as empires for 
centuries before becoming countries while Iraq was a new country and thus had 
“less legitimacy as a polit ical entity than did turkey and Iran,” and rebell ions came 
easier. Lastly, Iraq was further divided by a Sunni-Shiite Muslim division which was 
not present in Turkey or Iran (2009, pp. xxxv-xxxvi). 
6 Kurds in Iran enjoyed free Kurdish publication during the short period of Kurdistan 
Republic in Mahabad in 1946. 
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Ahmadzadeh points out, after the Iranian revolution of 1979 publication of Kurdish 

books and journals flourished (2003, p. 132). Despite all the control and severe 

censorship in Iran, Kurdish books and journals are now published and distributed 

throughout the country.7  

There was little communication between Kurds across borders; and before 

digital satellite broadcasting they were not aware of each other’s cultural 

achievements. Living isolated lives, their cultural and literary productions 

remained in isolation and hardly had any influence upon one another. The result 

was that they had separate literary activities and movements (Ahmadzadeh 2003, 

p. 132). Furthermore, the cultural activities of each part of Kurdistan were 

governed by the relevant ruling states.  

Kurds are also fragmented linguistically. The fragmentation of the Kurdish 

language, as Sheyholislami rightly notes, is twofold: “different speech varieties 

and different written scripts” (2008, p. 182).8 The Kurdish language has four 

groups of dialects: Sorani, Kurmanji, Zazaki/Dimli, and Gurani/Hawrami 

(Hassanpour 1992, p. 20).9 While there is no agreement on this nomenclature, it 

has been used by most Kurdish and Western critics.10 These dialects are so 

different that some critics have tended to call them different languages rather than 

dialects of the same language. For instance, Kreyenbroek, argues that from a 

                                              
7 It is worth mentioning that brining Kurdish books from Iraq needs official l icense 
and bookshops have been shut for having Kurdish books which provoke Kurdish 
nationalism, and thus endangering the national integrity. In the absence of formal 
book exportation Kurdish books on various subjects have become available through 
smuggling. 
8 Sheyholislami prefers to use “speech varieties” instead of “dialect” because, he 
argues, “the terms language and dialect are polit ically loaded” (2008, p. 182). 	
9 Hassanpour explains that Kurmanji in Iraq has also been called “Badinani” after 
the name of the former Badinan principality that its borders “roughly correspond 
with the Kurmanji speaking areas of Iraq.” ((1992, p. 19) Sorani is also a new 
appellation named after the former principality of Soran (ibid.). 
10 Hasssanpour (1992, p. 20) and Sheyholislami (2008, p. 180) mention Nationalist 
writer Jamal Nebez among others, who calls Kurmanji “North Kirmanji”, Sorani 
“Middle Kirmanji”, and Gurani/Zazaki “South Kirmanji”. Sheyholislami rightly notes 
that designations l ike Nebez’s have been used by Kurdish nationalists, as they have 
found the use of terms like Kurmanji and Sorani divisive (2009, p. 180). Such 
designations, furthermore, attempt to imagine Kurdistan as a unified land.   
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linguistic point of view Sorani and Kurmanji are as different as English and 

German (1992, p. 55).  

Writing in various dialects has become one of the main setbacks in the 

interaction between literary works, and the adoption of different alphabets, 

modified Arabic scripts in Iran and Iraq, and Latin in Turkey and Syria, has simply 

complicated the situation and made communication much harder. Kurds in the 

former Soviet Union, however, were using the Cyrillic alphabet, an unfamiliar 

alphabet to Kurds, which has made their literature almost alien to other Kurds. 

(Sheyholislami 2009, p. 183; Ahmadzadeh 2003, p. 129).   

Considering regional, cultural, linguistic, and political fragmentation makes it 

challenging to talk about Kurdish literature as a whole. Ahmadzadeh justifies his 

acceptance of a Kurdish literature despite “its discontinuous and fragmented 

character” based on “the reality of Kurdish nationalism, with its continuous 

endeavors in search of a defined Kurdish identity” (2003, p. 135). Although the 

fragmented nature of Kurdish literature is a challenge when defining and 

classifying it (as I discuss it in my paper on the Challenges of writing Kurdish 

literary history) it should not deter us from talking about a Kurdish literature as 

long as its heterogeneous nature is taken into account. The problem in Kurdish 

literary studies is that Kurdish critics in the hope of presenting a homogenous 

picture of Kurdish literature have deliberately glossed over its diversity and 

discontinuity and have marginalized, and even excluded, the literature of one or 

two dialects (for instance in Kurdish literary historiographies such as Xeznedar’s 

(2001-2006), Secadî’s (2012), and Uzun’s (2003)).11 Throughout this thesis, I 

discuss the problems that attempting to find homogeneity has caused in Kurdish 

literary studies and I offer an inclusive approach in the discussion of modern 

Kurdish poetry. Therefore, by Kurdish poetry in this thesis I mean the Kurdish 

poetry of all Kurdish dialects. In discussing classical Kurdish poetry, I will 

elaborate on the poetic tradition of Kurmanji, Sorani, and Gurani. Zazaki poetry is 

not discussed because the Zazaki dialect does not have a written literary 
                                              

11 For an extensive discussion of the problems of Kurdish l iterary historiography, 
see Ghaderi’s The Challenges of Writing Kurdish Literary History: Representation, 
classification, and Periodisation (2015). 
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tradition.12 The study of modern poetry has focused only on Kurmanji and Sorani 

poetry because, as I discuss in Chapter Two, the Gurani literary tradition came to 

an abrupt halt in the mid-nineteenth century with the fall of the Ardalans, its 

patron principality.   

1.4. Research obstacles  

Conducting a research on Kurdish literature involves serious challenges and 

setbacks. The first major challenge pertains to primary resources. A significant 

part of Kurdish literary heritage is either lost or unpublished, therefore unavailable 

to researchers. For classical poetry, as will be elaborated in more detail in the 

following chapter, our knowledge of the literary past is confined to the limited 

literary texts that have survived which has resulted in an episodic and fragmented 

picture of classical poetry. Throughout the twentieth century the political and 

economic difficulties in the countries that Kurds were subject to made it difficult to 

collect and publish the manuscripts which had survived. In recent years, however, 

there have been significant efforts for digging out manuscripts and bringing them 

to light in Iraq, Turkey, and Iran. The publication of new manuscripts and 

documents have made revising the diwans of classical poets inevitable, a process 

which has started and is developing. Revising the diwans is particularly important 

for in-depth studies of Kurdish poetry and makes close reading of literary texts 

possible. The lack of well-edited diwans is, as I shall illustrate in this study, is a 

problem with serious consequences for Kurdish literary studies.    

Uncovering and publishing new literary works has also started to change our 

understating of modern literature. For instance, the discovery of two collections of 

poetry of Rehîm Rehmê Hekarî, which deemed to be lost, has revived the status 

of Hekarî and has considerably assisted me in writing Chapter Four of this study. 

Throughout the twentieth century Kurdish nationalists produced newspapers and 

journals, studying of which is of significant importance for examining the 

development of Kurdish modern literature. While thanks to the efforts of scholars 

                                              
12 Cultivation of Zazaki as a l iterary dialect began in diaspora in the 1970s thanks to 
the efforts of Zazaki intellectuals l ike Malmîsanij (Ghaderi 2015, p. 5).   
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like Bozarslan the early Kurmanji-Turkish papers are accessible, most of the early 

Sorani papers and journals are yet unavailable.  

In recent years, despite all setbacks, there has been growing body of 

research on Kurdish literature in Turkey which for linguistic reason has been 

inaccessible to the researcher in this study. Kurdish literature can not be studied 

in isolation. While classical poetry developed in the context of Persianate literary 

tradition, modern poetry was under the influence of modern Turkish poetry. 

Therefore, a comprehensive study of the emergence of modern Kurdish poetry 

needs to take a close look at the development of Turkish poetry in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century. The researcher has tried to gain an 

understanding of the genesis of modern Turkish poetry with the help of secondary 

literature, but inability to use primary resources has been a limitation of this study.  

As well as these obstacles and challenges in conducting this research, the 

study of classical poetry in Chapter Two, and the individual poets, Hacî Qadir, 

Hekarî, and Pîremêrd, each posed certain challenges which will be discussed in 

the introduction to each chapter.   

1.5. Modern poetry: a clarification  

In Kurdish literature “şê‘rî niwê” (شیعری نوێ) is a designation used to refer to the 

poetry which has abandoned classical forms and conventions. The appellation 

literally means “new poetry”. But I prefer to refer to it as “modern” instead of “new” 

because “new poetry” can be applied to the poetry of any period with respect to 

the previous period. Furthermore, we can defend the use of “modern poetry” if we 

take into account its associations with modernity. Modernity, I argue in this thesis, 

was a major driving force for change in poetry. Nonetheless, one needs to be 

conscious of the different connotations of the term “modern” when used in a non-

Western context, including Kurdish literature.     
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The term “modern” has been widely used in world literature with different 

designations.13 In English literature, modern poetry evolved as a result of  

broader philosophical, cultural, and literary transformations which took place 

towards the end of the nineteenth century. The literary changes which came to 

identify modern poetry, therefore, began in the later half of the nineteenth century, 

but reached “an explosive stage” in the first three decades of the twentieth 

century (Eysteinsson 1990, pp. 5-6). It is often explained as a movement rejecting 

the literary tradition of Victorianism, the “attitudes and preconceptions of the 

Victorian middle classes,” and Romanticism which was coupled with the post- 

World War’s prevalent pessimism and disillusionment, and the emergence of the 

“art for art’s sake” movement (Abrahams 2000: 1897-1899). Modern English 

poetry is defined with its profound pessimism, chaos, fragmented language, and 

confused sense of identity. To modern poets, modern history was “the immense 

panorama of futility and anarchy” (Eliot 1923, p. 177), and poetry set to 

reflect this new reality. Another characteristic feature of modern English 

poetry is its complexity and difficulty. Eliot’s remarks in his essay on the 

metaphysical poetry is often quoted as the explanation of the modernist 

poet’s stand with regard to language,  

We can only that it appears likely that poets in our civilization, as it exists at 

present, must be difficult. Our civilization comprehends great variety and 

complexity, and playing upon a refined sensibility, must produce various and 

complex results. The poet must become more and more comprehensive, more 

allusive, more indirect, in order to force, to dislocate if necessary, language into 

his meaning. (1921) 

It was advocating intellectual complexity that revived interest in Metaphysical 

poets of the seventeenth century. Other important elements in bringing up 

modern poetry, as Abrahams notes, are imagist movement, under the influence of 
                                              

13 For instance, while in most sources on Arabic poetry, “modern” poetry is referred 
to as a poetry which emerged in the nineteenth, and early twentieth century, 
Adonis, the celebrated Syrian poet and essayist, applies the term “modern” to Abu-
Nawas (756–814) and Abu Tamam (788–845), two poets of the eighth and ninth 
century (1990, p. 98) and he defines modernity by intellectual renewal, as well as 
artistic innovations (ibid.).     
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Hulme’s “insistence on hard, clear, precise images and encouraged by the 

modernist American poet Ezra Pound,” feeling the need to bring poetic language 

closer to the language of conversation, and the posthumous publication of Gerard 

Manley Hopkins’ poetry which encouraged experimentations in language and 

rhythms (2000, pp. 1901–1904). 

Modern Arabic, Persian, Turkish and Kurdish poetry were developed, 

however, in quite different circumstances. They emerged in response to the 

advent of modernity and socio-political transformations of the late nineteenth and 

early twentieth century. They were primarily defined for taking stance from the 

classical poetry and as “an attempt to liberate poetry from the fetters of strict 

prosody,” as Badawi argues in defining modern Arabic poetry (1975, p. 7). The 

old two-hemistich mono-rhymed form of classical Arabic poetry, Jayussi argues, 

was questioned and symmetry and balance were abandoned in modern poetry 

(1987, p. 10). “The fixed number of feet,” she notes “was broken and the unit of 

the poem became the single foot not the single verse” (ibid.). Modern Persian 

poetry has also been defined as a poetry which abandoned traditional and strict 

metrical system and adopted free rhyme schemes (Langarudi 2008, p. 1-2). 

These definitions of modern poetry are largely based on the form and the 

structure of poetry. Thus, symmetry of lines and recognizable patterns of meter 

and rhyme came to be known as the features of classical poetry and the lack of 

them as the characteristics of modern.  

Modern Kurdish poetry, as will be discussed in detail in the following section, 

has been defined as a poetry which abandoned the classical metrical system, 

aruz, and employed syllabic meter (hija) and free rhyme schemes, in contrast to 

the dominancy of mono-rhyme in classical poetry. In this thesis I challenge this 

definition and argue that modernism in poetry should not be judged only on the 

basis of the formal features of poetry. I illustrate that classifying poetry based on 

its meter and rhyme scheme to classical and modern has resulted in 

misunderstanding with regard to its emergence and development. Modern poetry 

is believed to had emerged in the 1930s and 1940s under the leadership of 

Ebdula Goran (1904-1962), but I argue that it is erroneous to consider poetic 
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change as the consequence of a sharp break up with the past and the outcome of 

a specific moment in the literary history and the work of a single poet. Instead, I 

study the emergence of modern poetry as a process of poetic change starting 

from the late nineteenth century in the context of emerging socio-political changes 

in the society. I investigate the gradual changes in poetry not only in rhyme and 

meter, but also in modes of expressions, figurative language and literary devices. 

It was a gradual change in rhetoric, perspective, worldview, and language which 

resulted in more obvious manifestations of change in fomr. Therefore, I refer to 

modern poetry as a poetry which started to depart from the traditional poetic 

conventions. It is for this reason that I consider Hacî Qadir and Pîremêrd modern 

poets even though they continued writing in the traditional poetic forms of ghazal 

and qasida.  

1.6. Literature Review  

The emergence of modern Kurdish poetry has been the subject of a number 

of works in Kurdish. These works, with few exceptions, are largely descriptive and 

do not offer any insight into the mechanism of change in Kurdish poetry. They 

share a definition of modern poetry largely based on its formal features and with 

passing references to its dominant themes. There is a general consent among 

Kurdish critics that modern Kurdish poetry emerged after the First World War 

(Xeznedar 2005, p. 13-14; Resûl 1966, p. 105; Kakey Felah 1978; Hilmî 1988) as 

a result of a sharp and “radical” outbreak from classical poetry. Critics 

occasionally disagree on the initiator of the movement, with some giving all the 

credit to Goran (1904-1962), and others, to Şêx Nurî (1896-1958) or Şêx Necîb 

(1906-1968). The main criterion for distinguishing classic and modern poetry by 

Kurdish critics is its meter and rhyme. It is argued that modern poetry adopted a 

syllabic meter (hija in Kurdish), in contrast to aruz (strict Arabic scansion) in 

classical poetry, and abandoned mono-rhyme which dominated classical poetry 

and exerted freedom in experimenting with rhyme (Xeznedar 2005, p. 28). While 

in classical poetry the length of the lines, meter, and rhyme in each line is exactly 

the same, modern poetry is typically identified by the irregularity of the length of 
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the lines, the diversity of meter (syllabic meter) and rhyme. Such classification 

presents modern poetry visually and aurally different from the classical and is the 

basis of classifying poetry such as Hacî Qadir’s classical, evethough it presents 

new themes and employs a new language. 

Three classical works on modern poetry which have been frequently quoted 

and referenced are Kakey Felah’s Karwanî Şê‘rî Niwêy Kurdî (The Caravan of 

Modern Kurdish Poetry, 1978), Refêq Hilmî’s Şêr û Edebyatî Kurdî (Kurdish 

Poetry and Literature, 1941-56/1988),14 and ‘Ezedîn Mustefa Resûl’s Edebyatî 

Nwêy Kurdî (Modern Kurdish Literature, 1990). The first problem with these works 

is that they are Sorani and Iraqi-Kurdish-centred. 

 Although Resûl mentions two Kurmanji poets, Hekarî and Qedrî Can, Felah 

and Hilmî’s works are exclusive studies of Sorani poets of Iraqi Kurdistan. The 

exclusion of Kurmanji and Gurani literature/poetry in the literary histories, 

anthologies, and critical studies is a widespread problem (Ghaderi 2015). Hilmî 

gives a critical account of twenty two poets of Iraqi Kurdistan in the nineteenth 

and the twentieth centuries,15 and Felah presents a detailed study of the works of 

nine modern poets of Iraqi Kurdistan (Ghaderi 2015, p. 13). Hilmî’s work is 

descriptive and except for an explanation of vocabulary and figurative language of 

the poets does not offer any critical comment, neither on the works of the poets, 

nor on modern Kurdish poetry.  

Discussing the works of nine “modern poets” (Goran, Bextyar Zîwer, Dildar, 

Medhoş, Herdî, E. H. B, Kakey Felah, Dîlan, and Kameran Mukrî), Kakey Felah 

argues that it was Goran who pioneered modern Kurdish poetry and calls him the 

real path-breaker. He mentions arguments that consider Şêx Nurî and Pîremêrd 

to be the pioneers and dismisses them, arguing that Şêx Nurî resigned too early 
                                              

14 The first volume of the book was published in 1941 and the second volume in 
1956, in Baghdad. In 1988 they were reprinted in one volume. 
15 The poets covered in the first volume are: Ehmed Begî Fetah Beg (Sahib Qiran), 
Ehmed Muxtar Begî Caf, Emîn Feyzî Beg, Muhemed Emîn Zekî Beg, Esîrî, Ahî, 
Bexod, Fayeq Bêkes, Pîremêrd, Hacî Qadir Koyî, Herîq, Hemdî (Mela Hemdula), 
Xakî, and Xeste. In the second volume he discusses Salim, Şêx Selam, Dildar, 
Remzî, Zîwer, Goran, Şêx Nurî, and Emîn Feyzî Beg. The selection is random and 
unexplained.  
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from writing in new forms to be considered a pioneer and Pîremêrd was, from an 

aesthetic point of view, a classical poet (1978, pp. 9-10). His classification of 

modern and classic is based on the formal features of poetry and he considers 

that the emergence of modern poetry is an abrupt outbreak from classical poetry. 

Resûl is the first Kurdish critic who seems to be aware of the Kurmanji poets’ 

efforts to renew poetry and mentions Hekarî (1890-1958) and Qedrî Can (1911–

1972). He offers some useful comments on innovations in form and language 

made by the poets he discusses; and yet, he does not discuss the context of 

modernization and the bases for change.     

In more recent works the context of modernization is discussed, although in 

passing and briefly. What is shared in discussions of context is the general 

comment that the rise of Kurdish nationalism made change inevitable and the 

poets could not write within the “strict frame of classical poetry”. The new themes 

in poetry are linked with political circumstances and Kurdish nationalism, yet no 

in-depth analysis has been offered. Among the reasons for change in poetry the 

influence of “European literature” and “modern Turkish poetry” are mentioned 

without any effort to substantiate these claims. The debates mostly revolve 

around the question of the initiator with some arguing for Şêx Nurî and some for 

Goran.  

A slightly different work that has highlighted the changes in poetry from 1898 

to 1932 is that of Yadgar Ballekî in his Master Thesis published in 2005 under the 

title of Sîmakanî Tazekirdnewey Şêrî Kurdî 1898-1932 [The Features of Modern 

Kurdish Poetry 1898-1932] Ballekî argues that newspapers had a significant role 

in the modernization of poetry and discusses the thematic and formal changes in 

poetry in the works of Hacî Qadirê Koyî and Mustefa Şewqî Qazîzade. 

Nevertheless, Ballekî’s work does not go beyond general statements regarding 

the effect of Kurdish nationalism on poetry. Like other Kurdish critics, he fails to 

illustrate the mechanism of the relation of Kurdish nationalism and modern poetry. 

Ballekî also repeats the claims regarding the influence of “European literatures” 

and “Turkish modern poetry” on modern Kurdish poetry, without any 
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substantiation. In his work, like many others, the term “European literatures,” 

remains a vague designation which is never defined.  

In English there are two relevant PhD dissertations which offer sections on 

modern Kurdish poetry. The first is, Dahir Latîf Kerîm’s PhD dissertation entitled, 

A comparative study of free verse in Arabic and Kurdish: the literary careers of al-

Sayyāb and Gōrān, submitted at Glasgow University in 1985. In his comparative 

study of Goran and al-Sayyāb, the iconic Iraqi-Arab poet, Kerîm classifies Kurdish 

poetry up to 1960 into three stages: the “classical period” which lasts until 1920, 

the “Romantic period” from 1920-1945, and the “Realist/social period” from 1945-

1960. Kerîm’s designation, which has been repeated by other Kurdish critics such 

as Hilmî (1988), superimposes the paradigm of the Western literary evolution 

onto the development of Kurdish poetry and reinforces the colonial discourse of 

Western literature as the centre and point of reference. He also reduces the 

changes in Kurdish poetry to mere imitation and “foreign influence” (1985, p. 51), 

and therefore, fails to appreciate the complex mechanism of change. In the 

debates regarding the initiator, he credits both Şêx Nûrî and Goran as the 

“principal pioneers” of modern poetry (ibid.). Nevertheless, he argues that Şêx 

Nurî abandoned the new poetry fairly soon and it was Goran “who continued and 

developed the new style” and “liberates Kurdish poetry from its total dependence 

on Arabic and Persian poetry and gives it an identity of its own” (ibid. p. 53). He 

does not explain what the dependency on Arabic and Persian poetry means and 

how Kurdish poetry is “liberated” from them. Kerîm’s account of Kurdish poetry is 

Sorani and Iraqi-Kurdistan centred and ignores the poetry of other dialects and 

other parts of Kurdistan.   

The second relevant PhD dissertation is Saman Salah Hassan’s Women and 

Literature: A Feminist Reading of Kurdish Women’s Poetry, submitted at the 

University of Exeter in 2013. The thesis is a study of Sorani Kurdish women poets 

of Iraqi Kurdistan of 1990 to 2009. Hassan dedicates a chapter to the history of 

Kurdish poetry including modern Kurdish poetry. He considers the emergence of 

modern Kurdish poetry as a “radical” change and notes, “[T]he long tradition and 

period of classical Kurdish poetry comes to a radical end with the emergence of a 
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group of romantic and national Kurdish poets in the early years of the twentieth 

century who were in relatively close contact with developments and changes in 

European literature and who felt the impact of modernity and of nation-building 

initiatives in the region.” (2013, p. 78) Thus, he repeats the cliché that modern 

poetry is the product of familiarity with “European literature” without substantiating 

his claim. He argues that a number of Kurdish poets “through reading and 

observing European literature and its literary movements were able to bring in 

fundamental changes to Kurdish poetry and liberate it from the classical form.”  

(2013, p. 78). Therefore, Kurdish modern poetry is reduced to being generated by 

a “European” influence and is branded as a “radical” and “fundamental” change. 

Although mentioning a number of poets in the “campaign”, he considers Goran as 

being “firmly behind a radical change towards modernity in Kurdish poetry,” and 

reiterates his label in Kurdish literary studies as “the father of modern Kurdish 

poetry” (ibid. p. 83). 

Another relevant work in English is an anthology of modern Kurdish poetry 

published in 2006 in Uppsala which provides excerpts of thirty modern poets with 

short introductions to the poets. The book has an introduction which is written by 

Rafiq Sabîr, a known Kurdish critic and poet. What is interesting is that Sabîr 

considers modern poetry to be merely the impact of Western literature through 

translations. He argues that modernism “gained impetus during the late 1920s 

and early 1930s.” He names Pîremêrd as an important figure in the “trend of 

national awakening and modernisation” (2006, p. 19) and calls Şêx Nurî “an 

important innovator,” yet the “dominant name in modern Kurdish poetry” is Goran 

who “implemented fundamental changes in Kurdish poetry regarding its content, 

language and verse meter.” (ibid. p. 20). He briefly acknowledges the role of 

folklore and Gurani poetry, without elucidation. (ibid. p. 22)    

A recent work in Arabic is Serwer Ebdula’s Harakat al-ḥadathat Fī ṣʿer al-

Kurdī (Modernist Movement in Kurdish Poetry, 2015). Ebdula studies modern 

Kurdish poetry from 1932, (which he considers to be the beginning), up to 2015. 

He classifies modern Kurdish poetry into four periods: 1- 1932-1968 with the 

leadership of Goran, 2- 1969-1983, 3- 1984-2000, and 4- 2001- present. Thus, he 
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gives an exact date for the birth of modern poetry and gives the credit for its birth 

to Goran.  

An obsession with classifying poetry by its formal features is by no means 

exclusive to Kurdish literature. A review of the literature written on modern Arabic 

and Persian poetry, for instance, reveals the prevalence of similar assumptions 

with regard to the emergence of modernity in poetry and the binary opposition of 

“classical” and “modern”. Modern Arabic poetry is defined as the beginning of an 

attempt to liberate poetry from the fetters of strict prosody as a result of being 

exposed to poetry of French symbolists and English Romantics. (Badawi 1975, 

pp. 3-11). Badawi explicitly uses the term “westernization” instead of 

modernization in explaining the context of the emergence of modern poetry (ibid. 

p. 11). However, I find employing the terms ‘westernization’ and ‘modernization’ 

as interchangeable terms troubling since it reduces the process of modernization 

to mere imitation of Western culture, which is not necessarily true.  

Persian modern poetry is also believed to be the result of a sharp break with 

the past (Karimi-Hakkak 2012, p. 1). Karimi-Hakkak rightly observes that in 

traditional criticism classical poetry is believed to have lasted until the, “1920s—or 

1930s, or later,-when Nima Yushij began his lonely crusade to modernize Persian 

poetry in the face of solid opposition from an assortment of social forces opposed 

to the new poetry.” (ibid. p. 3) In his critical study of modern poetry, Shams 

Langarudi, the outstanding Persian poet, applies “modern poetry” to “the poems 

free from classical commitment to conventional meter and rhyme” (2008, p. 1).  

1.7. The significance of this study  

This study is the first work to be written on the emergence of modern Kurdish 

poetry in English and the first work in Kurdish to study the arrival of modern 

Kurdish poetry as a process that unfolds in the works of generations of poets. By 

offering a different and a more nuanced approach to the study of modern Kurdish 

poetry, the context, and the process of its emergence, this thesis makes an 

original and significant contribution to the fields of Kurdish and Middle Eastern 
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studies. My investigation into the relation of modern poetry and Kurdish 

nationalism, hitherto unexplored, has revealed unknown and lesser known, 

aspects of Kurdish nationalism and its development.  

While the study of the novel as the medium for Kurdish nationalism has been 

the subject of a number of studies in the past decade, poetry has been largely 

overlooked. Nevertheless, in this study I illustrate that it was modern poetry, and 

not novel, that accompanied the rise of nationalism as a literary genre, a 

phenomenon which can be equated with the role played by novel in Europe. 

Examining the construction of pivotal notions in nationalism such as “mîlet” 

(nation) and “weten/welat” (homeland) through the lens of poetry illustrates how 

Kurdish intellectuals made nationalism meaningful to ordinary people. Bringing to 

light the long-overlooked contribution of religious intellectuals to Kurdish 

nationalism is another significant contribution of this study.   

This study also examines the reception of modernity by Kurdish intellectuals 

and how it affected the Kurdish language and discursive paradigms and 

ultimately, Kurdish poetry. It reveals the diversity of ideas and approaches to 

modernity and the process of modernization. With the help of Kurdish intellectuals 

and collectors of books and manuscripts, I have located some texts that have 

never been studied before, and most of the texts that I am writing about here 

have never been translated into English. This thesis is the first detailed treatment 

of Hacî Qadirê Koyî, Rehîm Hekarî, and Pîremêrd in the English language. 

1.8. Theory  

This thesis offers a diachronic study of poetic change in the context of 

Kurdish poetry using the theory of semiotics. Inspired by Karimi-Hakkak’s use of 

Lotman’s diachronic principle on modern Persian poetry,16 I have applied 

Lotman’s theorization of literary change. In this study I have relied on two of his 

works on the subject: a book entitled, The Structure of Artistic Text (Translation 

                                              
16 As well as Lotman, Karimi-Hakkak employs Bakhtin’s basic notion of poetry as a 
form of social discourse in his study.  
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from Russian, 1977), and an article, “The Dynamic Model of a Semiotic System” 

(1977). Ann Shukman’s commentaries on Lotman in Literature and Semiotics: A 

Study of the Writings of Yu. M. Lotman (1977) and “The Dialectics of Change: 

Culture, Codes, and the Individual” (1981) have also assisted me in 

understanding his theory of artistic change.  

For Lotman, art is “language” in a sense that it is a sign system that receives, 

stores, and conveys information. For him, art is a “semiotic communicative 

system” and a particular work of art, or literature, functions as a text. (Shukman 

1977, p. 118). To explain the way a text is constructed, perceived and functions 

as a dynamic entity, Lotman draws on a number of theorists, from Saussure to 

Jakobson and Bakhtin. He challenges Saussure’s synchronic approach to the 

study of language and gives priority to a diachronic approach due to its capacity 

to record change. The Synchronic approach, he argues, attempts to bring to 

attention the atomic elements of a given structure/system, but a dynamic 

approach studies the extra-systematic elements, as well as the system. The 

problem of the synchronic versus the diachronic, as Shukman confirms, was first 

discussed by Jakobson and Tynjanov (1928) who argued that pure synchronism 

is “an illusion” (cited in Shukman 1981, p. 317).   

Lotman offers a “dynamic model” for studying literary structure. He maintains 

that although similar in many respects, the structure of art and all modeling 

systems have one profound difference. He argues that the distinction is in the 

existence of “extra-systemic material” (1977, p. 70). All modeling systems 

“eliminate” the extra systemic elements while in art, non-systemic elements 

always emerge and even take part in conveying meaning:  

In non-artistic communication system the ‘grammar’ of any structural level 

entails that certain achronic rules be formulated for the entire text, and that 

violation of these rules can be attributed only to error. Error is noise in the 

communication channel, and a text resists accidental distortions not only through 

the redundancy of its structure, but also the systemic nature of its construction…. 

An artistic text’s relation to “errors” that violate the rules is different in principle… 
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no matter how precisely we formulate some structural rule [in artistic texts], we 

are immediately obliged to point out deviations. (ibid.) 

Thus, the tendency to deviate from norms distinguishes artistic, including 

poetic, texts from non-artistic. The “constant process of drawing extra-systemic 

elements into the realm of the system and of expelling systemic elements into the 

area of non-system” Lotman explains, is the source of dynamism in artistic texts 

(1977a, p. 196). He underlines the importance of extra-systemic elements in 

understanding the dynamism of literary system, which he believes cannot be 

explained by linguistics alone.17 In fact, he compares ignoring the complexities of 

the extra-texts relationships to “studying the act of communication while ignoring 

the problems of perception, code, interpretation, mistakes, etc.” (cited in 

Shukman 1977, p. 64). I have found this analysis of literary text, as a combination 

of systemic and extra-systemic elements useful for my research. In particular, 

Lotman’s explanation of the dynamism of literary system has drawn my attention. 

Related to the notion of extra-system, Lotman divides literature into two 

types: the “aesthetic of identity” and the “aesthetic of contrast or opposition” 

(1977, pp. 289-295). The aesthetic of identity is a type of literary work whose 

structure is known to the audience beforehand and operates, “according to a 

system of “rules”.” (Lotman 1977, p. 290) An example of such stereotypical art 

systems are folklore of all nations (ibid.). The aesthetic of identity, the 

construction of art according to precise rules, plays a great part in the literary 

system and the process of perception. The rules and norms make a piece of work 

recognizable as artistic/literary. For instance, a text needs to have certain 

characteristics to be considered a sonnet. The aesthetic of identity defines 

possibilities and impossibilities of the given system (ibid. pp. 289-290). The 

construction of possibilities and impossibilities within a system make any 

diversion from the norms by authors a challenging act. Lotman notes that if an 

author chooses a situation that is “impossible” from the viewpoint of the system’s 
                                              

17 He states that “[A] refusal to describe the extrasystemic, placing it beyond the 
confines of science, cuts off the reserve of dynamism and presents us with a 
system in which any play between evolution and homeostasis is, in principle, 
excluded.” (1977a, p. 196) 
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codes and rules, then “the structure expected by the audience would be 

destroyed, and as a result they would regard the work as inferior and the author 

as unskilled and ignorant, or even a blasphemer of sinful audacity.” (ibid. p. 289) 

An example of established norms in literature is the metrical rules in classical 

Kurdish poetry, that have been practiced for centuries, a diversion from which 

would become a marker of modern poetry.  

The Aesthetic of contrast or opposition, on the other hand, is the type of 

literary work whose codes are not known to the audience/reader beforehand and 

the author “sets his own, original resolution, which he believes to be the true one, 

in opposition to methods of modelling reality that are familiar to the reader.” (ibid. 

p. 292) The aesthetic of opposition as well as the extra-systems pose a threat to 

the equilibrium of a given system. Once the system’s stability is challenged by the 

extra-systemic elements of the aesthetic of opposition the system begins to 

change. In other words, the interaction of the aesthetic of identity and opposition 

shape the dynamism of a literary text.  

To explain the process of change in a literary text, Lotman employs two more 

terms: ‘univalence’ and ‘ambivalence’. Univalence prevails when a system has 

remained unchallenged and therefore unchanged (Lotman 1977a). However, 

when the traditional practice of a system is challenged, the system responds by 

incorporating a variety of new elements. The integration of the new elements into 

the text and thus, its cohabitation with the old elements makes the text ambivalent 

(Karimi-Hakkak 2012, p. 15). The cohabitation of the old and the new elements 

makes the text ambivalent because the equilibrium of the system has been 

violated and the reader is presented with a text that does not meet his/her 

expectations. Thus, a static text is transformed into a dynamic one. Lotman states 

that the growth of ambivalence in a system, “is an index of an imminent dynamic 

leap.” (1977a, p. 208) I have found the notion of ambivalence very useful in 

marking the process of change in Kurdish poetry.       

As discussed, the cohabitation of the old and new elements is a strategy that 

a system employs in dealing with the advent of extra-systemic elements. Another 
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strategy is using the text for a new unpreceded function (Lotman 1977, p. 299). 

He notes that, “[I]n certain historical situations there is a tendency to use a text in 

undesignated ways, so the function and the text contradict each other.” (ibid.) In 

Kurdish poetry, for instance, from the late nineteenth century the classical form of 

ghazal, traditionally employed for love poems, began to be used to express 

political meanings. Political ghazal and qasidas are, perhaps, the best examples 

of ambivalent texts, and the cohabitation of the old and new elements.    

Other strategies that a poetic system employs in dealing with the advent of 

extra-systems include using the existing words in new senses and forging new 

terms (Karimi-Hakkak 2012, p. 7) The struggle continues until the old is 

marginalized and “viewed as an irrelevant survival” and the “new aesthetic 

system, including new thematic preoccupations and formal divisions, gains 

currency” (ibid.) The change is, nevertheless, gradual and happens in a process. 

The rejection of the structural norms takes place gradually, therefore the 

traditional image of poetic change as a sudden outbreak is an illusion.       

Lotman’s theory of the diachronic principle has assisted me in my close 

reading and tracing the process of poetic change in modern Kurdish poetry. I start 

with text analysis, but also explore the nature of the extra-systems and their 

generative context. Contextualizing the process of the poetic change, I illustrate 

modernity and nationalism as the major forces of change. Therefore, I present 

extensive examination of these two concepts and the ways they impacted 

language and aesthetic perceptions. In this research I show the plurality of 

perceptions and approaches to modernity. Although I confirm that Europe was the 

source of modernity for Kurdish intellectuals, their response was not necessarily a 

complete submission to Europe and European values. Taking a post-colonial 

stance I challenge the equation of modernization with Westernization and agree 

with Ringer who argues that such equation reduces the complex process of 

modernization to mere imitation or compulsory change in a colonial context 

(2001, pp. 4-5). I illustrate how certain aspects of modernization which were 

considered as most relevant to Kurdish society were selected, highlighted and 

adapted to the Kurdish context, while some other aspects were deliberately 
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glossed over, which confirms Ringer’s definition of modernization as a conscious 

and a creative adaptation of foreign models to indigenous contexts (2001, p. 5). 

Education was the most appealing aspect of modernization for Kurdish 

intellectuals and was in fact equated with modernity.  

In discussing nationalism, as a political manifestation of modernity,18 I do not 

intend to impose any mainstream understanding of nationalism to my analysis. 

This is because theories of nation and nationalism have been largely constructed 

based on the European experience of nationalism and imposing them on non-

European contexts may result in oversimplification and generalization. For 

instance, although I agree with Anderson’s constructivist view of nation and his 

definition of nation as “an imagined political community - and imagined as both 

inherently limited and sovereign” (1991, p. 6),19 I do not agree with nation being 

imagined through print in Kurdish context.20 Taking into account the high rate of 

illiteracy, the lack of readership, and the economic and political difficulties of 

printing in Kurdish, I argue that it is erroneous to consider print media as laying 

the basis of Kurdish national consciousness.  

According to Anderson, the novel and the newspaper, since they are the two 

most widespread products of print, “provided the technical and discursive means 

for, ‘re-presenting’ the kind of imagined community that is the nation”. (1991, p. 

25). Yet, the Kurdish novel as a noticeable genre did not appear until 1950s (it 

actually began to flourish in the 1980s). As for Kurdish newspapers, although they 

played a significant role in shaping Kurdish nationalism, I contend that given their 

limited publication and circulation, they had a more symbolic function. Capitalism 

certainly did not have any role in the creation of nationalism in the Kurdish 

context, since the early Kurdish newspapers, even up to the 1950s, were funded 

                                              
18 There is a general consensus among crit ics that nationalism is a modern 
phenomenon (Anderson 1991; Gellner 1983; Hobsbawm 1983; Smith 1998). 
19 It is “l imited” since it has finite boundaries (Anderson 1991, p. 7) and it is 
“sovereign” as it pursues a polit ical aim of self-determination (ibid.). 
20 All ison interrogates the applicabil ity of “print-capitalism” to the Kurdish context 
and rightly f inds it irrelevant (2013). However, she finds Anderson’s wider view of 
the nation being imagined through discourse useful and relevant (ibid.).  	
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by individuals, mainly Kurdish intellectuals, and were not profitable.21 Because of 

their limited circulation, Kurdish newspapers could not have been an effective tool 

in disseminating nationalism and mobilizing the people. It was poetry, as I 

illustrate in this study that provided the discursive means of constructing and 

disseminating nationalism. Poetry did not rely on literacy for its circulation as it 

had the tradition of being circulated orally, and with the transformations that 

happened in its structure toward the late nineteenth century, it became a powerful 

means of reinforcing nationalism.  

Anderson also argued that the emergence of a national culture was an 

alternative to religious culture (1991). Although nationalism offered a strong 

source of identity, it did not replace religion in the Middle Eastern contexts. In the 

Kurdish context I illustrate that religious intellectuals, like Hekarî, attempted to 

combine nationalism with religion and presented a religious understanding of 

nationalism compatible with Islam. Religious intellectuals in fact made a 

significant contribution to the development of Kurdish nationalism, but their 

contribution has been largely overlooked. Studying poetry in order to examine 

Kurdish nationalism in this study brings to light the forgotten contribution of 

religious intellectuals and manifests the complex relation of religion and 

nationalism.  

I agree with Anderson on the significance of the vernacular in constructing 

nationalism and will exhibit how linguistic consciousness, among other factors, 

contributed to the construction of Kurdish nationalism. I examine the construction 

of a territorial consciousness and how attachment to land was created. History as 

an important aspect of national consciousness and the way it shaped nationalism 

will also be studied through the means of poetry in this research.      

                                              
21 A glance at the publishers’, ( l ike Pîremêrd’s) memoirs reveals that the financial 
diff icult ies they were facing in keeping the Kurdish papers and journals going. 
Pîremêrd in a short account of his l ife “dinyam çon dî” says he had to leave his 
house in pawn to keep his newspaper, Jiyan  ( later known as Jîn), going and he 
complains that in all Iraq his paper had only a couple of subscribers who were 
paying (2009, p. 17).  
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1.9. Methodology  

Using the diachronic principle, I offer a close reading of three Kurdish poets 

who represent three stages of the evolution of modern Kurdish poetry, before 

Goran. These poets are: Hacî Qadirê Koyî, Rehîm Rehmê Hekarî, and Pîremêrd; 

and I have selected them for their discursive and aesthetic contributions to 

modern poetry. Hacî Qadir and Pîremêrd have traditionally been classified as 

classical poets because, as discussed earlier, in traditional Kurdish literary 

criticism, poetry is judged by its formal features and what differentiates classical 

poetry from modern is rhyme and meter. Challenging this formalistic view which 

presents modern poetry as the outcome of a revolution conducted single-

handedly by Goran in the 1940s, I illustrate the transformation of poetry as a 

gradual process starting in the late nineteenth century and culminating in Goran’s 

work in the 1940s.  

In a series of selected poetic texts I examine the mechanism of the literary 

transformation. First, I present an extensive discussion of classical poetry (in 

Chapter Two) and illustrate its main characteristics and features. Once the norms 

and conventions of classical poetry are established, I scrutinize the points of 

departures from the classical norms in the works of the selected poets. I intend to 

show semantic, syntactic, and rhetorical norm-violations in the works of Hacî 

Qadir, Hekarî, and Pîremêrd. Analysing poetry beyond its visible features, such 

as rhyme and meter reveals that long before abandoning the classical meter and 

rhyme in Goran and his followers, certain textual transformations occurred in 

poetry which led to more visible transformations and ultimately the emergence of 

a new poetic system.      

Although primarily a textual analysis, I also study the context of the poetic 

transformation. The change in the rhetoric and the literary devices was a 

deliberate gesture in response to the emerging social and political discursive 

systems. Modernity and nationalism were the sources of new ideas and concepts 

which began to be accommodated in poetry. For a better understanding of the 

ambience in which modernity and nationalism emerged and developed I have 
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relied not only on the available literature on the politics and the history of the 

period, but also on the study of early Kurdish newspapers. I have examined all 

the issues of Jîn (1918-1919), Rojî Kurd (1913), Hetawî Kurd (1914), and 

Têgeyştnî Rastî (1918) and a selection of Jiyanewe (1924-1926), Jiyan (1926-

1938), and Pîremêrd’s Jîn (1938-1950). Studying these papers has given me a 

deeper understanding of the social and political developments of the period under 

discussion as well as the awareness of current intellectual debates.   

Limiting the scope of my analysis to the works of three poets was necessary 

for the close textual reading I intended to offer. The poets are selected based on 

their contributions to the development of modern poetry and the selection shows 

the growing complexity of the process of the change. I have started with Hacî 

Qadir (1817-1897) since the earliest examples of ambivalent texts and the 

manifestations of the desire for change in poetry could be traced in his works. 

Famous for his nationalistic poems, Hacî Qadir is the most quoted poet in the 

early Kurdish papers and equally popular with the ordinary and the educated 

according to the testimony of the compilers of his Diwan (Mîran and Şareza 2007, 

pp. 14-16). Adopting simple language and a couplet-rhyme pattern, instead of the 

dominant mono-rhyme of classical poetry, he influenced the language and the 

style of poetry more than any other poet in the late nineteenth century. I illustrate 

that he is the first Kurdish poet to discuss nation in its modern sense and to 

elaborate on language, history, and homeland as the bases of the nation-state.  

I continue my analysis with Hekarî (1890-1958), a poet with significant 

contributions to both the development of modern poetry and Kurdish nationalistic 

discourse. He is one of the most prolific writers of the early twentieth century who 

took an active role in Kurdish political struggles up to 1923. Despite his immense 

contributions he is a forgotten poet and is largely overlooked in both Kurdish 

literary studies and studies of Kurdish nationalism. The late recovery of his works 

and the Sorani-centred nature of the Kurdish canon are among the main reasons 

for his marginalization which will be discussed in detail in Chapter Four. As far as 

form is concerned, he introduced new rhyme schemes and free verse to Kurdish 

poetry. Thematically, his poetry, as well as his other works, helped to shape 
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Kurdish religious nationalism, an interpretation of nationalism which is compatible 

with Islam. In fact, his poetry reflects the hopes, the anxieties, and the 

ambivalences of a Kurdish religious intellectual dealing with the questions of 

modernity and nationalism. Devoting a chapter to Hekarî, as a lesser known 

literary figure, not only gives a better picture of the evolution of Kurdish modern 

poetry, but also brings to light the marginalized perspective and approach of the 

religious intellectuals on modernity and nationalism. His poetry also challenges 

the long-held dichotomy of religious versus secular intellectuals where the 

religious are generally portrayed as being hostile to modernity.  

The third, and the last, poet I study is Pîremêrd. Unlike Hekarî, he is well-

represented and well-recognized in the Kurdish literary canon. His contribution to 

modern poetry is recognized, but is limited to encouraging simple language 

intelligible for the uneducated people and mainstreaming socio-political themes in 

poetry. I illustrate, however, that his poetry marks an important phase of the 

evolution of modern poetry, as he represents a stage when the conventions of the 

classical poetic system are doubted for their relevance to the modern period and 

abandoning the whole system, in favor of a new one, is proposed. He represents 

the final stage of the transformations just before the arrival of Goran. Challenging 

the conventions of classical poetry, Pîremêrd advocated emulating “European 

poetry”, even though he did not have a precise definition of European literature. 

Highlighting the pre-Islamic history of the Kurds and reconstructing Newroz as a 

national holiday he helped to reconstruct Kurdish nationalism and to change its 

course of development.  

1.10. Overview of Chapters  

This thesis comprises six chapters. The first chapter, the Introduction, 

embodies the research questions, defines Kurdish literature, provides a literature 

review, discusses the significance of the study, and explains the theory and 

methodology. Chapter Two, provides a critical history of classical Kurdish poetry. 

After discussing the challenges of studying Kurdish classical poetry, a detailed 

analysis of the three main schools of the classical poetry, Gurani, Kurmanji, and 
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Sorani schools, are presented. I underline the heterogeneous nature of Kurdish 

poetry and argue that defining classical Kurdish poetry is possible only if it is 

inclusive of all Kurdish dialects. Understanding the structure of classical poetry 

and establishing its norms and conventions is indispensable for this study and 

sets the ground for Chapters Three, Four, and Five, in which I examine the 

diversions from the classical conventions of poetry. Thus, the main formal and 

thematic characteristics of the classical poetic schools are discussed and 

illustrated with examples. This chapter is a contribution to the field of Kurdish 

studies since it is, to my knowledge, the first detailed study of classical Kurdish 

poetry in English.  

After identifying the classical conventions of poetry, I set to examine the 

deviations from these conventions and norms in the works of three poets. In 

doing so, I intend to show the emergence of modern poetry as a process and the 

result of the works of generations of poets rather than the outcome of the 

revolutionary works of Goran. Chapter Three, is the study of the works of Hacî 

Qadirê Koyî (1817-1897) as the earliest stage of the process of the poetic 

change. I divide his poetry into two phases, pre- and post- Istanbul and illustrate 

how his poetry began to change after settling in Istanbul in the 1870s-1880s. I 

argue that modernity and nationalism are the sources of the change in his poetry. 

Hacî Qadir began to employ the classical forms of poetry such as ghazal and 

qasida for new socio-political purposes and introduced a new set of diction to 

Kurdish poetry. His huge contribution to the construction and the development of 

Kurdish nationalism by creating a new sense of Kurdishness, by assigning nation 

and homeland new political significations, and by underlying the importance of 

vernacular, are studied in detail.  

Chapter Four, studies the works of Rehîm Rehmê Hekarî (1890-1958) and 

the transformations of Kurdish poetry in the early decades of the twentieth 

century. Because Hekarî is an obscure figure in Kurdish literature the chapter 

starts with an extensive overview of his life and works and publications which is 

followed by a discussion of the grounds of his obscurity. I illustrate that modernity 

and nationalism were the generators of the change in his works, although in a 
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different way than in Hacî Qadir. Hekarî’s poetry reveals the concerns and 

anxieties of a religious intellectual in dealing with modernity which is discussed in 

detail. His forgotten contribution to the development of Kurdish nationalism by 

legitimizing it as not only compatible with Islam, but also as a religious duty is 

brought to light in this chapter which thus makes a contribution to the study of 

Kurdish nationalism. His part in the development of the notion of homeland and 

its sanctification, as well the construction of a national history, is studied as the 

main themes of his poetry.  

Chapter Five, examines the works of Pîremêrd (1867–1950) in the 1930s and 

1940s which marks the final stage of the transformation of poetry before the 

establishment of the modern poetic system as the norm. After offering an 

overview of his life and works and the challenges of studying his poetry I examine 

how modernity and nationalism transformed it. His take on modernity brought new 

images to Kurdish poetry, for instance in his poetics a new image of woman is 

presented for the first time. He challenged the relevance of the classical 

conventions of poetry to his time and proposed, “European literature” as a model 

to be emulated. Through his poetry he contributed to the development of Kurdish 

nationalism and shaped its new secular form. His emphasis on Kurdish pre-

Islamic history and his construction of a national memory and the impact on 

Kurdish poetry are elaborated in this chapter.         

Chapter Six, the Conclusion, draws together the  final  arguments  based  on  

the  analyses  of  the selection of poetry from the late nineteenth century to 

1940s. I affirm, that modern poetry was not a sudden, drastic change, as 

traditional literary criticism suggests, but rather a complex process of 

accumulative change of the oeuvre of generations of poets. I confirm that 

modernity and nationalism through challenging the worldview, the poetic 

conventions, and the language of the classical poetic system engendered the 

poetic change. This section is concluded by suggestions for future research on 

modern poetry.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

Kurdish Classical Poetry 

In Kurdish literature the term “classical” (“kilasîk”) has been used as a loose 

term in referring to pre-modern poetry,22 because Kurdish literature prior to the 

twentieth century was predominantly poetry. Fellah suggests that Kurdish 

classical poetry has the following features: 1) the poems are in the aruzi23 meter. 

2) ghazal and qasida are the main poetic forms, though satire, elegy, and eulogy 

are also common. 3) There is no thematic unity in the poems and each line has 

an independent meaning. 4) The poems are presented in alphabetical order in the 

diwans. 5) Arabic and Persian words are frequently used, and 6) the poems have 

a certain repertoire of images and metaphors which are repeated (1986, pp. 293-

5). Fellah’s definition has been accepted as a comprehensive definition of Kurdish 

classical poetry, but in this chapter I illustrate that this definition, despite 

mentioning the main features of classical poetry, is by no means inclusive and it 

has not taken into account classical Gurani poetry. To present a more 

comprehensive picture of classical poetry, I briefly discuss the different schools of 

Kurdish classical poetry, and their main features and characteristics in this 

chapter. Doing so is indispensable for this research and for analyzing the points 

of departure from the classical norms and conventions in modern poetry. Kurdish 
                                              

22 There have been arguments over the appropriateness of using the term 
“classical” as a Latin word for Kurdish l iterature. In an article entit led “honrawey 
Kûrdî û zarawey klasîsîzim le rexne sazî ewrûpîda” (Kurdish poetry and the term 
classic in European crit icism), Kamîl Besîr argues that “classicism” in Western 
l iterature has a specific meaning and its employment for Kurdish l iterature is wrong 
(1981, p. 276). He states that the term has been used in Kurdish following its 
employment in Arabic l i terary crit icism; therefore, he blames Arab crit ics for blind 
imitation in applying the term without being fully aware of the history and the 
connotations of the term in Western crit icism (ibid.). He then proposes the Kurdish 
term “pêşîn” (past) for “classic” (ibid. p. 279). Besîr’s proposal however, was 
challenged by Muhemed Mela Kerîm who refused the term pêşîn as an equivalent to 
“classic” for being too broad and lacking the historical sense of the word “classic” 
since l iterature of any period wil l be “pêşîn” to its later period (1981, pp. 286–7). He 
rightly also reminded Besîr that classic is not the only borrowed term; for instance 
“romanticism” and “realism” have also been adopted by crit ics and should be 
challenged equally (ibid.).     
23 Aruz is the Arabic metrical system.   
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classical poetry is comprised of different literary traditions in different Kurdish 

dialects.  

The study of Kurdish classical poetry proves to be a challenging task as it 

encounters serious barriers which have significant impact on the research 

process. Unpublished and lost manuscripts, poor editing, and ungrounded 

information on the poets, dates, and the literary schools are among the main 

challenges. Below I discuss these challenges and their effects on academic 

research.  

2.1. The challenges of studying Kurdish classical poetry  

A significant number of Kurdish manuscripts have been lost as a result of the 

successive wars and battles in the Kurdish regions and the destruction of 

mosques and madrasas during the centuries of the Persian-Ottoman empires’ 

rivalry. In the twentieth century Kurdistan was divided between the modern 

nation-states who had little or no tolerance of the Kurdish language and its 

literature; therefore, as Hassanpour rightly notes, Kurdish manuscripts “especially 

those in private possession” were deliberately destroyed under politically 

repressive conditions in Turkey, Iran, and Syria (1990, p. 66). In his famous 

memoir entitled Çêştî Micêwir (The Verger’s Hotchpotch) written in 1997, the  

acclaimed  Kurdish-Iranian  poet  Hejar  Mukriyanî (1920-1991), recalls  the  

difficulty  of  retaining  Kurdish  books  during  Reza  Shah Pahlavi’s time in the 

1920s and 1930s when people destroyed their collections of Kurdish books and 

manuscripts for fear of arrest and detention for possessing them (Ghaderi 2015, 

p. 6). As well as the lost manuscripts, only a small number of those which have 

survived have been published due to political and economic difficulties.  

The loss of the Kurdish manuscripts is the main challenge in studying 

classical literature and a large part of the Kurdish literary heritage is yet 

unavailable to scholars. In Sharafnameh,24 Bidlīsī talks about some Kurdish poets 

                                              
24 Sharafnāmah is an important historical text about the Kurds written in Persian in 
1597.  
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who are unknown to scholars; he mentions Yeqûb beyg bin Muhemed Beyk who 

had a diwan and most of his poems were in Kurdish (1964, pp. 312-313). This 

poet has not been mentioned in any other published textbook. Likewise, Martin 

van Bruinessen (2000, p. 8) refers to the Evliya Celebi, famous Turkish traveler, 

and the account of his journey to Amadiya around 1660.  Celebi noted during his 

visit (to Amadiya) that there were dozens of competent poets living at the emir’s 

court, who wrote outstanding poems in the Kurmanji language. Evliya quotes an 

elegant qasida by one of these poets, Remezan Efendî, indicating that there was 

lively Kurdish literary activity in that period.” (ibid.)25 Again other poems and 

works of Efendi are unknown to scholars. Rencûrî (1750-1809), an eminent 

Gurani poet, has a eulogy for Kurdish poets in which he names fifty five poets of 

whom we know no more than eight.26 Therefore, our understanding of Kurdish 

classical poetry is limited.  

Low quality publication and poor editing is the second major challenge in 

studying classical and even modern poetry. The published manuscripts and 

diwans are often just a reduplication of the original copies with little or no effort in 

editing. Poorly edited diwans replete with typos and omissions make close study 

of the texts very difficult as I will illustrate in my analysis of the works of three 

poets in this research. The mere publication of Kurdish works against the 

backdrop of political and economic problems was a triumphant achievement for 

decades and presenting well-edited diwans was not a priority. 

The scarcity of the resources on classical poetry has also left scholars with 

fragmented and often unreliable information on the poets’ dates of birth and death 

and their biographies. I have previously argued that the information in Kurdish 

literary historiographies written since 1952 are more often than not unreliable 

(2015, pp. 14-19). Recognizing the era a poet lived in is very important because 

this information helps literary historians and critics to classify poets and authors 

                                              
25 Van Bruinessen notes that Celebi’s notes on Amadiya and southern Kurdistan do 
not appear in the printed editions of his Seyahatname , which are based on 
defective manuscripts. They are to be found in the autograph of the fourth volume, 
in Istanbul’s Topkapi Library (2000, p. 8).  
26 For more information about the poets, see the complete poem in Xeznedar 2002, 
pp.119-121.  
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into certain schools and movements. However, the disagreements surrounding 

the poets’ biographical dates in Kurdish literary history sometimes even concern 

the century they wrote in, and prominent poets are no exception in this regard. 

For instance, while Xeznedar believes Elî Herîrî, arguably one of the first 

Kurmanji poets, lived in 1530-1600, Alexander Jaba27 believes he lived 1009/10-

1078 which means four centuries difference. Melayê Cizîrî is another example: 

while Xeznedar and Mackenzie28 suggest that he lived 1567-1640, Jaba, and 

Qanate Kurdo29 suggest twelfth century, and Secadî suggests 1407-81. 

Kurdish history is the history of the rise and fall of independent emirates and 

this phenomenon of independent political entities in Kurdistan is reflected in the 

episodic and fragmented nature of the classical poetry in which different poetic 

schools in different dialects came into existence with hardly any influence on each 

other. This has made studying classical poetry as one corpus of literature 

challenging and a literary scholar should remember this challenge in studying and 

classifying Kurdish classical poetry, to avoid generalization. It has however, as I 

illustrate (2015, pp. 19-22), been neglected by Kurdish critics, such as Xeznedar, 

who have attempted to depict a homogenous and unified picture of classical 

poetry. The hetergenous nature of Kurdish literature has also been neglected by 

some of the major anthologists. Sadjadi rightly criticizes the anthologies of Secadî 

and Uzûn for presenting the poets without paying much attention to the 

differences between the historical periods, schools and dialects (2010, p. 243).  In 

Secadî’s anthology, for instance, the first mentioned poets are Baba Tahir (11th 

century), Melayê Cizîrî (1567-1640), and Bêsaranî (1642-1701) who represent 

poetry of different times and schools. Certainly Secadî and Uzûn are following an 

ideology of Kurdish nationalism in this particular presentation. They try to draw a 

unified and homogenous picture of a nation through literature by overlooking the 

                                              
27 The notable Polish orientalist and the author of the first Kurdish-French dictionary 
in 1879 as well as Recueil  de  notices  et  récits  kourdes , a  collection  of  Kurdish  
tales  with  French translation in 1860. 
28 David Neil MacKenzie (1926–2001) was the scholar of Iranian languages and the 
author of Kurdish Dialect Studies (1961–62). 
29 Renowened Kurdish philologist and academic and the author of the first Kurdish 
l iterary history in Kurmanji (1983–85). 
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differences.30 Kurdish literary tradition, however, like the nation itself, is far from 

homogenous. The Kurds are a heterogeneous nation of people of diverse 

religions and linguistic varieties31 and the heterogeneity is reflected in their 

literature. A short history of Kurdish classical literature in what follows illustrates 

this heterogeneity.         

2.2. The history of Kurdish poetry 

Given the fact that a large part of the Kurdish literary heritage is unknown to 

scholars, due to the loss of manuscripts, and that knowledge of Kurdish literary 

history is consequently limited to only dozens of poets, any claim about the 

starting point or the initiator of Kurdish literature is accompanied by a shadow of 

doubt. However, as in every other nation, written literature (or poetry to be more 

precise as it was the only literary form up to the end of the nineteenth century) 

was born later than oral literature.32 While Kurdish critics suggest the ninth and 

the tenth centuries as the beginning (Xeznedar 2001, p. 205), Western critics 

suggest the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries (Kreyenbroek 1992, p. 56).33 

Although the history of Kurdish literature, as discussed, is fragmented, disjointed, 

and very episodic, perhaps because of the disjointed Kurdish principalities as well 

                                              
30 Order, inclusion, and exclusion are conscious acts by anthologists. Srivastava  
argues anthologists are not simply conservators of the canon, but active inventors 
of it as well and the narratives they offer to their readers make decisive 
interventions in society and culture  (2010, p. 162). Srivastava  (2010) analyzes six 
anthologies of Indian l iterature and shows how an anthology can be written in a way 
to revive, celebrate and invigorate national l i terature or to achieve exactly the 
opposite. An anthology, she i l lustrates, can be compiled to show the sense of 
continuity or can ignore chronology in favor of portraying a specific purpose (ibid.). 
Secad î  and Uzûn both try to depict a specific picture of a nation through their 
choice and presentation of l i terary history. 
31 For the l inguistic and religious diversity of the Kurdish nation, see van 
Bruinessen (1991). Kurdish society, ethnicity, nationalism and refugee problems, In 
Ph. G. Kreyenbroek and S. Sperl (ed). The Kurds: a Contemporary Review , pp. 27–
30.  
32 Folk l i terature has had a separate l ife from that of written l iterature since poems 
were transmitting orally and they did not need literacy, a reading public, or princely 
support. As works were being transmitted they were becoming more and more lucid, 
clear and musical in the hands of the reciters who were changing them at their wil l. 
They were easy to understand, memorize and recite due to the simplicity of the 
language.  
33 Among the Kurdish crit ics there is another less-supported argument suggested 
by Borekeyî (1991) and Kurdo (1992) who dates the emergence of written Kurdish 
l iterature to the seventh and the eighth centuries and the Yarsan religious songs. 
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as the lack of stability as a result of continuous wars and battles, three main 

periods of literary activity have been recognized in the course of the development 

of Kurdish literature and constitute a periodization acknowledged by all Kurdish 

literary critics. These three literary periods, or as they are known among Kurdish 

critics, literary schools (“mekteb”), are Gurani (Ardalan), Kurmanji, and Sorani 

(Baban). As the names of the schools suggest, the classification is based on 

linguistic varieties of the Kurdish language as well as on the Kurdish principalities 

within the Ottoman and the Persian empires.34  

The Gurani School which emerged and developed in the Ardalan principality 

in the Persian Empire is believed to be the oldest literary tradition as it 

incorporates the Yarsan religious songs (Xeznedar 2002, p. 12). It comprises, 

therefore, the Yarsan literary tradition which is believed to have developed from 

the tenth century to the seventeenth, and Gurani poetry, from the fourteenth 

century to mid-nineteenth century (ibid. pp. 10-12). There are of course 

disagreements as to the beginning of Gurani poetry, but the period of the 

fourteenth to fifteenth century is accepted by the majority of Kurdish critics. The 

major poets of the Ardalan/Gurani school are Bêsaranî (1642-1701), Xanay 

Qubadî (1700-1759), Welî Dêwane (1754-1798), Ehmed Begî Komasî (1793-

1876), and Mewlewî (1806-1882).  

The Kurmanji School flourished from the fifteenth to the eighteenth century in 

the Kurdish principalities of the Ottoman Empire such as the Jazir and Botan 

principality (Xeznedar 2002, pp. 143-44). The major poets of the Kurmanji School 

are Melayê Cizîrî (1567-1640), Elî Herîrî (1009/10-1077/78), Feqiyê Teyran 

(1590-1660), and Ehmedê Xanî (1650-1707). The Sorani School was the last to 

emerge in the nineteenth century, but continued to develop through the twentieth 

century. The Sorani School developed in the Baban principality in the Ottoman 

                                              
34 A process of “detribalization and sedentarization” a century after the Mongol 
invasion, Hassanpour argues, led to the formation of forty large and small 
principalit ies by the end of the seventeenth century (1990, p. 50). These 
principalit ies (emirates) were ruled by an Emir, Khan, or Pasha whose rule was 
hereditary (ibid.). The more powerful principalit ies were independent and struck 
coins and the khutba (Friday prayer sermon) was read in the name of the prince 
(ibid. pp. 51–52). These Kurdish principalit ies had a significant role in promoting 
Kurdish language and literature through patronage.   
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Empire, so it is also called the Baban School (Xeznedar 2003, pp. 15-17). The 

prominent poets of the Baban School are Nalî (1797-1856), Salim (1805-1869), 

Kurdî (1812-1850), Mehwî (1830-1906), and Şêx Reza Talebanî (1835–1910). 

The periodization and the classification of the Kurdish classical poetry is 

therefore, 

1. Gurani/Ardalan poetry 
 
a. Yarsan literary tradition (10th -19th)  
b. Ardalan (15th -19th) 

 
2. Kurmanji/Xaledi (15th – 19th) 

 
3. Sorani/Baban (19th –late 19th) 

This periodization illustrates the fragmented and the episodic nature of the 

development of Kurdish classical poetry. Each literary school is in fact the literary 

tradition of a Kurdish dialect35 and their life was determined by the patronage of 

the principality they were developing in. It is for this reason that with the abolition 

of the Kurdish principalities as a result of the centralization policy in the Ottoman 

and Persian Empires in the nineteenth century the literary schools of Kurmanji 

and Gurani came to an abrupt halt and in the case of Gurani, the dialect stopped 

being used as a literary language for good. The classical literary schools have 

certain characteristics in common, but as I discuss in the following section, each 

school has unique specific features, and for this reason should be studied 

separately. I do not intend to present a homogenous, unified picture of Kurdish 

classical poetry in this chapter.   

2.3. The Gurani poetry 

The Gurani36 dialect was the literary dialect in the large parts of the Kurdish 

areas in the Persian Empire and on the Persian-Ottoman border (cities like 

                                              
35 There are four Kurdish dialects: Kurmanji, Sorani, Gurani, and Zazaki 
(Kirmanckî). The Zazakî dialect has no written l iterary tradition. Its cultivation as a 
l iterary dialect began in the diaspora in the 1970s thanks to the efforts of Zazaki 
intellectuals l ike Malmîsanij.     
36 As Leezenberg rightly notes, the nomenclature of this group of dialects is rather 
confusing and while Western authors use “Gorani” or “Gurani” as a generic term to 
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Sulaymaniyah, Halabja, and Khanaqin).37 Critics have pointed out two factors 

responsible for the development of Gurani as a popular literary dialect: being the 

sacred language of the Yarsan or Ahl-e Haqq religion38 and the patronage of the 

Ardalan princes (Xeznedar 2002, p. 12). Although all Yarsan sacred hymns, 

songs, and texts are in Gurani, I agree with Hassanpur who rightly notes that 

because of the secrecy associated with the Ahle- Haqq religion as a minority 

religion the use of Gurani (or Hawrami as he prefers to call it) did not enhance the 

status of the dialect (1990, p. 68). He rightly argues that Gurani developed into a 

prestigious language because of the support and encouragement of the Ardalans 

who originally came from Hawraman and spoke the dialect (ibid.). Minorsky has 

the same view and notes that Gurani was the language of the Yarsan for 

centuries, but it “flourished at the court of the Kurdish Valis of Ardalan (Senne)” 

(1943, p. 76).  

Blau and Hassanpour contend that Gurani developed into a “literary koinè” in 

the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries (Blau 1996; Hassanpour 1990, p. 

68), and was used “as a medium of poetic expression by non-Hawrami [Gurani] 

speakers in neighboring areas.” (Hassanpour 1990, p. 68) Although Kreyenbroek 

and Chamanara challenge the appropriateness of using the term “koinè” for 

Gurani because they argue that Gurani did not function as a spoken language of 

non-Gurani speakers, yet they acknowledge that it was a common literary 

language, “intended to be intelligible to speakers of a range of ‘Zagrosian’ 

languages.” (2013, p. 151) Mela Salih points out another factor in the popularity of 

Gurani as a literary dialect among non-Gurani speakers which is not discussed by 
                                                                                                                                   

refer to this group of dialects, it is known as “Hawrami” or “Hawramani” by the 
Kurds, and by Kurdish authors and linguists (1992). Yet, l ike Leezenberg, I wil l be 
“conservative” and stick to “Gurani” as a generic label. To read more about the 
debates on the controversy around the nomenclature, see Hassanpour 1998, pp. 
35–49.    
37 Gurani has been doubted as a dialect of the Kurdish language by some Western 
l inguists such as Minorsky (1943) and MacKenzie (1965). In an Introduction to 
Soltani’s Anthology of Gorani poetry (1998) Hassanpour provides a detailed 
analysis of the different views on the Gurani dialect and challenges the Western 
l inguists’ view. 
38 Ahle- Haqq literally means “people of truth”. It is an ancient heterodox religious 
group to be found in western Iran and some regions of northeastern Iraq (Halm 
1982). To read more about the Yarsan/Ahle-Haqq religion see, Hamzeh'ee, M Reza. 
(1990). The Yaresan: A Sociological, Historical, and Religio-Historical Study of a 
Kurdish Community . Berlin: Schwartz.  
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other critics. He notes that a considerable number of poets were the followers and 

disciples of the Naqshbandi shaikhs of Hawraman, and since the shaikhs were 

Gurani/Hawrami speakers their followers adopted Gurani for their writings even 

though they were non-Gurani speakers themselves (2008, p. 71). He mentions 

Mewlewî, Ehemedî Pirîsî, Mela Hesenî Cwanroyî, Mela Muhemedî Mehwî, Salimî 

Sine, Mela Salih Herîq, Şêx Emîn Xal, Şêx Muhemed Xal, Baba Resûl Bedenî, 

and Şêx Muhemed Salehî Fexrololema among the poets who wrote in Gurani 

although they were not Gurani speakers (ibid.). The Gurani dialect lost its status 

and power with the fall of the Ardalan principality in the nineteenth century and 

with the rise of the Babans in Sulaymaniyah Sorani replaced Gurani as the 

literary language of the region (Kreyenbroek 1992, p. 56).39 To discuss the literary 

features of the Gurani School of poetry we should start with Yarsan poetry.  

2.3.1. Yarsan Poetry 

Xeznedar (2001, pp. 232-34) classifies Yarsan poetry into three stages:  

First stage: 10th-12th centuries; also known as “Balûl’s Stage”, “Şa Xoşîn’s 

Stage”, or “Baba Serheng’s Stage”. Balûl, Şa Xoşîn, and Baba Serheng were 

prominent figures of the Yarsan religion at this stage.  

Second stage: 13th-15th centuries; also known as “Sultan Sehak Period” in 

honour of Sultan Sehak who compiled Saranjam, the sacred book of the Yarsan.  

Stage three: 16th-20th centuries; the most prolific stage in which important 

works such as Kelamî Elmas Xan, Dîwanî Zulfeqar, Dîwanî Seyid Yeqûb 

Mahîdeşt, and Kelamî Newroz were compiled.  

Yarsan poetry is in syllabic meter with a caesura in the middle. Most syllabic 

meters are 10 (5+5) and 8 (4+4) syllables. The verses are couplet-rhymed or 

mono-rhymed and in the form of episodes of 3, 4, or 5 lines which are called “dû 

beytî” (two hemistiches), “sê beytî” (tercet), “rûbaî” (quatrain), and “pêncî” 

(quadruple). The poems were recited and transmitted orally and because of this 
                                              

39 Gurani has currently considerably fewer speakers compared to Kurmanji and 
Sorani (Sheyholislami 2011, p. 60). 
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they are very musical and easy to remember. The oral bards could change the 

poems as they were reciting them and could introduce new elements to the 

poems. Therefore, there are different versions of a single poem. As far as the 

religious elements are concerned Yarsan poetry could be divided into groups 

according to Xenznedar: pre and post Islamic (2001, p. 237). Zoroastrian 

elements are predominant in the first stage of the development of Yarsan poetry 

(ibid.). Islamic elements are introduced in the second stage which is called the 

“Sultan Sehak Period”. Introduction of the Islamic elements means a shift in 

language; while the images and the allusions in the first stage refer to Iranian 

mythology and literature,40 from the second stage Islamic allusions and images 

are more frequent (Xeznedar 2001, pp. 237-82).         

2.3.2. Gurani poetry 

Minorksy classifies Gurani literature into three classes of epic, lyric and 

religious poetry (1943, pp. 89-103). Epics are the narrative poetry on the subject 

of love and heroic battles. Among the best known examples are Elmas Xan 

Kendûleyî’s41 Xorşîd Xawer, Şîrîn û Ferhad, Heft Leşker (Seven Troops), Nadir û 

Topal or Nadirname (The Book of Nader), Rostem û Zorab, Şemal û Zelan and 

Xanay Qubadî’s Xosrow û Şîrîn. Examples of religious poetry are Xanay Qubadî’s 

Selwat Name (The Book of Prayer) and Mewlewî’s Eqîde Name (The Book of 

Faith). The majority of Gurani poetry is lyric poetry and the most prominent poets 

are Mustafa Bêsaranî (1643-1701), Xanay Qubadî (1704-1778), Welî Dêwane 

(1745-1801), Seydî Hewramî (1784-1848), and Mewlewî (1806-1882). Gurani 

poetry has certain characteristics which makes it distinctive from Sorani and the 

Kurmanji classical poetry and especially attractive for modern poets who were in 

search of an “authentic Kurdish poetic tradition”. In what follows I briefly discuss 

the main features of Gurani poetry.       

The most distinctive feature of Gurani poetry is that it is predominantly in 

syllabic meter. Lines of eight or ten syllables with a caesura in the middle and 
                                              

40 For instance, see Baba Yadgar’s Zûllallî Sermest in Xeznedar 2001, p. 282.  
41 There is another poet with a similar name, Elmas Xanî Lorêstanî or Xan Elmas 
Lorêstani (1661-1725), who is a Yarsan poet (See Xeznedar 2002, p. 61). 
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couplet rhyme, is the typical structure of Gurani poetry (Xeznedar 2003, p. 439). 

Since Kurdish folklore is expressed in syllabic meter the structure of Gurani 

poetry resembles folklore. The lines in Gurani poetry are noticeably short, unlike 

those of Sorani and Kurmanji classical poetry which follow the aruzi meter. The 

poems are typically short and do not run long. An often quoted poem by Bêsaranî 

illustrates the points mentioned; 

Çillê ce pena, çillê ce pena                     
Çilê çon reqîb, medran ce pena               
Hor aman medran, nerûy temenna          
Mer badê qudret, bideroş fena                
We bade qudret, letar letar bo                
Nimazo ballay, qîblem diyar bo (1996, p. 43) 

A branch, oh a branch of a tree, 
A branch like a rival 
Veils the face of my desired.  
May it be destroyed by the strongest wind! 
May it be broken into pieces!  
It veils the sight of my beloved. 

The poems are very rhythmic and musical, characteristics which have made 

them easy to remember. The language of Gurani poetry is simple and accessible. 

The resemblance to the literature of folklore, with its short lines, and simple 

language has made Gurani poetry very popular among the Kurdish people and 

many of the Gurani poems have been turned into songs and are sung by classical 

and pop Kurdish singers.42 The syllabic meter is close to the nature of the Kurdish 

language (Gerdî 1999, p. 70) and the Gurani poets have employed the syllabic 

meter to convey emotions, feelings, and even the settings. This innovative feature 

of classical Gurani poetry provided the modern poets such as Pîremêrd with the 

inspiration to look at the potential of the native language for expressing emotions 

and thoughts. In a short poem on summer, Mewlewî shows the excessive heat 

and breathlessness by writing in short syllables, 

Hamin, Ha, min war, germîş, coş awerd              
Fezay nezim, bezim, newgullallan, berd  
Tay, berrezay, şeng, ne say, muxaran  
Şêwna, çon, zulf, tezîye daran (Mewlewî 2003, p. 632)                

                                              
42 For instance, a poet l ike Welî Dêwane is well-known among the people, even the 
uneducated, because his poems have been sung by many singers.  
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Summer, Summer-like, has heated the warmth,  
[and] has taken away the scenery of playful flowers.  
 The leaves of the wild “bereza”43 are disheveled,  
Like mourners, in grief.  

The word “hamin” (summer) consists of two syllables (ha+min) and the poet 

breaks the word into its syllables in the first line when mentioning the hot weather, 

thus conveying breathlessness because of the excessive heat. The poet employs 

the same technique in the next three lines and separates the words into their 

syllables and marks the pauses four times in each line. It was the use of syllabic 

meter which allowed for such innovative techniques, because in the aruzi meter 

the poet has to follow a specific scansion in the lines. This was inspirational for 

modern poets and their efforts to abandon aruzi meter and to adopt syllabic 

meter.  

Although Gurani poetry was predominantly in syllabic meter, aruzi meter was 

also used by poets like Xanay Qubadî (1704-1778) and Seydî Hewramî (1784-

1848). Xanay Qubadî wrote Shîrîn û Xosrow in “hazaj” meter emulating Neẓāmi 

Ganjavi44 (Xeznedar 2002, p. 81) and Seydî Hewramî has 20 poems in aruzi 

meter in his Dîwan45 (Xeznedar 2003, p. 256). Mela Perêşan is a fourteenth 

century Gurani poet who wrote in aruzi meter and Xeznedar argues that although 

the beginning of the use of aruz in Kurdish poetry is often taken back to Melayê 

Cizîrî in the sixteenth century, aruz was first used in the fourteenth century by 

Mela Perêşan (2002, p. 24). Although the poems ascribed to Perêşan are in aruzi 

meter, yet whether he was a fourteenth century poet or from a later stage is a 

matter of dispute. I have previously argued that the period in which the classical 

                                              
43 Berreza is a local edible flower which grows in the mountains.  
44 Xanay Qubadî wrote this work based on Nizami’s Khosrow o Shirin . Neẓāmi 
Ganjavi was an acclaimed twelfth century Persian poet whose epic narratives 
inspired poets in the Persianate societies who emulated his works (Orsatti 2006).  
45 Seydî has two sets of poems in his diwan ; the first set of works is in archaic 
language and in aruzi meter and the second set is made up of syllabic poems with 
simple language. Kardoxî f inds it diff icult to believe that both groups of works were 
written by one poet because he argues that archaic words in the first set of poems 
were completely obsolete by the eighteenth century and suggests that there was 
another poet with the same name in the fifteenth century whose works have been 
mixed with those of the later Seydî (Kardoxî 1971, p. 6). However, an extensive 
academic work on Seydî, as well as many other Guranî poets, is yet to be 
conducted and unti l then information on him and Kardoxî’s suggestions should be 
treated with caution.  
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Kurdish poets lived is unclear and not precise (2015, pp. 14-17), therefore any 

claim about the “first” poet to have used aruz should be received with caution.  

Imagery in Gurani poetry is predominantly derived from nature. This is a 

noticeable feature of Gurani poetry as imagery in Kurmanji and Sorani poetry is 

based on that of classical Persian poetry. Gurani poetry is replete with images of 

Kurdish nature and landscape and in fact knowledge of the Kurdish land and its 

wildlife is necessary for understanding and appreciating the poems. There are 

references to Kurdish rivers, mountains, flowers, wild plants, herbs, and birds. 

This feature was inspiring for the modern poets like Goran who were celebrating 

Kurdish nature and way of life in their poetry in an effort to return to their Kurdish 

roots. One needs familiarity with the Kurdish culture to read Gurani poetry as 

there are many references to Kurdish traditions and beliefs. An interesting 

example is Mewlewî’s poem called “Henarî pîşyaw”:  

Şineftim dûr ba leyl zûkamişin           
dîşwarî ballay newnemeşin  
Henarekey dill pirr ce daney êş          
pîşyay kûrey narî eşqî wêş   
Be mewday mûjgan duraxiş kero       
we germî nîşan demaxiş dero (2003, pp. 403-404)    

God forbids I have heard Leyl (the beloved) has cold and is suffering; 
I am sending the pomegranate of my heart, with its seeds of pain and heated up 
with the fire of love,    
Tell her to pierce it with her eyelashes and drink it up warm (for cure). 

The heated pomegranate is an allusion to a belief in Kurdish traditional medicine 

that drinking the juice of a heated pomegranate cures cold.      

The most common form in Gurani poetry is ghazal, but “fard,”46 “du bayti,”47 

and qasida were also practiced. Ghazal is, as de Bruijn explains, “the most 

                                              
46 “Tak ,” “ferd ,” or “mofred” is a rhymed or unrhymed single l ine in aruzi or syllabic 
meter (Gerdî 1999, p. 194). Muhemed believes that it was Mewlewî who brought the 
genre into Kurdish for the first t ime and it was non-existent before him in Gurani 
poetry (1990, p. 91). Ferd , Muhemed rightly notes, was a common practice in 
Kurdish folklore and was often used for moral lessons (ibid. p. 95).  
47 “Du bayti” is a four l ine poem in syllabic meter and with four different rhyme 
schemes (abab, aaba, aabb, and aaaa) (Muhemed 1990, p. 98). It is different from 
“rûbaî”, a Persian poetic form, in rhyme and meter; rûbaî is in aruzi meter and 
either all four l ines rhyme together, or the third l ine may not rhyme with the other 
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important Persian lyric” which has also been adopted by “literatures influenced by 

the classical Persian tradition” (2000). Indeed, ghazal is the most important poetic 

form in Kurdish classical poetry, in the Sorani, the Kurmanji and the Gurani alike. 

Nevertheless, ghazal in Gurani poetry is different from ghazal in the Kurmanji and 

the Sorani literary traditions and for this reason is called “Gurani/Hawrami 

ghazal”. What differentiates the Gurani ghazal from the Persian ghazal is a 

number of features which I will briefly mention. Because the ghazal in both Sorani 

and Kurmanji poetry follows the conventions of the Persian ghazal (ḡazal) a short 

introduction to the Persian ghazal is indispensable. Yarshater (2006) describes 

the Persian ghazal as,  

a short lyric poem of some seven to fourteen lines. The unit of ḡazal, as in most 
other forms of Persian poetry, is a line (beyt), which consists of two hemistiches 
(meṣrāʿs) with a distinct caesura between the two. As a rule, each line contains 
a complete statement; sometimes the entire poetic statement is contained in one 
hemistich, and the second hemistich is then used to either emphasize the idea 
expressed in the first hemistich, or reiterate it in a different way, or illustrate it, or 
to introduce a new idea, or else as mere padding to complete the meter.  

He explains that in the Persian ghazal and especially in the Hafezian ghazal 

“multiplicity of themes becomes prevalent” and each line “is often a short poem in 

which a poetic idea, theme, or motif is expressed” (ibid.). The lines are, therefore 

independent units. What holds the lines together is “a robust formal frame made 

of a single quantitative, rhythmical meter, and a single rhyme throughout” (ibid.). 

These characteristics were closely followed in Kurmanji and Sorani poetry, but as 

I mentioned, the Gurani ghazal is different. The Gurnai ghazal, unlike the Persian 

ghazal, is in syllabic (hija) meter and the most common syllabic form is ten 

syllabic lines with a caesura in the middle (5+5) (Xeznedar 2001, p. 163; Gerdî 

1999, p. 270). The following line from a ghazal by Seydî illustrates this point,  

Pey çêş rengî to, her sûr diyaren?  [pey/çêş/ren/gî/to_her/sûr/di/ya/ren]  
Rengit çon yaran, wek şay weharen [ren/git/çon/ya/ran_wek/şay/we/ha/ren] 

Why is your complexion always rosy?  
Your face brings to mind that of the beloved, the queen of the spring. (Seydî 
1971, p. 129)    

                                                                                                                                   
three (either aaaa or aaba) (Morrison 1981, p. 12). Du bayti is not a very popular 
form in Kurdish poetry.  
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Each line in this poem is comprised of ten syllables with a caesura in the middle 

(5+5). Other syllabic meters practiced in Gurani poetry are eight (4+4) and seven 

(4+3). The Gurani ghazal is written in rhyming couplets, unlike the Persian ghazal 

which is mono-rhymed (Muhemed 1990, p. 107; Gerdî 1999, p. 271). The 

aa/bb/cc rhyme scheme is also called “mathnawī” rhyme because it is the rhyme 

scheme of “mathnawī,” a poetic form used for extensive narratives and long 

stories (de Bruijn et al, 2012). The rhyming couplet and the syllabic meter are the 

most distinctive features of the Gurani ghazal.  

Another characteristic feature of the Gurani ghazal is that the lines are 

rhymed in pairs: aa/aa/bb/cc (Gerdî 1999, p. 273). Gerdî argues that this is a 

dominant feature in Gurani poetry and in his thorough analysis of ten Gurani 

poets he shows that eight of the poets practiced this in all their ghazals and the 

two others have only two or three ghazals without this feature (Gerdî 1999, p. 

274).48  

Though ghazal is almost synonymous with love poetry, the Gurani ghazal is 

also used for elegies, religious and nature poems. The nature poems in Gurani 

poetry are particularly famous and have been inspirational for modern Kurdish 

poets. Mewlewî for instance, celebrates the peculiarities of the Kurdish nature 

and landscape in different seasons in his nature ghazals.49  

The most common poetic form after the ghazal in Gurani poetry is mathnawī 

which is a form of poetry used for long narratives. In Persian poetry mathnawī 

was used for writing the epics like Shahnameh and the romantic narratives like 

Neẓāmi Ganjavi’s Khamsa (Morrison 1981, p. 10). As Morrison notes, mathnawī 

has been regarded by some critics as fulfilling the role of the drama in classical 

Persian literature (ibid.). This is a true statement for Kurdish literature as well, 

since the romantic narrative of Xosrow û Şîrîn by Xanay Qubadî and Elmas Xan 

Kendûleyî’s epics are written in mathnawī. The rhyming couplet in the mathnawī 

                                              
48 Gerdî also shows that although the Gurani ghazal is predominantly in mathnavi 
rhyme there are examples of mono-rhymed ghazals in Rencurî, Seydî Hewramî, and 
Welî Dêwane (1999, p. 275). 
49 Muhemed suggests that Mewlew î  is probably the first Kurdish poet who 
described the Kurdish winter in a poem (1990, p. 123). 
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gives the poet the freedom to write as many lines as needed for the purpose of 

narrating the story. The scope of this thesis does not allow a detailed discussion 

of the features of mathnawi, but suffice to say that it was a popular poetic form in 

Gurani, and later in Kurmanji, poetry.   

2.4. The Kurmanji Poetry  

Kurmanji is constituted of a group of Kurdish dialects which are spoken in 

Turkey, Syria, and in the northern parts of the Kurdish-speaking areas of Iraq and 

Iran.50 The Kurmanji dialect produced a considerable number of important literary 

works until the mid-nineteenth century (Hassanpour 1990, p. 72). The most 

famous classical Kurmanji poets are Elî Herîrî (1530-1600), Feqiyê Teyran (1563-

1641), Melayê Cizîrî (1567-1640), and Ehmedê Xanî (1650–1707). Written 

Kurmanji poetry emerged in the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries (Hassanpour 

1990, p. 52) and flourished with the works of Cizîrî and Xanî (Hassanpour 1990, 

p. 52; Kreyenbroek 1992, p. 56). The reason for this flourishing, as Hassanpour 

notes, is the rise to power of the Kurdish emirates (ibid.) and the patronage of the 

Kurdish princes. Van Bruinessen confirms “the autonomy, security and prosperity” 

of the Kurdish emirates after the relative stability of the first centuries of Ottoman 

rule “enabled them to act as patrons of the arts and sciences.” (2003, p. 43)51 He 

also suggests that the replacement of Persian with Turkish in the Ottoman court 

in the sixteenth century might have stimulated Kurdish poets to develop a literary 

form of their own language (ibid.).  

While patronage had definitely a significant role in the development of 

Kurmanji into a literary dialect, how this development came about and how it 

emerged has not been the subject of an extensive study yet. Kurdish writers like 

writers in most parts of the Islamic and the Persianate world, were writing in 

                                              
50 Groups of Kurmanji-speakers also l ive in the Iranian province of Khorasan. 
51 To give one example of the prosperity and stabil i ty acquired by the Kurdish 
principalit ies Hassanpour mentions the Emirate of Bitl is and quotes Çelebi, the 
famous Turkish traveler, who recorded that by the end of the seventeenth century 
there were five large mosques, a great number of smaller ones, f ive “medreses” 
(religious schools), about seventy “mektebs” (primary schools) and some twenty 
“tekyes” (1990, p. 52).   
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Arabic and Persian, and the native language did not seem to suit writing 

purposes, literary or scientific. Nevertheless, an active will to write in Kurdish is 

discerned in the writings of Kurdish poets from the sixteenth century on. The 

poets set out the reasons for writing in Kurdish at the outset of their works. 

Among the best known examples of such efforts one can mention Xanî’s Mem û 

Zîn and Bitlisi’s Leylî û Mecnûn. Xanî writes in the preface of Mem û Zîn that he 

writes this work,      

Da xelq nebêjitin ko Ekrad 
Bê me‘rifet in, bê esl û bunyad 
Enwa‘ê milel xwidankitêb in  
Kirmanc-i tenê di bêhesêb in (2004, p. 48) 

So that people won’t say that the Kurds  
Have no knowledge and no roots  
That all people have their books  
And only the Kurds are inerudite. 

Hassanpour calls the will to adopt Kurdish as a literary language in poets 

such as Xanî “linguistic nationalism” (1990, p. 73). Whether this is a right 

designation given the timing of the phenomenon (seventeenth century) is a 

question that the scope of this chapter does not allow scrutiny of; however, suffice 

to say that in Xanî, as Hassanpour rightly notes, linguistic independence was 

regarded as a significant condition for building a sovereign Kurdish state (ibid.). 

Attempts of poets like Xanî to develop the Kurdish language into a prestigious 

literary language inspired the Kurdish nationalists in the early twentieth century to 

value their native language and to publish journals and newspapers in Kurdish. 

Kurmanji poetry enjoyed three centuries of productivity but as with Gurani poetry 

this came to an abrupt halt with the implementation of the centralization policy of 

the Ottoman Empire in the mid-nineteenth century. Kurmanji literature was 

revived in the early decades of the twentieth century but was interrupted in 1924 

with the establishment of the Turkish Republic which banned the use of the 

Kurdish language. The development of written Kurmanji literature in the twentieth 

century mostly took place in exile, as Kreyenbroek rightly notes (1992, p. 59).  

Kurmanji poetry could be classified as epic, lyric, and religious. Examples of 

epic are Ehmedê Xanî’s Mem û Zîn, and Feqiyê Teyran’s Şêx Sen‘an (The Story 
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of Shaikh Sanan), Hespî Reş (The Balck Horse), Dimidm (Dimdim Castle), and 

Zembîl Firoş (Basket Seller). The most well-known examples of religious poetry 

are Xanî’s Eqîde Îmanê (Religious Beliefs) and Cizîrî’s “na’t,” eulogy of Prophet 

Mohammad. The largest portion of Kurmanji poetry, as in Gurani poetry, is lyric 

poetry. It has certain features and characteristics as a literary movement which I 

discuss in the following section.  

The most distinctive feature of Kurmanji poetry is the use of aruz as meter 

and the employment of literary forms such as qasida, “tarji‘-band”, and “tarkib-

band” which were hitherto non-existent in Kurdish poetry. Aruz (arūż) is “the 

metrical system used by the Arab poets since pre-Islamic times.” (Elwell-Sutton 

1986) It has been adopted in Persian, Ottoman Turkish, and Kurdish poetry, 

although the application here is very different from that in poetry in the Arabic 

language. In the aruz metrical system the letters are either “sāken” (not followed 

by a vowel) or “motaḥarrek” (followed by a short vowel) the combinations making 

syllables (ibid.). Elwell-Sutton explains that “[T]he Arabic meṣrāʿ consists of a line 

of a more or less fixed number of syllables, in which a regularly repeated 

unchanging pair of syllables (the watad) forms a series of fixed points separated 

by one or two (in certain cases three) variable syllables (the asbāb)” (ibid.). The 

combination of “the watad with its accompanying sabab or asbāb” makes up foot 

and ten of these are recognized so far (ibid.). The combination of the feet into 

lines which are classified according to the number of feet and their particular 

sequence makes up sixteen “bahr” meters (ibid.).52 Once the meter of a poem is 

                                              
52 1 - Hazaj (ھزج): Mafāʿīlun Mafāʿīlun (ن فاعیلُ ن مَ فاعیلُ  (مَ
2 - Wāfir (وافر): Mufāʿalatun Mufāʿalatun Faʿūlun ( تُ  لَ فاعَ نمُ عولُ تُن فَ لَ فاعَ ن مُ ) 
3 - Muḍāri التُن) Mafāʿīlu Fāʿilātun :(مضارع) ' فاعیُل فاِع  (مَ
4 - Ṭawīl (طویل): Faʿūlun Mafāʿīlun Faʿūlun Mafāʿilun ن)  لُ فاِع ن مَ عولُ ن فَ فاعیلُ ن مَ عولُ  (فَ
5 - Mutaqārib (متقارب): Faʿūlun Faʿūlun Faʿūlun Faʿūlun  ( ن عولُ ن فَ عولُ ن فَ عولُ ن فَ عولُ فَ ) 
6 - Ramal (رمل): Fāʿilātun Fāʿilātun Fāʿilun ن)  لُ التُن فاِع التُن فاِع  (فاِع
7 - Khafīf (خفیف): Fāʿilātun Mustafʿi lun Fāʿilātun التُن)  ن فاِع لُ ِع فْ َ ت ْس التُن مُ  (فاِع
8 - Mujtathth ( Mustafʿi :(مجتثّ  lun Fāʿilātun (التُن ن فاِع لُ ِع فْ َ ت ْس  (مُ
9 - Madīd ( یدمد ): Fāʿilātun Fāʿilun Fāʿilātun التُن)  ن فاِع لُ التُن فاِع  (فاِع
10 - Rajaz (رجز): Mustafʿi lun Mustafʿi lun Mustafʿi lun (ن لُ ِع فْ َ ت ْس ن مُ لُ ِع فْ َ ت ْس ن مُ لُ ِع فْ َ ت ْس  (مُ
11 - Sarī ' Mustafʿilun Mustafʿilun Fāʿilun :(سريع)  لُن)  لُن فاعِ عِ فْ َ ت لُن مُسْ عِ فْ َ ت  (مُسْ
12 - Kāmil (كامل): Mutafāʿilun Mutafāʿilun Mutafāʿilun لُن)  فاعِ تَ لُن مُ فاعِ تَ لُن مُ فاعِ تَ  (مُ
13 - Munsariħ (منسرح): Mustafʿi lun Fāʿilat Muftaʿi lun (لُن عِ تَ فْ لُن فاعِالتْ مُ عِ فْ َ ت  (مُسْ
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chosen, it must be adhered to throughout the poem, although a certain number of 

variations are permitted (ibid.).  

The earliest example of the application of aruz in Kurdish poetry is seen in 

the Kurmanji poetry of the sixteenth century in the work of Melayê Cizîrî 

(Xezendar 2002, p. 246). However, the Kurdish poets did not employ all the 

recognized meters in Arabic poetry and as Herdî rightly notes they followed the 

example of the Persian poets in applying aruz (2009, p. 43). The common meters 

in Persian poetry are rajaz, ramal and hazaj while meters such as basīṭ, madīd, 

tawīl, muḍāri', khafīf, mujtathth, sarī', kāmil and munsariħ are rarely found (Elwell-

Sutton 1986). Since the nature of the Kurdish language is closer to the Persian 

language the Kurdish poets found the application of rajaz, ramal and hazaj easier 

than the rest of the Arabic meters. Therefore, as Herdî (1986) and Gerdî (1999b) 

illustrate, in their studies of the application of aruz in Kurdish poetry, the most 

common meters are rajaz, ramal and hazaj.  

It was not just the meter in Kurmanji poetry which was influenced by Persian 

poetry. The language, imagery and thoughts reflect a great deal of influence. It 

should be remembered that the Persian language served as the “literary 

language of the cultured upper classes during the first three centuries of the 

[Ottoman] empire” (Hanioğlu 2008, p. 35).  Persian was the lingua franca of 

power and wisdom (Dabashi 2012, p. 67) in the Persian and the Ottoman 

Empires and it was natural that the Kurdish poets would attempt to write in 

Persian and when writing in Kurdish would wish to show their mastery of Persian 

language and literature. The frequency of Persian words in Kurmanji classical 

poetry makes it impossible to read and appreciate without a good grasp of 

                                                                                                                                   
14 - Muqtaḑabb (مقتضب): Fāʿilatu Muftaʿi lun لُن)  عِ تَ فْ  (فاعِالتُ مُ
15 - Basīṭ (بسيط): Mustafʿi lun Fāʿilun Mustafʿi lun Fā'i lun ( لُن لُن فاعِ عِ فْ َ ت مُسْ
لُن عِ لُن فَ عِ فْ َ ت  (مُسْ
16 - Mutadārik (متدارك): Faʿilun Faʿilun Faʿilun Faʿilun ن)  لُ ِع ن فَ لُ ِع ن فَ لُ ِع ن فَ لُ ِع  (فَ
Three meters have been added by the Persian poets and are called Persian meters 
which are:  
17- qarīb (قریب):Mafāʿīlun Mafāʿīlun Fāʿilātun ( ن فاعیلُ ُن مَ الت ن فاِع فاعیلُ  (مَ
18- Jad īd (جدید): Fāʿilātun Fāʿilātun Mafāʿilun (ُن الت ن فاِع فاعیلُ ُن مَ الت  (فاِع
19- moşākel (مشاكل)   : Fāʿilātun Mafāʿīlun Mafāʿīlu ( ف ن مَ فاعیلُ ُن مَ الت نفاِع  ( اعیلُ
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Persian language and literature. Kurmanji poetry also reflects the dominant 

ideologies in Persian poetry. For instance, mysticism, which dominated Persian 

poetry from the twelfth century on became a dominant theme in Kurmanji poetry. 

This does not mean that all the poets were followers of Sufi mysticism, but it was 

rather a trend in style with a set of ideas and imagery which even the poets who 

did not share the Sufi values employed in their writings.   

Like Persian poetry, classical Kurmanji poetry became recognizable by a 

repertoire of conventions, themes, motifs, and images. What Yarshater notes in 

his study of Persian lyric poetry, the presence of “stock characters and types such 

as the Lover, the beloved, the wine-seller, the Shaikh, the Sufi, the judge, the 

Blamer, and the Rival,” with predictable behavior (1988, p. 24), is true for 

classical Kurmanji poetry, and as we will see it is also evident in classical Sorani 

poetry. Images such as wine (mey; bade, şerab), Saqi (saqî), nightingale (bulbul), 

rose (gûl), cypress (çinar), narcissus (nergîz), and musical instruments such as 

the daf, santûr, çeng (harp), nêy, and tar (string instrument) are the conventional 

images in Kurmanji poetry. Employment of convention is therefore, a significant 

feature of classical Kurmanji poetry. The poets had to follow the requirements of 

the formal canon which was that of Persian poetry and strictly followed the 

conventions. No “bold or unsettling innovation” was allowed; originality was 

achieved by improving upon norms, not deviating from them (Yarshater 1988, p. 

20).      

Another feature of Kurmanji poetry, again under the influence of Persian 

poetry, is its embellished language. Embellishment, as in Persian poetry, is an 

important element of both form and content. On the formal level the frequency of 

devices such as alliteration, homophony, internal rhyme, rhyme and refrain (radif) 

makes the lines very musical, as the following line by Cirzîrî illustrates,  

Şox û şengê, zurhe-rengê, dil ji min bir dil ji min     
Averîn heyvet pelengê dil ji min bir dil ji min (2007, p.166) 
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A Zohre53-faced beauty has taken my heart, has taken my heart.  
A mighty power, as strong as a tiger, has taken my heart, has taken my heart.  

“Dil ji min bir” (has taken my heart) is the refrain of this poem which is repeated 

throughout the text. There is internal rhyme in the words “şengê,” “rengê,” and 

“pelengê” and the alliteration of “ş,” “d,” and “j” which, combined with the refrain, 

makes the poem very musical. To what extent poets were able to impress their 

readers with such decorative tools determined the mastery of the language. 

Successful poets like Cizîrî employed ornament at the service of the substance.  

Embellishment, as Yarshater points, out also occurs at the semantic level 

and “plays on the associative meanings of words or metaphors and their 

connotations” (Yarshater 1988, p. 19). These devices include amphibology 

(iham), anthithesis (tazad), congruence (moraat-e nazir), and various types of 

allusion, and the arrangement of words in a pleasing or impressive pattern, such 

as laff o nashr (involution and revolution) in which “a number of words in a 

hemistich or line find correspondences normally in the next hemistich or line” 

(ibid.). Meaning in classical Kurmanji poetry is hidden beneath layers of 

ornament, and at times understanding a poem is similar to solving a riddle. An 

excessive obsession with form and devising impressing patterns in the works of 

“less-endowed poets”, as Yarshater rightly notes, led to the creation of texts in 

which meaning is obscured and overshadowed by excessive ornamentation 

(ibid.). He notes that, “[S]ome writers of a turgid inclination have produced florid 

prose and stilted poetry that are almost nothing but extravaganzas of ornamental 

bombast and pedantic tour de force, giving embellishment a bad name.” (ibid.)   

As mentioned earlier, Kurmanji poetry could be classified into epic, lyric, and 

religious. Elî Herîrî and Feqiyê Teyran are the most prominent epic poets in 

Kurmanji. Their epic poems are in syllabic meter, of usually eight syllables, and in 

the form of “du bayti” (quatrain; do-baytī in Persian). The language is simple and 

has fewer Arabic and Persian words than does Kurmanji lyric poetry. The rhyme 

pattern in most of Teyran’s epic is aaab with the last hemistich usually ending in “-

                                              
53 Zohre or Nahid are the Persian equivalent of Venus, the second planet from the 
sun. In Persian poetry Zohre is the symbol of love and is a metaphor for the beauty 
of the beloved.   
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etê” (Xeznedar 2002, p. 173).54 The opening lines of Zembîl Firoş (Basket Seller) 

illustrate this, 

Ey dil were dîsa bi coş 
Carek ji cama mey binoş 
Bikem qîsseta zembîlfiroş 
Da seh biken hîkayetê 

Zembîlfiroş lawek rewal bû 
Bi kulfet û ehlî ‘eyall bû 
Husneke Yusêf le bal bû 
Heqqe rezzaqî qismetê (2011, p. 399) 

My heart, take a cup of wine,   
And come to ecstasy again, 
And let me tell you the story of the basket weaver.  
The basket weaver was a young man,  
Who had a wife and family.  
He was endowed with beauty resembling that of Josef.   

Not all Kurmanji epic poems are in syllabic meter. The well-known epic of 

Mem û Zîn is written in aruzi meter and in Hazaj scansion (axrab maqbuz mahzuf: 

Mafʿūl Mafāʿīlun Faʿūlun) (Xeznedar 2002, p. 332). Mem û Zîn is based on the 

popular folk song Memê Alan although very different from it in form and content 

(van Bruinessen 2003, p. 45). Van Bruinessen also maintains that Xanî “modeled 

his work on the version of Yusuf and Zulaykha composed by the great Persian 

poet Nizâmî of Ganja.” (2003, p. 40) However, as far as the structure and the 

language is concerned Mem û Zîn resembles Nizâmî’s Layli and Majnûn. Mem û 

Zîn begins with an introduction (dibacheh), then a panegyric piece to Prophet 

Mohammad (ne’t wa monajat), and “the grounds of writing” (sababe ta’lif) which 

was a common practice of Persian mathnavi writing in the sixteenth century. The 

introduction, and the section in which Xanî explains the reasons for writing Mem û 

Zîn, has made the text the Bible of Kurdish nationalists. In his famous lines Xanî 

laments that  

Ger dê hebuwa me îtîfaqek  
Vêk ra bikira me înqiyadek  
Rom û ‘Ereb û ‘Ecem temamî  
Hem‘yan ji me ra dikir xulamî 

                                              
54 In Herîrî ’s epics the quatrains are connected not only via rhyme, but also via the 
repetit ion of the final words of the last hemistich of the previous quatrain. This is a 
noticeable feature of folkloric poems which makes the poems easier to memorize.  
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Tekmîl dikir me dîn û dewlet  
Tehsil dikir me ‘îlm û hîkmet (2004, p. 47) 

If only we had unity among us 
And acted in conformity, 
Then the Ottomans, Arabs, and Iranians,  
Would have all been our servants and,  
We would have reached perfection in religion and government  
And would have produced knowledge and wisdom. 

       Such lines in a seventeenth century Kurdish text were inspirational for 

Kurdish nationalists in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and were 

exactly what they were looking for. Mem û Zîn, as Hassanpour (2003) and van 

Bruinessen (2003) note, played a significant role in the development of Kurdish 

nationalism, and the history of its publication and circulation can explain the 

history of Kurdish nationalistic movements, at least in Kurmanji-speaking areas. 

Kurmanji lyric poetry is predominantly in aruzi meter and ghazal and qasida 

are the most common poetic forms. Kurmanji, as well as Sorani, ghazal closely 

follow the conventions of the Persian ghazal. Like Persian, Kurmanji/Sorani 

ghazal is a short mono-rhymed lyric of seven to fourteen lines and the entire 

poem strictly follows one aruzi meter. Each line in Kurmanji and Sorani ghazal is 

an independent entity and may or may not be related to its previous or following 

line thematically. In other words, the lines are connected merely by rhyme. 

Therefore, changing the order of the lines very rarely changes the meaning of the 

whole poem, since each line is an independent unit of meaning. Persian and 

Arabic words are frequent in Kurmanji and Sorani ghazal, and qasida. As well as 

mysticism, love is the most common theme. Love could be ethereal or earthly, but 

the conventions of describing the beloved, the relationship of the lover and the 

beloved, and the ever present rival bear significant resemblances to Persian 

ghazal. Ghazal and qasida both end with a reference to the nom-de-plume of the 

poet which is called “takhallus” (Morrison 1981, p. 9).  

Qasida is very similar to ghazal in meter, rhyme and style, but the poem is 

longer (Xeznedar 2001, p. 166). In qasida the number of lines is more than 

eighteen and because each poem is longer, the form itself is used for descriptive 

and panegyric purposes (ibid.). Qasida, Morrison notes, opens with a lyrical 
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passage in which the spring or the beloved may be celebrated and after the 

‘transition’ to mentioning the poet’s patron, the patron is eulogized in the section 

known as “madh” or panegyric, which may end with a prayer for the patron. 

(Morrison 1981, p. 7) The best known Kurmanji poets who were the masters of 

ghazal and qasida are Melayê Cizîrî, Melayê Bate, and Pertew Beg Hekarî. The 

Kurmanji ghazal was influenced by Persian ghazal and especially Hafezian 

ghazal, but this does not mean that the Kurdish poets were mere imitators of 

Persian poets. In fact they were using the common images and themes of 

Persian poetry in an innovative way and were contributing to the development of 

classical images and metaphors, although their contribution has not been the 

subject of any study so far. The following opening lines from a ghazal of Cizîrî 

illustrate my point,              

Bi narê firqeta sohtim                  
Ji ferqê ser heta pê da                  
Xedenga xefletê nuhtim                 
Ji berqa lam‘ia tê da                      

Xedenga firqetê re‘de e                     
Dilê ew xefletê lê dit                          
Dibêjim wer cebel bit ew                   
Bi ker bit wê di gave da (2007, p. 36) 

With the fire of separation, I am burnt head to toe. 
I am struck with an arrow   
of your launching, light  
The arrow of separation is a thunder  
which has struck the heart  
Only if it (the heart) is a mountain  
will it survive the strike.   
 

The phrase“tîrê xedeng,” Xadang arrow, in classical Persian poetry, is a 

metaphor for the beloved’s eyelashes and look and connotes forcefulness and 

power because xadang is a strong tree used to make arrows and bows.55 Here 

Cizîrî employs the common image of forcefulness for the effect of separation.  

                                              
55 See Dehkhoda Dictionary for different meanings of xadang,  
http://parsi.wiki/dehkhodasearchresult-
fa.html?searchtype=0&word=2K7Yr9mG2q8%3d 
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Other poetic forms in Kurmanji poetry are “tarji‘-band”, “tarkib-band”, 

“mustazad”, and “mulama‘”. Tarji‘-band and trakib-band are, as Rypka calls them, 

“strophic forms” in which certain strophes such as takhmīs, ‘five-line verse’, or 

‘tasdis’ ‘six-line verse’, were commonly employed as variations on a given 

ghazal.” (1968, p. 96) Xeznedar explains tarji‘-band as a number of short ghazal 

connected together with a refrain (2001, p. 167). An example of tarji‘-band is 

“beyanî baş” by Cizîrî. Tarkib-band is different from tarji‘-band only in the 

connecting line between the ghazals. While in tarji‘-band one line connects all the 

ghazals, in tarkib-band the connecting lines change in every stanza (Xeznedar 

2001, p. 168). Mustazad or “tail-rhymed” is a form of poetry in which at the end of 

every hemistich a fragment related to the meaning of that line is added 

(Tamīmʹdārī 2002, p. 200). In Kurmanji, Pertew Hekarî is the best known poet 

who uses mustazad.  

Mulama‘ is a poem in which more than one language is employed (Xeznedar 

2001, p. 168). The best known example of this is Cizîrî’s famous ghazal “ala ya 

ayahol saqi” in which one hemistich is in Kurdish and the other in Persian. The 

Persian lines in this ghazal are taken from a famous ghazal of Hafez. Classical 

Sorani poetry also has these poetic forms, but ghazal and qasida are the most 

common forms. In the following section I will briefly explain the Sorani School of 

classical Kurdish poetry and explain that while it shares many features with 

Kurmanji poetry it has its own unique characteristics.  

2.5. The Sorani Poetry  

The rise of Sorani literature is linked to the rise of the Baban principality by 

Kurdish literary critics (Xeznedar 2003; Hilmî 1988; Resûl 2012). With the 

establishment of Sulaymaniyah as the capital city in 1784, the Baban prince 

Ibrahîm Paşa consolidated his power and the Baban princes soon began to act 

as patrons of art and culture (Xeznedar 2003, p. 20). Baban’s realm extended 

from the cities of Sulaymaniyah and Kirkuk, in today’s Iraq, to the cities of Sina 

and Saqez, in today’s West of Iran (ibid. p. 17). The Babans and the Ardalans 

shared borders and at times, under the influence of The Ottomans and the 
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Persians, were fighting over control of territory (ibid. p. 22). Although Sorani was 

the dialect of the Babans as well as of the people in Sulaymaniyah, it was not 

cultivated as a literary language and Gurani continued to be used as the literary 

language (ibid. p. 47). In fact, as Xeznedar points out, we only know of two written 

Sorani poets before the nineteenth century and both belonged to the eighteenth 

century (ibid. pp. 48-53). The first is Mela Muhemmed Ibn al-‘Haj who wrote a 

long poem of 157 quatrains under the title of “Mehdi Nameh,” (The Book of 

Mahdi) a work which is about Doomsday and its signs (ibid. pp. 48-49). In one of 

the concluding quatrains he writes,  

Nezmim kird be qewllî sehîh                
be lefzî Kurdî nafesîh (cited in Xeznedar 2003, p. 51) 

I wrote (the poem) in truth, in the ineloquent language of Kurdish  

Xeznedar explains the phrase “ineloquent language of Kurdish” as meaning to 

write in a simple language, understandable by uneducated people (ibid.). 

However, I think this is a clue to the status of the Kurdish (Sorani) language in the 

eighteenth century and Ibn al-‘Haj refers to Kurdish as “ineloquent” in comparison 

to either Arabic or Persian.  

The second recorded Sorani text of the eighteenth century is a thousand-line 

poem of Şêx Mustefay Koye about sophistry (ibid. pp. 52-3). Both Şêx Mustefa’s 

and Ibn al-‘Haj’s poems are written in syllabic meter. Kurdish critics and literary 

historians agree that the first Sorani poet to write in aruz is Nalî (1797-1856) who 

developed Sorani into a prestigious literary language (Xeznedar 2003, p. 54; 

Hilmî 1988, p. 67; Resûl 2012). The development of Sorani into a prestigious 

literary language was continued by Salim (1805-1869) and Kurdî (1812-1850) 

who together with Nalî are considered the pillars of classical Sorani poetry 

(Xeznedar 2003, p. 55).   

Classical Sorani poetry shares many of its features with classical Kurmanji 

poetry because they were both composed under the influence of classical Persian 

poetry. As in classical Kurmanji poetry, observing the rules of a convention is a 

significant feature of classical Sorani poetry. Sorani classical poets were following 
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the Persian canon and the conventions of classical Persian poetry. It should be 

remembered that poets like Nalî, Salim, and Kurdî were the founders of Sorani 

poetry and as discussed above, Sorani did not have a written literary tradition. 

Persian literature was, therefore, their source of inspiration and in the process of 

building a poetic tradition of their own, the Sorani poets were bringing common 

images and metaphors of Persian poetry into Sorani. It is therefore natural that 

the Sorani literary language that Nalî and his followers developed is replete with 

Persianate images and metaphors. The Sorani poets, nevertheless, were opting 

for ways of genius in their use of conventional Persian images. The following line 

from a ghazal by Nalî illustrates this approach,  

Lebit mîm û qedit elf û zullf çîm         
dezanî bem siyane talibî çîm? (2001, p. 312) 

Your mouth is like “mim”, your stature “alif”, and your hair “chim”, you know what 
I long for with these three?  

The likening of parts of the beloved’s face and body to Arabic/Persian letters is a 

familiar image in classical Persian poetry. Thus, the tall and slender figure of the 

beloved is depicted as “alif” (ا), the curls of her hair as “chim” (چ), and the 

smallness of her mouth as “dal” (د). The first hemistich, therefore just repeats 

common metaphors in Persian poetry. Yet in the second hemistich the ingenuity 

of the poet is revealed when the question of what he is longing for is posed and a 

second look at the order of the metaphors in the first hemistich provides an 

answer to the question, which is “maç” (kiss). The combination of “these three” 

“m,” “a,” and “ch” is “mach” which means kiss.  

The frequency of Persian and Arabic words in classical Sorani poetry is one 

of its distinctive features, a practice which was in fact a necessity when adopting 

the aruzi meter, because aruzi scansion is very different from the natural rhythm 

of the Kurdish language (Gerdî 1999b). In other words, the presence of Persian 

and Arabic words makes employing aruz easier for poets. Furthermore, the 

presence of Arabic and Persian words was a reflection of the poet’s knowledge of 

Persian and Arabic literature and was highly favored. The language of classical 

Sorani poetry is complex and highly figurative. Far-fetched metaphor, pun, 
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metonymy, and allusion are very frequent, particularly in Nalî, Kurdî, and Mehwî. 

In a short ghazal to describe the hair of the beloved Nalî writes,  

Ew silsîle wa mûşkî xeta nêwî birawe   
Pir pêçû şiken xem be xem û helqe kirawe!  
Lewlawêke lewlawe be em lawe kişawe  
Ya yasemenî xawe be rûy rojda rûwawe!   
Ya dûkellî cestey mine bew şeme sûtawe!   
Ya hewrî siyeh taweke manî’ le hetawe! (2001, p. 530) 

The hair of the beloved, called the Musk of Xotan 
Is full of turns, big and small curls.  
I wonder if it is a morning glory grown side to side 
Or jasmine grown on light? 
Or maybe it is the smoke of my body burnt by the candle [of her face] 
Or perhaps it is a black cloud covering the sun.  

Musk of Xotan, is a common metaphor for the sweet fragrance of the beloved’s 

breath or the smell of her hair in Persian poetry and Nalî starts his description of 

the beloved’s hair by this conventional image. However, he moves on from that 

and describes the hair in a number of striking metaphors. Describing the hair as 

the movement of morning glory, jasmine grown on light/sun, the smoke of the 

lover’s body burnt by the flame of her face are strokes of genius and original. The 

poet also plays with words and creates both internal rhyme and a tableau vivant 

in the second line when he compares the hair to morning glory, “lewlaw,” which 

has grown side to side “lemlawe bo ew lawe”, literally meaning “from this side to 

that side”. The word side is “la” in Kurdish and the word “that” is “ew”. Their 

combination lew+la has therefore two meanings and could refer to the morning 

glory flower and “that side”. The poet also adds the word “lemla”, the combination 

of “em” and “la” which means this side which gracefully depicts the picture of hair 

falling from two sides of the face. Using words such as “lewlaw,” “lemla,” “lewla” in 

a line in such a beautiful way reveals the mastery of the poet over the Kurdish 

language and his skill in coining meaningful words.  

Employing natural imageries to depict the beloved is a common practice in 

classical Sorani, and Kurmanji, poetry. Nature poetry is practiced, though less 

frequently than in Gurani poetry, and often as introduction to qasidas. Nature 

poetry in fact, comprises a significant part of classical poetry and spring is the 
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favourite season.56 Most of the classical poets glorified Nature and the beauty of 

Spring and natural imagery has traditionally been employed to express 

philosophical and religious themes.  

Allusion to the Quran, hadith (Prophet Mohammad’s sayings), Islamic and 

ancient Iranian mythology, and astronomical terminology are other recurrent 

features of the language in classical Sorani poetry. The following line by Nalî in a 

ghazal illustrates this point,  

Le sayey kifrî zullfit dill “fana’ fil-noor”î îmane    
melên “zulmat” xirape weslî perwane le şew daye (2001, p. 558) 

The profane shadow of your hair is “fana’ fil noor” of faith  
Do not say that the darkness is ominous; the union of the moth [with candle] is at 
night.   

“Fana fil-noor” is allusion to “fana fila” which is a term in Islamic sophism and a 

step toward the achievement of union with God (Armstrong 2001, p. 46). The poet 

deconstructs the common association of night/darkness with profanity “kifr” by 

suggesting that he finds the light of faith in the darkness of the beloved’s hair. 

Candle and moth are known metaphors in Persian poetry and many poets have 

written about their love using these images.57  

The beloved in classical Sorani poetry, as in classical Kurmanji poetry, is an 

ideal beauty and her/his physical features and behavior follow the conventions of 

classical Persian poetry. Beloved in classical Kurdish poetry, like classical 

Persian and Turkish poetry, is generally a young male. Although the description 

of beloved is vague and could denote both genders, there are explicit references 

                                              
56 There is no study on nature poetry in Kurdish, but to see some significant works 
on Persian nature poetry, see: Schimmel, A. (1975). A Spring Day in Konya 
According to Jalal al-Dîn Rumî. In P. J. Chelkowski (ed.) The Scholar and the Saint : 
Studies in Commemoration of Abu'l-Rayhan al-Bīrūnī and Jalal al-Din al-Rūmī. New 
York: NY University Press. pp. 255-73; Wilber, D. N. (1962). Persian Gardens and 
Garden Pavil ions. Rutland, Vt., C.E. Tuttle Co. pp. 39–51; Hanaway, W. L., Jr. 
(1976). Paradise on Earth: The Terrestrial Garden in Persian Literature. In E. B. 
MacDougall and R. Ettinghausen (eds.). The Islamic Garden . Washington: 
Dumbarton Oaks, Trustees for Harvard University. pp. 43–67.  
57 To read about candle and moth metaphors in Persian poetry see, Seyed Gohrab, 
A. A. (2012). Waxing Eloquent: The Masterful Variations on Candle Metaphors in 
the Poetry of Ḥāĳiẓ and his Predecessors. In Metaphor and Imagery in Persian 
Poetry . A. A. Seyed-Gohrab (ed.). Leiden; Boston: Bril l . pp. 81–125.  
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to beloved as “pesar” (boy), “mo‘x beçê” ” (mogh-bagha or mōḡ-bača in Persian) 

who were “Zoroastrian boys serving in taverns” (Yarshater 2004), and “xulam” 

(male servant/slave); 

Ezîzan min esîrî qametî newtul nemamêkim   
Xulamî zullf û egrîcey xullamney xulamêkim (Salim 2008, p. 34) 

My friends, I am a slave of a slender-figured beauty,  
I am a slave of the hair of a slave.  
 

 The description of the beloved’s body, outfit, and profession also depicts the 

image of a young man. Andrews and Kalpaklı in their extensive study of love in 

Ottoman poetry note that a number of poets specifically mention their male 

beloveds either by name or occupation (2005, p. 39). Among the Kurdish poets 

Kurdî and Şêx Reza mention their beloved’s names. Kurdî in a number of 

passionate love poems addresses his beloved as “Qadir” which is a male name,  

Wekû Mensûr eger bîşimsûtênin    
(Ana al-Qadir) dellê gerdû xûarim (cited in Xeznedar 2003, p. 234) 

    Even if I am burnt like Mansour, my dust will call “I am Qadir”.58 

Although the description of the physical aspects of homoeroticism is 

generally confined to embracing and kissing, there are examples of poems with 

explicit erotic descriptions. In Persian poetry Anwari, Sanāʾi, Saʿdi, and ʿObayd-i 

Zākāni have numerous examples of such poems. In Sorani Şêx Reza Talebanî 

and in Kurmanji Şêx Ehmedî Nalbend provide best known examples of erotic 

poetry and bawdy satires. Love between men and youths is also a recurrent 

theme of Sufi poetry. Shamisa in his extensive study of homoeroticism in Persian 

poetry illustartes this in the works of leading Sufi poets (2002, pp. 94–141). The 

beauty of youth was a witness (“shahed“) to the Beauty of God, therefore, to 

contemplate and to admire a young man’s beauty was a spirtitual way to connect 

                                              
58 The allusion is to Mansūr-e Ḥallāj, Persian mystic and writer, executed on the 
accusation of heresy for saying  “I am the Truth” (Ana ' l-Ḥaqq) which was taken to 
mean that he was claiming to be God, since al-Ḥaqq  "the Truth" is one of the names 
of God in Islam (Glassé 2001, p. 164). Hallaj stated “Ana ' l-Ḥaqq” in the state of 
ecstasy, and here Kurdî compares the state of his love with that of Hallaj. 
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with God for Sufis.59 With the advent of modernity and under the influence of 

European notions of sex and morality, same-sex love began to be seen as 

“sexual perversion“ from the nineteenth century in Middle Eastern literature, as 

El-Rouayheb (2005), Najmabadi (2005), and Ze’evi (2006) argue. The concept of 

love and the image of beloved in Kurdish poetry also underwent significant 

changes from the late nineteenth century. Although there is no detailed study of 

the evolution of love in Kurdish poetry, it is safe to say that the evolution of love 

and the transformation of the image of beloved is an indicator of change in poetry.  

The king, princes, and patrons are sometimes portrayed as the beloved in 

panegyric poetry. Although panegyric poetry was practiced in Kurmanji poetry, its 

frequency is much less than in classical Sorani poetry. In the diwan of Melayê 

Cizîrî only two panegyric poems are recorded (“Xanî Xanan” and “Pesnê Mîrê 

Botan”). The best known Sorani panegyrics are written by Nalî, Salim, Şêx Reza, 

and Kurdî. In a qasida which narrates the account of the battle of Aziz Bag of 

Baban and the Turks Salim prays for the success of the Baban prince and writes,  

Xudaye mullkî Baban bê rewac û qelbe sa lutfê  
Be eksîrî wicûdî ew bika wek mis beha peyda (cited in Xeznedar 2003, p. 207) 

Oh God the land of Babans lacks gaiety and vigor, pray the elixir of his [Aziz 
Bag’s] being turns the Khara stone to Tutty (Tutiya).60 

In fact, a significant theme of classical Sorani poetry is patriotism. With the fall of 

the Babans in 1850 and the demise of their patronage of art and literature, writing 

to lament the era of the Babans becomes a major theme of Sorani poetry. Nalî’s 

famous qasida to Salim from exile and Salim’s response are among the best 

known patriotic Kurdish poems.61    

Lew salewe hakimanî Bebe derberder kiran   
Neydîwe kes le çîhreyî kes cewherî huner  

                                              
59 To read more on the orthodox and Sufi conceptions of sexuality see chapter three 
of Ze’evi’s Producing Desire: Changing Sexual Discourse in the Ottoman Middle 
East, 1500-1900 , pp. 77–99, and Murray, S. O. and Roscoe, W. (ed.) (1997). 
Islamic Homosexualit ies. Culture, History, and Literature. New York: New York 
University Press.  
60 Tutiya is “tutty, a preparation based on impure zinc or other metal oxides. It is a 
refreshing agent for the eye, improves eyesight and can stop tears” (Van Ruymbeke 
2007, p. 120) 
61 To read both qasidas, see Xeznedar 2003, pp. 119–124 and 210–211.  
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… 
Şarêke pirr le zullm û mekanêke pirr le şîn  
Cayêke pirr le şor û wellatêke pirr le şerer (cited in Xeznedar 2003, p. 211)  

Since the Baban princes were forced to leave [the city], no one has seen the 
face of art.  
It has become the city of oppression, the place of wailing, full of tyranny and 
turmoil.     

As well as patriotic poetry, classical Sorani poetry witnessed the emergence 

of the genre of satire (hajw). This is a part of classical poetry seriously 

understudied and unexplored for being considered impolite and vulgar. Şêx Reza 

has a large number of satires in his diwan and is the best known Kurdish satirist. 

Although satire was non-existent in Kurdish poetry before the nineteenth century, 

poets like Şêx Reza had the example of Persian satire and among the best 

Persian satirists were Saʿdi and Jami.62 Very much like its Persian example, 

Kurdish hazliyāt includes vulgar expressions of sexual organs and hetero- and 

homosexual acts, and the accusation of being a pimp or a prostitute.  

A close study of the characteristics of the different schools of Kurdish poetry 

in this chapter reveals that a definition of, “classical Kurdish poetry” proves more 

difficult than it might seem. Although they share many features with each other 

the classical poetry of the different Kurdish dialects has significant distinctive 

features. Therefore, providing a definition of Kurdish classical poetry is possible 

only if it is inclusive of all Kurdish dialects. What is essential is that we remember 

that classical Kurdish poetry is not a coherent body of literature. As discussed in 

this chapter, each Kurdish dialect, except for Zazaki, had a unique literary 

tradition, with its own ups and downs. Whether these literary traditions had any 

relation to one another is a question yet to be explored, but my understanding is 

that they had hardly any effect on each other. In fact, discontinuity and 

fragmentation are two significant features of classical Kurdish poetry. Only Sorani 

and Kurmanji survived the fall of their supporting emirates since with the fall of the 

Ardalans in1867, Gurani poetry almost ceased to exist. Discussing the main 

features of classical Kurdish poetry in this chapter sets the ground for the 

                                              
62 Saʿdi has a collection of hazliyāt, in poetry and prose, which is also known as 
the Ḵabiṯāt (“Perverse Pieces”) (de Bruijn 2004). 
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following chapters and for the exploration of the poetic transformation of the late 

nineteenth century to the 1940s. In the following chapters I examine the gradual 

process of change, identify the points of departure from the classical poetic norms 

and conventions, and explore the socio-political grounds of the transformations.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

Hacî Qadirê Koyî 

In traditional Kurdish literary criticism there is a clear-cut distinction between 

classical and modern poetry. This distinction is based on the study of modern 

poetry against the backdrop of classical poetry as one coherent body of literature 

which, as discussed in detail in Chapter Two, is flawed. The dichotomy of the 

binary opposition of the classical and modern has led to the erroneous 

assumption that classical poetry continued to exist until the 1940s, when Abdullah 

Goran started to transform the poetic form and “fathered” modern poetry.63 What 

this classification forgets is that poetic change, as well as other socio-political 

changes, happens as part of a process. I argue that this process, in Kurdish 

poetry, starts in the late nineteenth century and specifically with the poetry of Hacî 

Qadirê Koyî. Although he is considered to be a classical poet by Kurdish critics 

(Xeznedar 2004, p. 122), in this chapter I explain the points of departure from 

classical poetry in his poetic discourse. I illustrate the literary transformations in 

his poetry and explore his discursive contributions to the emergence of modern 

poetry. Studying the poetic transformations in its socio-political context, I 

investigate the role of modernity and nationalism in generating the literary 

change.  

Hacî Qadirê Koyî (1817-1897) was a prominent Kurdish poet in the second 

half of the nineteenth century.  He was mainly famous for his nationalistic poetry, 

which had an immense impact on the nationalistic discourse of the Kurdish 

intellectuals and the poets of the twentieth century. His Diwan first published in 

1925 by Ebdurehman Seîd is one of the first Kurdish collections of poetry to be 

published. The fact that his diwan was published two decades before the first 

publication of Nalî’s diwan in 1948 testifies to his popularity and his significant 
                                              

63 In Persian poetry also Nima Yushij is considered the father of modern poetry and 
practices of poets l ike Dehkhoda, Lahuti, and ‘Aref are not classified as modern 
only because their poems are indistinguishable from classical poetry in form.   
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status among Kurdish intellectuals. He was given special attention in the early 

Kurdish papers, Kurdistan (1898), Rojî Kurd (1913), and Hetawî Kurd (1914), Jîn 

(1918-19), Têgeyştnî Rastî (1918), and Diyarî Kurdistan (1925) as they published 

altogether nineteen of his poems. His famous ghazal “zemane” published in the 

third issue of Kurdistan (1898) was the first Kurdish poem to be published in a 

Kurdish paper. The reason for such attention was the subject and the language of 

his poetry as I discuss in detail in this chapter.  

Another significant feature of Hacî Qadir’s poetry is its popularity with the 

intellectuals and the ordinary people alike. This was an unprecedented 

phenomenon in Sorani poetry, and a rare phenomenon in Kurdish poetry in 

general (in Kurmanji Feqê Teyran and in Gurani Bêsaranî and Welî Dêwane 

could be mentioned for attracting attention by the elite and the ordinary 

uneducated people). A testimony to his popularity is given in the introductory note 

to his diwan by Serdar Mîran and Kerîm Şareza when they refer to one of their 

sources, Mela Reûf’s manuscript, which claims that it had collected “scattered 

poems of Hacî Qadir among people” in 1918 (2007, p. 14). Most of these 

“scattered” poems, as was the tradition, were preserved and transmitted orally, 

because circulating literary works in the written form was limited to the nobles and 

the madrasa-educated circles. Therefore, Hacî Qadir’s poetry was equally 

popular with the uneducated people and the educated and was circulating in 

written form as well as orally.  

It was the unique features of his poetry that earned him such popularity. 

Though writing in the form of classical poetry, the changes he introduced into 

language and style made poetry intelligible for the ordinary people. His 

innovations in form and content have been acknowledged by Kurdish critics 

(Xeznedar 2004, pp. 119-179; Sabîr 2006, p. 67; Hilmî 2010, pp. 87-98), but 

because he wrote in the classical form and observed aruz, he is considered to be 

a classical, not a modern, poet. I challenge this view and argue that the complex 

process of modern poetry started with Hacî Qadir.  
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Although his contribution to Kurdish nationalism has been discussed in a 

number of works (Hassanpour 2003, pp. 129-136; van Bruinessen 2003, pp. 47-

50; Edmonds 1971, p. 89; Klein 1996), his literary works per se are understudied 

and is limited to a number of work in Kurdish (Ballekî 2005; Sabîr 2006). A close 

study of his rhetorical strategies and textual properties in this chapter not only 

reveals his contribution to modern poetry, but also to the construction of Kurdish 

nationalism as one of its architect. I discuss how his poetry is different from the 

patriotic poetry of the nineteenth century and why I consider him one of the 

architects of Kurdish nationalism.   

3.1. The publications of Hacî Qadir  

Like classical poets, Hacî Qadir’s poems were first published posthumously 

in the Kurdish papers of the late Ottoman period; one poem was published in 

Kurdistan (1898), six in Rojî Kurd (1913), seven in Hetawî Kurd (1914), five in 

Têgeyştnî Rastî (1918), two in Jîn (1918). Furthermore, Ballekî mentions six 

poems in Diyarî Kurdistan (1925), and two in Jiyanewe (1925) (2005, pp. 66-

67).64 These published poems are among his best-known poems for their 

nationalistic content and for being frequently quoted and studied by Kurdish and 

western scholars in studies of Kurdish nationalism. Though I will study these 

poems, they are not the focus of my study for this chapter. There are lesser-

known poems which are more relevant for investigating the process of literary 

change, which is the purpose of my study.   

Rojî Kurd, Hetawî Kurd and Têgeyştnî Rastî, and Diyarî Kurdistan among the 

early Kurdish papers, give Hacî Qadir special attention; he was called a peerless 

poet and “a nobleman that the world has not seen his like” (“alîcenabêke ku çaw 

zemane emsalî nedîtiye”) in Rojî Kurd (6 July 1913, p. 26) and an “exceptional 

Kurdish poet” by Têgeyştnî Rastî (no. 24, 15 April 1918, p. 3). His poems were 

either published independently, like those published in the literary section of 

                                              
64 Ballekî has drawn a table of Hacî Qadir’s published poems in the Kurdish papers 
and journals from 1898 (Kurdistan) t i l l  1925 (Diyarî Kurdistan) and mentions 
nineteen poems (2005, pp. 66–67). 
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Têgeyştnî Rastî,65 or as parts of essays and arguments, like the one published in 

Hetawî Kurd no. 2 in an essay entitled “derdê Kurdan” (the ailment of the Kurds), 

in which the author quotes four poems of Hacî Qadir to support his argument (21 

November 1914, pp. 25-30). Another example is a letter published under the title 

of “Pîroz Name” (congratulations letter) in Rojî Kurd no. 2, which celebrates the 

publication of the paper and presents three poems of Hacî Qadir and parts of a 

long qasida (1913, pp. 25-28) with the theme of the necessity of unity and 

cooperation among Kurds for liberation. 

If the presented poems were not part of an essay they were usually followed 

by short commentaries highlighting the main themes and pleading for action. For 

instance, a qasida, “şehsewarî belaqetî Kurdan,” which is a eulogy of the Kurdish 

poets was published in Hetwaî Kurd no. 1 (24 Oct 1913, pp. 24-26). The poem is 

then followed by a short prose passage emphasizing the necessity of collecting 

and publishing the works of the poets Hacî Qadir mentions. The author argues 

that it will be a shame for Kurds to leave their poets to sink into oblivion and says, 

“people would scorn us and would talk about our ignorance” (p. 26). This short 

commentary is followed by an appeal in the next page “paranewe le 

hemîyetmendanî Kurd” (A plea to the zealousness of Kurds), in which the readers 

are urged to send the works of the poets whose names are mentioned in Hacî 

Qadir’s qasida if they have them so that the paper makes them accessible to 

everyone (p. 27). The publication of the qasida therefore, serves the purpose of 

setting an example for persevering Kurdish cultural heritage as well as 

remembering the poets Hacî Qadir names. In other words, the poem is published 

because of its subject and theme, not because of its aesthetic values.  

Tegeyştnî Rastî, the Sorani paper published in 1918-1919 by the British, was 

perhaps the first to recognize Hacî Qadir as a modern poet, “motajaded” (no. 24, 

15 April 1918, p. 3).66 Hacî Qadir is introduced as a nationalist poet who “like 

                                              
65 From issue 15 (19 February 1918) a section was devoted to l i terature in which 
Kurdish poetry was published.  
66 The term was used to refer to modernity in Persian and Kurdish l iterature. See 
for instance, Bihnam, J. (1375/1996). Iraniyan va Andishah-‘i Tajaddud [Iranians 
and the Modernity]. Tehran: Farzan Ruz., or the frequent use of the word in 
Mohamad Taghi Bahar in Persian and Goran and Pîremêrd in Kurdish poetry.    
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other poets did not busy himself with the hair and the mole of the beloved (“zolf û 

xal”), but his poems are the reflection of the Kurdish nation” (ibid. p. 3). In the 

twenty fifth issue of the paper, published on 22 April 1918, the differences of his 

poetry from classical poetry are emphasized and his poetic contribution is called a 

revolution in Kurdish poetry: “[H]e accomplished a poetic revolution, and his 

poems surpassed all his predecessors… he is the founder of the new poetry. 

Reading his poems leaves Kurdish youths overwhelmed with nationalistic feelings 

and the future generations would compare him to Kemal Beg of the Turks and 

alike.” (Tegeyştnî Rastî 22 April 1918, pp. 2-3)  The reference is to Namêq 

Kemal, Turkish poet and novelist, who greatly influenced the Young Turk and 

Turkish nationalist movement and contributed to the modernisation of Turkish 

literature. The paper’s main emphasis in reading Hacî Qadir’s poetry as 

“revolutionary” is his nationalistic themes and nothing is said about his 

innovations in form and style.   

His diwan, Komele Şêrî Hacî Qadirê Koyî, was first published in 1925, by 

Ebdurehman Seîd (Baghdad, Darusselam Publishing)67 and then in 1929 by Gîwî 

Mukriyanî (Hewlêr, Kurdistan Publishing). Mukriyanî’s edition was reprinted in 

1953 and 1969 (Hewlêr, Kurdistan Publishing). In 1986 Serdar Mîran and Kerîm 

Şareza published an updated version of his diwan which was reprinted in 2007 

and has remained the main source of his poems, and the edition that I have used 

for this study. This edition, however, is not complete and contains errors, 

typographical mistakes and disorganization. There are incomplete lines and 

words which do not make sense and have been left with no attempt for 

clarification, except for occasional references to the way the poem is recorded in 

other manuscripts. The book rarely gives information on where and when some of 

                                              
67 Arslan in his Master thesis on the history of Kurdish publication from 1844 to 
1923, refers to an announcement in the Serbestî paper (“Kürdce Yeni Bir Eser”, 
Serbestî, No: 485 (4 March 1919, p. 1) which states that “Neşr-i Ma‘ârif Cem‘iyyeti” 
has started to work on the diwan  of “Xoce Qadir” for publication and comments that 
the diwan  contains more than 3000 ghazals. The announcement also adds that 
“Xoce Qadir” is a famous poet who talked about the pains and suffering of Kurdish 
people and his poetry triggers nationalist feelings (Arslan 2014, p. 66). From this 
description and the similarity of the names we can assume that “Xoce Qadir” is the 
same Hacî Qadir. But as Arslan notes, we do not have any trace of this work, and 
we are not sure whether it was ever published.    
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the poems were first published. Comparing the published poems in Rojî Kurd and 

Hetawî Kurd with those in this diwan also reveals inconsistencies. For instance, 

the long qasida of “Şehsewarî Belaqetî Kurdan” is in a totally different order in 

Rojî Kurd from how it is published in the diwan with the order of the lines in the 

paper making much more sense.  

There are also deleted or added lines in other poems which can significantly 

affect the meaning and the interpretation of the poems. For instance, the last line 

in a short ghazal called “Ya îlahî” (Oh dear Lord) in Hetawî Kurd and the diwan 

are different. In Mîran and Şareza’s edition there is a reference to Kawe the 

blacksmith while there is no such reference in Hetawî Kurd’s version of the poem. 

Whether or not this line has been added to the diwan is not clear, though it is 

likely, since there is no other reference to the myth of Kawe in the diwan. This 

could mislead a critic to believe that Hacî Qadir first brought the myth of Kawe to 

Kurdish nationalistic discourse. The lack of well-edited diwans is a major 

hindrance to close reading of the text and as discussed in Chapter Two, a major 

problem in Kurdish literary studies in general. Therefore, I interpret the words and 

especially new vocabulary with caution, and unless they are repeated in other 

poems, I do not consider them in my study. 

3.2. The Poetry of Hacî Qadir 

The first poem of Hacî Qadir as noted above was published in 1898 in the 

third issue of Kurdistan, the first Kurdish paper. Bedir Xan introduces Hacî Qadir 

as: 

 A scholar (“alimêk”) from “Sura” [the land of Soran] who passed away last year 
[1897]. His name was Hacî Ebdulqadir. He did a lot to teach various sciences 
and wrote many Kurdish poems and sent them back to his native land, Sura. His 
language was Sura [Sorani] therefore, not all Kurds would understand him. Here 
I reproduce a poem he wrote on the back cover of Mem û Zin. If read with care 
[“bediqqet”] the meaning would be grasped.  

The poem is a celebration of Mem û Zin:  

Zemane resmî caranî nemawe                      
çraxî nazim û munşî kojawe  
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Le dewrey ême roman û cerîde                    
egerçî meqsede zanînî bawe  
Eman qedrî bzanin em ktêbe                        
le dinya êsteke hemtay nemawe  
Le eyami heyatî şêxî Xanî                             
le ser nusxey xetî ew nusrawe   
Le mecmuî duwel Soran û Botan                  
le say em ktêbe nasrawe   
Le Kurdan ‘xeyrî Hacî û Şêxî Xanî               
esasî nezmî Kurdî danenawe  

The world does not follow the old customs; the light of scribes and poets is 
extinguished. 
In our day novels and papers are fashionable and knowing them is necessary.  
Please know the worth of this book as it is peerless in the world. 
It was written based on a manuscript of Xanî in his own time.  
Among the nations, Soran and Botan, are known because of this book. 
Among Kurds none has laid the foundation of Kurdish poetry except for Xanî and 
Hacî Qadir. 

This short ghazal is a manifestation of a new era in Kurdish poetry. It is a 

lamentation of the old days of “nazim û munşî” as well as the works of the old 

days such as Mem û Zîn. This work of Xanî (Mem û Zîn) Hacî argues, laid the 

foundations of Kurdish literature and there is no work matching it in modern days. 

But, what are the foundations of Kurdish literature that he boasts no one has laid 

except for Xanî and himself? Hacî Qadir has more references to Xanî and 

compares himself to him in other poems too. He acknowledges that time has 

changed and now “novels and newspapers are fashionable,” and predicts, and 

fears, that the works of the old days may sink into oblivion68 hence pleads for 

preserving the works of Xanî, and implicitly those of himself. His tone toward the 

new changes, including the replacement of the poetry of the old days with novels 

and papers, is vague.  

He considers himself belonging to the new age since he calls it “our era/age” 

(“dewrey ême”). He could have said, “this era” making it unclear which stage he 

considers himself to be attached to, but he is very clear that he is part of this new 

era. Yet the tone is not happy as the first line reveals, “çiraxî nazim û monşî 

kojawe”. Hacî Qadir uses the expression of “çirax kojanewe” which may have its 
                                              

68 He expresses his awareness and concerns about the rise and the popularity of 
newspapers and journals also in this verse, “Sed qaîmew qesîde kes naykrê be 
pûlê/ rojname û cerîde kewtote qîmet û şan” (hundreds of qasidas, no one buys for 
a penny/ papers and journals have gained respect and attention).  
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roots in Zoroastrianism meaning “extinguishing the lights”. This expression is 

used in different contexts in Kurdish. Light is the symbol of life. When someone 

dies, it is said that “the light of his life is extinguished” and “çirax kwêr”, literally 

“blind light”, is said of someone who dies without leaving an heir.69 Hacî Qadir 

says that the light of “nazim û munşî”, versifiers and scribes, the two authorities of 

the old days, is extinguished, therefore implying not only that their time has 

passed, but also that no one would follow their path.70 The arrival of the printing 

machines made scribes redundant and the rise of novel and newspaper, Hacî 

Qadir realized, threatened the millennium-old authority of poetry. Although no 

Kurdish novel was published in Hacî Qadir’s life time,71 nor any Kurdish paper, he 

was well aware of the social and cultural changes of the Ottoman Empire. There 

had been Turkish papers and gazettes since 183172 and novel was a known 

genre by the end of the nineteenth century.73 This awareness was the result of 

residing in Istanbul and eagerly following the latest news of the empire. The date 

of the composition of this short ghazal is unknown, like most of his compositions, 

but it marks a significant moment in the history of Kurdish poetry.  

                                              
69 Dehkhoda dictionary: 
https://www.vajehyab.com/dehkhoda/%DA%86%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%BA+%DA%A
9%D9%88%D8%B1+%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86  
70 This expression and its opposite “turning on the l ight” are frequently used in 
Persian and Kurdish classical poetry; the following l ine from Qazi Astarabadi is a 
typical example, “an lale rox ke suxt del-e man be dagh-e ou/ roshan buwad 
hamishe elahi cherax-e ou”(that rose-faced burnt my heart with passion. I pray to 
God that her l ight remains l it for good). Hacî Qadir uses this expression in another 
verse; “ewey şa‘êr nebê kore wicaxî/ le sayey şê‘rekan babî koranim” (the l ight of 
anyone who is not a poet is off [they have no heir] I am the father of many sons with 
my poems) (2007, p. 63).  
71 The first Kurdish novel was published in 1935, and fiction started to flourish as a 
significant genre in the 1980s.  
72 The first non-official Turkish newspaper, Ceride-i Havadis  (Register of Events), 
was published by Will iam Churchil l in 1840 and the f irst private 
newspaper, Tercüman-ı Ahvâl (Interpreter of Events), in 1860 by İbrahim 
Şinasi and Agah Efendi. To read more on publications, including papers, of the 
Ottoman in the nineteenth century see, Strauss, Johann. (2003). "Who Read What 
in the Ottoman Empire". Middle Eastern Literatures, 6 (1), pp. 39–76.  
  
73   To read more the emergence of Turkish novel see, Evin, Ahmet Ö. (1983). 
Origins and Development of the Turkish Novel.  Minneapolis: Indiana University 
Press.; Finn, Robert F. (1984). The Early Turkish Novel 1872-1900. Istanbul: The 
Isis Press.; Seyhan, Azade. (2008). “Emergence of the Turkish Novel from the Spirit 
of Cultural Reform”. In Tales of Crossed Destinies: The Modern Turkish Novel in a 
Comparative Context. New York: The Modern Language Association. pp. 23–40.  
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It is the moment of awareness of modernity, the emergence of print, the 

press, and new literary genres, with direct impact on poetry. The response, 

however, surprisingly from a traditional madrasa-educated cleric, was not 

defensive or negative, but rather positive and understanding. The poet not only 

accepts the new changes, but also understands the necessity of learning them, 

and tries to reconcile these new “fashionable trends” with his work. None of Hacî 

Qadir’s contemporary Kurdish poets reflect this level of awareness of modernity in 

their poetry (see Keyfî, Wefayî, Exter, and Mehwî for instance). Poetry was 

deemed a private space with no room for public news, unless directly related to 

the poet or his patron. Although Hacî Qadir wrote poetry in accordance with the 

classical conventions and norms, he changed his poetic discourse later in his life 

and the majority of the critics link this transformation to his resettling in Istanbul 

(Xeznedar 2004, pp. 120-121; Mîran and Şareza 2007, pp. 21-22; Muhemmed 

1974b, pp. 91-95).    

It is not clear when he moved to Istanbul, but it was probably about 1870-

1880. This resettling had a tremendous impact on his world view and 

consequently, his poetry. As mentioned earlier, two distinct stages are discernible 

in his poetry which I would call pre- and post-Istanbul periods. This distinction is 

made only to simplify my classification otherwise since the composition date of 

his poems is unknown, strictly dividing his poetry is erroneous. Yet some critics 

such as Mîran and Şareza (2007, p. 24) go so far as to claim that his love poems 

were composed in Iran and Iraq, and that in Istanbul he paid no attention to love 

and was rarely writing anything but nationalistic poetry. Qeredaxî also vehemently 

argues that Hacî Qadir did not write any of his nationalistic/political poems before 

leaving Kurdistan (2007, p. 152). Neither Qeredaxî nor Mîran and Şareza explain 

how they have come to such conclusions in the absence of adequate information 

on the date and the place of the poems. My classification of Hacî Qadir’s poems, 

however, unlike that of traditional criticism, is not just based on their content and 

theme, but on their rhetorical strategies, textual properties, and deviations from 

norms and conventions.   
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When and why Hacî Qadir left Kurdistan for Istanbul is not known, though 

there are rumors about the reasons why he left his hometown, Koye, as 

Muhemmed mentions (1976c, pp. 82-106).74 However, Istanbul was the centre of 

intellectual life in the Ottoman Empire, and the place where the intellectuals of all 

nations could meet and exchange ideas, and most of the Kurdish poets and 

intellectuals spent at least some of their lives there.  Keyfî (d. 1883), a famous 

poet from Koye and Hacî Qadir’s friend, also lived and died in Istanbul (Mîran and 

Şareza 2007, p. 26). The Ottoman Empire, Çelik notes, underwent an intense 

phase of economic and social-political transformation from 1838 (the date of the 

Anglo-Turkish commercial treaty) to 1908 (the year of the Young Turk Revolution) 

aiming at modernization of the old system (1993, p. 31). The military, educational, 

and administrative reforms based on Western models started under the rule of 

Mahmut II (1808-39) and culminated with the Tanzimat75 in 1839 (ibid. p 32), 

which produced political reforms and allowed new technology to be introduced 

into the city. Witnessing the socio-political transformations of the empire and the 

dynamic atmosphere of Istanbul had great impact on Hacî Qadir’s poetic 

language, form and style as I discuss in this chapter. To understand the 

transformations of his poetry, the first stage of his poetic career should be 

discussed first.   

                                              
74 The only reference to his exile and his hometown is the following verse,   
Le Qoşxanewe ta demi Îçqela                   
le Bayza‘xewe ta meheley qelat 
Hemûy xizmî xomnn dezanim dellên         
le bê hormetîman bu Hacî helat (2007, p. 67) 
He mentions the names of two places in Koye, “Qoşxan” and “Îçqela”, where all his 
acquaintances l ive and suggests that he left because he was not respected there. 
These lines have been interpreted by Mîran and Şareza as the expression of the 
poet’s disappointment with the people of Koye and his anti-clerical and anti-shaikh 
poems have been linked to probable rows with the local shaikhs and mullahs (2007, 
pp. 21–22). 
75 Tanzimat-I Hayriye (Auspicious Reordering) refers to a period of sustained 
legislation and reform between 1839 and the First Constitutional Era in 1876, which 
modernized the Ottoman state and society and contributed to the centralization of 
the administration (Shaw and Shaw 1976–1977b, p. 55). In the later period, 
Tanzimat was made possible “by extending the scope of the Ottoman government 
far beyond its traditional bounds to include the right and even the duty to regulate 
all aspects of l i fe and changing the concept of Ottoman reform from the traditional 
one of attempting to preserve and restore the old institutions to a modern one of 
replacing them with new ones, some imported from the West.” ( ibid.) 
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In the first phase of his poetic career, he is a disciple of Nalî’s school of 

poetry. His diwan has examples of most of the literary forms such as ghazal, 

ghasida, and rubai. All his poems are written in aruz and mainly in “hazaj” and 

“ramal” (Xeznedar 2004, p. 122).76 His poems, mostly love poems, echo classical 

Sorani poetry, the poetry of Nalî (d. 1856), Salim (d. 1869) and Kurdî (d. 1850) in 

language, meter, rhyme and style. The ultimate aim of his poetry of this stage, 

like that of Nalî, is to express delicate ideas and to write beautiful verses with 

striking images and metaphors,  

Le sayey zulfî efşanî perêşan dê xetî Manî        
le tesvîrî eger care be westayî qellem dada (2007, p. 31) 

The nuances of her disheveled hair leave the brush of Mani77 helpless and lame.  

Hacî Qadir constantly draws on a repertoire of familiar images and 

metaphors and closely follows the classical Kurdish and Persian literary 

conventions. For instance, the lover is in constant pain while the careless beloved 

heeds not the lover’s pains and sufferings,  

Le jêr qafî fîraqîda weha fersudeye cismim        
le gel Enqa qerînim min le îsmî bê mosemada (2007, p. 42) 

I am exhausted under the weight of Mount Qaf of your separation; Anqa is my 
companion, we both share names without any objective denotation.  

Anqa is a mythological bird which was believed to live on the peaks of the 

legendary Mount Qaaf and was impossible to catch, approach or see, thus a 

symbol of what exists in mind alone or a name without corresponding reality in 

classical poetry (Zipoli 2009, p. 179). The poet compares himself to Anqa since 

from the constant pains and suffering of separation, his body is very weak and 

about to disappear. “The arch of qaf” is a metaphor for the curly hair of the 

beloved, whose shape is similar to the Arabic letter qaf (ق). This was a common 

                                              
76 As for rhyme, unlike, the classical poets who were striving to use all letters as 
rhyme, Hacî Qadir seems not to have been bothered by this competit ion and has 
only used the following Arabic letters as rhyme: a, t, r, s, k, m n, w, h, y, and ê 
(Xeznedar 2004, p. 123). 
77 Iranian prophet, founder of the Manichean religion and admired painter 
(Sundermann 2009).  
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metaphor in classical Persian and Kurdish poetry.78 It is also a pun and an 

allusion to the Mount Qaf where the Anqa is believed to live.   

The beloved was always described in a similar way; her hair resembled nets, 

ropes, poisonous snakes and her eyelashes were compared to arrows and 

daggers; 

Besteyî zolfî nîgarêkim resen bazî deka        
seffî mojganî le tabûrî sûpay ‘xazî deka (2007, p. 70) 

I am entangled in the tresses of a beloved who bewitches with her games .The 
troops of her eyelashes battle armies.   

Hacî Qadir was very influenced by the fourteenth century Persian poet Hafez, 

and quoted several lines from the latter’s ghazals into his own poem; a practice 

which is called “taḍmīn”.79 He has a taḍmīn on Hafez’s most famous ghazal “Elā 

yā ayohal Sāqi,”80 which starts with,  

Alā yā ayohal sāqī “ader ka’san wa nawelhā”   
ke ‘eshq āsān nemūd awwal walī oftād moshkelhā (2009, p. 1) 

O Saqi, pass the bowl around and offer the wine; at first, love seemed easy, but 
snags have cropped up.81    

Hacî Qadir wrote a taḍmīn which starts with, 

 Dexîlit bim were saqî “ader ka’san wa nawelha”   
Xem û xusey dillim kem bû, “walī oftāde moshkelhā” (2007, p. 26) 

I plead with you, Saqi, pass the bowl round and offer it. I had enough sorrow, but 
snags have cropped up.  

Thus, he has kept the Arabic phrase “ادر كاسا و ناول ھا” (pass the bowl round and 

offer it) and the second part of the second hemistich in Hafez’s ghazal and has 

                                              
78 This use of Arabic letters- their shape and their resemblance to the features of 
the beloved’s body was a common practice in classical Kurdish and Persian poetry, 
and the poets were competing to achieve most ingenious comparisons. The most 
common metaphor of this kind is comparing the beloved’s mouth to the letter “dal” 
 in smallness, and the hair and the mole of the beloved’s face with the letter (د)
“nun” (ن) . 
79 Taḍmīn  is a poem in which the poet includes a l ine or more of another poet’s 
poem, usually famous poems and of well-known poets, in a way that is recognizable 
by the reader (Homayi 2010, pp. 141–142).  
80 To read this ghazal, see Avery 2007, pp. 18–19.  
81 Avery’s translation 2007, p. 18.   
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translated the rest of the line into Kurdish. The ghazal continues the same way 

and in each line, Hacî Qadir keeps the main idea and parts of Hafez’s verse.  

Like other classical poets, he wrote in both Kurdish and Persian, but few of 

his Persian poems have survived.  Here are some examples of his Persian 

verses.      

Ey marā az eshgh-e rūyat cho majnūn dar be dar 
ālam az shawq-e jamālat xūn fetād andar jegar        
Rūz o shab az kū-ye jānān yek negāham ārezoost 
tā nethāre oū konam jān az bahāy-e yek nafar (2007, p. 65) 

The love of your beauty has made me a homeless.  
The whole world are longing for the light of your face.  
Days and nights are passed longing for a glance at my beloved so that I sacrifice 
myself for her being.   

Hacî Qadir’s terminology resonates with Persian classical poetry and 

mythology. In fact, like other classical Kurdish poets, he was freely employing 

metaphors, images and symbols from Persian poetry as well as Iranian 

mythology to express his ideas. Therefore, familiarity with Persian classical poetry 

and Iranian mythology is imperative to grasp the meaning of the verses. This is 

clear from the following verses:  

Bîjenî çahî zeqenî toye dil                     
rahî necatî felek û rêsman 
Tîrî mojet bo dillî Êsfendiyar                
tîrî gezî Rostemî Mazenderan 
Fîrqetî to leşkerî Êraniye                    
sebrî mniş leşkerî Tûraniyan (2007, p. 51) 

My heart is Bijan in the well of your chin-dimple; the way of freedom is by the 
power of Heaven and the rope. 
The arrow of your eyelashes, for the heart of Esfandyar, is the poisonous arrow 
of Rustam of Mazandaran.  
Exile from you is the army of Iran and my patience the army of Turan.  

Here, there are references to the story of Bijan and Manjie, the battle of Rostam 

and Esfandyar, as well as the battles of the Iranians and Turanians. The chin-

dimple in classical poetry is likened to a well in which the lover is held captive.82 

                                              
82 Hafez says, “koshte-ye chah-e zenaxdan-e toam kaz har taraf/ sad hezarash 
garden-e jan zire towqe ghabghab ast” (I am one slain by thy chin-dimple, from 
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Hacî Qadir fuses this known metaphor with the myth of Bijan and Manije, a love 

story in Ferdowsi's Shahnameh. Bijan was a famous Iranian knight who fell in 

love with Manijeh, the daughter of Afrasiab, the king of Turan and the greatest 

enemy of Iran. He is thrown down a deep well for punishment and finally is freed 

by the mythological hero, Rostam (Shahnameh 2006, pp. 306-345). Hacî Qadir 

compares himself to Bijan for being a captive, but his well is the chin dimple of the 

beloved. The second line alludes to Esfandyar and his battle with Rostam in the 

Shahnameh (ibid. pp. 371-423); Esfandyar was a legendary Iranian hero who was 

bathed in the pool of invincibility, but because in the pool he closed his eyes, his 

eyes were vulnerable. He was defeated by Rostam who found out his eyes are 

not invincible. The poet sees himself as Esfandiar who has not succumbed to 

anyone or any difficulty, but the beloved is like Rostam who, knows his weakness, 

therefore, is the only one capable of defeating him. The third line alludes to the 

constant battles of the Iranians and their enemies, the Turanians, and compares 

the sorrow of separation and his patience to their perpetual battles. By comparing 

his love and sufferings to Bijan’s, the poet sustains the memory of the 

mythological lovers of classical Persian poetry and depicts his love as equally 

great and immortal. Comparing the arrow-like eyelashes of the beloved to the 

lethal shaft of Rostam accentuates the poet’s vulnerability and defenselessness 

against the power of love. By employing these mythological figures, he attempts 

to gain the reader’s sympathy and understanding.      

Hacî Qadir’s poetic tropes are also deeply embedded in Sufism and the 

mystic tradition which adds to the multi-layered quality of his poems.  

Mosolmanan soxen serbeste ta key            
le des ew kafrey bê dînî Tersa (2007, p. 43) 

O Muslims, how long must I speak in veiled terms; of my sufferings due to that 
faithless Tarsa (Christian) 

Here he refers to the Christian’s maid (dokhtar-e Tarsa) in Farīd al-Dīn ʻAṭṭār’s 

Conference of the Birds. Shaikh San’ân, the great Sufi of his time, fell in love with 

a Christian maid and under her influence recanted his faith and converted to 
                                                                                                                                   

every side beneath thy chin-dimple many necks of souls) (Homayoun Far 2001, p. 
64). 
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Christianity (Zipoli 2009, p. 228). In Persian and Kurdish classical poetry the 

Christian maid is the symbol of the invincible power of love and its 

destructiveness, just as she destroyed Shaikh San’ân’s faith, fame and prestige. 

The beloved is often compared to her cold heart, who does not have faith or 

religion, therefore, no compassion. In this line, the poet expresses his exhaustion 

not only with the typical wailing for the love of a heartless, cruel pagan girl, but 

also with expressing his emotions in disguise, concealed in metaphors. Shaikh 

San’ân is also a “traditional model for mystical self-denigration,” typical of the 

malâmatiyye (antinomian) school of Sufism, in which poets praise impiety and 

socially condemned behaviour, and see abandoning reason and committing 

shameless behaviour as the best way to “subdue one’s pride and sense of Self” 

(ibid).83 Therefore, Tarsa and “speaking in veiled terms,” add another layer of 

meaning and signification to the poem.  

Together with his innovative use of the conventional images and metaphors 

of classical Persian poetry, as the above examples illustrate, Hacî Qadir was 

drawing on classical Kurdish poetry and especially the poetry of Nalî. He was 

very influenced by Nalî and specifically mentions his name favourably on many 

occasions, comparing his own works with those of Nalî. He boasts:  

Soleymanêke Nalî xawenî Dîwan û fermane 
Niye kes bête meydanî meger Hacî xodasaye (2007, p. 122)  

Nalî was the Solomon of his time had Dîwan and a royal decree. No one except 
me could dare to enter his ground.  

Elsewhere he compares his poetry in quantity with that of Nalî and Salim and 

demands the same recognition for his own verse as they possess: 

Zahîren beytim le Nalî û Kurdî kemtr niye  
talim bergeşteye û bedbexte bextm nûstwe (2007, p. 98) 

Apparently my lines are not fewer than those of Nalî and Salim; yet I am not as 
fortunate, my luck is asleep.  

                                              
83 For more detailed study of Aṭṭār and Sufi tradition in his poetry see, Lewisohn, L. 
and Shackle, C. (eds.) (2006). A꞉꞉ār and the Persian Sufi Tradition: the Art of 
Spiritual Flight. London: I. B. Tauris. 
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Nalî was a master of eloquence and inventiveness and particularly famous 

for his far-fetched metaphors and the musicality of his poems, and Hacî Qadir 

frequently imitated these features in his own poems; 

Le her dû lawe zulfî kewte garden        
ne lem la der deçê Hacî ne lew la (2007, p. 50)  

Her hair has fallen from both sides [of her shoulders]/ there is no escape for 
Hacî, this way or the other. 

This line is based on and resonates with the opening lines of Nalî’s famous 

ghazal,  

Ew sîlsîle wa mişkî xeta nêwî brawe  
pir pêç û şiken, xem be xem û hellqe be hellqe 
Lewlawêke lew lawe be em lawe kşawe  
ya yasemenî xawî be rûy rojda rijawe (2001, p. 530) 

From this complex, elevated language Hacî Qadir gradually moved toward a 

simpler language toward the end of his career. This was a gradual move, and it 

had to be so to be recognized and appreciated. Lotman notes, “[I]f a text does not 

sustain the memory of the traditional construction, its innovations will no longer be 

perceived.” (1977, p. 22). A text sustains the memory of the traditional 

construction by adhering to its principles. For instance, a poem is recognized as a 

ghazal because it has the generic features of a traditional ghazal, such as meter, 

rhyme, and number of lines. Literary norm-violations occur within the parameters 

of the available system, which paves the way for its ultimate transformation. The 

poet works within the recognized system to challenge its norms and conventions 

with the help of different techniques, such as bringing new unfamiliar elements to 

the old system. The combination of old and new elements leaves the text 

ambiguous and “ambivalent,” in Lotman’s words, and upsets the text’s 

equilibrium. Lotman argues that ambivalence “articulates textual manifestations of 

the notion of difference or norm-violation in terms of the specific lexical, semantic, 

syntactic, and rhetorical features of a literary text” (ibid.). Therefore, “a poem can 

be called ambivalent when the co-existence and co-operation of various systems, 

relations, and elements can be demonstrated in it. In terms of literary history, 

Lotman interprets the presence of ambivalent texts as the sign of an opening up 
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of the literary system in preparation for a dynamic leap. I believe the earliest 

examples of ambivalent texts and the manifestations of the desire for change in 

Kurdish poetry are seen in the poetry of Hacî Qadir. In what follows, I illustrate the 

“semantic, syntactic, and rhetorical” norm-violation and the co-existence of 

various elements and system in the poetry of Hacî Qadir and explore their 

context, aims and objectives.  

A significant example of an ambivalent text is the first qasida in Hacî Qadir’s 

diwan, called “gutim be bextî xewalû” (I told the sleeping fate), which is a pastoral 

poem, but is also about the homeland (watan) in springtime.84 Qasida, the form in 

which the poem is written, is a form used mainly for eulogy, elegy, and encomia 

and is a long mono-rhyme and mono-meter poem. This qasida is an “elfî” and a 

“baharîye” qasida; it is “elfî” because the rhyme is “elif” and it is “beharîye” 

because the introductory section (teşbîb) is the praise of spring, “behar”.85 

In this qasida, nature is visualized in the familiar language of the classical 

poetry, replete with familiar images, 

Gorey beharîye êstêke şax û daxî wilat                 
pire le lale û nesrîn û nergisî şehla (2007, p. 12) 

The mountains and plains of the homeland are now covered with hyacinths, the 
narcissus with half-closed eyes, and tulips.    

“Nergêsî şehla” is a stock metaphor in classical Persian nature and love poetry. 

Because the narcissus resembles an open eye in shape, it is commonly used to 

represent the eyes of the beloved which are conceived as being languid, 

intoxicated (“mast”), or ailing (“bîmar”), to convey their artful and coquettish 

beauty and attractiveness (Zipoli 2009, p. 191). 

Though recalling the familiar images of nature, the poet presents his own 

unique visualization too, 

Pyaley zerî nergês le ser kefî sîmîn                    
pirre le şebnemî wek dur û loloî lala (2007, p. 12) 

                                              
84 The poem was first published in Diyarî Kurdistan  no. 11-12 (1925). 
85 For detailed explanation of qasida, see Homāyī 2010, pp. 76-89. 	 	
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The golden cup of the narcissus filled with pearls of dew is resting on silver 
hands. 

This refers to the actual shape of a white narcissus, with a golden cup-shaped 

section on white petals. The corolla is said to be filled with dew, which is 

conventionally the symbol of tears, and could be the poets’ tears and therefore, a 

prelude to the laments of an exiled poet. The poem also draws on local Kurdish 

life. 

Le şadî wek sefî şayî le kêw û kej ezhar       
heja be xeletî golgun û kewte reqs û sema  
Çemen le lale mîsalî xetî roxî dolber             
siyah çadorî lê bote xalî sergona  
Çiya le tewqe serî darijawe ta kemerî            
ço zolfî sonbolî derhem, ço perçemî berreza (2007, pp. 12-13) 

Out of joy, like a circle, the mountains and fields are dancing in colorful clothes. 
The black tents in the meadows covered with tulips resemble the beauty spot of 
the beloved.  
The mountain’s hair has fallen to her waist, entangled as the hyacinth, her fringe 
as disheveled as “berreza”. 

The colorful scene of the flowers is compared to the circles of Kurdish dancers in 

their colorful outfits. “Sîyah çador,” the nomad tent, in the background of the 

meadows covered in red tulip, is compared to the beloved’s beauty mark on her 

rosy cheek. The word “berreza” in the last line, line eleven in the verse, is the 

name of a local plant with long thin leaves, and a familiar image in classical 

Kurdish poetry to represent the beloved’s dishevelled hair.86  

In line eighteen, the poet compares the mountain to a shaikh with green robe 

and white turban. The green leaves are his robe and the snow his turban,  

Çiyaye şêx û keway sewze mêzerî befre          
sîwakî çûzere rêwase teylesanî gela (2007, p. 13)   

The qasida is written in “ramal” (the repetition of “Fa’elaton” meter), and has 

an epic tone. In the opening lines of the qasida the elements of Kurdish life are 

presented in a grand style and in an epic tone (which is the overall tone of the 

                                              
86 For instance, Nalî says, “wek dor û yaqut neqşe, dendan û lebî alî/ her wek 
bereza pexşe, egrîce le ser xallî” (Her teeth and l ips resemble a pattern of pearl 
and ruby/ her disheveled hair on her beauty mark l ike a flown “bereza”) (2001, p. 
678).  
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poem) and in the later lines of the poem crude aspects of the nomadic life are 

brought in in the same epic meter.     

Le hile hilî kehîl û le bare barî meran      
le dengî qoreyî gacût û boreyî manga  
Le ohe oheyî gawan û qîre qîrî siwan     
le bgre berdî kaban debête heşrû hela 
Le o‘he o‘heyî gawan û qîre qîrî swan     
le bgre berdeyî kaban debête ‘heşr û ‘hela  
Melayîkey serî taq û rewaqî mînayî         
debête conboş û lerzîn dekewne ‘hewle wela (2007, p. 14) 

Of the horse’s neighing and the bleating of the lambs, the sound of the oxen and 
mooing of the cows, 
Of the wolf’s howls, dog’s barks, and the meaning of the goat, of their echoes in 
the mountains,  
Of the yeehaw of the cowboys and the shepherd’ calls, of the shepherd’s boy 
shouting “catch it,” which rise up as a roar, 
The angels of the sky and of the seven heavens, in excitation and ecstasy send 
up a great sound.  

Some of the images in the above lines are at odds with the grand style and the 

epic tone of the poem and their combination is unusual and odd. While the 

generic features of qasida are closely followed, from line sixteen peculiarities in 

terms of language and style begin to emerge. Elements of rural life are brought 

into the domain of qasida, a genre hitherto used for elegy, eulogy and encomia, 

and for religious, mystic, and moral subjects. In other words, the images Hacî 

Qadir presents in these lines would be deemed inappropriate for the form of the 

qasida. The poem, therefore, sounds unusual and unfamiliar. What accentuates 

the oddity of the poem is that the above lines keep the meter and the rhyme of 

the qasida, while presenting very different images. So, they are part of the whole 

poem, and at the same time they are not. The poet who starts the qasida with 

such care and eloquence, and closely follows the formal features of the form, 

could not be unaware of the abnormality of his venture, therefore, he is seeking to 

fulfil a purpose in this violation. The above lines are followed by the following, 

Ke helkra şewê agir le kolî reşmalek        
xicil debin le zewayayî xeymeyî wala  
Ûtarid û zuhel û aftab û mahî temam       
xulase sabit û seyare ta degate suha (2007, p. 14) 

As the lamp of the tent was lit, it puts to shame all the corners of the canopy,  
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Mercury, Saturn, the sun and the moon, all the planets and the stars.  

Hacî Qadir compares the light of a “reşmal” (black nomad tent) to the light of the 

stars and the sun and believes it would outshine them. Such an outshining has 

only happened with the light of the beloved’s face or the grand presence of “pîr” 

(master) in classical poetry and their being likened to a trivial object such as 

“reşmal” is a new daring metaphor. The poet is glorifying trivial aspects of his 

homeland’s life. Such violations of the poetic conventions and the juxtapositions 

of new and old elements have bewildered the critics and are the reason for 

considering Hacî Qadir as a confused poet who mixes things up (see for instance 

Qeredaxî 2007, p. 65). He does indeed mix things up, yet they are not the 

outcome of the poet’s confused mind, but of the social change, its complexity, 

and the limitations of the poet’s resources to meet the new demands. Hacî Qadir 

is very conscious of the incongruity of the combination he presents and says,  

Emane zadeyî efkar û xoşewîstî minin            
eger qebîh û kerîhn wager şel û e‘ma (2007, p. 15) 

These are the children of my own love and thoughts; even if they are ugly, 
hideous or lame. 

He even predicts that his poem might be called “hezyan,” rambling speech, 

Ke xotî tênegeyênî le nuktekanî negey         
dellêy hemû hezyane xuda bellay lê da (ibid.) 

If you do not understand the meaning of my words you would say I was rambling 
and say may God have mercy on him.  

“Hezyan” also means the words and a speech uttered in the state of delirium, 

hence the presumed concern of the reader for the poet, that he is not well and 

has not written these lines in a healthy state of mind. He pleads with the readers 

to remember and keep his verses and not forsake them, as he is aware that 

Kurds have lost a large part of their written heritage; 

Çi hêkmetêke ke asarî kurde namusî           
çi kimiya û çi enqa le beynî ême nema (ibid.) 

For what reason the Kurdish epics, neither “kîmya” nor “Enqa”, the Kurds’ honor, 
have not survived?   
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By “kimya” (alchemy) and “anqa” (a mythological bird), representatives of science 

and literature, he means neither scientific nor literary works in Kurdish have 

survived.87 The qasida’s closing lines are a vehement defense of the poem; 

Şebîhî cole ke razî nebê be serderî xoy     
melên fesahetî wrdî be farsî naga  
Bela‘xetêkî heye hîç zubanê naygatê          
le bê tesobî kurdane be rewac û bê beha  
belam ewanî ke serafî zer û zîwî qsen      
be şehrewayî dezanin çi sikeyêke rewa (ibid.) 

Like a weaver who is not happy with his own cloth, do not say its eloquence 
does not surpass that of the Persian.  
No language would excel it in rhetoric, but Kurdish lack of zeal has rendered it 
worthless and unpopular.   
Those who are expert in golden and silver speech know what worthy coins they 
are.  

In these concluding lines he recalls Xanî and Mem û Zîn’s prologue (dîbaçê). 

In fact, he is greatly influenced by Xanî and specifically the epilogue of Mem û 

Zîn. He is probably the first Sorani poet to speak of Xanî and the first to introduce 

Xanî to Sorani speakers. Like Xanî he believes that if it was not for Kurdish lack 

of zeal, “bê te‘esobî”, his works would have gained more popularity and attention. 

He uses the coin imagery famously employed by Xanî in Mem û Zîn’s prologue. 

Hacî Qadir’s love for Xanî has other reasons as well. Hacî Qadir associates 

himself with Xanî in his mission and in what he preaches, his obsession with the 

fate of the Kurds and his passionate desire for Kurdish independence. He was in 

fact, for a long time the only intellectual and literary figure to openly advocate 

independence while Kurdish Ottoman elites failed to do so as late as the First 

World War. This is perhaps why he says that only Xanî and Hacî Qadir have laid 

the bases of Kurdish poetry.      

In this qasida the poet makes the new elements- the elements which do not 

belong to the traditional domain of qasida- secondary to the generic features of 

qasida. In other words, the old recognizable elements outweigh the new 

therefore, despite the violations of some of the poetic conventions, the poem is 
                                              

87 In the latest edition of Hacî Qadir’s diwan , published by Kurdistan publishers 
(2012), this l ine is interpreted as “Kurdish works, are not kimiya or anqa, so why 
they all are lost?” and “kimya” and “anqa” are interpreted as the symbols of the 
unseen, imaginary and unreal (p. 46).   
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still recognizable as qasida. Following the formal features of classical poetry is 

one of the strategies Hacî Qadir employs in combining the new and old elements. 

Another strategy is to employ the classical literary signs for different objectives 

than those associated with their traditional function. In this way, the poet creates 

a link between his poetry and the classical. Lotman explains that the link between 

the old system and the new elements is indispensable to the understanding of the 

poem and its innovations by the reader (1977, p. 22).  

The poet should sustain the memory of the classical system to allow the 

reader to build a relation with the text and grasp its meaning. But, where do these 

new elements come from, if they do not belong to the classical poetic sign 

system, and how their introductions into poetry are justfied? According to Lotman 

these new elements signify awareness and openness in the text. Hacî Qadir was 

aware of the transformations the society was going through and reflects this 

awareness in his poetry. In fact, I argue that his socio-political awareness and his 

attempt to accommodate it in poetry were the source of change in his poetic 

discourse. 

Awareness “hoşyarî” or “xeberdar bûn” and its opposite “bêxeberî,” constitute 

significant motives of Hacî Qadir’s poetry; he encourages Kurds to develop 

“hoşyarî,” and laments its absence and its consequences;   

Korêkî wa nebû hestête ser pê 
bizanê xelqî çon kewtûne ser pê  
Bika seyrî cerîde û halî mîlet            
ktêbî taze û te‘rîxî dewlet (2007, p. 92) 

We did not have such a man to rise to his feet to find out how other peoples 
have also risen to their feet. 
Who can read journals and papers, new books and the history of the states.88 

The expression “hestine ser pê,” rising to one’s feet, is repeated twice in the first 

line, first for “korêk”, literally a son, and then for “xelqî,” people. In classical 

poetry, rising to one’s feet is used to refer to survival and overcoming problems, 

which are either constituted by the cruelty of the beloved or the injustices of the 

                                              
88 These lines are from a qasida , “salam-ala min kol-i ayam,” published in Rojî 
Kurd, no. 2 (19 July 1913, p. 26–28).  
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world, but in this line the expression has explicitly political signification. The poet 

yearns for a man who rises and leads his people to what other people have 

reached, rising to their feet or independence. Hacî Qadir further explains that 

such a man should read newspapers, journals, “new books” and “the history of 

states” to understand the grounds of other nations’ independence and success. 

“Papers,” “new books,” and “the history of states” are key words in two major 

discourses in Hacî Qadir’s poetry: modernity and nationalism. It is the existence 

of these two discourses which essentially differentiates Hacî Qadir’s world-view 

from his predecessors as well as his contemporaries.89   

Explaining the social and political poetry of Iran’s constitutional era Karimi-

Hakkak says, 

Whereas the classical Persian qasida and ghazal are thought to be directed 
toward the variety of emotions experienced by individual human beings, these 
poems give aesthetic articulation to the political discourse of the constitutional 
era. They do so by directing signs of lyrical utterances toward collective or 
“national” ideas and events. (2012, p. 97)  

This statement is true for the course of changes in Kurdish poetry and the poetic 

discourse of Hacî Qadir. Kurdish classical poetry, like Persian classical poetry, is 

generally thought to be the expression of personal emotions and experiences,90 

yet with Hacî Qadir, I argue, poetry began to give “aesthetic articulation” to 

modernity and nationalism, as the dominant discourses of the day. Hacî Qadir 

employed the poetic forms of ghazal and qasida for the articulation of his ideas 

and this was the beginning of political ghazal and patriotic qasida in Kurdish 

poetry. Political ghazal and qasida, as Karimi-Hakkak notes, manifest the ultimate 

cohabitation of new and old elements and are the major site of the state of 

ambivalence within the poetic system (2012, pp. 95–96). In the following section I 

examine the manifestation of the discourses of modernity and nationalism in the 

                                              
89 His contemporaries were Keyfî, Hacî Mela Ebdûlay Dostî, Exter, Wefayî, Mehwî.  
90 Ezîz Gerdî explains that ghazal is about love and the poet’s internal feelings and 
emotions in relation to himself, but qasida  expresses the poet’s emotions in relation 
to an external element such as patron or nature (1999, p. 257). Schimmel in his 
book, A two-colored Brocade, the imagery of Persian poetry,  asserts that the theme 
of ghazal is love, worldly or divine (1992, p. 22) and the contents of qasida  can be 
praise, satire, or description, and are generally directed toward a patron, worldly or 
spiritual (ibid. p. 24).  
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poetry of Hacî Qadir and their contributions to the modernization of Kurdish 

poetry. And how does he appropriate the generic features of the genre for his 

new missions and aims?    

3.3. Modernity  

Hacî Qadir was a keen observer of modernity and its manifestations in the 

Ottoman Empire and specifically the city of Istanbul. As a passionate advocate of 

modernity, he was campaigning for education and literacy to lead the society 

forward and to throw off the shackles of ignorance, poverty, and servitude. 

Therefore, advocating education constitutes an important theme of his poetry. 

Furthermore, he brought his observations of modernity, such as the technological 

advancements to the domain of poetry, subjects hitherto irrelevant to poetry. In 

fact, never before in Kurdish poetry had the technological advancements of the 

time been of interest to the poets, even though there were other Kurdish poets 

living in Istanbul before and contemporaneous with Hacî Qadir. Discussing 

science and technology in poetry inevitably brought their vocabulary to the realm 

of poetry, therefore, opening the poetic sign system to “extra-systemic” words. It 

was through the poetry of Hacî Qadir that words like “sen‘et” (industry), 

“şemendefer” (train), “telgraf” (telegraph), and “ewrûpa” (Europe) were first 

introduced to the Kurdish language.  

Sefer ender weten çi kelk degrê    
seyrî nakey şemendefer defrê 
Telgerafîş telêke bê maye 
 moxbêrî rûy kullî dinyaye (2007, p. 197) 

What is the use of traveling to the homeland? Don’t you see that here trains are 
flying? 
And telegraph, a worthless wire, is a spy all over the world.  

In the absence of a Kurdish newspaper it was the poetry of Hacî Qadir which was 

updating Kurdish readers about the latest advancements of the empire.  
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He was a bold critic of shaikhs, khanqahs (Xaneqa), and tekyes,91 and saw 

them as among the reasons for the backwardness of his society. Criticism of the 

religious authority of the shaikhs and clerics was not a new subject in Kurdish 

poetry, but a recurrent theme in classical poetry, mainly because of their 

corruption, sham piety and hypocrisy. Hacî Qadir’s critique was not just because 

of their corruption and hypocrisy, but also for their role in hindering the society 

from going forward. The following excerpt from a well-known qasida, “odeba 

çake”, will further illustrate my argument.  

Xaneqa û şêx û tekyekan yekser                   
pêm blên nef‘yan çîye axir   
Xeyrî te‘lmî tenbelî kirdin                    
cem‘î emlak û xezne ko kirdin   
Def‘eyek îmthanyan naken                   
tê bgen zehre ya ne tiryakin           
Le mehekî bden eger wekû zer            
tê degen rêgirin weya rehber          
Ey xerîkî rimûz û naz û niyaz                        
ewrûpa fennî geywete î‘caz           
Quleyî Îfêlî le eflake                                        
‘eksî ew gerdişî le jêr xake 
… 
Qiseyî emro deygêrin le zûban              
salê tir bot deken be bê nuqsan          
Sed û penca lû‘xet ziyad deken    
salî bo naw sen‘et û fen         
Çînî ateş perestin êstakeş                                         
gebrî bê dîn û hînduyî rureş 
Boçî fermuyetî nebîyî emîn      
“Otleb al-‘elmamakom walo be al-Sin” 
Nêr û mê lem ‘hedîse ferqî niye 
ger mela nehî fermû dînî nîye 
To were fennê fêr be çîte lewe                  
gawire, hindûwe weya cûwe    
Ehlî cennet ne şiwan û gawan e           
sa‘hêbî fen û ‘êlm û ‘êrfan e (2007, pp. 164–167)              

Tell me what is the benefit of khanqahs, Shaikhs, and Tekyes? 
Except for teaching laziness and collecting properties and wealth. 
They [shaikhs/mullahs] are not tested even once, to find out whether they are 
poison or opium. 
To be put to the touchstone like gold, to find out whether they are bandits or 
leaders. 

                                              
91 Xaneqas are buildings used for religious rites and teaching by leaders (shaikhs) 
of Naqshbandi religious order (terîqet) and their disciples; tekye is the name given 
to the same institution in the Qadiri religious order (Hassanpour 2003, p. 134).    
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Do not follow the shaikhs and the like at all, no man can ensure daily bread to 
any other man. 
You [shaikhs] who are busy with secrets and prayers (“naz û niyaz”), it is 
Europe’s technology that can work miracles. 
The peak of the Eiffel Tower touches the heavens; your journey is confined to 
the underworld. 
They searched all the planet earth, yet your dream is just heaven. 
They take your speech today, and return it to you with no error next year. 
They add one hundred and fifty words each year to science and technology.  
The Chinese are, still, fire-worshipers, dark-faced Buddhists, and faithless 
pagans, 
And yet the prophet says “Seek knowledge even if it is in China”. 
There is no male or female in the hadith, if the cleric forbids knowledge [for 
women] he has no faith. 
You come and learn a skill, why should you care if they are pagan, Buddhist, or 
Jew.  
You need to keep turning like a millstone, every century the patterns of living 
change.  
The people of paradise are not shepherds and cowboys, but owners of 
knowledge.    

The poem is a sharp criticism of the shaikhs as religious leaders and exposes 

their demagogy, greed, and laziness. He disparages their knowledge and 

compares them to scientists in Europe. He questions the use of shaikhs because 

they have no skill, and their supposed knowledge has never been put to test. 

Contrasting the words “rêgir” (bandit; literally road blocker) and “rêber” (leader; 

literally road leader), and posing this question that if you put shaikhs to the 

touchstone you would discover if they are leaders or bandits, Hacî implies that the 

latter is the case. He derides their rituals “rimûz” (mysteries) and “naz û niyaz” 

(grace and need), their mystical practices. “Naz û niyaz” refers to the belief in 

mysticism that the beloved is all “naz” (grace) and the lover all “niyaz” (need). A 

person who is busy with “naz û niyaz” is immersed in the world of love and is 

unaware of the world’s affairs, Hacî Qadir suggests. Shaikhs were assumed to be 

the recipient of “karamat” (special graces or miracles), but Hacî Qadir dismisses 

and mocks that by referring to Europe where technology renders miracles, not 

mysteries and prayers.92 Some of these miracles are referred to in the 

subsequent lines, like speech recording and the Eiffel tower. Europeans, says 

Hacî Qadir, ridiculing the shaikhs, have reached the heavens not by “karamat”, 

                                              
92 To read about shaikh and karamat, see van Bruinessen, M. (1992). Agha, 
Shaikh, and State, the Social and Polit ical Structures of Kurdistan . London and New 
Jeresy: Zed Books Ltd. pp. 210-216. 
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but by their skills. Superstitious shaikhs and mullahs and their counterproductive 

schooling, Hacî Qadir argues, are the main barrier to progress,  

Qeyd û tezhîb û şer‘h û ‘haşiyekan                   
bûne sedî me‘arifî kurdan (ibid.) 

Texts, expositions, and commentaries have become obstacles to Kurdish 
learning. 

“Me‘arif” (the plural form of “me‘rêfet”) is a familiar word in classical poetry 

and refers to spiritual knowledge. Sa‘di, the thirteenth century Persian poet, 

famously said,  

Andarūn az ta‘ām xālī dār                           
tā darū nūre ma‘refat bīnī (1987, p. 82) 

Leave your body devoid of food, so that you can see the light of spirituality.93 

But, Hacî Qadir employs “me‘rêfet” in a new sense; it signifies new emerging 

knowledge and science arriving from Europe. In fact, he frequently makes it clear 

that the source of knowledge he is campaigning for is “Orûpa” (Europe), and not 

the traditional schools and madrasa.94 His perspective has an aura of positivism, 

which was a powerful movement in the Ottoman Empire of the nineteenth 

century. Saygin and Önal note that from the mid–1800s, under the influence of 

positivism, “most intellectuals demanded westernization to prevail in order to 

include western values, and thought of traditional values as an obstacle to 

advancement (westernization).” (2008, p. 27)  

Hacî Qadir, indeed, thinks of the traditional values of his society as an 

obstacle to progress, but he is not anti-religious or secular. He often refers to 

Islam and Islamic beliefs to argue his points. In this qasida, to encourage 

learning, he refers to a hadith (saying) of prophet Mohamad in which he advised 

everyone to go as far as China in pursuit of knowledge. While this hadith was 
                                              

93 And Kurdî, the nineteenth century poet, says “Hafez û Sedî û Nizamî, Qeys û 
Camî û Dehlewî/ feyz xahê me‘rêfet co bûn le şagirdanî êşq” (Hafez, Sa‘di, Nizami, 
Qeys, Jami, and Dehlawi were all spirituality seekers and students of love) (2008, 
p. 23).   
94 In the famous qasida  of “xakî Cezîr û Botan”, Hacî Qadir praises the Armenians 
for sending their people to Europe to acquire science and technology, “bo fennî 
‘herb û sen‘et, bo zebt û rebtî mîlet/ deynêrne orûpa gewre û biçûkî xoyan” (2007, 
p. 82). 
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generally interpreted as the prophet’s emphasis on seeking knowledge, even if it 

is in China (China was the farthest known place) and the emphasis is about the 

troubles the pursuit of knowledge might incur, Hacî Qadir discloses another 

dimension of the saying by emphasizing that although the Chinese were pagans 

and Buddhists the prophet advocated learning knowledge from them, therefore 

concluding that Islam encourages learning and it makes no difference from whom 

you learn.  

His approach of endorsing science, technology, and even nationalism by 

references to the Quran and hadiths was similar to the attempts of Ottoman 

intellectuals who were trying to make a synthesis between Islam and modernity. 

This approach to modernity and nationalism became a popular practice among 

the later generation of Kurdish intellectuals and writers as the writings of papers 

like Kurdistan and Jîn demonstrate. Hacî Qadir also emphasized women’s right to 

education by stressing that there is no difference between male and female in the 

prophet’s saying, which was a very progressive proposition for his time. His 

campaign for literacy and learning goes as far as implying that people of paradise 

are the owners of science and knowledge regardless of their religion. This is 

against the common assumption among Muslims that only the followers of Islam 

go to heaven. To illustrate the power of knowledge, he mentions the occupation 

of China by Japanese, despite the huge difference of their population (four 

hundred million versus forty million): 

Be qsey moxbêr û morêxî kon     
mîletî Çîne çarsed mêlyon      
Ehlî japon be fen û senetî çak         
seyrî ke çon Çînî girt û kirdye xak 
Kurdî ême nezan û pa paşkewten     
pêkewe pûş û agir û newtin (2007, p.  167)                              

According to the historians and experts, the Chinese are 400 million, 
And all the population of Japan would hardly reach 40 million, 
Yet the Japanese with science and technology conquered China and put it down. 
Kurds are an ignorant backward nation, when together they resemble hay and 
fire. 

Comparing Kurds to Europeans and progressive societies, Hacî Qadir 

finishes his qasida by lamenting the Kurd’s ignorance, backwardness, and self-
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defeating disunity (being like hay and fire). Devoting an entire qasida to criticism 

of traditional religious institutions and underlining the need for literacy and 

learning with frequent reference to Western science and technology (the word 

“fen” [skill; technology] is repeated five times) is a new experience in Kurdish. 

Words like “fen”, “orûpa” (Europe), “Korey zemîn” (planet earth), and “sen‘et” 

(industry) constitute a new set of vocabulary in the realm of Kurdish poetry.   

The qasida here is different from the classical qasida not only in its subject 

and terminology, but also in structure and form. The classical qasida starts with 

“tashbīb” (exordium) in which the poet may give a description of a natural scene 

(Schimmel 1992, p. 24). Tashbīb is then followed by a transition from the 

introduction to the subject, “maqsud” or “madh” (ibid.). Sometimes a qasida does 

not have a “tashbīb” or “taghazol” and starts right with the subject, which is called 

“qasideye mahdud” (limited qasida) and it is not regarded as a complete qasida 

(Homāyī 2010, p. 81). The above qasida is a “mahdud” since it starts with its main 

subject. In fact, tashbīb is rather irrelevant to his purpose and perhaps for this 

reason the majority of his qasida do not follow the classical structure of opening 

with tashbīb or taghazol. This qasida is also different from the classical qasidas in 

rhyme; qasida and ghazal are mono-rhyme forms, but Hacî Qadir uses couplet 

rhyme, known also as mathnavi rhyme, for his social and political ghazals and 

qasidas, including this one (Ballekî 2005, p. 73). Couplet rhyme was employed in 

mathnavis, the long epic and narratives, like Mem û Zîn and Xosrow û Şîrîn, since 

it gave the poet more freedom in developing his story. This was an empowering 

and a liberating technique for Hacî Qadir, who was struggling to fit his new 

themes into the strict forms of mono-rhyme qasida and ghazal, and allowed him 

to develop his subjects with much more freedom. Couplet rhyme was sporadically 

practiced for ghazal and qasida by Mehwî, Wefayî, and Şêx Reza, but it was Hacî 

Qadir, who seriously used it for the first time (eighteen poems of his diwan are 

couplet-rhymed) which helped establishing couplet rhyme for qasida and ghazal 

as an acceptable practice. The qasida is different from the classical qasida in that 

unlike classical qasida in which each line is an independent thematic entity, there 

is a thematic unity in this qasida. In fact, the unity of subject and mathnavi rhyme 

are two contributions of Hacî Qadir to the change in Kurdish poetry.   
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3.4. Nationalism 

Nationalism, as another Western notion and the outcome of modernity, 

spread in the Ottoman Empire from the nineteenth century and finally led to its 

collapse. Hacî Qadir was a witness to the rise and victory of Balkan nationalistic 

movements, like those of the Bulgarians and Bosniaks, and was amazed by their 

achievements.95 The second half of the nineteenth century also saw the demise 

of Kurdish principalities in both the Ottoman and Persian Empires. Hacî Qadir 

lamented that Kurds were falling behind the empowering project of nationalism 

and devoted a large number of his poems to this subject. Nationalism became a 

significant theme in his poetry and contributed toward the change in his poetic 

discourse. While patriotism was a recurrent theme in the Baban school of poetry, 

like the works of Salim and Kurdî, nationalism was a new phenomenon. In this 

section I explain how Hacî Qadir’s work was different from the patriotic works of 

his predecessors and how the nationalistic agenda changed his poetry. For this 

purpose, I discuss four characteristics of his nationalistic poetry: romanticizing the 

Kurds and glorifying their past, giving new meaning to the words “mîlet” and 

“dewlet”, providing a new signification for “weten” (homeland), and emphasizing 

the significance of language.      

3.4.1. Romanticizing the Kurds 

More than any other poet of the late nineteenth century Hacî Qadir used the 

word “Kurd” and its derivations, “Kurdish” “Kurdistan” “Al-Akrad”. In his edited 

Dîwan by Mîran and Şareza the word Kurd and Kurdistan are repeated more than 

seventy times. Although there are references to Kurds and their bravery and 

generosity in classical poetry, the Kurdish people are not the subject of entire 

qasidas and ghazals. Hacî Qadir praises Kurds for their gallantry, valor, 

                                              
95 The Ottomans lost most of their European provinces in the Balkans in the period 
between 1828 and 1878, as a result of nationalist uprisings backed by European 
states (Kia 1996, pp. 30–31). In North Africa, they lost Algeria in 1830 and Tunisia 
in 1881 to the French, and Egypt in 1882 to the Brit ish. (ibid.)   
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generosity, and noble origin, therefore infusing sense of pride and self-esteem in 

his readers. Excerpts of two ghazals will further elaborate my points here. I begin 

with the opening lines of the following ghazal, 

Le gawan û şiwanî kurdekan yek       
bes e bo leşkirî sed kerre dû lek   
Fîday cutyartan bê Hatemî Tey          
be qurbanî sepantan Alî Bermek 
Mirîşkî êwe seyyadî şehîn e 
le kin ‘enqa firrûce Hecîleklek (2007, p. 68) 

Of Kurdish cowboys and shepherds, one suffices for an army of hundreds of 
thousands. 
May Hatam of Tay be sacrificed to your farmers and Ale Barmak to your army.  
Your chickens are hunting falcons; the stork is a chicken compared to Anqa.  

To accentuate Kurdish heroism and benevolence the poet makes a number of 

comparisons; the gallantry of an army of hundreds of thousands of soldiers is 

compared with that of only one Kurdish shepherd and cowboy, whose professions 

are not even fighting. Hatam, the symbol of generosity in Arabic, Persian and 

Kurdish written and folk literature, is compared in generosity with Kurdish farmers 

from the lowest ranks of society. Al-e Barmak were an influential Iranian family 

who gained great political power under the Abbasid caliphs. By comparing the 

notables of Arabs and Iranians with the commoners among the Kurds, and not 

their notables, Hacî Qadir suggests that the Kurds are superior to others. He 

reiterates his argument in the third line by drawing a comparison between a stork 

and the anqa, the mythological bird. Storks are known to build their nests in high 

places, yet they are not comparable with the anqa who lives on the peak of mount 

qaf, which is known as the farthest place on earth in classical poetry. The poet 

attempts to instill the sense of supremacy in Kurds by drawing on imagery from 

nature and mythology and comparing the Kurds with the mythological and 

supernatural creatures. His narcissistic gaze at Kurds incarnates an unconscious 

drive to subvert the idea of others’ supremacy and begins to develop a political 

opposition.96 Romanticized portrait of the Kurds in the poetry of Hacî Qadir 

resemble the idealized portrtaits of Anatolians in the poetry of Turkish nationalist 

                                              
96 Besides praising Kurds, he constantly crit icizes them for their i l l i teracy, 
ignorance and disunity.   
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literary groups such as the Young Pens (Genç Kalemler) and the Five Syllabists 

(Beş Hececiler) (Mignon 2010, p. 32).97    

In the second ghazal Hacî Qadir not only repeats the above comparisons and 

celebrates the Kurd’s bravery and generosity, but also employs other strategies to 

present Kurds as a nation with a long remarkable history.  

Xo dezanin sulaley Ekrad                  
lêrewe bigre ta degate Qubad 
Hemû ‘alîm, hemû şêx û mîr in          
zîrek û jîr û ehlî tedbîr in 
Be dirêjî le wan (?) ke raburdin           
ta be Şîraz û Îsfehan Kurd in 
Şehsewar in, pîyadeyan aza n              
berdî nîşan û kullkî meydan 
Dan û bexşînyan le la bawe                
xûnî meydanyan le la aw e 
Be şeca‘et hemû wekû Rostem           
be sexawet hemû wekû Hatem 
Le wefa Simweîl û Îsma’îl                 
‘ehd û peymanyan çiyay Qendîl 
Gurdî Şaname pakyan Kurd e            
kafî em safe kafî ew wirde 
Le şerra zor def’e qewmawe               
Romîyanyan çi lon cewab dawe (2007, p. 180) 

You know that the Kurd’s descendants, from now till Qobad, 
All were educated, learned, Shaikh, emir, clever, and wise. 
The Kurdish population extends from the city of Wan to Isfahan and Shiraz, 
Their cavalry royal, their infantry brave, they are the pillar of the battlefield. 
Giving and offering is their custom, the blood of the battlefield is like water for 
them. 
In bravery they are all like Rostam, in generosity all like Hatam, 
In keeping promises like Ishmael, their vows and oath like Qandil Mountain.  
All the knights (“gord”) of Shahnameh were Kurds, the different in only in 
spelling.  
In battles it has happened many times, how they have defeated the Turks.  

To highlight the noble and ancient origin of the Kurds he claims that their origin 

goes back to Kay Kobād (Qobād), who was an ancient Iranian king and the first to 

establish kingship in Iran (Skjærvø 2014).98 He also claims that all the knights 

                                              
97 Glorifying Kurdish rural life is particularly noticeable in Goran who says in an interview was 
influenced by modern Turkish literary movemnents (1970, p. 71).  
98 To read more about Kay Qobād, see Skjærvø, P. O. “Kayāniān i i i .  Kauui 
Kauuāta, Kay Kawād, Kay Kobād (Kay Qobād). Encyclopædia Iranica , online 
edition, available at http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/kayanian-ii i  (accessed on 
17 February 2014). 
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(“gord”) of Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh are Kurds, only on the basis of similarity of the 

spelling, “gord” and “kord”. Hacî Qadir creates a glorious history for Kurds by 

referring to famous kings, notables, and heroes, as parts of Kurdish history. He 

realized that asserting a history, language and culture were prerequisites of 

asserting nationhood and legitimizing political independence. He emphasizes the 

large population of Kurds, as another reason for the legitimization of their claim to 

sovereignty.         

3.4.2. The new signification of “dewlet” and “mîlet”  

Social and political changes are always accompanied by new terms and 

vocabularies which reflect the outlook, aims and objectives of the new system. 

Besides introducing new terms to the language, the new ideological system also 

designates new ideological overtones to some existing words in the language, 

therefore, changing their meanings and adding them to the vocabulary of the new 

system. “Milet,” “dewlet,” and “weten” are such words which with the rise of 

nationalism, as a new political structure, acquired new significations in Kurdish, 

as well as in the Arabic, Persian, and Turkish languages, and became the 

common vocabulary of the nationalistic discourse. In the Kurdish language, I 

argue that the change in the meaning of these words first occurred in the poetic 

discourse of Hacî Qadirê Koyî and in the following section I explain how they 

were different from their use in classical poetry.  

3.4.2.1 “Dewlet”   

In classical literature “dewlet” (“dawlah” in Arabic, “devlet” in Turkish, and 

“dawlat” in Persian) has different meanings. One common meaning in Kurdish 

and Persian poetry is wealth and possession (Aref 2009, p. 401; Dehkhoda99). 

Hafez famously said,  

Hāfez ar sīm o zarat nīst che shod shāker bāsh      
che beh az dowlate lotfe soxan o tab‘e salīm (2009, p. 367) 

                                              
99 Dehkhoda Online Dictionary : 
http://www.loghatnaameh.org/dehkhodaworddetailae9a2a03116e4e05862bd6b15639
af06-fa.html 
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Hafez! Be thankful even if you do not have gold and silver (wealth). What is 
better than the wealth of fine words and fine imagination?  

Salim, the nineteenth century Kurdish poet, uses the words “dewlet” and its 

opposite, “bê dewletî” in the following verse,   

Axirî her dû la, dewlet û bê dewletî          
peykî ecel tey deka herçî feraz û nişîb (cited in Aref 2009, p. 401) 

Eventually the rich (dewlet) and the poor (bê dewlet), both will face destiny 
(death) with the heights and the depths.   

In classical Arabic dawlat was used to mean victory, dynasty, “mulk,” and 

kingship (Akhavi 1995, p. 353). Its definition as signifying a sovereign state did 

not come about until the period of the Ottoman Empire and its confrontation with 

Christian Europe (ibid. p. 354). Xanî in Mem û Zîn used the term signifying both 

wealth and kingship,  

Herçî bire şîri destê himmet        
zebt kird ji xu ra bi mêrî dewlet 

… 

Ez mame di ‘hikmeta Xudê da            
Kurmanc di dewleta dine da  
Aya bi çi wechê mane me‘hrûm       
bilcumle ji b çî bûne m‘hkûm (2004, p. 45) 

Whoever has risen and fought courageously, has gained “dewlet”. 
I wonder what might be the reason that Kurds are deprived of the wealth and the 
affluence (dewlet) of the world.  

In the second line, as Perwîz Cîhanî rightly notes, the word “dewlet” means 

wealth (2010, pp. 212-13). Xanî complains that Kurds are deprived of the world’s 

wealth and links it with being subservient to others. In the first line “dewlet” seems 

to mean power and an independent political system, a kingdom. He continues,    

Ger dê hebuwa me îtîfaqek      
vêk ra bikira me înqiyadek  
Rom û ‘Ereb û ‘Ecem temamî     
hem‘yan ji me ra dikir xulamî 
Tekmîl dikir me dîn û dewlet    
te‘hsil dikir me ‘îlm û ‘hikmet (2004, p. 47) 

If only there were unity among us, and we would act as one,  
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All of the Ottomans and Arabs and Iranians would become our servants.  
And we would reach perfection in religion and politics (“dîn û dewlet”), and we 
would become productive in knowledge and wisdom.100  

The expression “dîn û dewlet” could be misleading, but it did not mean religion 

and state in classical literature. However, Abou-El-Haj notes that modern 

historians have almost invariably misunderstood the term “devlet” in the sixteenth 

and seventeenth century Ottoman context to have the connotations of the modern 

nation-state (2005, p. 19). He rightly emphasizes that “develt” in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth century contexts carried strong religious connotations (ibid.). Van 

Bruinessen also explains that “dîn û dewlet” juxtaposes, like the similar 

expression “dîn û dunya”, spiritual and worldly affairs (2003, p. 44).  

By the mid-nineteenth century the word “dewlet” had taken its modern 

meaning, that of nation-state (Akhavi 1995, p. 354). In Kurdish poetry the word in 

its modern signification was first employed by Hacî Qadir. 

Be xeyrî Romî û Înglîs û Rusî                 
bê hedd in dewletan nawyan binûsî 
Le cêy xoyan hesatwin be xîret               
le dinya nawî xoyan nawe dewlet  
Serapa sahêbî sikke û supahin                 
wekû cem sahibî text û kulahin (2007, p. 195) 

Besides Rom (Ottoman Turkey), England and Russia, there are many other 
states (dewlet) if you record their names. 
They have risen with fervor and have called themselves states (dewlet) in the 
world.  
All possess coin and army, and like Jamshid have crown and throne.  

These lines are part of a qaside in which Hacî Qadir laments that Kurds are not 

aware of the political changes of their time and reminds them that besides 

Russia, Ottoman Turkey and England, with whom the Kurds were already familiar 

as independent powers, there are many other states that Kurds do not know. He 

emphasized that these new sovereign states have recently risen to power and 

“have called themselves ‘dewlet’”. In other words, he reminds his readers that 

people have the power of calling themselves “dewlet” (state), as he repeats in 

another qasida “wa diyare”,  

                                              
100 Van Bruinessen’s translation 2003, p. 44.  
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Êsteke eyamêke her mîlletê hîmmet bika       
murî bêmaye le ser textî Suleyman dadenê (2007, p. 157) 

It is such a time now, that if a nation strives, they can put the worthless ant on 
Solomon’s throne.       

The rising nation-states, Hacî notes, have their own coin, army, crown and 

throne like Jamshid, the mythological Iranian king. Jamshid’s name is paired with 

“royal glory” because of “his long reign and association with absolute dominion” in 

Shahname, as well as Persian court poetry and prose (Omidsalar 2008). In 

Kurdish poetry also Jamshid is associated with mythical glory, grandeur, and 

power. Comparing the rising nation-states and their achievements to the mythical 

thrones of Jamshid and Solomon and their supernatural deeds depicts the 

political power and the significance of nationalism and nation-states. The coin 

imagery, famously employed by Xanî, is referred to as one of the pre-requisites of 

independence. While striking coin in the name of the ruler, having crown and 

throne mark the royal sovereignty in classical poetry, they mark national 

sovereignty for Hacî Qadir.101 He re-employs the traditional symbols of royal 

sovereignty to depict national sovereignty, but also acknowledges its modern 

preconditions, which were the unity of language, religion, and customs, as the last 

line of the qasida indicates,  

Bibîne yek le telîm û le nûsîn               
cil û berg û zuban û resm û ayîn (2007, p. 196) 

Let us become one, in education and writing, and in clothing, language, religion 
and custom. 

In another qaside “Xakî Cizîr û Botan” Hacî Qadir names some of the newly 

nation-states such as Sudan, Bulgaria, Serbia, Greece, Armenia.    

Her diwênê ehlî Sûdan hestane pê wekû şêr             
êstêke musteqîll in mehsûdî kullî edyan 
Bulxar û Sîrb û Yonan, hem Ermen û Qeredax      
her pêncyan be te’dad nabin be qeddî Baban 
Her êke musteqîll in, kullêkî dewletêk in        
sahêbî ceyş û raye erkanî ‘herb û meydan (2007, p. 82) 

                                              
101 It should also be remembered that national monarchy was the norm for the 
newly independent nation-states in the nineteenth century. 
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Only yesterday the people of Sudan rose like lions and now they are 
independent, and envied by everyone.  
Bulgarians, Serbians, Greeks, and Armenians, altogether are not the size of 
Baban, 
Yet all are independent now, all are states (dewlet), the owners of armies and 
“Erkaî-i Harbiye” (general staff). 

Hacî Qadir mentions the formation of a national army as another symbol of 

national independence. He does not feel it sufficient to use the word “ceyş” 

(army), a familiar word in classical poetry together with “leşker” (troop), but refers 

to the more specific and modern military establishment, “Erkân-i Harbiye”, general 

staff102. Although the Ottoman Military Academy began to train general staff 

officers in 1844, modelled on the French example, Uyar and Erickson argue that 

the modern general staff system (Erkaˆn-i Harbiye) was not introduced to the 

Ottoman military until the end of the Crimean War (2009, p. 146). Its reform was 

implemented in the era of Abulhemid and under the supervision of Von der Goltz 

(ibid. pp. 206-210). Hacî Qadir’s emphasis on the formation of a national army as 

one of the preconditions of state (dewlet) building is repeated in his other qasidas.  

3.4.2.2. “Mîlet” 

Bernard Lewis (1988) explains that the word mîlet (millet or milla) is originally 

a Quranic word of Aramaic origin, meaning “a word,” hence “a group of people 

who accept a particular word or revealed book.” (p. 38) In the Ottoman Empire it 

became a technical term to refer to the organized and recognized religio-political 

communities such as the Greeks (ibid. p. 39). Therefore, the Greek millet in the 

Ottoman Empire, meant the followers of the Greek Orthodox Church, including 

Serbs, Rumanians, Bulgarians, Albanians, and Arabs, as well as the Greeks. 

(ibid.) The Muslim population on the other hand, regardless of its ethnicity and 

linguistic diversity was called the Muslim millet (ibid.; Ayalon 1987, p. 19).  

The word gained ethnic signification in the nineteenth century and under the 

influence of European nationalist ideas (Lewis 1988, p. 39). The word millet in the 

poetry of Hacî Qadir, is used in its modern signification and has clearly political 

                                              
102 I am grateful to my colleague Djene Rhys Bajalan for bringing this point to my 
attention.  
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connotations as he refers to Kurds as a “mîlet” (nation) among other “mîlel” 

(nations): 

Her Kurde le beynî kullî mîlet     
bê behre le xwêndin û kitabet 

… 

Mîlletî bê kitêb û bê nûsîn         
xeyrî Kurdan niye le ruy zemîn (2007, p. 219) 

It is only Kurds, among all the nations, who are bereft of education (reading and 
writing). 
There is no other nation on the earth lacking writing and books, like Kurds. 
 

In another ghazal he laments the disunity of Kurds, which hinder them from 

becoming a nation, 

Ta rêk nekewin qebîlî Ekrad         
herwa debine xerabe abad 
Enwa’î mîllel le gewre ta çûk         
xemlîwe memalîkî wekû bûk 
Yek bergn û yek ziban û yek reng    
bî ‘xeybet û eyb û ar û bê deng (2007, p. 177) 

Until they are united, the Kurdish folk, will remain as a wasteland.  
Other nations, large and small, their lands are arrayed in many colours, like 
brides, 
United in clothing, language, and colour.103 

He was aware of the creation of nation-states based on the understanding of 

nations as a people with a shared language and culture. Countries and nations, 

Lewis notes, had existed from time immemorial and had evoked sentimental 

attachment and ethnic pride, but they had not hitherto been seen as “constituting 

either the basis of corporate identity or the legitimizing source of political power” 

(1988, p. 40). The modern definition of millet and its recognition as a legitimizing 

source of political power in Kurdish poetry seems to have been re-presented in 

the poetry of Hacî Qadirê Koyî.  

                                              
103 This ghazal was first published in Rojî Kurd , no. 2 (19 July 1913), p. 26.  
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3.4.2.3. Weten 

As Lewis explains, weten (vatan in Persian) in the classical usage means 

“one’s place of birth or residence” and is often used in the sense of “homeland” or 

“birthplace” (1988, p. 40). Its meaning and associations have changed throughout 

literary history, as Shafī‘i Kadkanī (1974) shows in the course of Persian 

poetry,104 but its general meaning as one’s place of birth or residence remained 

central. It was often associated with the sense of nostalgia by the exiled poet and 

the grief expressed was akin to the pain from the loss of a mother, a protective 

bosom (Najmabadi 1997, p. 446)105 and a dear beloved. In Kurdish poetry, the 

Baban poets, Nalî, Kurdî, Salim, and Şêx Reza all wrote about weten in exile, yet 

for them weten specifically meant their hometown “Şarezûr”, Sulaymaniyah, and 

their patriotic qasidas were nostalgic laments for the loss of all the good days of 

Baban rule. 

The word, however, had no political connotation and as Lewis argues “there 

is no suggestion that weten could in any sense be the focus of allegiance or 

identity or the basis of political structure.” (1988, p. 40) Its meaning, nevertheless, 

changed from the last years of the eighteenth century as a result of foreign 

influence and in the course of the nineteenth century, it was passed into common 

use as part of the new nationalist terminology (ibid.; Ayalon 1987, p. 52).  

In Kurdish poetry, the first signs of the change of the meaning of the word 

weten or wilat are seen in the poetry of Hacî Qadir. While he also used weten to 

refer to his hometown, Koye, in a qaside (“le meydanî behara Şarekey Ko”), in his 

other poems the meaning of the word is extended to beyond the borders of his 

hometown. In his famous qaside “Xakî Cizîr û Botan” in which he warns against 

                                              
104 For instance, he explains that in the poetry of the thirteenth century onward, 
‘vatan’ was seen as a larger Islamic vatan in contrast with how it appeared in the 
poetry of earlier century, in Ferdowsi or Faraokhi Sistani. In Sufi poetry the word 
was interpreted as referring to the eternal homeland, for instance in Rumi.    
105 Najmabadi argues that depicting vatan through remembering “the homeland's 
scents and scenes, a sensuality of seeing and smelling” later proved productive in 
“eroticization of vatan” and pointing to the ambiguities of the figure as mother and 
beloved (1997, p. 446).  
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the rise of Armenian nationalism,106 he talks about “wilatê Kurdan” (Kurdish 

homeland) as the lands of Cizîr and Botan,  

Xakî Cizîr û Botan, ye’nî wilatî Kurdan       
sed heyf û sed mexabin deyken be Ermenstan (2007, p. 82) 

The land of Cizîr and Botan, the homeland of Kurds, alas, would become 
Armenia.  

In the same qaside, he laments the loss of the Kurdish principalities of 

Rewanduz, Baban, Erdelan, and Cezîr û Botan, 

Kiwa walîyî Senendec, begzadeyî Rewanduz          
kiwa hakimanî Baban, mîrî Cizîr û Botan 
… 
 
Kiwa ew demey ke Kurdan azad û serbexo bûn     
sultanî mulk û mîllet, sahîbî ceyş û ‘îrfan (2007, pp. 79-80)     

Where is the governor of Sanadaj, and the princes of Ruwanduz? Where are the 
rulers of Baban and the amirs of Jezir and Botan? 
Where are those days when Kurds were free and independent? When they were 
the sultans of the country and the nation, and the owners of armies and 
knowledge?  

Unlike the Baban poets who were only lamenting the demise of the Baban 

principality, Hacî Qadir bemoans the loss of all the Kurdish emirates, Ardalan, 

Ruwanduz, Botan, and Baban alike. He depicts the Kurdish homeland in terms of 

the lost emirates and re-imagines them as the golden age when Kurds were free 

and independent. No study has been conducted on the centrality of “homeland” to 

the emergence of Kurdish nationalist discourse,107 but Hacî Qadir’s extending the 

signification of homeland to larger borders of the emirates and lamenting for the 

loss of the golden era of self-rule had significant impacts on Kurdish nationalistic 

                                              
106 The first Armenian revolutionary party was founded in 1885 in Van (Nalbandian 
1963, p. 90), but the revolutionary activity started as early as 1862 (ibid. p. 67). To 
study the rise of Armenian nationalism see, Nalbandian, L. (1963). The Armenian 
Revolutionary Movement: The Development of Armenian Polit ical Parties Through 
the Nineteenth Century . Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press; 
and Stebbins, J. W. (2011). Bell and Banner: Armenian Revolutionaries at the end 
of the Ottoman Empire . MA Thesis, Naval Postgraduate School, California.  
107 For such study in the Iranian context see, Kashani-Sabet, F. (1997). The 
Frontier Phenomenon: Perceptions of Land in Iranian Nationalism. Critique: Journal 
for Crit ical Studies of the Middle East. pp. 19–38; and Najmabadi, A. (1997). The 
Erotic Vatan [Homeland] as Beloved and Mother: To Love, to Possess, and To 
Protect. Comparative Studies in Society and History . Vol. 39 (3), pp. 442–467. 
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discourse in the sense of imagining a shared geographical territory, even though 

a vague picture. Hacî Qadir’s romantic attitude did not allow the depiction of wilat 

as a bounded geographical territory, 

Be drêjayî le wan (?) ke raburdin 
ta be Şîraz û Îsfehan Kurd in (2007, p. 190) 

From Wan to the cities of Isfahan and Shiraz, Kurds are living.  

Nevertheless, he refers to the modern phenomenon of the census, which was 

a vital factor in the modern definition of homeland and states the population of 

Kurds to be four million.108 The contstruction of a new sense of “weten” beyond 

one’s birthplace was a significant step towards the crafting and imagining of a 

homeland which had a central place in Kurdish nationalism.    

3.4.3. Kurdish Language 

Language is an important aspect of identity and its control has been one of 

the main features of imperial oppression (Ashcroft 1989, p. 7). In colonial contexts 

“language becomes the medium through which conceptions of ‘truth,’ ‘order’, and 

‘reality’ becomes established.” (ibid) Although the colonial education system (of 

Arabic, Turkish and Persian) was imposed on the Kurdish language in the 

twentieth century, yet the hegemony of the Persian language as the literary 

language and Arabic as the language of science were major threats to Kurdish 

language and its use in the classical period. It is for this reason that the classical 

poets who were writing in Kurdish were often defending their choice of writing in 

Kurdish. Hacî Qadir also takes the subject of language and its importance in a 

number of his poems. His treatment of the subject, although it bears some 

resemblances to Xanî, is very different from that of his predecessors. The most 

important difference is his tone which, in contrast to the apologetic tone of the 

classical poets, is confrontational. He challenges the hegemony of the Persian 

and Arabic languages and debunks some of the myths about the Kurdish 

language.  
                                              

108 “Çiwar milyon e Kurdistan nifûsî/ be qîssey ehlî texmînî ke nûsî” (according to 
the census experts, the population of Kurdistan is four mill ion) (2007, pp. 193–194). 
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In a qaside “Kurdêkî Koyî” he tells the details of his encounter with a person 

from Koye, his hometown, who complains that Şêx Kake Ehmed translates the 

Quran and the prophet’s sayings (hadith) into Kurdish. Upon hearing his 

complaint Hacî Qadir becomes furious and comments, 

Her ke way gut mûkedder bûm               
wam dezanî ke wa le dîn derçûm  
Gutim êstaş le ser kerî mawî                   
ça bû mistim neda le nêw çawî 
Kurdî axir billê çi ye ‘eybî                       
her kelamî Heq e nîye eybî 
Lefzî Kurdî billaw nebû gird bû               
wa le mabeynî ême da tê çû 
Le fesahet bila mu’erra bê                        
çi qîyamet be Ermenîş nabê  
Be zubanî keç û xetî xwarî                     
be cerîde û kitêbî xelwarî  
Çûne naw mo’ezzematî mîlel                 
weqt e xoyan hîsab biken be duwel 
Ya le gell Farsî çi ferqî heye                   
bo çî ew rast e bo çî em keçe ye 
Ba wicûdî eger bikey dîqqet                    
tê degey kam le kami ye sîrqet 
Çûnke ême qedîmtr în le ewan                   
be tewarîxî cumleyî edyan 
Axir em ‘eqlleyan hebû boyê                    
ger sulemanî ye we ya koyê  
Bûne ustadî Farsî û Tazî                           
ta geyştin be Fexrekey Razî 
Çunke sermaye mallî xellqî bû                 
weqtê midrin hemû be hîç derçû (2007, pp. 201-202) 

As he said that, I was so enraged I was about to lose my faith. 
I said to him you have remained ignorant; I was about to punch him in the face. 
What is wrong with Kurdish? Is it not God’s creation, the language of truth? 
See, Armenian has no eloquence, and Doomsday is not going to be in 
Armenian, 
Yet with their limping language and crooked writing, but with books and journals, 
They are counted among the great nations, and about to call themselves a state.  
How is Kurdish different from Farsi? Why is Persian the right language and 
Kurdish wrong? 
In fact, if you notice you would realize who has stolen from whom, 
Because we are older than they are, according to the history books of all 
religions.  
They had this mentality, the people of Sulaymaniyah and Koye, 
That they became the masters of Persian and Arabic, some even reached 
Fakhre Razi’109 status 

                                              
109 Fakhr ad-Din al-Razi was a famous Persian theologian and philosopher in the 
twelfth century.   
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But because the culture was someone else’s, all went in vain when they died.   

In this qasida Hacî Qadir makes a direct link between cultivating language and 

claiming to be a nation-state by referring to the Armenians as an example. He 

rebukes Kurds for neglecting their language and compares them to the 

Armenians who care for their language. His attitude of belittling the Armenian 

language is adopted to reinforce his argument that all languages have a capability 

of becoming cultivated and developed to produce works of art and science. The 

Armenian language, he claims, lacks eloquence (perhaps in comparison to Arabic 

and Persian which were famous for their eloquence and beauty) and is not the 

language of Doomsday, yet the Armenians have turned it into a refined and a 

sophisticated language. The language of Doomsday is an allusion to a saying 

among the Muslims, presented by the clerics to encourage people to learn Arabic, 

which claims that the language of Doomsday is Arabic, therefore anyone who 

does not speak Arabic would be mute. Hacî Qadir does not contest this belief, but 

asks Kurdish people to learn from the Armenians who care for their language 

even though it is not the language of the Judgment Day. He then compares 

Kurdish with Persian and challenges the understanding that Kurdish has 

borrowed its words from Persian, therefore making it an inferior language, by 

arguing, and claiming, that since Kurdish is older than Persian, Persian is a 

borrowed language, not Kurdish.  

He argues that the works written in non-Kurdish languages are in vain 

because they do not belong to the author’s language and culture. To intensify his 

argument, he concludes the poem with an allegory; a chicken which incubates 

duck eggs is left alone at the end since the chicks will leave the land for water: 

Wek mirîşkê ke eqê neyhênê     
bêt û helkey mirawî helbênê 
Wek bigate kenarî cogeleyek      
nayete şwênî cûcelleyek 
Cêy me wişkî, cêy ewî awe        
tê dega qing diranî pê mawe (2007, p. 202) 

To challenge the Kurds who do not know their native language, Koyî goes as 

far as insulting them,  
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Eger Kurdêk qisey Babî nezanî       
moheqqeq daykî hîze ba bîzanî (2007, p. 148) 

If a Kurd does not know the language of his father, be assured that his mother is 
a prostitute. 
 

This poem was published in Rojî Kurd (no. 2, 19 July 1913) and Tegeyştinî Rastî 

(no. 23, 8 April 1918),110 and many other early Kurdish papers, and it is still used 

to deride and scorn Kurds who cannot read and write in Kurdish. 

In another ghazal, “her Kurde,” Hacî Qadir laments that the Kurdish language 

is ignored by the learned and the educated,  

Her Kurde le beynî kullî mîllet         
bê behre le xwêndin û kîtabet  
Bêgane be tercomey zubanî                
esrarî kitêbî xelqî zanî 
Yekser ‘ûlema diruşt û wirdî              
naxwênnewe du herfê kurdî 
Ostadî xtin le em siyane                  
wek dî le zubanî xoy nezane 
Sahêb kotob û peyame her kes            
ême nebê buyne qewmî Çerkes 
Kake ême momênîn ne rûsîn           
boç kofre zubanman bnusîn  
Mîletî bê ktêb û nûsîn                      
xeyrî Kurdan niye le ruy zemîn (2007, p. 219) 

It is only Kurds among all the nations, bereft of reading and writing [in Kurdish]. 
The foreigners have learned all the mysteries of the world through translation. 
All our educated people, young and old, cannot read Kurdish, 
All are the masters of these three languages, when it comes to Kurdish they are 
illiterate.  
We are Muslim, not Russian, why is it a sacrilege to write in our language? 
There is no nation in the world, bereft of books and learning like the Kurds.  

This ghazal was published in Rojî Kurd (no. 1913, p. 30) as the concluding mark 

of an article “Ziman û nezanîya me Kurdan” (the language and the ignorance of 

the Kurds) advocating the use of the Kurdish language.111  

                                              
110 Tegeyştnî Rastî introduces Hacî Qadirê Koyî by this specific poem (no. 23, 8 
April 1918). 
111 The article makes a very interesting argument which is worth studying. The 
author takes the example of European countries such as England, France and Italy 
that spend so much on opening schools and educating their people in their 
language and asks his readers to learn a lesson from them because if they do this 
there is definitely a benefit to it, because “of course they are wiser and more 
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Hacî Qadir refers to translation as a tool to gain power by discovering the 

mysteries of other nations. Knowledge, he implies, leads to power and 

supremacy, which other nations are acquiring through translation. This is 

probably the first reference to translation in Kurdish poetry. He laments that 

educated Kurds make no effort to introduce the knowledge of the other languages 

into their mother tongue by translating them into Kurdish and complains that while 

they are the masters of “these three [language],” Arabic, Persian, and Turkish, 

they cannot read and write in Kurdish. Hacî Qadir legitimizes his argument by 

drawing on Islam and arguing that since Kurds are Muslim, not infidels like the 

Russians, so why should using their language be a sacrilege? Arguing the 

legitimacy of learning language with the help of religious/Islamic concepts was 

first presented by Hacî Qadir and was taken up later by the Kurdish nationalists 

as an important rhetorical technique.112 In fact, the whole nationalistic discourse 

was presented not only as compatible with Islam and religious practices, but even 

as a religious obligation.   

Hacî Qadir laments ignoring the Kurdish language because he realized that 

the loss of the native language is the loss of the cultural heritage.  He mentions 

the important figures of the past and deplores that their names have been lost 

and forgotten because we do not have a history and books in our own language,  

Ktêb û defter û te‘rîx û kaxez     
be kurdî ger bnûsraye zubanî 
Mela û şêx û mîr û padşaman     
heta me‘hşer dema naw û nîşanî (2007, p. 148) 

If we had books, history and records in the Kurdish language,  
Our clerics’, shaikhs’, princes’ and kings’ names would have remained for ever. 

He compares writing and producing in non-Kurdish languages to the efforts of 

bees and silkworm to produce honey and silk, yet the outcome of their endeavors 

is worn by Iranians and Turks. The Iranians and the Turks, he laments, wear our 
                                                                                                                                   

knowledgable than us. A hundred princes (mir) of us would not dare to open their 
mouth in front of a seven years old child of them, and the reason is as clear as the 
daylight, they are educated (zana) and we are i l l i terate/ignorant (nezan)” (pp. 29–
30).   
112 There is an allusion in this l ine to a long-held argument presented by the 
Shaikhs and the clerics that since Arabic is a holy language the translation of the 
sacred texts such as the Quran and Hadith is a sacrilege.  
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silk and eat our honey, and yet call Kurds “nesnas” (ogre), which is an allusion to 

the saying that Kurds were the children of the genies:  

Hasilî ême wek dekem texmîn      
kirmî awrêşmîn mêş hengwên  
Niye Aram û rahetî û xewtin   
şew û rojî heta drustî deken 
Keçê Romî ke ême deynasîn    
wa dezanê ke ême nesnasîn 
Ya êraniyek ke melûme   
daykî mute bawkî mewhûme  
Eme deykate kase eynoçê    
ew keway lê dekat deypoşê (2007, p. 192) 

Hacî Qadir, nevertheless, realized that cultivating the language is not 

possible without state support. Hassanpour notes that like Xanî, Hacî Qadir 

“established a clear relationship between the two necessary elements in 

language cultivation- state power symbolized by the sword (şîr) and the literary 

use of the language represented by the pen (xame).” (1992, p. 93) 

be şîr û xame dewlet payedare     
emin xamem heye şîr nadyare  
ne beydaxî heye ne telp û kûsî     
emendey pêykira bêçare nûsî  
wezîfey xom be cê hêna temamî    
be şîrî dewlete millet nizamî (2007, p. 120) 

The state is founded on sword and pen, I have the pen, but there is no trace of 
the sword.  
He [Hacî Qadir] has neither flag, nor kettle-drums; the hapless [man] wrote as 
much as he could. 
I fulfilled my duties; the nations’s fabric depends [however] on the sword of the 
state.113 

The cultivation of language, Hacî Qadir argues, depends upon the existence of a 

state and the state needs both pen and sword. 

Thus, studying Hacî Qadir’s poetry sheds new light on the emergence of 

Kurdish nationalism and the mechanism of its development. By romanticizing 

Kurdish people, glorifying the Kurdish history, changing the meaning of the words 

“millet,” “dewlet,” and “weten” to reflect the modern political system, and 

underlining the importance of language in nation building, Hacî Qadir made 

                                              
113 Hasanpour’s translation 1992, p. 94.  
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siginificant contributions to the emeregence of Kurdish nationalism as a discourse 

and its establishment in Kurdish poetry. The “imagined communities” of Kurdish 

nationality, therefore, were created in the Kurdish poetry of the late nineteenth 

century, not newspapers and novels. This study, in other word, challeneges the 

relevance of “print capitalism” (Anderson 1991, p. 6) to the Kurdish context. Not 

only Kurdish papers did not emerge until the early decades of the twentieth 

century, but also because of its limited circulation and the high rate of illiteracy in 

Kurdish society, it was not an effective tool to communicate with the public and to 

diffuse new ideas. Poetry, on the other hand, was a familiar and well-established 

genre that transmiteed orally. Hacî Qadir’s poetry, for instance, and as discussed 

in the introduction to this chapter, was transmitting orally among the ordinary 

people and was introducing the ideas of nationalism and modernity in a language 

intelligible to the public. Studying Hacî Qadir’s poetry also reveals that Kurdish 

nationalism was not reactionary,114 but rather the outcome of an awareness of the 

prevalent idea of nationalism in the Ottoman Empire, Balkan liberation struggles, 

and the fear of Armenian nationalism. 

In this chapter, challenging the traditional classification of poetry, I illustrated 

that the process of poetic change started with Hacî Qadirê Koyî in the late 

nineteenth century.  Examining a selection of his poems I traced the gradual 

departure from the traditional conventions of poetry and illustrated the socio-

political purpose of this transformation. Hacî Qadir’s response to modernity was a 

passionate advocation of modern education and nationalism. Praising modern 

education, he discussed Europe’s latest technological advancemnets in his work 

which brought a set of non-poetic diction to the realm of poetry. He also began to 

use the classical forms of ghazal and qasida for new socio-political themes. In 

doing so he changed the function of poetry from that of dealing with private 

feelings and emotions to addressing collective and national affairs. The new 

function of poetry necessarily changed its language and made the adoption of a 

simple language inevitable. Relying on the classical images and metaphors to 
                                              

114 Özoğlu in his book Kurdish Notables and the Ottoman State: Evolving Identit ies, 
Competing Loyalties, and Shift ing Boundaries (2004), argues that Kurdish 
nationalism emerged after World War I and as a result of the Ottoman Empire’s 
collapse. 
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convey new meaning and addressing new subjects in the old forms of poetry 

created “ambivalent” texts which which, according to Lotman, was the first stage 

of poetic change.       
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Rehîm Rehmê Hekarî 

As I have argued in the previous chapter, the advent of modernity in the late 

nineteenth century brought significant changes to Kurdish language and poetry. 

Though madrasa educated, Hacî Qadir was a passionate advocate of modernity, 

and nationalism as its political implication. Hacî Qadir’s poetry reflects the outset 

of the modern period and in this chapter, I explore the poetic production of the 

next stage of modernity and the transformations of Kurdish poetry. With the fall of 

the Ottoman and Persian Empires, the First World War, and the establishment of 

the Turkish Republic the early decades of the twentieth century mark a crucial 

period in the history of the Kurds. As well as the political development of the 

Ottoman and the Persian Empires, the establishment of Kurdish societies and the 

publication of Kurdish papers and journals had an enormous effect on the 

development of Kurdish nationalism. The way that the development of Kurdish 

nationalistic discourse, and, the challenges the other manifestations of modernity 

for example, its implications for religion and culture, affected Kurdish language 

and poetry is the subject of this chapter. 

In this chapter, I examine the works of Rehîmê Rehmê Hekarî, who was a 

religious scholar, a Kurdish activist, and a prolific writer and poet. He is one of the 

most productive Kurdish writers of the second decade of the twentieth century 

and, as I illustrate in detail, he made a great contribution to the evolution of both 

modern Kurdish poetry and Kurdish nationalism. Like Hacî Qadir, modernity and 

nationalism played a significant role in the change in his poetry. However, his 

approach to modernity and nationalism is different than that of Hacî Qadir’s. 

While celebrating certain aspects of modernity, Hekarî does not hide his 

concerns, fears, and anxiety about the possible repercussions for religion and the 

prevalent Islamic culture. His concerns, as I shall discuss in this chapter, were 

shared by a large number of Kurdish intellectuals in the early decades of the 
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twentieth century, yet they are largely understudied. As for nationalism, he tried to 

present it as a legitimate discourse by combining it with Islam. His attempt to 

combine nationalism with Islam is an example of the forgotten efforts of the 

religious Kurdish intellectuals in the early days of Kurdish nationalism. Before 

embarking on the study of his poetry a detailed account of his life and works is 

needed because he is a very marginalized figure in Kurdish literary history and 

very little is known about him. I discuss the lack of material on him in Kurdish115 

and to my knowledge, except for a brief note about his life in Baykuşak (2014), 

there are no other records in English. It is for this reason that I present a rather 

long and extensive account of his life and career in this chapter.   

4.1. Hekarî’s life and career      

Rehîm Rehmê Hekarî (1890-1958), was a religious scholar, writer, and a 

lesser known poet who wrote in Kurmanji and Turkish. He was born in 1890 in 

Elbakê (Başkale) in the Hekarî area of Turkey to a religious family116 (Zapsu 

2006, p. 11; Kiliç 1991, p. 15). He had traditional religious education and received 

official permission to work as a cleric from Seyîd Teha Erwasî, a prominent cleric 

in Turkey (ibid. p. 11). Growing up at a time when a modern education system 

was developing in the Ottoman Empire, Hekarî had the chance to acquire modern 

schooling. He attended a teacher training course at the Van Darülmuallimin 

(Teacher Training School) in 1912 and subsequently worked as a teacher until 

1924 (Kiliç 1991, p. 15; Pirbal 2002, p. 11). He also received a diploma from 

Mekteb Meslekî Maliyeyê (Finance Vocational School) in 1928, following that he 

started to work as a merchandise manager in Midyat and Taşköprü and as a chief 

accountant in Manisa (Baykuşak 2014, p. 52).  

                                              
115 I was surprised by the lack of resources on Hekarî in Kurdish. In my attempt for 
f inding out information about him and making sure that I have not missed any 
published or unpublished sources, I contacted a number of Kurdish scholars and 
academic and was shocked by how litt le is known about him. I was told that he is 
more of a religious person than literary. My question on his contribution to Kurdish 
nationalism seemed irrelevant to many. 
116 It is claimed that his father was a descendant of Şêx Ebdulqadir Geylanî, the 
founder of the Qadiri Sufi order, and his mother a descendant of Seyîd Mehyeddîn 
Arvasî, a famous Kurdish preacher (Zapsu 2006, p. 11).  
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Hekarî took an active part in the Kurdish cultural and political activities of the 

Ottoman period and became an active member of Kürt Talebe Cemiyeti (Kurdish 

Student Hope Organization- Hêvî), which was one of the first Kurdish political 

organizations after the 1908 Constitutional Revolution,117 and Kürdistan Teali 

Cemiyeti (Advancement of Kurdistan Society) (Bozarslan 1985, p. 23; Malmîsanij 

2002, p. 72; Kılıç 1991, p. 36). Baykuşak reading the Ottoman archive of the 

governmental employees, Emekli Sandığı Arşivi (ESA), notes that with the 

outbreak of the First World War, Hekarî joined the Bitlis Voluntary Regiment 

under the command of Said-i Kürdi (Nursi), the famous Kurdish theologian118 

(Baykuşak 2014, p. 52), and fought against the Russians. He was taken prisoner 

by the Russians until 1917 (Zapsu 2006, pp. 11-12). It is claimed that he wrote 

two works while in prison: Garip Çocuklara Ahlâk Aşısı (Morality Vaccine for 

Orphans) and a verse play, Bir Esir Çocuğun Hatırasıyê (A Captive Child’s 

Memoir) (Zapsu 2006, p. 12).119   

Hekarî was a prolific writer who was publishing in Kurdish/Kurmanji and 

Turkish, but as a member of the educated elite who received a traditional 

madrasa education he knew Arabic and Persian120. He published twenty-three 

books of which eighteen were in Turkish and five were in Kurdish. He was also a 

regular contributor to the Jîn newspaper with poetry and prose. The 

establishment of the Turkish Republic in 1923 brought his Kurdish activities and 

writing to an end as writing and publishing in Kurdish was banned. Though 

publishing in Kurdish was impossible, Hekarî did not give in to the Kemalist 

                                              
117 Accroding to Bozarslan the first Kurdish organization in the Ottoman Empire was 
called Kürdistan Azm-i Kavi Cemiyeti (Kurdish Society of Strong Determination) and 
was set up in 1900 in Istanbul (1985, p. 20). For a detailed account of the Kurdish 
organizations between 1908 and 1914, see Alakom, R. (1998). Eski İstanbul Kürtleri 
1453–1925 . Istanbul: Avesta. pp. 95–101.     
118 Nursi participated in the First World War as a commanding officer, and was 
taken prisoner by the Russians (Nereid 1997, p. 15). 
119 For further information, see Uzun, Mustefa. Abdürrahim Zapsu. In İslam 
Ansiklopedisi [Encyclopedia of Islam]. Available at 
http://www.islamansiklopedisi.info/dia/ayrmetin.php?idno=440127&idno
2=c440087#1 (accessed on 7 June 2016)  

 
120 Pîrbal claims that Hekarî knew Russian (2002, p. 12), but this has remained an 
ungrounded claim.  
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ideology and took the difficult, but possible, route of writing on religion and Islam 

in Turkish.  

Despite being an important religious thinker and writer in Turkey and a prolific 

Kurdish writer and poet during 1914 to 1925, Hekarî has remained largely 

understudied and even an obscure figure in Kurdish Studies. In fact, it was the re-

publication of Jîn by Emin Bozarslan in 1985 that revived Hekarî’s name as a 

Kurdish poet and author. In the preface to Jîn Bozarslan gave important 

information on Hekarî, his activities and works (1985, pp. 66-67). If it was not for 

the republication of Jîn, Hekarî’s name would have probably sunk into oblivion for 

good.  

Six years later, in 1991, Hazim Kılıç published Hekarî’s collected poems, 

Helbestvan û nivîskarê welatparêz Evdirehim Rehmiye Hekarî: AbdurRehîm 

Zapsu in Denmark (Xanî– Bateyî publishing House). The book contained 

extensive information on Hekarî’s life and career and his published poems in Jîn. 

In Sorani literary criticism, it was Izedîn Mustefa Resul who first mentioned 

Hekarî’s name and his contributions to modern Kurdish poetry in his book 

Edebyatiî Niwey Kurdî (Modern Kurdish literature, 1989). Muhemed Bekir 

Muhemed in 1999 published an article on innovative aspects of Hekarî’s poetry, 

“Edgarekanî niwekirdnewe le Şê’rî Rehîmî Hekarî da”, in the University of Dihuk’s 

literary journal. In 2002, Ferhad Pîrbal re-published Hekarî’s poems in Jîn and his 

play, Memê Alan, in Arabic script in a book titled, Ebdurrehîm Rehmî Hekarî, 

Taze Kirdnewey Şêrî Kurdî u Dahênanî Şanoname le Edebyatî Kurdî [Evdirehîm 

Rehmîyê Hekarî: Renewing Kurdish Poetry and Inventing Kurdish Play]. At Dihuk 

University an MA thesis was written on Hekarî by Edle Cemîl Ehmed in 2003 

entitled, Rolî Ebdurrehîm Rehmî Hekarî di Nwekirina Hozana Kurdî (Rehîm 

Hekarî’s Role in the Modernization of Kurdish Poetry). Another thesis which 

devoted a section to Hekarî was written by Derbas Mustefa Suleiman at Dihuk 

University (2012, pp. 278-312). This thesis was published as a book, Serheldan u 

Werara Corên Noên Edebî di Kurmanacîya Jurîda (1850-1925) [The Emergence 

of New Literary Forms in Northern Kurmanji] in 2012. 
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It should be noted that the above-mentioned works, except for Derbas 

Mustefa’s, rely only on Hekarî’s published poems in Jîn for their studies and seem 

to be unaware of the poet’s other poetic works. Therefore, the few scholarly 

works on Hekarî are also limited in their scope and they fail to give a 

comprehensive picture of the poet’s contribution to Kurdish modern poetry. This is 

partly due to the fact that a large body of the poet’s works were, and have 

remained, unpublished and unavailable. But there are also other reasons for the 

marginalization of Hekarî in Kurdish literary studies which I discuss following a 

detailed presentation of his works.  

Two short, yet important, informative pieces on Hekarî’s life and career which 

cannot be missed, are written by Hekarî’ son, Mustefa Pertev Zapsu, and Musa 

Anter, his son-in-law.121 Zapsu wrote a short introduction to Hekarî’s famous 

Turkish book, Büyük İslâm Tarihi (The history of great Islam) which gives 

important insight into Hekarî’s life. The book was republished by Cuneyd Zapsu, 

Hekarî’s grandson, and co-founder of the AK Party (the Justice and Development 

Party)122 in Turkey in 2006. In his famous autobiography, Hatıralarım, Anter wrote 

briefly about Hekarî and gives some important information (2011, pp. 62-65).  

4.2. Hekarî’s works  

Hekarî experienced one of the most important phases of Kurdish political 

history. He witnessed the Constitutional Revolution of 1908, the emergence of 

Kurdish nationalism,123 the First World War, the rise of the Turkish Republic and 

subsequent brutal suppression of the Kurds. Yet Hekarî was not a silent witness 

                                              
121 Enter was assassinated in 1992. To read about his l i fe and works, see Kani 
Xulam’s “A cry for freedom, Musa Anter, his l i fe and times” at http://kurdistan.org/a-
cry-for-freedom/  
122 Cuneyd Zapsu acted as Special Assistant and Information Coordinator to the AK 
party’s chairman and toTurkish president, R. Tayyip Erdogan, as well as serving in 
the highest t ier of the party 2001–2008. For more information on his career, see his 
official website, http://www.czapsu.com/en/index.html  
123 Although the l iberation movements of the Balkan nations, the Constitutional 
Revolution of 1908 and the rise of the Young Turks had significant impact on the 
development of Kurdish nationalism, it was the First World War and later the 
aggressive policies of the newly established Turkish Republic which drastically 
changed the course of Kurdish nationalism. 
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to these happenings but took an active part in the Kurdish cultural and political 

struggles and tried to make the Kurdish voice heard.  

He first joined Kürt Talebe Cemiyeti (Kurdish Student Hope Organization- 

Hêvî), when he was a student in Istanbul124 (Bozarslan 1985, p. 23; Malmîsanij 

2002: 72; Kılıç 1991: 36). Hêvî was founded in 1911 and was the second Kurdish 

political organization after Kürt Teavün ve Terakki Cemiyeti (Society for Kurdish 

Mutual Aid and Progress- KTTC)125 following the1908 Constitutional Revolution 

(Klein 1996, p. 29). Hêvî marked a significant phase in the Kurdish political and 

cultural movement, because of its different agenda from KTTC and the different 

class composition of its members compared with the earlier Kurdish 

organizations. As for its members, Klein notes that although the members were 

still the elite, they represented less the traditional ruling elite, but more the 

Kurdish bourgeoisie and intellectuals (1996, pp. 29-30). Hekarî is an example of 

the new rising intellectuals with modern education, and in the case of Hekarî this 

education was traditional and religious as well as modern; he also held 

administrative and professional positions.   

As for its agenda and practice, Duman rightly argues that Hêvî had a “more 

planned agenda for a Kurdish Renaissance” than the KTTC and was more radical 

in its approach (p. 106). This change in the approach reflects the socio-political 

changes in society and more awareness of nationalism among Kurdish 

intellectuals, as reflected in their writings. Hêvî published two journals Rojî Kürd 

                                              
124 Malmisanij and Bozarslan name the members of Hêvî with a slight difference. 
Malmisanij names the chairmen, members and supporters of the Hêvî as following: 
Ekrem Cemilpasha, Memduh Selim, Kemal Fevzi, Ziya Vehbi, Kerküklü Necmeddin 
Hüseyin, Babanzade Abdülaziz, Arvaslı Şefik, Müküslü Hamza, Harputlu Tayyip Ali, 
Süleymaniyeli Abdülkerim, Diyarbekirl i  Salih, Diyarbekirl i  Abdülkadir, Asaf 
Bedirkhan, Diyarbekirl i  Mustafa Reşat, Mehabadlı, Dr. Mustafa Şevki, Sineli Mihri, 
Dr. Fuat, Hakkaril i  AbdürRehîm Rahmi Zapsu, Diyarbekirl i  Faiz Bey (2002, p. 71-
73). Bozarslan names the members of Hêvî as Qedrî Cemîlpaşa, ‘Emer Cemîlpaşa, 
Fuad Temo, Cerrahzade Zekî, Kemal Fewzî, Memdûh Selîmbegî, Ekrem Cemîlpaşa, 
‘Ezîz Baban, Mistefa Şewqî, Mihemed Şefîq ‘Erwasî, Hemzeyê Muksî, Asef 
Bedirxan, Mihemed Mîhrî, ‘Ebdurehîm Rehmî (1985, p. 123). Both Malmisanij and 
Bozarslan mention Hekarî as a member. 
125 Klein notes it was sometimes called Kürdistan Teali ve Terekki Cemiyeti 
(Society for the Elevation and Progress of Kurdistan). The society published a 
journal Kürd Teâvvün ve Teakki Gazetesi and a subsidiary organization called Kürd 
Neşr-i Maarif Cemiyeti (Kurdish Society for the Diffusion of Education) which set up 
a school for the Kurdish population in Istanbul (1996, p. 28).  
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(The Sun/Day of Kurd) and Hetawî Kürd (The Sun/Day of Kurd).126 Reforms 

related to Kurdish language and the spread of education in Kurdish areas were at 

the top of Rojî Kurd’s and Hetawî Kurd’s agendas (Duman 2010, p. 94), and this 

is obvious from the large number of the articles related to language and education 

in these two journals. Duman explains the change in Hêvî, compared with KTTC, 

in her master’s thesis,127 as a shift from what she calls “Ottoman citizenship” in 

KTTC to “Kurdism” and “Islamism” in Hêvî (2010). Kurdish nationalism and 

Islamism, as we will see, constitute two important themes of Hekarî’s poetry and 

the grounds of his contribution to modern poetic discourse.   

Hêvî ceased to exist with the outbreak of the First World War, 1914, as 

almost all its active members were conscripted into the Ottoman army (Bajalan 

2009, p. 31). One of its members who joined the battle and fought against the 

Russians was Hekarî. He was captured as a prisoner by the Russians and 

remained captive until 1917 (Zapsu 2006, pp. 11-12; Kılıç, pp. 17-26). Pertev 

Zapsu, Hekarî’s son, in the introduction to Büyük İslâm Tarihi refers to two of 

Hekarî’s earliest works written at the time of captivity with the purpose of 

educating captive Muslim children; Garip Çocuklara Ahlâk Aşısı (Strange Morality 

Vaccine for Children) and Bir Esir Çocuğun Hatırasıyê (A Captive Child’s Memoir) 

(2006, p. 12). Zapsu claims that Bir Esir Çocuğun Hatırasıyê which was a verse 

play was published by Hekarî in Baku upon his release (Zapsu 2006, p. 12). It is 

not clear whether these works have survived or not and Zapsu seems to be the 

only person to mention them.     

In the Post-World War I period, Hekarî joined the Kürdistan Teâli Cemiyeti 

(Society for the Elevation of Kurdistan) which was founded in 1918 (Bozarslan 

1985, p. 27),128 and contributed to the society’s paper, Jîn (1918-1919) with 

                                              
126 Rojî Kürd  was a monthly periodical and was published in four issues before it 
was closed down. Hetawî Kürd  started to publish after Rojî Kürd  was closed down. 
Its f irst three issues were published monthly and then it was published biweekly 
(Duman 2010, pp. 6-7).   
127 The formation of the Kurdish movement 1908-1914: Exploring the footprint of 
Kurdish nationalism  (2010)  
128Bozarslan mentions Hekarî’s name among the active members. The head of the 
society was Seyid Evdilqadir (Semdînan) and the editors were Hemzeyê Muksî and 
Bedîuzzeman Mela Seîdê Kurd (1985, p.23)  
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essays and poetry, mostly in Kurdish. The table below illustrates his contribution 

of poetry, prose, plays, and short stories to Jîn. These published works were the 

only literary work of Hekarî known to us until very recently.    

Hekarî was a prolific writer who, as the table in appendix A illustrates, 

contributed to all twenty-four issues of Jîn, except for number 20, and to most of 

the issues with more than one piece (number 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 15). Except for 

three short stories in Turkish in number 4, 8, and 12, all his works were written in 

Kurmanji. He adopted different pen names: “Ebdurehîm Zapsu”, “Hekarî”, “‘E. H,” 

“Hakkarili AbdurRehîm Rahmi”, “A. Rahmi,” “Malaye Hekarîyan,” and “Zapsu.” 

Using different pen names was not unusual for the Kurdish writers of this period. 

One reason could be to avoid recognition. The Kurdish writers had official 

positions and their contributions to Kurdish papers and journals could have put 

their career in jeopardy. However, this is a subject yet to be studied and 

investigated.     

Hekarî published the first Kurdish play Memê Alan in two consecutive issues 

in Jîn (no. 15 and 16) on 30 March 1919 and 10 April 919. The play was 

published as a booklet and its publication was announced in Jîn number 21. The 

announcement contained the place of the distribution and the price of the book. 

This announcement re-appeared in no. 22, 23, 24 and 25, which reveals Hekarî’s 

close relation with the editorial board of the paper. Though the first publication of 

the play is lost, the text has survived thanks to the re-publication of Jîn. A recent 

edition of the play was published in 2007 in Istanbul, Evdirehîm Rehmî Hekarî, 

Memê Alan (Lîs publisher).  

In 1918 Hekarî published ‘Eqîda Kurdan, and its publication, like that of 

Memê Alan, was announced in Jîn number 5, 8, and 9 with information on the 

place of distribution and the price (5 qirûş). Arslan, in his study of Kurdish 

publishing during the late Ottoman period, notes that the original publication of 

the ‘Eqîda Kurdan is not available, but the book is published by Tehsîn Îbrahîm 
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Doskî who has collected Kurdish Kurmanji ‘Eqîda Name (Arslan 2014, p. 111).129 

‘Eqîde Name is a classical form of poetry, usually in couplet rhyme, on Islamic 

doctrine and beliefs.130 Hekarî’s ‘Eqîda Name is comprised of ten sections and 

seventy four beyts (Arslan 2014, p. 111). Doskî suggests 1916 as the 

composition date of the work, but Arslan rightly notes that if this was the case that 

means the work was composed during the time of his captivity, since as 

mentioned earlier Pertev and Kılıç say Hekarî was not released until 1917 (Zapsu 

2006, pp. 11-12; Kılıç 1991, pp. 17-26). It is interesting that Hekarî replaced 

“Name” (the Book of) with “Kurdan” (of Kurds) in the title of a genre traditionally 

known as ‘Eqîde Name”, especially since the content of the text is religion and 

Islam and has nothing to do with “the Kurds”. The title implies that the work 

presents “the beliefs of the Kurds” while it is just about Islamic beliefs shared 

among most Islamic nations. 

In 1919 Hekarî collected his published poems in Jîn and published them in a 

collection under the title of Gaziya Welat- Kitêba Ewil (The cry of Homeland; First 

Book).131 This short volume consisted of fourteen poems which were previously 

published in different issues of the Jîn. The poems were Bang, Qewî bi Xarina 

Ze‘îfan Dijîn, Destê Tenê Deng jê Na‘êt, Selaya Paşîvê, ‘Eşqa Welat, Bê Hêvî 

Nebin, Ji bo Nesla Têt, Sersal, Nûr, Nezanîn, Hayya ‘ala Salat, Mirovînî, Deng, 

Nalîna Sêwîkî (Arslan 2014, p. 118). 

Leaving the significance of the form and the content of the poems aside, this 

volume is important for being technically the first collection of poetry to be 

published by a Kurdish poet in his lifetime and according to Arlsan (2014) the first 

collection of poetry to be published after the First World War, besides Xanî’s Mem 

û Zîn (pp. 113-118).132 In the period of 1918-1923 Hekarî published four more 

books. This is a significant number if we consider the total number of publications 

                                              
129 Îbrahîm Doskî, T. (2011). Eqîdenameyên Kirmancî, komkirin û berhevkirin . 
Ekadîmiya Kurdî: Hewlêr.  
130 The best known ‘Eqîde Name is perhaps that of Xanî. Xanî’s Eqîda Îmanê  has 
been used as a textbook in Kurdish madrassas (Xeznedar 2002, p. 375).    
131 Ebdurehîm Rehmî, R. (1919). Gaziya Welat -Kitêba Ewil. Istanbul: Çapxaneya 
Necm-i Îstîqbal. 24 pages. 
132 Xanî, E. (1919). Mem û Zîn . Istanbul: Çapxaneya Necm-i Îstîqbal.   
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during this period. According to Arslan after the First World War till 1923, only 

eleven Kurdish books were published, of which four were Hekarî’s: Memê Alan, 

Gaziya Welat- Kitêba Ewil, Gaziya Welat -Kitêba Diwê, Kürdce Dîn Dersleri: 

Dersa Dîn, and Eqîda Îmanê (Arslan 2014, p. 103).133 

In 1921 he published Gaziya Welat- Kitêba Diwê (The Cry of Homeland- 

Second Book) which was published by Necm-i Îstîqbal, a publisher in Istanbul. 

This volume contains eleven poems, two of which, “Fêrqet” and “Weslet”, were 

previously published in Jîn (no. 24 and 25). The other poems were new and were 

titled “Yekbûn”, “Kef”, “Hewar”, “Bihişt”, “Zozan”, “Girya Welat”, “Loriya Welat”. 

Two poems of this collection do not have titles and start with “wextê subê ye 

spêde da” and “xudê ji me ra go kulû weşrebû”. This volume, deemed lost, was 

discovered by Sedat Ulugana in 2013 in a mosque in Qonya.134 Ulugana has also 

uncovered the existence of a third volume of Gazîya Welat, which was also 

lost.135 

In 1922 Hekarî published Kürdce Dîn Dersleri: Dersa Dîn (Kurdish lessons on 

religion) with the same publisher. It was a booklet of sixteen pages discussing the 

five pillars of Islam (Arslan 2014, p. 127). Arslan notes that the book cover reads 

“Tedkîk-i Mesahif ve Mü’ellifat-ı Şer‘iyye Meclisince Tedkîk İdilmişdir” which 

means that the work was authorized by “Meclîsa Lêkolîna Mishefan û Berhemên 

Şerî’et,” a board of advisors which was set up in 1914-1915 with the aim of 

controlling the publication of the Quran, religious texts, and studies of Islam (p. 

127). Unlike Eqîda Kurdan this work was written in prose. The last page of the 

book provides a list of published and unpublished Kurdish works, including works 

of Hekarî (Arslan 2014, p. 128). Eight of the unpublished works are ascribed to 

                                              
133 During The First World War, 1914–1917, only three Kurdish books were 
published (Arslan, p. 100). For a detailed study of Kurdish publication from 1914 to 
1923 see Arslan 2014, pp. 100–129.  
134 I am grateful to Sedat Ulugana for sharing a copy of this volume with me and 
helping me with reading and understanding the poems. The details of his discovery 
can be found in an interview with him by Rudaw on 2 March 2014, 
http://rudaw.net/mobile/Kurmanji/culture/02032014    
135 This volume was also extant and there were arguments over its existence. 
Arslan refers to Hassanpour who, quoting Vilçevskî, says that three volumes of 
Gaziya Welat were published (2014, p. 118). 
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Hekarî, but as Arslan notes none has survived (ibid.), at least to our knowledge to 

date.136 The works are, 

1- Qisa Pêxemberan (Tarîx-i îslam) ‘Ebdurehîm (The Story of the Prophets: 

The History of Islam) 

2- Qisa Xelîfeyan (The Khalifs’ Sayings)  

3- Serbeher (Qiraet) (Reading) 

4- Hijmar (Hisab)  (Mathematics) 

5- ‘Erdê Xudê (Coxrafya) (God’s Earth; Geography) 

6- Welat (Homeland) 

7- Mirof (Hifzussihhe) (Human beings) 

8- Dersa Şerî’et (‘Ulûm-i dîniyye) (Lessons on Sharia; Mundane Knowledge) 

Whether this ambitious list of works was ever published we do not know.137 Yet, it 

is important to note that his attempt to write books on geography, ‘Erdê Xudê, and 

mathematics, Hijmar (Hisab), was part of the Kurdish intellectuals’ endeavour to 

cultivate the Kurdish language and to promote education in Kurdish. Hekarî wrote 

at a time when writing and publishing in Kurdish in itself was an achievement and 

the large number of his works (published or unpublished) testifies to his 

commitment to promoting Kurdish education and publication.  

Promoting Kurdish language and culture was the ultimate purpose of writing 

for Hekarî and for this purpose he was ready to write on a wide range of subjects 

and topics, from geography and religious treatises to plays. In other words, for 

him writing in Kurdish and on the Kurds was an end in itself. This is perhaps best 

illustrated in the subtitle of his play, Memê Alan, “Tiyatroya kurdan fezîleta kurdan 

                                              
136 We have to remember that new works are discovered every day, so whether 
these works were ever published may yet be to be discovered.  
137 Doskî mentions Hekarî’s unpublished works to be eleven without mentioning 
their t it les or subjects (2011, p. 18).  
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noşî didit” which means “Kurdish theatre demonstrates Kurdish erudition”. The 

subtitle implies that the author’s intention  is to write a play in Kurdish, rather than 

just write the play itself, granting  significance to the work as one which promotes 

the Kurds as an “erudite” nation with significant culture, literature and history.  

Hekarî represents a phase in Kurdish literary history when writing in Kurdish 

began to be seen as a political act. Kurdish intellectuals began the mission of 

producing knowledge in Kurdish. The large number of papers on the Kurdish 

language and the necessity of education in Kurdish in Rojî Kurd, Hetawî Kurd, 

and Jîn illustrates the self-consciousness of the Kurdish intellectuals, and their 

awareness of the importance of education in the native language for the 

development of the society and the process of nation-building. In a paper in Rojî 

Kurd, Halil Hayali argues that what is needed for Kurds, besides a new alphabet 

for reading and writing, is a dictionary, a book explaining Islamic rules, a history of 

the Kurds, the biographies of important Kurdish figures, Kurdish literature and the 

collecting of Kurdish oral literature (cited in Duman 2010, pp. 108-109). Hekarî’s 

efforts and writing, including his unpublished works, were in line with this blueprint 

and were to contribute to the “Kurdish renaissance” (to use Duman’s term for the 

activities of the post-Constitutional era until World War I).        

Hekarî’s Kurdish writing and ambitious plans came to a halt with the 

establishment of the Turkish Republic in 1923 and its aggressive measures 

against the Kurds, and the Kurdish language. The policy of Republican Turkey 

toward the Kurdish language is considered a typical case of “linguicide” or 

“linguistic genocide” by Hassanpour in his seminal work on the Kurdish language 

(1992, p. 132). The Kurdish language, spoken138 and written, was banned in 

Turkey and even writing the name of Kurd and Kurdistan in any language was 

proscribed (Hassanpour 1992, pp. 133–134). It is believed that Hekarî stopped 

writing in Kurdish after 1923, but the discovery of the fourth volume of Gaziya 

Welat with references to events happening after 1923 makes it more appropriate 

to suggest that he probably stopped publishing in Kurdish after 1923 and that he 
                                              

138 The ban on the spoken language in public places l ike government offices and 
schools, Hassanpour says, was easy to enforce, but officials were sent to enforce 
the ban in urban cit ies as well (1992, p. 133).    
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might have continued writing in Kurdish in secret. Hekarî’s published works after 

this point were all in Turkish only and on religion. Being a prolific writer he 

published 18 books in Turkish from 1941 to 1957, besides a fortnightly journal 

called Ehli Sunnet from 1940 to 1950 (Pîrbal 2002, p. 14; Kilic 1991, p. 20). 

“Zapsu” was the penname associated with him in his Turkish writing.  

Hekarî became the General Secretary for Büyük Doğu Cemiyeti (Society for 

the Great East) established and led by Necip Fazıl Kısakürek, Turkish poet and 

philosopher, in 1949 (Baykuşak 2014, p. 53). Necip Fazıl published Büyük 

Doğu (Great East), a journal,139 in 1943 to which Hekarî contributed writings 

(ibid.). In an article published at Vejîn (1999), Badî refers to eight further 

unpublished works of Hekarî in Turkish and three in Kurdish (p. 96),140 a claim yet 

to be confirmed.  

Hekarî’s life, like Seîd Nursî’s,141 can be clearly divided into two phases of 

pre and post 1923, and it is the pre-1923 period, the period in which he was an 

active writer in Kurdish, which is the focus of this study. But before embarking on 

a study of his contribution to modern Kurdish poetry, it is worth probing the 

reasons for his obscurity and anonymity in Kurdish studies despite his long list of 

publication in Kurdish and Turkish. 

4.3 Hekarî’s obscurity in Kurdish literature   

Despite his productive life, as illustrated above, Hekarî is not only 

understudied in Kurdish literary studies, but also a fairly obscure figure. To 

examine the grounds of this neglect will shed light on the politics of Kurdish canon 

formation and on how social and political factors play a crucial role in the 

popularity of some literary figures and the marginalization, and even exclusion, of 
                                              

139 The magazine was published intermittently at weekly, daily and monthly 
intervals. 
140 The unpublished works in Kurdish which he refers to are: Derheqa Eshaban de 
Reberzeke Ilmî , Char Kilox , and Dîroka Malbata Min u Sergozeshta bi Heye Can 
(Badî 1999, p. 96).    
141 Nursî was a famous Kurdish theologian who wrote the noted Quranic 
commentary of Risale-I Nur. He was actively involved in the Kurdish polit ical 
struggle before 1925, but after that resigned from polit ics and devoted his l i fe to the 
study of Islam. These two stages of his l i fe are recognized as the ‘Old Said’ (eski 
Said) and the ‘New Said’ (yeni Said) (Nereid 1997, pp. 14–24).   
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the others.142 This is, of course, by no means exclusive to Kurdish literature and 

all literary histories, as David Perkins argues in his critical book, Is literary history 

possible?, are formed based on a politics of exclusion and inclusion.143  

Some of the grounds for the marginalization of Hekarî are: 

1. The dominancy of the Sorani literature in the academic studies on Kurdish 

literature. 

Part of the obscurity surrounding Hekarî and his contribution to the evolution 

of modern poetry is due to an inherent problem in the writing of Kurdish literary 

history and the power relation between the Kurdish dialects. Kurdish literary 

history suffers from a deep problem of the centrality of Sorani literature and the 

exclusion of other dialects such as Kurmanji (Ghaderi 2015). Reviewing Kurdish 

literary histories and anthologies of Kurdish literature I have exposed the 

marginalization of the Kurmanji and the Hawrami literature in them (Ghaderi 

2015, pp. 10-14). The first Kurdish literary histories were written in Sorani and 

their discussion of Kurmanji poetry was confined to Melay Cizîrî and Ehmedê 

Xanî, two main poets of the Sixteenth and the Seventeenth centuries (ibid.). 

Qenatê Kurdo who wrote Tarixa Edebyeta Kurdi in 1982 rightly complains that, 

“reading Sorani sources on Kurdish literature one assumes that only Sorani has a 

rich literature, but if we read the classical literature carefully, we realize that 

Kurmanji and Gorani are rich too and had significant traditions” (cited in Ghaderi 

2014, p. 7). Although the vindication of Kurmanji literature started in the 1980s, 

                                              
142 In Anglophone literary studies Digital Humanities is trying to correct the 
established literary canon. An example is Stanford Literary Lab , a team led by 
Franco Morreti and Mark Algee-Hewitt. For more information, see Franco Moretti. 
(2005). Graphs, Maps, Trees: Abstract Models for a Literary History. Verso: 
London. and Stanford Literary Lab’s website https:// l i t lab.stanford.edu  
143 For a crit ique of Turkish l iterary canon and the exclusion of Turkish-writ ing non-
Muslim authors from literary history see, Mignon, Laurent. (2010). Lost Voices: 
Religious Minorit ies and the Literary Canon in Turkey. In Neither Shiraz nor Paris , 
Papers on Modern Turkish Literature . Istanbul: The ISIS Press. pp. 15–27; Mignon, 
Laurent. (2014). A pilgrim's progress: Armenian and Kurdish l iteratures in Turkish 
and the rewrit ing of l i terary history. Patterns of Prejudice . Vol. 48 (2): 182–200; 
Mignon, Laurent. (2011). Lost in Transliteration: A Few Remarks on the Armeno–
Turkish Novel and Turkish Literary Historiography. In Balta, Evangelia and Ölmez, 
Mehmet (eds.). Between Religion and Language . Istanbul: Eren. pp. 101–123. 
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the practice of marginalizing other dialects in Sorani sources has persisted to 

date. Xeznedar who wrote the most extensive history of Kurdish literature (in 

seven volumes), by far the most inclusive history written thus far, does not 

mention Hekarî’s name at all, even among the lesser known poets. Hekarî’s 

name is not included in any of the Kurdish literary histories and anthologies which 

have been published until now.   

2. The late discovery of his works 

The re-publication of Jîn by Bozarslan in 1985 saved Hekarî’s name from 

oblivion, but it was not enough to bring the attention of cultural critics to his works. 

The first major work on Hekarî was published a decade later in 1991 by Hazim 

Kılıç Helbestvan û nivîskarê welatparêz Evdirehim Rehmiye Hekarî: Abdurrahîm 

Zapsu (The poet and the nationalist writer Evdirehîm Rehmîye Hekarî: 

Abdurrahîm Zapsu). In Sorani he remained fairly unknown until the publication of 

his Dîwan and play by Ferhad Pîrbal in 2003. Both Kılıç and Pîrbal’s works 

contained only the works which were published in Jîn. The other volumes of 

Gaziya Welat were deemed lost and have been uncovered only recently and are 

yet to be published and be put at the public’s disposal. Even his Turkish writings 

seemed to have sunk into oblivion; Sorularlarisale claims that it was Cuneyd 

Zapsu, Hekarî’s grandson, and his attempts for re-publishing Büyük Islam Tarihi 

(The History of Great Islam) which revived Hekarî’s name as a religious scholar in 

Turkey.144 At the same time the large number of his publications in Turkish, 

eighteen books about religion and the history of Islam, has somehow 

overshadowed his Kurdish and literary works, and consequently his contribution 

to Kurdish poetry. 

3. Kurdish nationalism  

Kurdish nationalism has contributed to Hekarî’s anonymity in two ways: by 

casting out those who abandoned the Kurdish cause after 1925 and by 

marginalizing religious scholars’ contribution to Kurdish nationalism. Although 
                                              

144http://www.sorularlarisale.com/makale/14560/abdurrahman_zapsu_kimdir_ustad_
ile_arasinda_nasil_bir_il iski_var_ustad_rusyadan_donerken_zapsu_ile_ayni_evde_k
almis_mi.html       
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Hekarî was an active member of Hevî and Kürdistan Teali Cemiyeti and was a 

regular contributor to the Kurdish papers, it is believed that his Kurdish activism 

stopped after 1925 and he devoted the rest of his life to writing in Turkish and 

about Islam. However, the brutal suppression of nationalistic uprisings, the 

execution of Kurdish notables, and the ban on the Kurdish language left no space 

for any activities after 1925. In this regard Hekarî is like Seîd Nursî Bediüzzaman 

who, despite his immense contribution to Kurdish nationalism before 1925, was 

alienated from politics after seeing the brutality of the Young Turks and later the 

Turkish Republic. Nursî went into exile, lived in isolation and devoted his entire 

life to religion (Soleimani 2014). Nursî was seen as a betrayer to the Kurdish 

cause for a long time mainly because of leaving the cause after 1925.145 In the 

heroic narrative of Kurdish nationalism the names of figures such as Nursî and 

Hekarî who left the Kurdish cause after 1925 were erased despite their huge 

contribution to Kurdish politics before 1925. But they were not the only Kurdish 

intellectuals to be alienated from Kurdish politics after the establishment of the 

Turkish Republic. A famous example is Mihemed Şefîq Arwasî who was the 

editor-in-chief of Jîn and an active publisher who published important books such 

as Mewlude Bateyî and the Dîwan of Cizîrî. Arwasî had an isolated life after 1925 

and died in seclusion (Arslan 2014, pp. 150–152). Meḥmed Şükrü Sekban is 

another example of Kurdish intellectuals who left the Kurdish movement in the 

1930s despite his passionate support and involvement in the cause before the 

establishment of the Turkish Republic. Like Nursî Sekban has been branded as a 

traitor by his former comrades (Strohmeier 2003, pp. 124–125) and his writings, 

as Strohmeier rightly notes, have been ignored by the Kurds and in the studies of 

Kurdish nationalism (2003, p. ix).146 

                                              
145 Nursi’s works were manipulated by Turkish nationalists as Soleimani explains in 
his dissertation (2014) and he was portrayed as being against the phenomenon of 
nationalism, including Kurdish nationalism. Only recently these views have been 
challenged by scholars including Kamal Soleimani. Nursi also became a great 
source of influence for the Gülen movement which is known for its anti-Kurdish 
policies. Therefore, misinterpretation/ misrepresentation of his works has further 
estranged him from Kurds as a betrayer of the Kurdish cause.        
146 Strohmeier devotes a chapter of his book, Crucial Images in the Representation 
of a Kurdish National Identity: Heroes and Patriots, Traitors and Foes  (2003), to 
Sekban’s writ ing (2003, pp. 116–128).  
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The other reason for the exclusion of figures such as Hekarî and Nursî from 

the narrative of Kurdish nationalism is that the Kurdish nationalistic movement, 

despite its heterogeneous origins, began to develop as a secular movement, 

therefore, had no space for religious scholars and intellectuals. Kurdish 

nationalists have had little interest in Islamic scholars like Hekarî, even though 

they contributed to Kurdish nationalism. The Kurdish nationalist movement has 

adopted a new approach now, and attempts to recuperate figures like Nursî have 

already started in Turkey’s Kurdistan.147  

4.3. Hekarî’s Poetry: Modernism, Excitement, and Fears  

For Hekarî poetry was a means to serve his commitments as a religious 

Kurdish nationalist. In fact, poetry constitutes a small fraction of his output as he 

was first and foremost a religious scholar and then a Kurdish political and cultural 

activist. This is obvious not only from the small number of poems he wrote, 

compared to his other writings, but also from the content of his poetry, which is 

very ideological. Despite this, his poetry marks a significant phase in the history of 

modern Kurdish poetry with the changes he introduced to the form and the 

content of poetry. The sources of the transformation, I will argue in this chapter, 

were socio-political rather than literary.  

Two main themes of his poetry, as well as his prose, are religion and 

nationalism and they are treated as intertwined and related subjects in his work. 

Hekarî was a Kurdish religious thinker who was facing the question of modernity 

and its socio-political manifestations such as nationalism. His poetry reflects the 

hopes, the anxieties, the fears and the ambivalences of a Kurdish intellectual 

facing the questions of modernity and nationalism in the first decades of the 

twentieth century. Therefore, reading Hekarî’s poetry provides cultural historians 

with an invaluable space for studying the advent of modernism in the traditional 

society of Kurdistan, because a considerable number of the Kurdish intellectuals 

who had strong religious beliefs shared his concerns. Studying Hekarî’s poetry 

                                              
147 For instance, see the activit ies of Med Zehra group in Diyarbekir, 
http://zehrayayincil ik.com/     
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challenges the long-held dichotomy of religious/secular intellectuals where the 

religious are generally portrayed as being hostile to modernity and its 

manifestations and standing in the way of social and political “progress”.148 For 

instance, in his book on Nursî and Kurdish nationalism, Said-i Nursi ve Kürt 

Sorunu (1991), Malmisanij argues that religion is inherently inimical to Kurdish 

nationalist tendencies. However, reading the early Kurdish papers such as Rojî 

Kurd, Hetawî Kurd and Jîn reveals a rather different approach of the Kurdish 

intellectuals to the questions of modernity and nationalism. Far from treating 

religion, nationalism and modernity as conflicting subjects, they were discussed 

as complementary. In these papers modernity and nationalism are explained and 

endorsed in religious terms. This, however, does not mean that there was an 

absolute submission to the new ideas and they were endorsed without any 

challenge. The challenges, or to be more precise, ambivalences and anxieties of 

the religious thinkers toward modernism, were best reflected in the writings of 

Nursî and Hekarî among others. Studying these anxieties and fears reveal the 

heterogeneity of ideas and views on modernity and nationalism, and gives a 

better picture of the evolution of Kurdish nationalism and the reception of 

modernity in Kurdish society.   

4.4. Modernization  

In her extensive study of educational change and the process of 

modernization in Iran,149 Ringer rightly notes that in the study of modernization in 

non-Western countries, modernization has been equated with Westernization 

(2001, pp. 4-5). This equation is not necessarily correct, even though the modern 

socio-economic system was first developed in the West, because as Ringer 

rightly points out “there are different paths towards, and verities of, 

modernization,” and “the use of ‘the West’ as a yardstick ignores the complexity 

                                              
148 How this classification was made and how it gradually became the dominant 
discourse is yet to be studied in Kurdish Studies. But this approach to religion, 
which was probably started by people l ike Ebdula Cevdet, Husyen Huzn î Mukrîyan î 
and Em în Zek î Beg, was reinforced with the spread of Marxist ideology among the 
Kurdish intellectuals.  
149 Education, religion, and the discourse of cultural reform in Qajar Iran  (2001). 
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of causal variables.” (p. 4) Equating modernization with Westernization in non-

Western societies empties the local forces of agency while assigning the entire 

agency to the West and perceives modernization as being imposed upon the 

Middle Eastern countries by force (ibid.). Ringer, instead, defines modernization 

as “an adaptation- and a conscious and often creative one- of foreign models to 

indigenous contexts.” (2001, p. 5) This approach allows us “to emphasize the 

dialectical and contested nature of the process, to accurately attribute agency” 

(ibid.). 

The wide range of writing on modernization in Rojî Kurd, Hetawî Kurd, and 

Jîn reflects a selective approach to modernization, and in Ringer’s words, a 

“conscious adaptation to indigenous contexts”. In other words, certain aspects of 

modernization were selected and adapted to the Kurdish context, while some 

other aspects were deliberately ignored. For instance, education as an important 

aspect of modernization was soon equated with “modernity” in the Middle Eastern 

context.  

Education was heralded as the cure for all the ills of Kurdish society and the 

most important means for shaping a free and progressive society. It was the most 

discussed subject in the early Kurdish papers, in the same way that it was the 

major subject in newspapers in Iran and Turkey. As “an agent of change”, 

education, Ringer argues in the Iranian context, was connected to “the larger 

social and political agenda of reform in Iran” and “cannot be understood apart 

from the larger parameters of the modernization process” (2001, p. 3). The 

reforms she is referring to are the measures suggested by the Iranian intellectuals 

to fight the despotism and the poverty of the country. The social and political 

reforms that the Kurdish intellectuals were suggesting manifested similarities to 

their Iranian and Turkish counterparts, but were seeking different outcomes, since 

the Kurds did not have an independent state and were facing different political 

challenges, as Hekarî’s poetry examplifies.    

The significance of education, together with the ills of ignorance, is the 

subject of five poems in Gaziya Welat 1 (the published poems in Jîn): “Bang”, 
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“Selaya Şev”, “Ji bo nesla têt”, “Hayya Ala-Salat”, “Nûr”. It is also the entire 

subject of a short ghazal entitled “Nezanîn” (ignorance), in which ignorance is 

addressed. 

Ey cehl û nezanîn tuyî dijmin, tuyî xaîn        
zulma teye hêlan hemî bê sen‘et û bê dîn  
Qehra teye wêran kirîye, Ah, wetenê min       
kina teye bê lane kirî cism û tenê min 
Servet te ji min standîye bê mal û diravin       
em maîne belengaz û feqîr, xane belavin 
Derdê teye melûm kirî, em xwe nezanîn        
em kîne? Kurê kîne? Em êxsîr û gavanîn?  
Yan em jî xwedan şan û neseb, qewmî necîbîn?    
Behra me heye, em ji xwedan behr û nesîbîn 
Dinya wekî şê kir Xwedê, behra me jî dabû        
lakîn ji nezanîn û cehl, kanê fîda bû. (Jîn 1985, p. 758) 

Oh ignorance, ignorance, you are the enemy, you are the traitor.  
It is your tyranny that has left us bereft of skill and faith.  
It is your cruelty which has ruined my homeland.  
It is your hatred that has deprived me of a refuge.  
You have taken our wealth; [you] have left us homeless and penniless.  
We are left poor and destitute and scattered because of you; 
You have left us handicapped, without us realizing it.   
Who are we? Where are we from? Are we doomed to be captive and deprived?  
Or are we a noble people with dignity and grandeur? 
Do we have a status, or has God left us with no share?  
But when God created the world we were given a fair share.  
What happened to it? It is wasted because of our ignorance.    

As far as the form is concerned, this ghazal is different from the classical ghazal 

in three main aspects, two of which are the continuation of Hacî Qadir’s 

innovations: Firstly, the poem has a title. This is the first time in Kurdish poetry 

that poetry has a title. Classical ghazal and qasida did not have titles and their 

first line was used to identify and quote them. Secondly, while each line in the 

classical ghazal is independent in the sense of discussing different subjects, here 

the entire ghazal is devoted to one subject. This transformation started, as was 

discussed in the previous chapter, with Hacî Qadirê Koyî in the late nineteenth 

century. By the time Hekarî was writing, a single subject for a poem was no 

longer abnormal but rather acceptable. This is evident in the writings of other 

Kurdish poets of the same era and from the poems published in the newspapers. 
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It was in fact the devotion of the entire poem to one subject that made naming 

poetry possible.150   

Finally, this ghazal is written in rhymed couplet, while classical ghazals were 

mono-rhymed. This was introduced and practiced by Hacî Qadir, in Sorani poetry. 

Whether Hekarî’s use of couplet rhyme was due to Hacî Qadir’s influence or that 

of Turkish modern poetry is a difficult question to ascertain. But since Hacî Qadir 

was a known poet among Kurmanji readers and his poems were published in the 

Kurdish papers, it is probable that under the influence of his initiative Hekarî was 

using couplet rhyme. Furthermore, Hekarî’s works reveal influence by Turkish 

modern poetry, as will be discussed later in this chapter, so using a different 

rhyme pattern other than the conventional one for a ghazal could demonstrate the 

influence of his familiarity with new Turkish rhyme patterns.  

The incorporation of new social and political themes in ghazal, conventionally 

used for the subject of love, began with Hacî Qadir. Traditionally ghazal started 

with addressing the beloved and followed by complimenting her and complaining 

about the ill fate of the lover. This ghazal takes “ignorance” as its subject, which 

the poet blames for all the ills of the Kurds. The poem starts by addressing 

“ignorance” and accusing it of being the enemy and the traitor.  

Oh ignorance, ignorance, you are the enemy, you are the traitor  
It is your tyranny that has left us bereft of skill and faith  

“Enemy” and “traitor” are war terminology and employing them to rebuke 

ignorance needs to be understood as the product of the context of its 

composition, which is the closing stage of the First World War (the poem was 

composed on 2 March 1919). The poet then blames “ignorance” for its tyranny 

(“zulm”) which has left people bereft of skill (“sen‘et”) and faith (“dîn”). “Sen‘et”, as 

discussed in the previous chapter, is a new phrase in the Kurdish language and 

implies modern technological advancement. Two adjectives of “bê sen‘et” and “bê 

dên” are connected with “û” (and) as a conjunction, one of the grammatical 

functions of which in Kurdish is to present one clause dependent upon another, 

                                              
150 The practice of assigning tit les to poetry was even extended to the way 
classical poetry was presented in the Kurdish papers. 
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conditionally. In other words “bê sen‘etî” (lack of skill) leads to “bê dînî” 

(faithlessness). The tyranny of ignorance, the poet argues, has caused the lack of 

skill and consequently the lack of faith. This was a powerful argument with which 

to advocate new knowledge and skill, when presented by a religious scholar. The 

prospect of losing one’s faith as a consequence of lack of knowledge was 

perhaps the most effective way to advocate knowledge and modern education to 

the ordinary people. In fact, this argument became the prevalent argument in pro-

modernism discourse of the Kurdish intellectuals in the first decades of the 

twentieth century as reflected in the Kurdish papers. 

“Ignorance” is, then, blamed for destroying the homeland (“weten”) and for 

leaving the poet “bê lane” (homeless). The image is again a war image of a 

ruined homeland and homeless people, but the enemy is not any of the great 

powers involved in the War, but ignorance. The idea of homelessness is repeated 

in the third line with a different image “Xane belav” which literally means 

“scattered homes”. The plight of “ignorance” or “lack of knowledge” is thus 

extended from an individual level to a national scale which condemns a nation to 

poverty, homelessness, and slavery (“êxsîr”). This poem is perhaps the strongest 

presentation of rebuking “ignorance” and advocating education as the cure for all 

ills in Kurdish society.  

Poems with a strong social and political message are indeed one of the main 

characteristics of Hekarî’s poetry and his contribution to the evolution of modern 

poetry by accelerating the transition of poetry from a private space to a public 

one. The tendency toward expressing explicit ideas is so strong in some of 

Hekarî’s poems, especially those written in 1918 and 1919, that it makes them 

close to propagandist pieces.  

But what does the poet mean by “ignorance”? What kind of knowledge is 

lacking in Kurdish society? The answer to this question reveals an important 

phase of the modernization process and Hekarî’s contribution, as a religious 

intellectual, to that process. The knowledge Hekarî is advocating is multifaceted 

and cannot be reduced merely to new science, though modern science is 
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certainly a great part of it. The last line of the poem reveals further aspects of 

Hekarî’s desired knowledge;  

But when God created the world we were given a fair share  
What happened to it? It is wasted because of our ignorance.    
 

God is just in Islamic theology and the sufferings of the Kurdish people 

cannot be due to God’s unfairness. God, Hekarî argues, has given every nation a 

fair share of the world’s abundance, but the Kurds have wasted their fair share 

out of “ignorance”. Here “ignorance” clearly refers to the awareness of one’s 

political rights, which Kurdish nation are unaware of and therefore suffer from its 

lack. This argument that God has given us the right to self-rule is repeated in 

Hekarî’s other poems. It is fascinating how he links the homelessness, poverty, 

and enslavement of the Kurdish people to the lack of awareness of their political 

rights. Hekarî lived in a time when nations where striving for independence and 

for their political rights, which came as a result of the modern idea of nationalism. 

Yet by presenting his religious interpretation of nationalism as God’s gift, Hekarî 

refuses to give the credit for this new political awareness to modernism. He does 

not elaborate on the modern notions of equality and self-governance, but 

presents them as a gift which God gave to all nations “when he created the 

world”. This subtle tension between religious notions and modern philosophy is 

perceptible in all Hekarî’s poems. Unlike Hacî Qadir who was unabashedly 

praising Europe for its scientific advancements, Hekarî seemed not very 

comfortable with mentioning Europe. 

In a short prose piece in Jîn no. 1, “xewa me” (our slumber), Hekarî refers to 

modern technological advancements, but calls them “the achievements of human 

beings,” rather than Europe; “[I]f we were not in such a deep sleep, we would 

have looked into the struggles of humanity, its searches and discoveries beneath 

the earth, on the earth, and in the skies. Telephone, telegraph, train, electricity, 
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plane, balloon, these have not come down from the skies; they have not grown on 

trees, but have been achieved by the hands of human beings.” (1985, p. 194)151  

Why Hekarî does not refer to Europe, as was fashionable among some 

intellectuals of his time, reflects his uneasiness and ambivalence, as a religious 

scholar, with Europe and the West as entities. Like many other religious scholars, 

he admires the West for its technological achievements and its industries and 

wishes these achievements for his nation, but he is also aware of Europe’s 

modern philosophical and ideological theories and is scared of the consequent 

demotion of religion. Thus, he adopts a cautious stance to modernization and the 

hailing of Europe as a model to be emulated.152 Modernization as Ringer rightly 

notes, challenges the very core of society and demands “cultural and intellectual 

reorientations, as well as institutional change.” (Ringer 2001, p. 5) The process is, 

therefore, challenging and painful.   

Education is one major feature of the modernization process which did not 

collide with Islam. It was, in fact, in line with Islamic doctrine and the Kurdish 

intellectuals took advantage of the Islamic discourse to advocate education and 

nationalism. For Hekarî the pursuit of modern education and religion are 

necessary parts of an equation and he employs Islamic rhetoric to promote this 

outlook.153 Apart from quoting the Quran and hadiths, Hekarî adopts literary 

metaphors which resonate with the social and political discourses of the Kurdish 

papers. Two main metaphors are “lightness and darkness” and “sleeping and 

                                              
151 “Eger em di xewekê weha neba, me dê temaşe bikira însanîyetê, di dinyayê 
çawa xebitit; l i  bin erdê, le ser erdê, l i  esmanê, her roj t iştekî derêtxit. Telefon, 
telgeraf, şemendufer, wapor, telgraf bêtêl, elektrîk, teyare, balon. Ew hemi j i 
asmanî nebaîne, j i  erdî şîn nebûne; belkî j i  destê însanan çêbûne.”  
152 In a same way Seîd Nursî treats European ‘modernity’ in a very cautious 
manner, and as Abu-Rabi῾ rightly notes on Risale, “makes a distinction between two 
Europe: the Europe of science and technology, and the Europe of secularism and 
materialism.” (cited in Soleimani 2014) 
153 Among many examples of similar discourse in advocating education one can 
mention Mihemed Şefîq’s short prose piece in the same issue of Jîn , no. 2, entit led, 
, “zanîn di pêşîya hemi tiştan e” (education is prior to everything) in which the 
author backs up his argument for the pursuit of education by quoting three sayings 
of the Prophet Mohammad: “[E]ducation is prior to everything… it is quoted that the 
prophet (peace be upon him) said “seek knowledge from the cradle to the grave”. In 
another hadith he said “seeking knowledge is an obligation for all Muslims”. There 
is another hadith which says “wisdom is the lost property of the believer, so 
wherever he finds it then he has a right to it.” (1985, p. 223)  
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awakening”. I will explain the function of these metaphors and their resonance in 

the journalistic discourse in two poems, “nûr” and “selaya Şev”. 

In “nûr” (light), which is a small poem first published in Jîn number 15, Hekarî 

starts with depicting a familiar picture of the homeland, drawing on the imagery of 

classical poetry. 

Ez temaşa dikim, welatê min temam baxê gulan 
Çar teref bêdeng, samit bûn ji nexma bulbulan 
Alîyekî bêhna buharê, alîyekî dengê hezîn 
Co û cobaran gewrî êxstine ava şirîn 
Xoş- xoşa avê di gel fesla debêjit endelîb 
Saqiya, meclîs temame, mest bi ava zebîb 
Pelk hemî şermende ne ji husn û cemala gulşenê  
Qetre Qetre xwe dirêjin, wek xwunava gerdenê 
Ew heqîqet da zerîf e, qabîlî tesvîr nîy e  
Sed esef muhtacî tenvîr e, ku lew ma tarîye 
Lazim e helkeyn şirayek ji şûleya Hal Yastawa… 
Cumle mecbûrê xebatê ne bi emrê “Oṭlibū” (Jîn 1985, p. 672) 

I look at my homeland, a perfect garden of roses;  
All its four corners immersed in the songs of the nightingales; 
From one side the scent of spring, from the other a melancholic sound, 
Streams and brooks flow with sweet water.  
The nightingale mesmerised and drunk with the sweet flow of the springs; 
Call on Saki to complete the feast, and pass on the wine. 
The beauty of these gardens would put the rainbow to shame, 
And make her neck dewy with embarrassment. 
This is a delicate truth (about my homeland) and beyond depiction. 
Alas, it is in need of a light, since it is in darkness. 
We need to turn toward a light from the “Hal Yastawā”’s flame.  
We all are obliged to strive for “Oṭlibū”’s order.  

The poem presents a perfect example of the classical poetry in its metaphors, 

images and metre. The only difference in form from that of a classical ghazal is 

that it is in rhymed couplet. The familiar images of “rose gardens,” “nightingale,” 

“Saki,” “streams of sweet water,” “wine drinking,” “the sweet scent of spring” 

remind the reader of the classical portrayal of the homeland. After depicting the 

beauties of his homeland and emphasizing that it is beyond words to explain its 

beauties, Hekarî surprises his readers by a revelation in the penultimate line of 

the poem lamenting that his homeland, despite all its beauty, is “dark” and “in 

need of a light”. The light, the next line explains, is the light of knowledge and 

education. Therefore, the poet, while glorifying the picture of his homeland, 
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laments that it suffers a cloud of darkness which consequently prevents its 

beauties from being seen. To bring a light to homeland, Hekarî argues, is a 

religious obligation (“mecbûr”) and the prophet’s order (“emr”) since “Oṭlibū” is an 

allusion to prophet Mohammad’s famous hadith on knowledge, “seek knowledge 

from the cradle to the grave”.154  

The flame of “Hal Yastawā” is a reference to verse nine of the Az Zumar 

Surat of the Quran,  

Is he who payeth adoration in the watches of the night, prostrate and standing, in 
fear of the Hereafter and hoping for the mercy of his Lord, (to be accounted 
equal with a disbeliever)? Say (unto them, O Muhammad): Are those who know 
equal with those who know not? But only men of understanding will pay heed.155  

The one who knows is the one who worships devoutly and places his hope in his 

Creator in this verse. Yet, Hekarî appropriates the verse for the purpose of his 

argument. He quotes only one line of the verse which says “[A]re those who know 

equal with those who know not?” and follows it by the prophet’s hadith on seeking 

knowledge. Thus, he presents a strong argument in defence of education, which 

implies that “those who know”, and seek knowledge and bring light to their 

homeland, are not equal with “those who do not know,” in God’s eyes. The Quran 

and hadith are open, to interpretation and Hekarî as a religious scholar presents 

his interpretation of the Quran, but what is interesting is that this interpretation is 

in line with his nationalistic tendencies. In other poems Hekarî shows that for him 

the call for one’s religious duty is not different from the urge to pursue knowledge. 

In his poems such as “Selaya Şev” and “Hayya ala ṣalāt,” knowledge and religion 

are intertwined. Hekarî’s obsession with education reminds us of Nursî who 

famously expressed his will for Kurds as “Study, study, study and collaborate, 

collaborate, collaborate” (cited in Duman 2010, p. 96).156  

                                              
 ”اطلبو العلم من المھد الي اللحد“ 154
وِي  155 تَ َْس ْل ی ْل ھَ ِ قُ ھ ِّ ب ةَ َر مَ ْح و َر ُج َْر ی َ َو ة َر ُر اآلِخ َذ َْح ا ی ِمً ئ ا قَ ا َو دً اِج ِل سَ یْ لَّ ل اء ا َ ن ٌِت آ ان َو قَ ْن ھُ مَّ أَ
َابِ  ب ْل وا األَ لُ ْو ُر أُ كَّ َذ َ ت َ ا ی مَ ِنَّ وَن إ مُ لَ ْع َ یَن ال ی ذِ لَّ ا وَن َو مُ لَ ْع َ یَن ی ذِ لَّ  ا
http://www.alquranenglish.com/az-zumar/quran-english-az-zumar-9  
156“Wesîyeta paşî: xwendin, xwendin, xwendin û destê hev girt in, destê hev girt in, 
destê hev girt in.” 
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An image relevant to the theme of education is the image of “slumbering,” “a 

nation in slumber” and the necessity of waking the people up. It is perhaps the 

most repeated cliché in the Kurdish papers. Kurds were repeatedly portrayed as a 

“sleeping nation” at a time when all other nations were “awake”. “Xewî xeflet” (the 

sleep of ignorance) was a familiar image in classical poetry which referred to the 

state of unawareness of love (worldly or heavenly). In modern poetry it began to 

have political meaning. The “sleep of ignorance” was a major theme in Hacî 

Qadir’s poetry and meant the unawareness of the Kurdish people of the modern 

social and political changes in the world and their not striving to keep up with the 

changing world.157 Hekarî employed the imagery of “the sleep of ignorance” in his 

poetry and prose, examples of which will be discussed.  

The image of awaking from sleep was a prevalent image in the literature of 

the other nations of the Ottoman and Persian Empire at this period of history. A 

famous example in Persian poetry is Iqbal Lahurī’s poem “Az Khab-e Geran Khīz” 

(wake up from the deep sleep), in which he implores the Muslim to wake up to the 

tyranny of the West. Duman quotes the use of similar terminology in the study of 

the Balkans’ nation-making and Bulgarian “revival”, where people, quoting 

Roumen Daskalov, were regarded as if they “were “slumbering,” had “lost 

consciousness,” “lost memory,” “become numb” or even “died” and “until all of a 

sudden (and thanks to the efforts of “awakeners”) they were roused, awakened, 

and brought to their senses, recovered from their amnesia, regained 

consciousness were resurrected, came to life, went up, etc.” (Duman 2010, p. 92) 

In a short prose piece in Jîn number 1, “Xewa me” (Our sleep), Hekarî 

laments that while other nations are achieving great advancements, Kurds are 

still asleep (1985, p. 194). The intellectuals were expected to take the 

responsibility of waking up the people. To “wake up” the Kurdish people, Hekarî 

resorts to religion, which although it was not unusual in the writings of the time, 

                                              
157 In a short poem he prays to God that he may wake “the poor people” of 
Kurdistan” who are in the “sleep of ignorance” 
Ya îlahî be ayetî munzel                   be çiwar yarî Ehmedî Mursell 
Bînewayanî mullkî Kurdistan           her le gawanî ta degate şiwan  
Le xewî cehl û mestî û xefl let         be xeber bên be nexmeyî rehmet (Jîn 1985, p.  
176) 
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was not common in poetry. Hekarî believed in religion as an effective awakener, 

and Azan (the call to prayer) became the symbol of this awakening effect. Not 

only is it a recurrent image, but Azan also is the title of three of Hekarî’s poems in 

Jîn: Bang (no. 1), Selaya Şev (no. 6), and ḥayya ‘alā al-ṣala (no. 13). Reading 

selaya şev illustrates how the image of Azan is employed for the poet’s intended 

effect.  

Gelo Rabin, zeman teng e  
Xewa cehlê weha reng e  
Me‘hw kirna wî bêdeng e 
Temet hale kewê şeng e  
Ji xew em têr nebû Ya Reb 
 
Xewa xeflet zebandin em  
Ji vê ‘emrê revandin em 
Ji bo cehlê xapandin em  
Ji dinyayê tefandin em  
Di bin zulmê civandin em  
Ji xew em têr nebun Ya Reb 
Heta kengê xewa xeflet? 
Heta kengê ji mehwîyet  
Ji birsîtî biçûk, kuflet 
Meh bit hemû mîlet  
Ji xew em têr nebun Ya Reb (Jîn 1985, p. 349) 

Oh people! Wake up! Time is short. 
You deep in sleep, sleep of ignorance; 
[You] will be eliminated in silence (while asleep); 
Like lovely partridges.  
My Lord! The enemies are ready (for the fight), 
We are still in sleep, my Lord!  
The sleep of ignorance has fooled us,  
Our life and time were wasted,  
Fooled by ignorance,  
As a people we have been oppressed,  
We are still not awake, my Lord!   
For how long the sleep of ignorance? 
How long silent extinction?  
Children to die of hunger, 
And the entire nation to be no more?  
And we are still in sleep, my Lord!   

The four stanzas of the poem are connected with the central image of the 

sleeping nation. The poem is written in the classical meter of Hazaj (mafā‘īlon 

mafā‘īlon) and Tarjī-band form, which is a classical form in which all the stanzas 

are followed, and connected, by a repeated refrain. The refrain, “we are still in 
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sleep, my Lord!” carries a sense of disappointment and frustration, which is 

intensified by the description of the plight of the “sleeping nation” in each stanza. 

The addressee of the poem is “the people” (“gel”) whom the poet warns of 

complete extermination if they do not come to consciousness. “Selaya şev,” the 

call of night prayer is a wake-up call which provides an opportunity to regain 

consciousness. The night call (selaya şev) which is announced after the sunset, 

offers an analogy between the darkness of the night and the metaphoric darkness 

of the unconscious state of the nation. Azan is, therefore portrayed as a moment 

of consciousness, a moment provided by religion. In the last stanza of the poem 

Hekarî suggests religion (following Islamic values) and education (“xwendin” 

literally means studying) to be the only way to liberation and prosperity;  

If all the nation were to study 
And follow God’s ordinances  
And sow the seeds of mercy  
[They] will hold their affairs in their hands  
And you will see, they will outshine all others 

In the poem, Hekarî addresses the people, “Gelo”, which is a new practice in 

Kurdish poetry, both Kurmanji and Sorani. The word “gel” is a new term and the 

product of modern social and political transformation. In the third stanza he calls 

people “mîlet” which began to be used as a reference to a specific ethnic entity 

with Hacî Qadir Koyî, as discussed in the previous chapter. The words “gel” and 

“mîlet” were new political terms which made their way into the domain of poetry. 

Another poem with a similar title and subject is “bang,” which is the Kurdish 

word for Azan. The theme of Azan as a wake-up call and a saviour is repeated.   

I woke up, the world all silent,  
I woke up with the sound of the cleric and the call “God is Great”;  
“God is great” the minaret calls, 
“Arise!” It is morning, 
Beware, Satan is already awake, 
Beware, lest you be defeated by the cursed [Satan], 
For the sake of the Lord, Arise and move! 
Cleanse yourself of all stain, 
And be ready for your prayers,  
Be ready to ask for forgiveness for your negligence, 
As you will be questioned about your deeds at Doomsday. 
Time is short, hasten, to reach the mosque, while there is still time. 
Hurry the sun has not risen yet, 
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Do follow all the Lord’s ordinances,  
Lest others say [Kurds] are without faith and belief. (Jîn 1985, p. 193)  

Assigning poets the responsibility of “waking up” the sleeping nation marks a 

major shift in the definition of a poet, when the poet could no longer be “a solitary 

soul immersed in his own world” (Karimi-Hakkak 2012, p. 87). The poet was 

expected to write for the people and be the guide of his nation. Qazî Letîf in the 

opening lines of his qasida (published in Jîn no. 7) wrote,  

Şaêrî Kurdan meken behsî ozar û zolfî Yar     
behsî behsêkî biken bo Kurd lemew paş bête kar 

Kurdish poets! Do not write about the hair and the mole of the beloved; write 
about useful subjects for the Kurds. 

Therefore, a good poem was no longer a poem about the beauties of the beloved, 

a theme which constitutes a large part of classical poetry, but rather about “useful 

subjects.” The nature of these “useful subjects” was determined by the social and 

political factors and what was deemed as necessary for the liberation and the 

progress of the Kurds. Encouraging education and propagating nationalism were 

two of those useful subjects which were addressed by the new/modern poets. 

The shift in the paradigm of poetry is fascinating when we compare it with the late 

nineteenth century and the time Hacî Qadir was writing. Though Hacî Qadir 

began to address social and political subjects in his poetry he was aware that he 

was transgressing the poetic norms and for this reason was apologetic. Two 

decades later, as reflected in Qazi Letif’s qasida and practiced by Hekarî, poetry 

began to be judged by its subject and no longer by its use of conventional form.  

4.5. Nationalism  

4.5.1 National rights  

Nationalism and the right for self-determination was the most important 

subject in the Kurdish papers in the aftermath of World War I and one of the main 

themes in Hekarî’s poetry. In his works he urged Kurds to know their rights and 

strive for them. Hekarî does not recognize, or treat, nationalism as an imported 

Western idea. For him national rights are bestowed upon people by God and 
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therefore, to strive for them is a religious obligation and a Muslim’s responsibility 

to God. His religious interpretation of nationalism gave it new strength and power 

and made it intelligible for the uneducated masses. To advocate nationalism with 

powerful Islamic discourse is Hekarî’s main contribution to the evolution and 

dissemination of Kurdish nationalism, a contribution which, as discussed earlier, 

has been largely forgotten. In this section I study the way nationalism, or his 

religious interpretation of nationalism, acted as a force of change in his poetry, 

resulting in the transformation of language and form of Kurdish poetry. Thus, this 

study brings lesser known aspects of Kurdish nationalism to light and vindicates 

the contribution of religious intellectuals to its evolution.   

In Hekarî’s religious worldview God is just and the sufferings of the Kurdish 

people could not contradict this, since God, according to him, has not favoured 

one nation over the others and has given all nations equal rights and a fair share 

of the world’s abundance. He blames ignorance and discord as the causes of 

Kurdish suffering and the reasons for the subjugation they were experiencing. In 

a short essay “Biçukê negirît memikê naxut” (a baby who does not cry would not 

seek his mother’s breast) in Jîn number 5, Hekarî reiterates that God has given 

his blessing and gifts equally to all nations and did not exclude “us” [the Kurds]; 

nevertheless “out of ignorance” “we” have not achieved “our share” (behra me).  

When God created the world, He distributed his gifts among all nations (mîlet), 
and did not exclude us, the Kurds. We were given the same as all other nations 
in the world. Now all nations are enjoying self-rule, while we do not know our 
rights yet, let alone demanding self-rule. We do not know what rights we have, 
and our neighboring nations have understood our ignorance. Our ignorance is 
their bliss. They will usurp our inheritance and take our rights to themselves and 
we will remain a deprived nation, subjugated and oppressed by them, because 
we do know our rights. (1985, pp. 309–310)158  

     Writing at the end of the World War I he notes that the Kurds, “have had 

more casualties than any other nation, have lost more than any one, and are the 

                                              
158 “Wekî xwedê dinya afirandî, nîmetên xwe li ser hemi milletan belav kirî, em kurd 
jê cuda nekirine. Dêmek bahra me her wekî hemîyan di dinyayê heye. Hal ew hal e 
hemî millet xwedanîyê di heqê xwe dikin, belê em carekê heqê xwe nas nakin heta 
xwedanîyê bikin. Wekî em heqê xwe nas nakin, mil let wekî cînarê me ye ew jî hes 
naket ku em heqê xwe bizanin. Lewra nezanîna me kara wan e; be wê dibine warisê 
me, heqê me jibo xwe distînin; em jî mil let bêhaq di nav wan da dimînin; ber destê 
wan, di bin zulma wan mehû dibin. Çûnkî em heqê xwe nas nakin ku j ibo bigrîn.”  
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most distressed people.”159 Despite all their losses, Kurds have remained silent 

and “do not ask for their own rights” (heqê xwe) (1985, p. 309). He warns that “if 

we do not take our affairs into our own hands, Kurdishness “Kurdîtî and 

“Kurmancîtî” will be lost forever.” (ibid.)160 As if the terrifying prospect of 

extermination is not enough to convince the Kurds to “call out their rights,” he 

continues, “if we fail this great responsibility [to God] how are we going to stand in 

God’s and the Prophet’s court?” (ibid.)161 He warns against what could happen in 

this world and in the other world if people do not appreciate what God has given 

them. Therefore, failing to fight for one’s national rights is failing a great 

responsibility to God.162  

In another short essay on unity, “Îttîfaq”, in Jîn number 1, Hekarî argues the 

necessity of collaboration and unity in similar Islamic terms. He warns that if 

people do not get united and do not collaborate, blood will be spilled, and they will 

be held to account before God as “God will hold us responsible for the spilled 

blood of a nation.” (1985, pp. 253-254). A similar argument is presented in 

defense of fighting for the homeland, as I will discuss later in this section. For 

Hekarî, therefore, crying out for national rights is a religious duty and a 

responsibility to God. Nationalism, in Hekarî’s view, was not only compatible with 

religion, but to struggle for it was a religious obligation in itself. This outlook 

included the appropriation of Islamic concepts in disseminating nationalism as I 

illustrate in the following poems.  

                                              
159 “Belê, îroke me ji hemi milletan zehftir law dane kuştin û j i hemi kesî gelektir 
xwedanzirar bûne û j i hemi qewman perîşantir bûne. Bo çi em dawa heqê xwe 
nakin…” (Jîn  1985, p. 309) 
160 “Eger vê care em li heqê xwe nebine xwedan, heta heyatê em dê xwe berze 
bikin, Kurdîtî, Kurmanîtî namînite l i  dinyayê…” “Kurdîtî,” an important term in 
Kurdish nationalism, might not have the same meaning in 1918 as it has today, and 
may have just meant Kurdish existence.  
161 “Ji ber vê mes’ûlîyeta mezin em dê çawa derkevine l i pêş Xwedê û pêxemberan, 
ku em dê bibine sebebê hinde Islaman?” (Jîn  1985, p. 309) 
162 Following on the allegorical t it le of the essay, Hekarî argues that to reclaim 
their national rights, Kurds need to cry, “not with our eyes, but with our journals,” 
because, “the cry of our gazettes can reach all people, as far as Europe, Asia and 
America.” (Jîn  1985, pp. 309-310). Therefore, to get their voice heard the Kurdish 
people should write and publish, but not just in Kurdish, as he argues that papers 
and journals in three languages are needed: in Kurdish for the purpose of “awaking 
us”, in a foreign language (“bi Ferengî”) to enable the voice of the Kurds to reach 
Europe, and in Turkish to get help from the Islamic world. (ibid. p. 310)  
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In a poem called, “bê hêvî nebin” (do not lose hope), published in Jîn number 

9, Hekarî emphasizes that the road “we” have taken is approved and endorsed by 

God, therefore “we” are the victorious.  

Rêya me niha girtî  
Rêya heqe bê perwa  
Tesdîq deketin her kes 
Hem razîye pê Mewla (Jîn 1985, p. 438) 

The way we have chosen  
Is the right one, indeed!   
Everyone would acknowledge 
And our Lord is pleased [with our choice] 

Thus, Hekarî as a religious authority asserts that “our way is the right way” 

and since it is approved by God, the victory is definite. In the following stanzas he 

argues that no matter how hard “the enemy” tries and how ill-equipped the Kurds 

are, if they have God on their side, they shall succeed. He supports his argument 

further by a proverb, “if God is on your side /Let your swords be of wood”. He 

reassures his readers by sanctifying the argument with a verse from the Quran, 

“Lā taqnaṭū min Raḥmati Allāh” which is quoted from Al-Zumar Surat, verse 

number 53; “O My servants who have transgressed against themselves [by 

sinning], do not despair of the mercy of Allah. Indeed, Allah forgives all sins. 

Indeed, it is He who is the Forgiving, the Merciful.”163 

Hekarî, only quoting the words “Lā taqnaṭū” meaning “do not despair,” 

decontextualizes the verse, and strips it off its original meaning and reference and 

adapts it for a totally different and modern context. We saw the examples of such 

appropriation in the modernism section and his avocation of modern education. 

The liberty Hekarî exercises in appropriating the Qur’anic verses and hadiths is 

phenomenal in the Kurdish context and is worth more study and analysis. Quoting 

and interpreting the Quran and hadith to support an argument has a long 

pedigree in Islamic history, providing that it has either a direct link to the new 

                                              
163 “ ن أ على  أسرفوا  لذین  ا یاعبادي  لغفقل  ا ھو  نھ  إ جمیعا  لذنوب  ا یغفر  هللا  إن  هللا  رحمة  من  تقنطوا  ال  ور فسھم 
 ”الرحیم
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context or its context has similarities to the new one; otherwise such practice can 

be considered a “bid’at”.164   

My interpretation of the meaning of the words “rêya me” (our way/struggle) as 

referring to the struggles of the Kurds for their political rights is based on studying 

Hekarî’s other poems and prose and understanding his worldview and agenda 

since in the abovementioned poem it is not clear what “rêya me” refers to and the 

whole poem is just about the legitimacy of “rêya me”. The political designation of 

the word is made clear in a eulogy he wrote for General Sherif Pasha for 

representing the Kurds in the Peace Conference held on 6th February 1919.165 

Hekarî praises Sherif Pasha for presenting the Kurdish cause and avows that all 

Kurds support him, because he has taken “rêya heq” (the just path). 

We are all proud of you, you are a Kurd; 
You are indeed an Amir and a patriarch; 
You are supported by all Kurds, 
Because you have taken the road of God’s justice.  
The Kurds know this undeniable truth, 
For “this path” (di vê rê de) they are ready to die. (Jîn 1985, p. 907)166  

The penultimate line which reconfirms the justness of the Sherif Pasha’s path 

could be read in two ways because of the dual meaning of “heq”. “Heq” means 

justice but is also used to refer to God. Therefore, the poem could be read as 

saying that Sherif Pasha’s purpose is justice or that his purpose is God (reaching 

God). Both meanings, however, are complementary. Sherif Pasha’s path is the 

path the Kurdish nation for self-determination and in Hekarî’s view, it is right and 

just, and endorsed by God.  

The rhythm, metre and structure of the poem resemble classical eulogy. The 

poem is written in hazaj metre (akhrabi maqbūzi maḥzūf: Mafūl mafā‘īlon fa‘ūlon). 

                                              
164 For a discussion of how Islamic laws are extracted from the text of the Qur’an 
and Hadith, see Wael B. Hallaq. (1984). Was the gate of I jt ihad closed? 
International Journal of Middle East Studies . vol. 16. pp. 3–41. 
165 Sherif Pasha was a Kurdish polit ician who met with the head of the Peace 
Conference held in 1919 which was held by the great world powers after the First 
World War. His meeting came in the context of diplomatic efforts to meet the 
objectives of the Kurdish nation.   
166 “Fexrê dikeyn em bi te, tu Kurdî / Elheq ku tu mêrî, hem tu merdî/ Pişta teye 
cumle Kurd, Kurmanc/ Lewra ku te heq kirîye armanc/ Kurmanc heqîqeta şînan e/ 
Lewraku di wê rê di fîdane.” 	 	
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The poem is one of the first modern eulogies in Kurdish for a political character. 

Eulogy in classical poetry was written for kings, princes, and patrons. Sherif 

Pasha is addressed as “khan” and “amir” not because he is a prince, but because 

he presented the Kurdish cause in a world conference.  

Another interesting example of appropriating Islamic concepts in Hekarî is an 

elegy he wrote on the death of Hemzeyê Miksî, his friend and colleague, a 

Kurdish publisher, and the editor of the Jîn. The poem is entitled, “Şehîdê 

Kurdistan, Hemze” (the martyr of Kurdistan, Hemze). The poem is significant in 

the history of Kurdish poetry because it is the first elegy written for a political 

activist and more importantly, it is the first time that the death of a political activist 

is sanctified as “şehadet,” martyrdom. This poem marks a significant moment in 

the political history of the Kurds, when the Kurdish struggle for self-determination 

was sanctified by strong religious terminology. For the purpose of the analysis 

and the contextualization of the poem, I cite the literal translation of the poem.  

Wake up from your sleep, Hamza, arise!  
Your blood was not wasted in vain.  
You were martyred for the sake of the homeland, 
You are a blessed champion. 
Wake up and present yourself to God’s justice,  
With blood still flowing from your wounds, 
And your shroud red with blood, 
Present our fallen condition to his Court. 
Say, “You are the peerless and the All-Knowing”; 
Say, “You are the All-Hearing, and Ever-Present”; 
We have been oppressed, you are aware of it, 
You are the All-Able, Your word is the creation ("Kūn fayakūn").  
Our homes, villages and cities are ruined,  
Yet we have never made complaint to you, 
God forbid! For us, you were never a despot, but The Benefactor.  
We are ignorant, sinful, and blameworthy, 
We are suffering from our own ignorance. 
Ignorance is the source of all our agonies. 
Our friends have all turned into enemies in time of war,  
We never saw an honest Muslim friend.  
… 
We are aware of our shortcomings, 
But we have no Lord and Master, but you. 
In contrition and shame, we confess,  
We will seek kindness from you. 
Now that you have created us as a nation, 
We need to have a state of our own.(emphasis mine) 
Because you are the one who can give and take away [“ta‘zza man tashā”], 
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If you will it, prosperity is possible, 
And the nation will breathe the pleasant breeze of morning (helbetin şemalê 
mîlet), 
And the blood of the nation will arise with zeal, 
And strive to wipe out ignorance.  
Take our complaint to the Just God, 
So that our wishes come true, oh you unjustly martyred!  
…. 
All your sins have been washed away, 
Today I wished to go to Jîn,   
But sorrow prevented my going,  
My lord, for the sake of your kindness,  
Keep us separated from the bloodthirsty and the cruel ones.  

Hemzeyê Miksî was the owner and the chief editor of Jîn until the 20th issue of the 

journal. He published Xanî’s Mem û Zîn and wrote a preface for it. Miksî was 

arrested after the Shaikh Said Revolt (1925)167 and was sentenced to ten years 

imprisonment, but was granted an amnesty in 1928 after which he left Turkey to 

live in Syria (Baykuşak 2014, p. 62). Hekarî wrote the poem on 17 September 

1921 upon hearing the news of Hemze’s murder, a piece of news which proved to 

be only a rumour. Writing poetry in response to social and political happenings 

was a new practice. Among other examples of such practices one can refer to 

Zîwer’s poem for Rojî Kurd on the occasion of its publication (Rojî Kurd 1913, no. 

4, p. 17), or Hekarî’s poem celebrating the opening of the women’s society “Ji bo 

civata daykan” (published in Jîn no. 22).  

Elegy (marṯīa) was written on the occasion of personal losses or for mourning 

the deceased patron or King.168 Though this poem is an elegy for a friend it is 

different from the classical personal elegies which reflects personal and intimate 

emotions. It is clearly written to be published and shared publicly like formal 

elegies written for the death of a king or a patron. Miksî was an active publisher 

and the editor of Jîn, where most of Hekarî’s works were published; therefore he 

could be seen as the patron of modern poetry. Hekarî also turns the occasion of 

mourning the loss of Miksî to a space in which to present and propagate his 

                                              
167 For more information on Shaikh Said’s rebell ion, see Olson, R. W. (1989). The 
Emergence of Kurdish Nationalism and the Sheikh Said Rebell ion, 1880–1925 . 
Austin: University of Texas Press.  
168 To read more about the l iterary features of classical elegy see, de Bruijn’s essay 
on Persian elegy available at http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/elegy  
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political views. There is another important fact about the context of the 

composition of this poem. The poem, as Hekarî explains, is the spontaneous 

reaction to the news of the death of a Kurdish activist. Unlike classical poetry, 

which was the fruit of hard work and constant revisions, the new poetry started to 

be seen as only a medium to convey a message and an idea, and because 

conveying the idea and thought is the ultimate aim of the poem less effort was 

made to polish the language. This, plus the fact that the message should be 

comprehensible to the uneducated people, explains the simple language poets 

like Hekarî were adopting and their dismissal as not “good poetry” for lack of 

eloquence by some critics.169 His poetry, however, is significant from a cultural 

point of view, as he represents the intellectual and emotional challenges and 

ambiguities which the Kurdish intellectual was facing.         

The elegy of Miksî is an important work which gives us insight into Hekarî’s 

version of Kurdish nationalism, and the emergence of a religious nationalist 

discourse. In line with his practice of combining Islam with nationalism, Hekarî 

extends the meaning of some key Islamic concepts to the Kurdish context. He 

employs two key words, “şehîd” (martyr) and “mucahid” (fighter of faith), for the 

death of Miksî who was believed to have been killed by the Turkish authorities. 

Kohlberg (2014) explains that in an Islamic context there are two kinds of “shahīd” 

who have different burial rituals. He explains that the first type are “battlefield 

martyrs” who are referred to as “martyrs both in this world and the next,” meaning 

that they are treated as martyrs in this world and in the next. The second type of 

martyrs are those who are not considered martyrs in this world, but will be treated 

as martyrs in the Day of Judgment. The second type includes death in certain 

circumstances and conditions (ibid.). The way Hekarî describes Miksî’s death 

implies that he is viewed as a martyr of the first type. For instance, the “battlefield 

martyrs” are not washed (ghusl) and are buried with their clothes as a proof of 

their status in the Doomsday. Hekarî asks Miksî to present himself to God,  

                                              
169 Mehmet Akif Ersoy, famous Turkish poet and the author of the Turkish national 
anthem (with whom Hekarî  shares language and polit ical stance) faced similar 
crit icism and dismissal for the lack of eloquence in his poetry (Turfan and Micallef 
2014). 
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 With blood still flowing from your wounds 
And your shroud red with blood 

Martyrs (of the first type) are also believed to have been cleansed of all sins 

(Kohlberg 2014) and Hekarî addresses Miksî as “mesûm” (Maʿṣūm in Arabic) 

which means immaculate and venerated person, someone who has not 

committed any sin. Thus, Hekarî treats Miksî’s death as “shahadat” (martyrdom) 

and the martyrdom of the first type, the battlefield. Venerating the death of Miksî, 

who did not fight “the infidels” or “the enemies of faith” but, was understood to 

have been killed by the Turkish authorities, who were Muslim, was possibly a 

controversial judgement at the time because the Turks were associated with 

Caliphate and fighting against them was argued to be fighting against Islam.  

In his attempt to venerate Miksî, his death and struggles, Hekarî appropriates 

another important, yet related, Islamic concept, “mucahid”. “Mucahid” is defined in 

the Encyclopaedia of Islam as “fighter for the faith, one who wages war against 

the unbelievers.” (Bosworth and Jansen 2014) Mucahid is the person who 

participates in “djihād”, which is defined as “military action with the object of the 

expansion of Islam and, if need be, of its defence.” (Tyan 2014) 

By calling Miskî a “mujahid,” Miksî’s cultural and political activities are exalted 

to the level of djihād. Hemzeyê Miksî is depicted as a martyr and a mujahid 

because he dies for the sake of his homeland. The veneration of the homeland 

and the significance of defending it is the subject of his play, Memê Alan, and an 

important theme of his poetry. Hekarî argues that to die for one’s homeland is as 

sacred as to die for the sake of Islam. For Hekarî defending one’s religion and 

defending one’s homeland are essentially the same, and therefore an equal, 

obligation. By extending key Islamic concepts to Kurdish political discourse, 

Hekarî presents Kurdish nationalism as a legitimate struggle endorsed by God 

and faith. Adopting such a strong argument was probably the most effective way 

to convince the uneducated masses to fight for their national rights. 

Hekarî asks Miksî, as a martyr, to rise and present the Kurdish people’s 

miseries to the court of God’s justice. Such complains, he reiterates, are not to 

imply that God is unjust. The causes of the people’s sufferings, as he argues in 
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his other poems, are “ignorance” and “sinfulness”. Nevertheless, he asks Miksî to 

present his people’s wish to God as 

Now that you have created us as a nation (millet) 
We need to have a state of our own   

Hekarî supports his request with two Quranic allusions in lines 12 and 30. 

"Kūn fayakūn", in line 12, refers to a verse from Yasīn Surat, verse 82, which is 

often cited as a reference to God's Mystical Creative Power. The verse reads, 

“[H]is command is only when He intends a thing that He says to it, "Be," and it 

is.”170 

While preaching for unity and hard work to gain their rights, Hekarî argues 

that all is in God’s hands and if God wills it Kurds will have their own state. His 

next Quranic allusion reinforces this argument, since God is “ta‘zza man tashā” 

which is an allusion to verse 26 of Ale-Imran Surat: "O Allah, Owner of 

Sovereignty, You give sovereignty to whom You will and You take sovereignty 

away from whom You will. You honour whom You will and You humble whom 

You will. In Your hand is [all] good. Indeed, You are over all things competent.”171 

The word which is used in the verse is “mulk” which can be translated as land, 

sovereignty, or kingdom. Possessing land as related to sovereignty and as God’s 

gift gives the notion of homeland a sacredness and a significance which will be 

elaborated in the following section.   

Hekarî’s approach to Islam and Kurdish nationalism resonates with Gokalp’s 

version of Islam and Turkish nationalism. Gokalp, Heyd notes, rejected the belief 

of Muslim orthodoxy which holds that Islam and the idea of nationalism are 

“fundamentally contradictory.” (Heyd 1950, p.98) He supported his view by finding 

and interpreting verses in the Quran, very similar to Hekarî’s practice, to conclude 

that Islam advocated modern nationalism aiming at “establishing States 

composed of single homogenous nations.” (Heyd 1950, pp. 98–99) In his early 
                                              

170 (http://quran.com/36)    
يَكُون“ هُ كُنْ فَ قُولَ لَ نْ يَ ا أَ ً ئ ْ ي ادَ شَ رَ ا أَ ِذَ هُ إ رُ مْ ا أَ مَ Qِن  ”إ
171 http://quran.com/3    

 Sل ذِ ُ ت اءُ وَ شَ َ ت نْ  زS مَ عِ ُ ت اءُ وَ شَ َ ت نْ  Qم كَ مِ ْ ل مُ ْ ل ا عُ  زِ ْ ن َ ت وَ اءُ  شَ َ ت نْ  كَ مَ ْ ل مُ ْ ل ا ي  تِ ؤْ ُ ت كِ  ْ ل مُ ْ ل ا كَ  ِ ل ا مQ مَ هُ Q ل ل ا لِ  قُ
يرٌ دِ ءٍ قَ يْ لd شَ ى كُ لَ كَ عَ Q ِن إ رُ  ْ ي خَ ْ ل ا كَ  دِ َ ي ِ ب اءُ  شَ َ ت نْ   ”مَ
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years, at the time of the Ottoman Empire’s struggle with its Christian enemies, 

1912-13 and the First World War,172 Gokalp used to stress the importance of 

Islam for the strengthening of Turkish patriotism173 as the opening line of the 

following poem, “Prayers of a soldier” exhibits: 

My heart’s desires are two: religion and Fatherland 
Our way is the Holy War, its end martyrdom 

Have mercy on Islam, take revenge on its enemies 
Make Islam flourish, O God. (cited in Heyd 1950, p. 99)    

4.5.2. Weten/Welat  

What Kashani-Sabet says about Iranian modernity as having been 

“discursively shaped by the re-articulation of such pivotal concepts as nation 

(millat), politics (sīāsat), homeland (vaṭan), and knowledge (ʿilm)” (1997, pp. 443–

44) is also true of Kurdish modernity, although the process in the Kurdish context 

started later.174 Re-configuration of homeland (welat) in Kurdish literature has 

received no attention so far in Kurdish studies. The re-articulation of the concept 

of homeland in Kurdish literature began in the late nineteenth century and with 

Hacî Qadirê Koyî, as discussed in the previous chapter, and continued to the 

early decades of the twentieth century in the writings of Hekarî and Qazîzade. 

Qazîzade, an exiled Kurdish Iranian writer and poet, wrote two qasidas and two 

articles on homeland and helped the development of the modern configuration of 

homeland. But the major poet to write about homeland in 1918–1923 was Hekarî, 

although his contribution to the development of the concept, like his contribution 

to Kurdish nationalism and Kurdish modern poetry, has been forgotten. This 

                                              
172 To read about Turkis poetry of this period see, Halman, Talat S. (2007). Poetry and 

Society: Propaganda Functions of Poetry in The Turkish Experience. In Rapture and Revolution: 
Essays on Turkish Literature. New York: Syracuse University Press. pp. 154-190.  
173 Heyd argues that the emphasis on religious feeling as a basis of Turkish 
patriotism is found in Gokalp’s writ ings unti l the beginning of the First World War. 
(Heyd 1950, p. 100) Gokalp’s Islamic patriotism never led him to embrace Pan-
Islamism as a polit ical creed as he believed the idea of uniting all Muslim nations 
under one ruler was merely a “messianic hope” (ibid. p. 101). 
174 Kashani-Sabet speaks about Iranian modernity as a process which began in the 
late eighteenth century and continued to the early decades of the twentieth century 
(1997, pp. 443–444), but in a Kurdish context, as I discussed in Chapter Three, 
modernity emerged in the late decades of the nineteenth century. 
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section is, therefore an attempt to shed light on an important chapter of Kurdish 

modernity and the discursive change in the language.        

“Welat” or “weten” began to acquire new meaning, other than its classical 

designation as one’s place of birth with Hacî Qadirê Koyî. Hacî Qadir extended 

the meaning of “welat” to a larger geographical entity that contained the major 

Kurdish principalities. In his famous qasida “xakî Cizîr û Botan,” he names the 

Kurdish principalities of Botan, Cizîr, Baban, and Erdelan as “welatê Kurdan” (the 

homeland of the Kurds). The principalities that he names were semi-independent 

emirates within the borders of the Ottoman and the Persian Empires, but what 

unites them as one entity is that they were all ruled by the Kurds. Thus, homeland 

acquired a novel designation which was new in Kurdish language and poetry. Yet 

the picture of the Kurdish homeland was far from clear; it was not portrayed as a 

discrete geographical entity and its borders were vague and undefined. In a 

poem, “xakî Cizîr û Botan,” Hacî Qadir talks about the Kurdish population being 

extended from Van, in the north-east of the Ottoman Empire, to Isfahan and 

Shiraz, which were two major cities in the Persian Empire (2003, p.180). His 

romantic attitude did not allow him to depict a territory with boundaries and his 

picture of a Kurdish homeland resembles an empire.    

A more conscious sense of border and homeland was created with the 

growing sense of nationalism in the Ottoman Empire, the rise of new Balkan 

nation-states, and World War I. The First World War incited the call of jihad by 

Muslim ‘ulama arguing for the protection of Islam against the threat of “Kuffar” 

(the infidels), such as the Russians. The call for jihad attracted a large number of 

Kurdish intellectuals and activists, including Said-i Kürdi and Hekarî (Baykuşak 

2014, p. 52). The course of the war had tremendous impact on Kurdish 

nationalism and the Kurdish movement which, as Duman notes, adopted an overt 

separatist agenda towards the end of World War I (2010, p. 87). The clear shift in 

the agenda of Kurdish nationalism toward a separatist movement after World War 

I, as Duman notes, has led some scholars such as Bozarslan to view the pre-War 

Kurdish movement as “cultural nationalism” (2010, p. 84), and some, such as 

Özoğlu, even refrain from using the term nationalism and merely label the 
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activities as cultural (ibid.). These outlooks, as Duman (2010) rightly notes, 

overlooks the diversity and heterogeneity of Kurdish nationalism.  

Hekarî’s view of Kurdish nationalism illustrates the complex context of the 

development of Kurdish nationalism in the first two decades of the twentieth 

century. He illustrates a combination of Islamism and Kurdish nationalism. 

Though a devout Muslim and from a religious background, Hekarî was an ardent 

advocate of Kurdish nationalism. For him, as discussed earlier in this chapter, 

nationalism posed no contradiction to his religious views. Hekarî’s definition of 

homeland is in line with his conception of Kurdish nationalism, and homeland is 

venerated with Islamic, as well as nationalistic discourse. In the following section I 

elaborate on the concept of homeland in the writings of Hekarî and how it opened 

new horizons in Kurdish poetry.  

4.5.2.1. The Love of “Welat” 

In a short piece of prose called “Welat” in Jîn number 9 (26 January 1919), 

Hekarî speaks about a burning love which has afflicted “us” (“em”); a fire which 

made “them” forget their families, their occupations and even their lives: “[T]here 

is a burning fire in our hearts, a steady fire which is burning all the time. The heat 

of the fire has made us forget our homes, families, work and lives. We are so 

afflicted by this love that we are ready to sacrifice everything for it.” (1985, p. 

440)175 Hekarî then asks about the nature of this love and replies with a verse,  

Ew çi eşq e, çi evînî ye? 
Elbet evînîya welat e (ibid.)  

What is this love, what is this fire?  
Of course it is the love of homeland.  

He explores the nature of this love and says that even when he is away from his 

homeland its memory is always with him. He explains the beautiful nature of his 

homeland with its mountains and plains covered in flowers which is a paradise, 

                                              
175 “Îroke di qelbê me hemîyan evînîyek heye, agirek heye ku em daîma bi wê 
eşqê, bi wê evînêyê disojinê û j i ber wî agirî em ne xwedanmal in, ne xwedankur in, 
ne xwedanheyat in. Welhasail hemi tiştê xwe em hazir in di wê rê da bidin.” (Jîn  
1985, p. 440)  
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“cennet”, on earth.176 Hekarî wonders why he has this special feeling for the 

mountains of his homeland while he sees mountains, plains, and meadows 

everywhere.177 In suggesting an answer he proposes that,  

Maybe it is because I spent my childhood in the springs of this land, maybe God 
has made it especially sweet and enchanting, or maybe because the people 
speak my language and my father and forefathers have resided there. Whatever 
the reason is I cannot fully comprehend this love. (ibid.)178 

Hekarî discusses the love of homeland (welat) as natural and inexplicable. When 

having a special feeling is understood as being beyond explanation and natural, 

the lack of it is implied as being unnatural and strange. This was an effective 

strategy in inculcating the love of homeland in official national pedagogical 

discourse in Iran and Turkey as Tavakoli-Taraghi notes (2002, p. 118).  

In his attempt to understand the perplexing nature of his love for “welat”, 

Hekarî suggests three reasons: homeland is a place he was born and raised in, 

therefore he has special attachment to it, and he also notes that homeland is 

where his forefathers lived and where his language is spoken. Thus, he implies 

that the love of homeland equals the love and respect for his ancestors and the 

Kurdish language. As an ardent Muslim scholar who sees everything as God’s 

will he also suggests that his special feeling for his homeland could be because 

“God has made it especially sweet and enchanting” which adds to the 

mysteriousness and sanctity of the love. But with this love, Hekarî argues, comes 

a big responsibility “şolek mezin,” for which he will happily sacrifice his life.179 As 

he announces that he is ready to die for the sake of the homeland, Hekarî hears a 

sound telling him that it is not the time for dying, and hears a verse of the Quran, 

“La Taqnatu Min Rahmatillah” (Do not despair of the mercy of Allah). Upon 
                                              

176 “Lewra ew wextê min l i welat derbaz kirî, çu caran j i bîra min naçitê hemi 
wextan l i pêş cave min e. Ew zozanê reng reng di gulan da xemilî, ew sosin û 
beybûnêd taze di bin kewîyêd berfê derketî, ew hewayê saf bi wan bêhnan, 
numûnekê ji cennetê ye.” (Jîn  1985, p. 440) 
177 “Ez nizanim ji ber çi, hindê wan zozanan, wan çîyan, wan pezan li min şîrîn 
nayêtin.” (Jîn  1985, p. 440) 
178 “Belku biçûkatîyê daîm digel wan buhartîye, sera hindê yan jî wekî Xweda 
afirandî, weha şîrîn afirandîyeê yan jî kesêd li wê da bi ezmanê min xeber didin û 
bab û birayêt min l i wê ne, j i  ber wî qasî. Welhasil ez tênagîhîm.” (Jîn  1985, p. 440) 
179 “Wextê be‘hsê welat dikim, ez texmîn dikim wê li ber şolek mezin wesame, di 
rîya wê sole wê xebatê cane xwe bidim, j ibo min mezinahîyek e, fexrek e.” (Jîn  
1985, p. 440) 
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hearing the Quranic verse, Hekarî rises and opens “the map of the homeland” 

and looks at the names of the cities and the villages.180  

This is one of the earliest references, if not the first, to the map of the 

homeland in Kurdish literature. Looking at the map of Kurdistan and the names of 

the cities and the villages as he hears a Quranic verse in the background, which 

reminds him of not losing hope in God’s mercy, creates a supernatural aura in 

which the idea of homeland is sanctified by God’s promise of hope for its 

protection. Such a spiritual approach to the Kurdish homeland and land was new 

and invigorating for Kurdish nationalistic discourse. A map as a physically 

tangible object allows one to visually represent the “imagined” homeland, thus 

seeing it is an important experience and as Kashani-Sabet notes is “[a] necessary 

component of nation formation” (1997, p. 21).181 

Hekarî depicts his ideal homeland in a poem called “Bihûşt” (paradise). His 

ideal homeland is a liberated land where the people are “awake” (“hişyar”) and 

know their friends and enemies.  

Carek dîtin bibêt qismet                       
Fikrîm li welatî bûye cennet                 
Gundê di sefaletê nemane                    
Jî(ya) na xwe dizanin aşina ne              
Her gundeki mektebek vekiriye            
Biryaye fîgan nemaye girye                  
gundî ji xwe bûne hişyar                        
Dizanin kî ye yar? Kî ye axyar? (1921, pp. 9-10)             

I wish to see my homeland once more  

                                              
180 “Bi wê mizgînîyê ez rabûm, xerîta welatê xwe vekir, navêd bajaran û gundan 
min xwend û bi wê mutesellî bûm” (Jîn  1985, p. 441).  
181 The only other writer to discuss homeland in  Jîn  was Qazîzade Şewqî, an exiled 
Iranian Kurdish intellectual in Istanbul, yet with a different approach from that of 
Hekarî. While Hekarî was trying to give an Islamic coloring to Kurdish nationalism 
and its related concepts such as national right, history and homeland, Qazîzade 
was emphasizing the pre-Islamic history of the Kurds. In an essay he published in 
Jîn  no. 11 (15 February 1919) he states that, “[O]ur homeland is Kurdistan which is 
a place where the world’s civil izations began…Our land, our homeland is the 
memento of Jamshid, Fereydun, and Kay Khosrow who in their courts swore upon 
their honor to protect it and now it is our duty to defend it.” 
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A paradise that I dream of  
Where villages are free of ignorance, 
And villagers know the meaning of life.  
In all villages schools are opened, 
Crying and wailing are heard no more.  
Where the villages are awake from their sleep, 
And know who is friend, who is enemy.    

The poem is a short ghazal and in aruzi meter, but unlike the classical ghazal 

which is mono-rhymed, the poem has a free rhyme scheme. Applying free rhyme 

scheme is a significant contribution of Hekarî to change in the form of poetry in 

the twentieth century. This practice was later recognized as a distinctive feature 

of modern poetry.  

4.5.2.2. Anthropomorphizing Homeland  

The nationalistic writings of Kurdish poets such as Hekarî had a pedagogical 

function and were written to inculcate nationalism in their readers. Adopting 

religious terminology to inculcate the love of homeland, as Hekarî did, was an 

effective tool but not sufficient. To build a nation, Kurdish nationalists needed to 

build a national home, where all members felt they belonged. Yet, for a people 

who had, hitherto, sentiment only toward their tribes, homes, and hometowns a 

bigger geographical entity named Kurdistan which stretched to beyond the 

borders they were familiar with was an abstract idea and needed to be 

concretized. Creating a national Kurdish home and venerating its land and 

borders was a challenging task and different strategies needed to be adopted to 

fulfil this aim. A significant strategy was anthropomorphizing the homeland as an 

old mother in need of care and protection, an image which was probably due to 

the influence of familiarity with Turkish and Iranian nationalism.  

Like Iranian nationalism, “patriotic” nationalistic discourse preceded a 

“matriotic” discourse. In Iran, as Tavakoli-Targhi notes, patriotic nationalist 

discourse that imagined the Shah as the father of “vatan” was sponsored by the 

state, yet the rise of a counter-state discourse which challenged the tyranny of the 

Shah, gave birth to matriotic nationalistic discourse (2001, pp. 224–225). 

Tavakoli-Targhi in explaining the shift argues that, 
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In contradistinction to the characterization of the Shah as the father of the 
homeland, an increasing number of late-19th- and early-20th-century non-official 
newspapers and journals characterized the homeland as a dying 6,000-year-old 
mother. Instead of the all powerful Father-Shah who had to be obeyed 
courteously, the image of a dying mother-vatan created an urgent situation 
obligating her "children" to rush to save her life. Whereas the earlier 
characterization of the authorities as shepherds constituted them as superior, 
they were now held accountable for the motherland's suffering and imminent 
death. (2001, p. 225) 

Kurdish patriotism, however, was not an official discourse, but rather 

emerged following the weakening and the demise of the Kurdish semi-

independent emirates in the mid-nineteenth century. Thus, it was a nostalgic 

discourse lamenting the loss of the time when Kurds were “free” and 

“independent.” The Kurdish princes in the patriotic poetry of Salim, Kurdî, and Şêx 

Reza Talibanî were the symbols of Kurdish autonomy and were always portrayed 

as just, gracious, and generous kings and their time was praised as the golden 

age of the Kurdish history. Because the Kurdish emirates were brought to an 

abrupt end by the suppression of the Persian and the Ottoman Empires and 

Kurdistan never existed as a unified country, the patriotic discourse was always 

lamenting the absence of a leader under whom all Kurdish tribes would come 

together to create one political entity. Thus, the shift from patriotism to matriotism 

in Kurdish nationalism, unlike the shift in Iranian nationalism, was not the 

consequence of a counter-state discourse. It was rather the impulse of an urgent 

need for action in the light of the fast-changing political system and the World War 

I, under the influence of Iranian and Turkish nationalistic discourse.182  

Hekarî wrote three important poems about “welat” in the second volume of 

Gazîya Welat which was discovered in 2014. These poems have not been 

republished since their composition in 1921, but are the only songs about 

homeland in Kurmanji discovered so far. The first poem is “Weslet” (union) which 

is a short ghazal in which the poet recounts his first union with “welat” after being 

away for five years. The five years of separation from the motherland could be a 

                                              
182 Istanbul was the centre of the Iranian counter-state press such as Akhtar which 
served as valuable sources for the Kurdish intellectuals who were familiar with the 
Persian language.    
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reference to the years Hekarî spent in the Russian prisons and at the battlefield. 

The poet portrays a wounded woman as homeland in the first stanza of the poem:  

I went to see my homeland  
And found my mother very sad. 
Her tears were turned to blood,  
She was wounded, her breasts were dry.  
What is it my mother? Why is your hair dishevelled?  
Where has your rose-scented breath gone? (1921, p. 15) 

Hekarî describes the distressed condition of “welat” using two familiar images in 

classical love poetry. The first image “tears turning to blood” is a familiar image in 

classical love poetry used to describe the lover. The lover in classical Kurdish and 

Persian poetry weeps “tears of blood” due to intense suffering,183 as the following 

verse by Kurdî exemplifies: 

Ezîzim wa le dûrît dil fîgarim                           
Ke xwên derjê li dîdey eşkbarim 
Weha fermêskî xwênîn dê li çawim                 
Wekû damanî Elvend e kenarim (2008, p. 30) 

My beloved I am so heartbroken by your exile that my tearful eyes are shedding 
blood. 
Rivers of red tears are flowing from my eyes like the rivers of the Alvand 
Mountain.   

The second image that the poet employs to portray the distraught condition of 

the homeland, “dishevelled hair,” is also another conventional image of the lover 

in classical poetry. The lover in classical poetry is portrayed as impoverished, ill-

looking, with wild-hair because of the ecstatic state of his mind as Hafez says in 

one famous ghazal,   

I’m well known throughout the whole city 
For being a wild-haired lover; and I’m that man who has, 
Never darkened his vision by seeing evil. (cited in Lewisohn 2010, p. 41)  

The mother-homeland is also described as wounded “brîndar” which is a 

familiar word in classical poetry depicting a lover who is wounded by love and the 

aloofness of the beloved. Thus, the poet relies on certain conventional images to 

create a recognizable image of suffering and grief. Hekarî creates a novel image 

                                              
183 The lover’s tears are also referred to as “ashk-e gulgūn” which l iterally means 
rose-coloured tears (Seyed Ghorab 2012, p. 99).   
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of the homeland and has to rely on classical images, but employing classical 

images of the lover for portraying a beloved-homeland makes the text 

‘ambivalent’. To avoid confusion in interpreting the poem, Hekarî makes it very 

clear from the second line that he is describing a mother, a mother who is 

wounded, ailing, and in pain.    

References to the motherland’s breast and her milk serve the purpose of the 

veneration of the homeland. “Mother” in Islamic and Kurdish culture has an 

esteemed status. There are many hadiths venerating mothers and warning 

against failing to respect or to look after them. In a famous saying when Prophet 

Mohammad is asked for advice by one of his companions who wants to join 

Jihad, the prophet asks him whether he has a mother and when the man answers 

yes, the prophet replies, "[T]hen stay with her, for Paradise is beneath her 

feet,"184 therefore emphasizing that serving one’s mother is greater than Jihad. In 

Kurdish culture it is believed that if one fails to look after his/her mother, then 

his/her mother’ milk would not be “halal” (şîrî dayk helal nebûn), thus failing to be 

blessed in the other world. Therefore, portraying the homeland as a mother was 

an effective strategy to put to shame those who do not care for her. Furthermore, 

the image of a dying motherland created an urgent situation obliging her 

"children" to rush to save her life. Emphasizing the ailments of “welat” was an 

important aspect of matriotic nationalistic discourse as Tavakoli-Targhi rightly 

notes in his comments on Iranian nationalism: he argues that “[u]nlike the official 

patriotic discourse that constituted vatan as a healthy body symbolically headed 

by the Shah, the matriotic counter-state discourse represented vatan as an ailing 

mother in need of immediate care (2001, p. 225).  

    Hekarî creates the image of the homeland as an ailing mother in two other 

poems which were written in the form of songs and are subtitled as “stran” (song). 

The first one is called “Giriya Welat” (the cry of homeland) which is a tarji-band 

and consists of four stanzas, each a tercet, followed by a refrain. This form was a 

perfect choice for a song and might have been written to be sung.  

                                              
184 See, http://sunnah.com/nasai/25/20  
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Du Teyrokan dikir gazî  
Nizam Kund e ya ne bazî  
Dibê welat rût e, tazî 
                                          De megrî welato megrî 
                                          De megrî Xwede lime kerîm e 
Yekî digo nav nivîn e  
Yekî digo pir birîn e  
Lewra dile min bixûn e  
                                        De megrî welato megrî 
                                        De megrî Xwede lime kerîm e  
Welatê min wê dinale  
Nav nivînan bi bê perbal e  
Zaroyê xayîn naçine bal e  
                                           De megrî welato megrî 
                                           De megrî Xwede lime kerîm e 
Welatê min hêja şifa ye  
Zarê welatî bixew e  
Halê welat lewra ev e  
                                         De megrî welato megrî 
                                        De megrî Xwede lime kerîm e (1921, p. 21) 

Two birds were calling,  
I was not sure whether they were owls or falcons.  
They were saying “our homeland is naked and poor” 
          Do not cry my homeland, do not cry,  
          Our God is great.  
One is saying “she is bed-ridden,” 
The other one’s saying “she is full of pain,” 
That is why my heart is aching,  
           Do not cry my homeland, do not cry  
           Our God is great.  
My homeland is crying in pain,  
She is alone with no soft pillow,  
Her children, traitors all, pay her no attention,  
           Do not cry my homeland, do not cry  
           Our God is great.  
My homeland is in need of treatment,  
Yet her children are all asleep,  
That is why homeland is in distress,  
           Do not cry my homeland, do not cry  
           Our God is great.  

Debate, “monazire,” is a classical form of presenting debates or conversation. 

The conversation in this poem is between a falcon and an owl which have 

contrasting connotations in classical poetry. The falcon in classical poetry is the 

symbol of love, ecstasy, and strong character (Schimmel 1992, p. 510), used to 

refer to prince, patron, and the beloved (ibid. p. 286). The owl is, nevertheless, 

among the sinister birds and is always associated with ruins (ibid. p. 185). This 

contrasting image implies an ambiguity toward the homeland. The falcon is a 
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reference to the status of the homeland and its love while the owl is a reference to 

its ruination and sickness. 

The motherland is portrayed as ailing, “bed-ridden” “full of pain” and in need 

of urgent care. She is crying out of pain and is “poor” and “naked” which could 

refer to years of war and destruction.185 The poet argues that “welat” has been left 

“alone with no soft pillow” which is a metaphor for not being looked after properly 

by her children who are scolded as “traitors”.186 In the last stanza the children of 

the homeland are deplored as being all “asleep”, a recurrent theme in the poetry 

of Hekarî and the writing of his time.  

When homeland is depicted as a sacred body of a mother, its defense 

becomes a moral and religious obligation, thus anyone who does not care for 

homeland could be easily cast out and looked down on as morally lax.  

4.5.2.3. Sacred Homeland, Sacred Borders  

Perhaps the only poet to mention and discuss “serhedan/ hudûd” (borders) in 

classical Kurdish poetry is Ehmedê Xanî. Xanî mourns that living on the borders 

have brought destruction and bloodshed for the Kurds because the borders have 

been the battleground of the Persian and the Ottoman Empires and each Empire 

has manipulated tribes in their favor;  

Ev Rum û Ecem bi wan hisar in         
Kirmanc hemî li çar kenar in              
Herdû terefan qebîlê Ekrad                 
Bo tîrê qeza kirîne amanc                    
Goyako li serhedan kilîd in                  
Her taîfe seddek in sedîd in (Xanî 2004, p. 44) 

The Turks and the Persian have surrounded  
The Kurdish people from all corners.  
Both sides have made the Kurdish tribes         

                                              
185 Hekarî repeats the same images of homeland in “Lorîya Welat”, (A Lullaby for 
homeland).         
186 Similar language to scorn those who did not care for their homeland is seen in 
the Iranian nationalistic discourse of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century. For instance, Kashani-Sabet quotes an article in a newspaper in 1911 in 
which the author labelled anyone who did not love his homeland as "bastard of the 
homeland" (haramzadah-i vatan-i) (1997, p. 34).    
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The target of their animosity.  
Because they [Kurds] are the key to the borders,           
Each tribe makes an invincible fence. 

Xanî refers to the Kurds as “people of mountains and borders” (kuhî û 

kenarî).187 His consciousness of the geopolitics of the Kurdish land inspired the 

Kurdish nationalist intellectuals in the twentieth century. But Hekarî’s reference to 

border was the result of Kurdish nationalism as well as the World War I. The 

Kurdish borders were under threat both by the War and the rival nationalism of 

the Kurd’s neighbours. To advocate the defence of the new homeland Hekarî 

sanctifies the borders not only by anthropomorphizing it as a mother, but also by 

merging the borders of the Islamic world with the borders of “Kurdistan”.188 This is 

best exhibited in his play, Memê Alan, in which he depicts a blurred picture of the 

Kurdish borders.  

The play is significant not only because of being the first Kurdish play, but 

also because of its subject. The title, Memê Alan, is taken from a popular folk 

poem with the same name, which also inspired Xanî for writing Mem û Zîn. The 

folk poem is a story of star-crossed lovers, Mem and Zîn (Kreyenbroek 2010).189 

Hekarî’s Memê Alan is different from the folk poem and has an Islamic twist. 

Unlike the folk poem and Mem û Zîn, in which Mem is in an adventure to reach 

his beloved, in Hekarî’s story Mem is already married to his beloved, Xezal, and 

has a different mission: participating Jihad, the holy war. The play begins with a 

monologue by Mem:  

Today Mir has ordered holy war. The enemies have taken the borders. Kurdish 
kids, God forbids, would be overrun by the enemies… I am no less than anyone. 
Am I not a Kurd (Kurmanj)? Is not the honor of the any Kurd my honor (namûs)? 
Of course, it is. Of course I shall go. I am Mem of Alan. The prince of Hekarî has 

                                              
187 “Kurmancim û kuhî û kenarî/ wan çend xeberê di kurdewarî” (Mem û Zîn  2004, 
p. 59).    
188 In Iran, territorial defeats to Russia and Britain led to Jhadiya l iterature for 
incit ing Iranian Muslims to action (Kashani Sabet 1997, p. 29). Recall ing the fatwas 
of the ulma in the nineteenth century, Kashani Sabet notes that they were arguing 
the necessity of protecting the lands to protect Islam (ibid.).   
189 It is the story of Mem, the heir to the ‘City of the West, ’ and Zîn the daughter of 
the governor of Jazira Botân who meet through fairies who like to see the two 
together. Once they meet they fall in love with each other and vow and exchange 
rings. But Zîn is engaged to another man and Mem is kil led in his adventures to 
reach Zîn by Beko (Kreyenbroek, 2010). 
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ordered. Sultan Slahadin has unsheathed his sword confronting the whole world 
and protecting the holy city of Quds. All the infidels of the world have come 
together to take it from the Islamic world. Mîr has been asked to help and we will 
go to help him. All Muslims are gathered there. Why? Because it is a holy war! 
All Hekarî families are armed. Why? Of course for the holy war! (1985, pp. 675-
76)190  

The complexity of the setting is revealed in this monologue. There are references 

to two different historical periods. On one hand the play is said to be taking place 

at the time of the Crusades and Saladin’s recapturing of Palestine, and on the 

other hand there are references to the Kurdish semi-autonomous emirate of 

Hekarî and its mîr call for “xeza”, Jihad. Sultan Saladin (Ṣalāḥ ad-Dīn Yūsuf ibn 

Ayyūb) was the legendary king of Egypt and Syria of Kurdish origin who lived in 

the twelfth century (1138–1193) and famously recaptured Jerusalem in 1187 

(Nicolle 2011, pp. 4–19).191 The emirate of Hekarî was established in the fifteenth 

century and lasted to the nineteenth century. By mixing these historically different 

periods Hekarî creates an ambiguous setting and merges the borders of the 

Islamic world and the Kurdish autonomous emirate. He provides an analogy for 

forshadowing the possibility of Kurdish victory. He argues for Jihad, for equal 

liberation of Jerusalem and the Kurdish lands. The word “xeza” is repeated many 

times in Mem’s monologues and throughout the play. Mem refers to the decree of 

the Hekari’s emir twice in the play. In fact, the emir’s decree is mentioned before 

the name of Saladin and his request for help. Mem argues that if he does not go 

to the battle Kurdish kids would be slaughtered by the enemies. Replying his 

mother, Mem says, 

Enemies are raiding us. They have come to take the holy Qods from Muslims. 
Therefore, emir has ordered “xeza,” which we will join. [I am joining] because I 

                                              
190 “Îroke Mîr emir kirîye, xeza ye. Neyaran serhed girtine. Zaryê Kurda, 
meazellah dê di ber dest û piyên dijminan biçit… Ez ji kî kêmtir im! Ma ez 
Kurmanc nînim! Ma namûsa her Kurdekî namûsa min nine! Elbet. Elbet ez 
biçim…..Ez Memê Alan im. Mîrê Hekariyan emir kirye. Hem Sultan Selaheddîn 
sire xwe kêşaye, l i pêşiya temamê dinyayê westaye, Qudsa Şerîf muhafeze 
diket. Umûmê fileyan berhev bûne ku ewê ji Îslamê bistînin. Cuhab ji Mîrê 
Hekariyan hatiye, em dê bçîne harîkariya wî. Îslam hemi li wê berhev bûne. Ji 
bo çi? Elbet j i bo xezayê. Mala Hekariyan hemi çekêt xwe bestine. Jib o çî? 
Elbet j ib o xezayê. Ma ez ji wan nazartr im! Ma xêra xezayê dê her jib o wan 
bit!”  
191 To read more on Saladin and his family also read, Humphreys, R. S. (1999). 
The Origins of the Ayyubid Confederation. The International Journal of Kurdish 
Studies. Vol. 13 (1), pp. 63-93.  
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am a Kurd and I am from Alan, and my father and grandfather have gone the 
same way, [therefore,] I should go as well. (1985, p. 676)192 

Referring to Hekarî as a Kurdish emirate among all other Kurdish emirates in 

the play could also be because of Hekarî’s close attachment to his 

hometown/birthplace, the Hekarî region. The play, therefore, marks the time when 

the idea of homeland was developing and the love of one’s birthplace was giving 

its place to a larger geographical entity. Specifically referring to the principality of 

Hekarî, in other word, could be interpreted as a testimony to a confusing stage of 

replacing the sentiments to one’s birthplace with a national homeland. 

Furthermore, although anthromophazing homeland as a mother was a strong 

argument for defending homeland, it seems that for religious thinkers such as 

Hekarî it was not sufficient. Thus, he visualizes the Kurdish homeland and the 

Islamic homeland as one to sanctify its borders and justify Jihad for its defense. 

Mem’s mother further emphasizes this duality when she expresses her consent 

for Mem to go to the war: “[I]f you do not go today, tomorrow the enemies will 

come. I raised you for such a day, so that you do something for your religion and 

homeland (“welatê xwe”) and elevate the name of Kurds and Kurdayetî.” (1985, p. 

675)193  

To emphasize the priority of the love of homeland to any other love Hekarî 

portrays Mem as being married only for a week, thus hesitant if he should leave 

his bride and joins the war, but he makes the poignant decision, 

Is it fair to leave Xezal, one week bride, alone? Yes, it is fair because the live of 
homeland is greater than any other love. She will be happy. If I will be martyred 
she will be proud of me. (1985, p. 676)194  

                                              
192 “Dijminan ser l i  me rakiriye. Hatine Qudsê ji Îslamê bistînin. Û mîr emir kiriye, 
xeza ye. Dê bçîn xezayê. Madem ez jî Kurd im û ez j i Alan im, bab û bapîrêt min di 
vê rê da çûne, divêt ez jî di vê rê da bçim.” 
193 “Eger tu îro neçî, sibê dijmin dê bêtin. Min tu j ib o rojekê weha xwedan kirî. Ku 
tu wî ciyî j i  bo dîn û welatê xwe bigrî, nave Kurdîtiyê, Kurmanîtiyê î’ la bikî, min sire 
xwe helal kir. Xwedê digel te bî.”      
194 “Ez wê diçim ba Xezalê… Bûka hefteyekê ye. Ez bihêlim di cî da ma însaf e? 
Belê, însaf e. Lewra evîniya welatî j i  hemî evîniyan mestir e. Ew jip ê razî ye. Ez 
biçim xazî bibim, ca ew jî bibite herema xaziyekî. Azim e ew jî fexrê biket.” 
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Hekarî’s Memê Alan is a new adaptation of the folk story which reflects the 

nuances of the Kurdish nationalistic discourse of the early twentieth century and 

the ambivalences of religious Kurdish nationalists.  

4.5.3. Constructing an Islamic History  

Hacî Qadir famously mourned that if Kurds had books and history in Kurdish, 

their “kings, emirs, shaikhs, and clerics” would have been known to the world for 

ever.   

Kitêb û defter û te’rîx û kaxez        
be Kurdî ger binûsraye zubanî  
Mela û şêx û mîr û padişaman       
heta mehşer dema naw û nîşanî (2007, p. 148) 

His celebration of glorious Kurdish history and mourning the loss of the Kurdish 

emirates was reiterated by Kurdish writers in the columns of Roj-i Kürd and 

Hetaw-i Kürd and the importance of history in raising national consciousness 

became a major theme in the Kurdish papers. In an article by Abdullah Cevdet, 

“Bir Hitab” (an Address), he highlights the importance of history in the era of 

nationalism,            

Is there a history of Kurds? With a “Şerefname” a nation cannot save and protect 
its honor of the history or its historical honor. The century in which we live, 
seriously, is the twentieth century. A nation which does not have its past and 
future history does not belong to itself, either. Nations or the persons who do not 
possess themselves are condemned to be slaves; they belong to others. (cited in 
Duman 2010, p. 214) 

There were many references to prominent Kurdish figures such as Salahadin 

in Kurdistan, Roj-i Kürd and Hetaw-i Kürd and later in Jîn, which served the 

purpose of infusing national pride as well as reminding the Kurds of their heroes 

and great achievements.195 But the need for writing the history of Kurds led to 

attempts by Kurdish intellectuals and writers for producing history books and 

pamphlets. Among the most known attempts are the books written by Emîn Zekî 

Beg’s Tarîxî Kurd û Kurdistan (A Brief History of Kurds and Kurdistan, from 

                                              
195 For instance, see Abdurrahman Bedirxan’s short biography of Saladin in 
Kurdistan , (1991), p. 300, and Mehmed Sakin’s “Kürdistan Tarihi” in Jîn 1985, pp. 
533-535.  
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Antiquity to the Present, 1930),196 and Huseyn Huznî Mukriyanî’s Awirêkî Paşewe 

(A Glimpse of the Past, 1929–1931) and Tarîxî Hukmdaranî Baban (The History 

of the Baban Emirate, 1930).197  

Hekarî also devoted the fourth volume of Gazîya Welat to the history of Kurds 

and wrote a Kurdish history in verse. This work, which is a long poem, like some 

other works of Hekarî, has remained unpublished. Ayhan Tek (Gewerî) claims 

that he possess the manuscript and has discussed the poem in an article entitled, 

“Evdirrehîm Rehmî Hekarî û Berhema Wî ya Li Ser Tarîxa Kurdan: Perek Zêrîn Ji 

Tarîxê” (2015).198 The poem is a mathnavi, a form of poetry in couplet rhyme 

which was used for long narratives, because the author is not restrained by 

rhyme. The title of the work, “Perek Zêrîn ji Tarîxê” (a golden page of history), 

foretells the author’s treatment of the subject. He narrates a golden history of the 

Kurds which starts with Noah and ends in 1923 with the establishment of the 

Turkish Republic. Highlighting the contribution of the Kurds to Islam was a 

common practice in the Kurdish papers such as Jîn, but Hekarî presents a 

different take by bringing the questions of Kurdish history and the Kurdish 

contribution to Islam, as well as other religions, in creating one literary/historical 

work. He claims that Kurds are the descendants of Noah and argues that 

according to the Qur’an Noah’s ship landed on Mount Judi, which is located in 

Kurdistan: 

Ji nesla Hezretî Nuh im ku navê wî Melîk Kurd e 
Ji wî ev navi mabû milletê min, lew dibên Kurd e 
  
Di tarîxa muqeddes da muheqeq rabûye Tufan  
Nesara û Yehud û Musluman pêkve dikin îman  
 
Sefîna Hezretî Nuhî ku westaye li ser Cudî  
Bi nessa ayetê ev sabit e Cîdî we ya Çudî 
… 

                                              
196 Zekî completed the second volume to this history in 1937. Both works were 
translated into Arabic by Muhammad Awni and a brief version of the first volume 
was translated into English by Nemat Sharif and was published at the Kurdish 
Studies Journal in 1996. See, Zaki, Muhammad Amin. (1996). “A Brief History of 
Kurds and Kurdistan, Part I: From the Advent of Islam to AD 1750.” Nemat Sharif 
[Trans.]. International Journal of Kurdish Studies 10, no. 1–2: 105–155. 
197 All Mukriyanî’s works were published in two volumes by Aras in 2007.  
198 I am grateful to Tek (Gewerî) for sharing an early draft of his article with me.  
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Çiyayê Cudî yê halen di nîva Cezreya Bohtan  
Di etrafê çiya kes nîne eqwaman jibil Kurdan (cited in Tek 2015, pp.13–14) 

I am a descendant of Noah, a king who was a Kurd.  
We have taken the name of our nation from him, so we are called Kurds. 
The sacred histories have recorded the Flood, 
Christians, Jews, and Muslims all believe in it. 
Noah’s ship landed on Mount Judi, 
Quranic verses confirm this, “Judi” or “Jidi”. 
Mount Judi is located in Jizra Botan  
Where no one but Kurds live.   

The reference to Quran is probably to verse 44 of Surat Hūd: “[A]nd it was said, 

"O earth, swallow your water, and O sky, withhold [your rain]." And the water 

subsided, and the matter was accomplished, and the ship came to rest on the 

[mountain of] Judiyy. And it was said, "Away with the wrongdoing people."199 

His argument resonates with Hacî Qadir’s, who had the same argument and 

calls Kurds the children of Noah. However, he takes the argument further and 

claims all the prophets to be Kurdish. He argues that after the Flood people were 

scattered around the world and worshiped idols, but Kurds stayed in their land 

and only followed God’s messengers:  

Esasê merkezê Tewhîdê qudsê erzê Kurdistan  
Newala agirê Nemrûd Xudê lew kire biharistan  
 
Ji eqlê Kurdî dûr e ew şerîkan bo Xwedê çêket  
Weya bêjit Xudê ye ew ji bo xwe pûtekê çêket (ibid., p. 15) 

The centre of the holy religion is the Kurdish land,  
Where God turned into a spring-land for Abraham. 
It is far from the Kurdish reasoning to accept God is not one, 
Or to make idols to worship. 

Thus, he argues that the Kurds were wise and could not accept idols as their 

God, therefore Abraham, who was Kurdish, could not stand the idolatry:  

Nekir esla qebûl, ew bêşu‘ûrî dît Îbrahîm  
Di mulkê Kurd û Kurmancan da nabît dînekî bêxîm (ibid.) 

Abraham could not accept such foolishness 

                                              
199 http://quran.com/11/44  
 َ ت اسْ رُ وَ ْ َم قُضِيَ اْأل اءُ وَ مَ غِيضَ الْ عِي وَ لِ قْ اءُ أَ مَ ا سَ يَ اءَكِ وَ عِي مَ لَ ْ رْضُ اب ا أَ َ يلَ ي قِ وَتْ وَ
ينَ مِ الِ Qمِ الظ وْ قَ ْ ل d ا ل دً عْ يلَ بُ قِ ۖ  وَ dودِي لَى الْجُ   ”عَ
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Such beliefs could not exist in the Kurdish land. 

   He then claims all other prophets to be Kurdish: 

Eva Musa eva Îsa hemî nesla Xelîlullah  
Kurê dî bûye bapîrê Muhemmed heq Resulellah (ibid.) 

Moses, Jesus, all descendants of Abraham  
And Mohammad the last messenger [were Kurdish] 

He even claims that the Quraysh, the esteemed Arab tribe prophet 

Mohammad was born into one its family, were Kurdish in origin, but forgot their 

language:  

Qureyşî Kurd û Kurmanc in muheqqeq xwûnekî pak in  
Eger çi bîr kirin ezmanê eslî lê bi îdrak in (ibid., p. 16) 

The Quraysh were Kurds and of noble blood,  
Wise and gifted, although they lost their original language  
 

This reasoning is particularly significant because Arabs were always praised for 

being a noble people, “an illustrious nation” in Said Nursi’s words (cited in 

Soleimani 2014, p. 13), and to argue the noble origin of the Kurds, Muslim 

Kurdish intellectuals, like Nursi, were claiming that “Kurds are racially related to 

Arabs” (ibid.).  Hekarî, though a follower of Nursi, presents a very different claim 

and instead of relating the Kurds to Arabs to assert their nobility claims that Arabs 

were originally Kurdish. Though Hekarî’s claim over the Kurdishness of all the 

prophets is rather exceptional, Kurdish folklore is replete with claims over the 

Kurdishness of Noah and Abraham, and one would encounter similar claims by 

religious scholars even today.200 

Hekarî refers to Kurdish heroes such as Saladin:   

Temamê Avrûpa rabû hedef Qur‘an hedef îman  
Ji Kurmancan Selaheddînê Eyyûbî e‘lem rakir  
Şehamet daye meydanê rûhê eslafî pê şa kir (ibid., p. 17)  

                                              
200 The Kurdish Islamic Scholars’ Union website on 13 December 2012 reported a 
lecture on the importance of Kurds in the history of Islam in Cairo in which the 
presenter, Dr Abdulmaqsud Basha, claimed that the name of Kurdistan is mentioned 
in Torah, Bible and Quran, and that parts of Noah’s arch were found in Kurdistan in 
1948. See the report at, http://www.zanayan.org/t_detail.php?id=2955&section=1    
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When all Europe rose to attack our Quran and faith  
They were defied by a Kurdish man named Saladin Ayubi 
He showed bravery and made his ancestors proud 

He also portrays a glorious history of the Kurdish emirates and praises the 

Kurdish princes and emirs for their support of learning and education, 

Emîrê dawîyê j’mala ‘ezîzan Mîrê Bedirxan  
Ehemmîyet we daye ‘ilmî her cî bûye ‘ilmistan  
DibêJînsêsed û şêst medrese çêkir bi destê xwe  
Feqî bîzzat dikirne îmtihan d’gerîya di mulkê xwe  
Hebû bêhedd cihê ‘ilm û cihê irfan cihê tedrîs  
Muheqqeq darê ‘irfan bû di Kurdistanê da Bidlîs  
Kutubxane medaris mescîd û mizgeft û minnare  
Tijî fezl û tijî ‘irfan niha jî ew bi asar e  
Şerefxan Beg nivisî bo me tarîx nav Şerefname  
Bi fezl û ‘ilm û zanînî heta îro şeref da me  
Di Mûş û Palo û Wanê Mehmudan û di Westan  
Xelat û Elcewaz Erdîş Elajgirt heta Erwan (ibid., p. 24)     

The princes of Bedirkhan family favoured learning and science, 
Thus everywhere turned into science-land [at their time]. 
Their last prince [mîr ‘Îmadeddîn] alone built three hundred and sixty madrassas, 
Students had no need to go out of their homeland to pursue knowledge.  
There were many places to learn science, mysticism, or religion,  
Bitlis was the heart of mysticism in Kurdistan.  
Libraries, madrassas, mosques, and minarets   
Places to learn knowledge or mysticism, some to have survived still; 
Sharaf khan wrote for us Sharafnameh, our history,  
And made us proud with his knowledge and learning. 

After covering the medieval history of Kurds, Hekarî discusses Kurdish 

modern history and in his account refers to the Kurdish nationalists’ activities and 

their publications, 

 Girêdan wan Civata Hîvîyê mesdud ma Rojî Kurd  
Hemî Turk in di eslê xwe di dinyayê çunîne Kurd  
Digotin ehmeqan hem wek keran bawer kirin zehfan  
Dixwazîtin kitaban bînne meydanê bi tehrîfan  
Dema mexlûb ketin mecbûrî man heqqî bikin teslîm  
We dîsa bûn birayê me semîmîyet kirin te’mîm  
Civatek çêkirin resmen Şerîf Paşa murexxes bû  
Di Parîs da wekîlê me jî bo Kurda nê ew kes bû  
Civatek dî me çêkiribû ji bo ‘ilm û ji bo ‘irfan  
Du rojnave hebûn yek Jîn we ya din navê Kurdistan (ibid., p. 21) 
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He refers to the rise of Kamal Ataturk, Armenian mass-killing and Kurdish 

complicity in their massacre, the murder of Shaikh Said Palu,201 Yusuf Ziya,202 

and Armenian elites, and the massacres of the Kurdish city of Dersim and Palo; 

Di Şerqê Ermenî kuştin Qere Kazim bi dest Kurdan  
Kemalê bêkemal Kirmancî girtin pur xeber pê dan  
Bi namûsa xwe sûnd xwarin ji bo Xalid Begê Cibrî  
Heta heqqê we Kurdan em nedin heram be me mêrî  
Çi gava bûne xalib guhnedane ehd û peymanan  
Nehiştin tiştekî qudsî tecawiz kirine îmanan  
Tehemmûl wan nekir Xalid Beg û Yusuf Zîya kuştin  
Çirayê me vekuştin ma kesî eqlî li ser hiştin  
Qirara qetlê-amê da di Palo û Dêrsim û Axrî  
Bûye mezbeh ji bo Kurdan bi milyonan Jînû zarî  
Ewan xûnxar û bêdînan ku bêheq bêsebeb kuştin  
Munewer ‘alim û zana ji Kurdan ma qe yek hiştin (ibid., p. 23) 

In the East they killed Armenians and Qara Kazim by Kurdish hands, 
Kamal who is deprived of “Kamal” killed the Kurds. 
He deceived Khalid Bag-e Jibri and sworn upon his honor (“namus”)  
That we would give the Kurds their right,  
But they forgot their promises as they took power, 
And disrespected everything sacred and offended our faith.  
They could not tolerate Khaled Bag and Yusef Zia and killed them. 
They killed all our lights. Did they leave sanity for anyone?  
He [Kamal] order massacres in Palu, Dersim, and Akre, 
Kurdistan became a slaughterhouse of millions of women and children. 
Those bloodthirsty and infidels killed innumerable Kurds, 
Did they spare any Kurdish sage and scholar?    

Studying Hekarî’s poetry gives a more comprehensive picture of the reception of 

modernity in Kurdish society and the evolution of Kurdish nationalism. It reveals the 

heterogeneity of ideas and views with regard to modernity and nationalism. Hekarî’s 

poetry attests to the ambivalence, fears, and concern s of religious intellectuals in 

response to modernism and the strategies they adopted to incorporate the new ideas 

with their religious beliefs. Modernization was, therefore, a creative and a conscious 

adaptation in which the religious intellectuals greatly contributed to by selecting 

                                              
201 Shaikh Said of Palu (1865–1925) led the first Kurdish revolt in the modern Republic of 

Turkey. It was crushed by the Turkish army and Shaikh Said was convicted of treason and 
hanged (Gunter 2009, p. 179). Azadi political organization was behind the revolt and their explicit 
goal was “to establish an independent Kurdish state in which Islamic principles, violated by a 
secular Turkey” (ibid.). Shaikh Said had the support of Zaza-speaking Kurds of Dersim area who 
faced mass-killing by the Turkish army when the revolt was crushed.    

202 Yusuf Ziya (1882-1925) was a member of right of Kürdistan Teali Cemiyeti (KTC) during 
the armistice period and was known for his political work. He served as a congressman in the first 
parliament, but was found guilty of being one of the organisers of Shaikh Said’s Revolt and was 
hanged (Baykuşak 2014, p. 69). 
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aspects of it most relevant to Kurdish society, while deliberately ignoring some other 

aspects. Education was significantly highlighted and was even equated with 

modernity. Appropriating the Qur‘anic verses and the hadith was an effective tool 

of advocating education, as the most celebrated aspect of modernity, and 

nationalism and was largely practiced by the Kurdish intellectuals, writers and poets 

of the early decades of the twentieth century. Hekarî however, manifests a 

phenomenonal liberty in appropriating the Qur‘an and the hadith. He extended key 

Islamic concepts to the Kurdish context, therefore immensely contributed to the 

development of Kurdish nationalism.  

For Hekarî, poetry was a means of advocating education and propagating 

nationalism. Thus, the change in the function of poetry and the definition of poet 

which began with Hacî Qadir was intensified in Hekarî. When Hacî Qadir began 

to use poetry for socio-political purposes his attempt was viewed as atypical and 

unnatural, but two decades later not only was it not regarded as unnatural, but 

also necessary. Thus, the poet was assigned with new responsibilities; he was 

expected to take the responsibility of “awakening” the people. The new 

pedagogical function of poetry meant substantial changes in the language and 

the form of poetry. While the poet relies on the conventional images in the 

classical poetry, he adopts a simpler language. Like Hacî Qadir he adopted 

ghazal and qasida for social and political themes and practiced the new genres of 

political ghazal and patriotic qasidas. Not only did he continue adopting mathnavi 

rhyme for ghazal and qasida, first employed by Hacî Qadir, Hekarî experimented 

new rhyme schemes, such as free rhyme, that were completely new to Kurdish 

poetry.  

Hekarî represents a stage in the history of Kurdish intellectual and cultural life 

which has been largely overlooked by historians and cultural critics. His effort to 

combine Islam with nationalism is the prototype of the Kurdish intellectuals’ efforts 

in the early decades of the twentieth century. However, these were short-lived 

and despite their immense effect on the Kurdish nationalistic discourse, 

terminology and outlook were replaced by a secular vision toward the 1930s. For 

instance, twenty years after the publication of Hekarî’s poetry when a group of 
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Kurdish nationalists including Musa Anter, Hekarî’s son-in-law, came together to 

found Kürtleri Koruma Derne-i (Association for the Protection of Kurds) they 

refused to declare allegiance to the cause over the Qur‘an. Instead, they decided 

to take an oath over a Kurdish flag (the flag of Mahabad Republic)203 and a gun 

(cited in Aydın 2005, pp. 68-69). For them the Quran signified nothing in terms of 

their Kurdish cause (ibid.). This new stage of modern Kurdish history and its 

implications for the Kurdish language and poetry will be examined in the next 

chapter in the works of Pîremêrd.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                              
203 Komarî Mahabad, or the Republic of Mahabad, was the first independent Kurdish 
republic in Iran. Founded in January 1946, it lasted less than year and its leader 
Mohammad Qazi was hanged by the Iranian regime. Although a short-l ived 
experince, it has inspired Kurdish nationalistic movements in all parts of Kurdistan.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Pîremêrd 

Unlike Hekarî, Pîremêrd (1867–1950) is a well-known and well-recognized 

poet, but ironically it is not his poetry that has earned him this recognition, but his 

journalistic and publishing activities. Pîremêrd is best known for publishing Jîn, a 

weekly journal published in Sulaymaniyah, which ran for twenty-five years, and 

for founding Jîn Publishing House, which is alive and active today. Pîremêrd did 

not consider writing poetry as a profession and wrote poetry for reasons other 

than aesthetic ones. With socio-political purposes in mind, he adapted the 

language and the form of poetry to fulfil his aims, and in doing so he introduced 

significant transformations into Kurdish poetry and heightened what had been 

done earlier. Although he has a recognizable status in different views on the 

emergence of modern poetry, not enough credit has been given to him for his 

contributions to the development of modern poetry. He is considered to have 

direct or indirect influence on the emergence of modern poetry (Resûl 1966; Aref 

1958; Hilmî 1988). In other words, his recognition is only limited to his influence 

on other poets such as Goran or Şêx Nûrî and because he followed the classical 

forms of ghazal and qasida in writing poetry he is not considered a modern poet. 

This chapter is a study of Pîremêrd’s literary activities and his discursive 

contributions to the evolution of modern Kurdish poetry.  

As a publisher, journalist, playwright, writer, and poet, Pîremêrd encouraged 

adopting simple language in contrast to the enigmatic language of classical 

poetry, which was still in use by his contemporaneous poets and writers. He 

disdained the hyperbolic language of classical poetry and opted for a model 

based on, in his own words, “the practices of the Europeans”,204 with concrete 

and life-like images (2009, p. 18). Pîremêrd encouraged writing in “pure Kurdish”, 

                                              
204 To whom “the Europeans” refers is never clear, neither in Pîremêrd’s nor in his 
contemporaries’ arguments.   
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a term which emerged in the 1930s and initiated a campaign for purifying the 

Kurdish language of foreign/non-Kurdish words. His depiction of love was 

different from the classical depiction of love and the beloved and, unlike classical 

poetry, he gave the beloved a human face. Pîremêrd also had a significant role in 

developing Kurdish nationalism by depicting a clearer image of the Kurdish 

homeland and reshaping Kurdish national history by drawing on its pre-Islamic 

period. His contribution to Kurdish nationalism had a direct impact on his poetry 

and was a major driving force of change, as I illustrate in this chapter.        

5.1. Pîremêrd’s life and career  

Pîremed’s real name is Tewfîq Hemze Ax'ay Mesref. His father, Hemze Ax'a, 

was the head of the Finance Office of the Baban Emirate, hence the title “mesref” 

(Aşna 2009, p. 48). He was born in 1867 in Sulaymaniyah and was appointed as 

the Registry Office’s scribe in 1882 (ibid.). He served as a scribe at the Royal 

Estate Office in Halabjah and the Royal Court in Sharbajêr before being 

appointed as the Municipality’s deputy in Karbala (Aşna 2009, p. 49; Resul 1989, 

p. 55). He was then selected by Şêx Mustefa Neqîb as his personal assistant and 

accompanied him, and Şêx Seîdî Hefîd, (the father of Şêx Mehmûd Hefîd who 

proclaimed an independent Kurdish state in 1924),205 in their journey to Istanbul 

in 1898 (ibid.) This travel changed Pîremêrd’s career and life and made Istanbul 

his new home for the next twenty six years. He was given the title of “beg” (lord) 

by Sultan Abdulhamit; thus following his hajj pilgrimage he was called Haji Tewfîq 

Beg (Aşna 2009, p. 49). He was offered a position in the High Council of Istanbul 

when the Ottoman court scribe, Izzet Pasha, was reportedly impressed with his 

fluency in the Persian language (ibid.).  

In Istanbul it is claimed that Pîremêrd attended law school and was awarded 

a diploma (ibid. p. 50). This has been doubted by Xeznedar (2005, p. 98) who 

also casts doubts on Pîremêrd’s nationalistic motives for not taking up any official 

                                              
205 Şêx Mustefa and Şêx Seîd were the religious and polit ical notables of 
Sulaymaniyah and the grandsons of Kak Ehmedî Şêx of Sulêmanî, the legendary 
religious leader of the Qadiri dervishes.     
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job upon his return to Sulaymaniyah in 1924.206 In 1907 he joined Kürt Teavün ve 

Terakki Cemiyeti (Kurdish Society for Progress and Union) led by Şêx Ebdulqadir 

Nehrî and became the owner and manager of the Kürt Teavün ve Terakki 
newspaper (Baykûşak 2014, p. 54). He published numerous articles in Turkish in 

which he defends “Ottomanism” as a collective identity (ibid.).207 In his short 

autobiography, Pîremêrd says that in Istanbul he was acquainted with Turkish 

poets Recaizade Ekrem and Xalid Ziya (2009, p. 17).208 He contributed to Rojî 

Kurd, Hetawî Kurd, and Jîn newspapers. He published under different names 

such as Süleymaniyeli Tevfik, Süleymaniyeli M., Süleymaniyeli Mehmudnejad, 

Nejad Tevfik, and the pen names of Süleymaniyeli Widad, S. T., M. M., and “Pîre 

Kurd” (the old Kurd).209   

He introduced classical Sorani and Gorani poetry to Kurmanji and Turkish 

speakers for the first time with his Turkish translations.210 In 1909 he was 

appointed as the Deputy Governor of Colemêrg (Hakkarî) and then Governor of 

Amasiya in 1918 (Resûl 1989, p. 55). With the establishment of the Turkish 

Republic in 1924, he left Turkey and returned to Sulaymaniyah (ibid.; Aşna 2009, 

p. 50). He did not take any official job upon his return and devoted all his life to 

publishing Kurdish papers (Resûl 1989, p. 55). He acted as the editor-in-chief of 

Jiyanewe, a newspaper founded by Huseyn Nazim, from 1926 to 1932, and after 

Nazim’s death in 1932 Pîremêrd became the owner and the editor-in-chief of the 

paper until 1950. In the 312th issue of the paper in 1932 he published one of his 

famous poems “beyanî bû le xew hestam” (wakening in the morning) under the 

pen name of Pîremêrd and he retained it for the rest of his life. He changed the 
                                              

206 Xeznedar implies that Pîremêrd was too old to take up any off icial job. 
Xeznedar’s comment is not without prejudice because running a paper in Kurdistan 
did not involve any less duties and responsibil i t ies than those attached to an official 
governmental position.  
207 On “Ottomansim” among the Kurdish intellectuals see Duman 2010, pp. 74–82. 

208 Pîremêrd also says that he had close relation with Abdülhak Hâmid and calls 
him an “ethereal poet” (“şaêrêkî asmanî”) (2009, p. 21).  
209 Adopting different pen names was a common practice among the Kurdish 
writers of this period. Hekarî, as was noted in the previous chapter, also published 
under different pen names. It is not clear why they used so many names and I have 
not come across any comment or explanation in any of the sources I have studied. 
One explanation could be to evade recognition and therefore responsibil i ty, 
especially in the case of someone like Pîremêrd with official positions.  
210 He published and translated Nalî’s famous qasida  “Qurbanî xakî regêtim” in Jîn  
no. 6 (1918) and Komasî’s famous elegy for his wife in Jîn  no. 12 (1919). 
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paper’s name to Jîn, after Istanbul’s Jîn, in 1938 and continued its publication 

until 1950. Jîn continued to be published until 1963, thirteen years after 

Pîremêrd’s death.    

Besides his journalistic activities Pîremêrd published poetry, short stories, 

dramas, and translations. He also collected and published folklore and his 

collection of folklore is one of the largest to date. Among his famous dramas are 

Mem û Zîn (1935),211 Dwanze Swarî Merîwan (the twelve knights of Mariwan, 

1935), Şerîf Hemewend (Sharif of Hamawand, 1936),212 Cîrokî Mehmûd Ax'ay 

Şêwekel (the story of Mahmud Agha of Shewakal, 1942), all of which are based 

on Kurdish folkloric and historical stories. Pîremêrd published the diwan of 

Mewlewî (1806–1882), the great Gurani poet, in two volumes in 1935 with the 

Sorani translation of the poems. He also collected and published the poetry of 

Bêsaranî (1642? –1701?) and Welî Dêwane (1754? –1798), two prominent 

Gurani poets, with their translation into Sorani. Pîremêrd revived Gurani poetry by 

publishing the diwans of the major Gurani poets and played a crucial role in 

familiarizing Sorani speakers with the forgotten heritage of the Gurani literature. 

He published Mewlana Xalid Neqşbendî’s Dîwan in Jîn. In 1947 he published 

Galtew û Gep which was a collection of folkloric stories. He contributed to other 

Kurdish-Sorani journals in Iraq such as Gelawêj with short stories and poems.213 

Pîremêrd also had translations from Turkish into Kurdish.214 In 1942 he published 

the translation of a Turkish novel Kemançe Jen (the violinist).215    

                                              
211 Pîremêrd first published Mem û Zîn  as a book in 1934. To read more about the 
play and its performance see, Berzincî, Y. Q. (2007). Şanoy Kurdî: Erşîv û Têkst, 
Nimayiş û Bîner . Silêmanî: Çapxaney Tîşk. pp. 41–45.         
212 This play of Pîremêrd has not survived in print, but some details about the 
performance can be found in Îzzedîn Mustefa Resul Lêkollînewey Edebî Folklorî 
Kurdî (Silêmanî 1979), and Jiyan  paper no. 506 and 508 (1936 and 1937). For more 
information on this play see, Berzincî, Yasir Qadir. (2007). Şanoy Kurdî: Erşîv û 
Têkst, Nimayiş û Bîner. Silêmanî: Çapxaney Tîşk. pp. 46–53.   
213 He published five short stories in Gelawêj: Encamî Piyawêkî Bengkêş (no. 9 & 
12, 1941), Zoremilî Milşikanî Ledwaye (no. 3&4, 1942), Demarî Kurd Çît Lebaraye: 
Xanzadey Qeraçîley Soran (no. 7 &8, 1942), Felsefey Kiçe Kurdêk (no. 5&6, 1942), 
and Kay Kon (1946).   
214 Translating Turkish poetry was a common practice of modern Kurdish poets l ike 
Pîremêrd, Şêx Nurî, and Goran. Although translation has been suggested as one of 
the grounds of modernization of Kurdish poetry, there has been litt le study of the 
impact of l i terary translation on poetic change in Kurdish. For study of translation in 
Turkish poetry see, Paker, Saliha. (1991). The Age of Translation and Adaptation, 
1850-1914: Turkey.  In Robin Ostle (ed.). Modern Literature in the Near and Middle 
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5.2. The challenges of studying Pîremêrd   

Pîremêrd did not publish a diwan of his poems in his lifetime and collections 

of his works were compiled after his death by his family, poets and publishers. 

The compilers collected the poems which were published in the Kurdish papers of 

Jiyanewe and Jîn; the papers Pîremêrd himself was running. The problem of 

these works is that there are a considerable number of anonymous poems in 

Jîyanewe and Jîn and the compilers have ascribed the majority of them to 

Pîremêrd. Publishing anonymously, or under pseudonyms, was not uncommon in 

the early Kurdish papers and was a way of protecting the identity of the writers for 

political and social reasons, but it represents a major challenge for scholars and 

literary historians. It is known that Pîremêrd sometimes published anonymously or 

under pseudonyms in his paper. Aşina mentions one incident when a poem 

“Beharî” was published in Jîn no. 622 (1941) under the pseudonym of “Îzzet 

Mehyedîn” and Necmedîn Mela (1898–1962), Kurdish writer and critic, revealed it 

in a letter to Jîn, and addressing Pîremêrd, that the author must be Pîremêrd 

(2009, p. 295). This letter was published in the next issue of Jîn (no. 623) 

together with Pîremêrd’s response. Necmedîn Mela rightly criticized publishing 

under pseudonyms as misleading which makes writing literary history very difficult 

for critics and historians (cited in Aşina 2009, pp. 295–296).216 Therefore, 

identifying Pîremêrd’s authentic works in the papers needs careful studying of the 

poems for language and style. Since I am relying on the published diwans of 

Pîremêrd for studying his poetry this study is at risk of analyzing texts which might 

not be Pîremêrd’s.217  

                                                                                                                                   
East 1850-1970 . London and New York: Routledge, pp. 17–32; Gürçağlar, Şehnaz 
Tahir. (2008). The Polit ics and Poetics of Translation in Turkey, 1923-1960 . 
Amsterdam-New York: Rodopi; Gürçaglar, Şehnaz Tahir, Paker, Saliha, and Milton, 
John. (eds.) (2015). Tradition, Tension and Translation in Turkey . Amsterdam: John 
Benjamins Publishing Company. 
215 The author of the novel is unknown. The 1942 version is extant, but it was 
reprinted in 1978 in Baghdad.  
216 The irony is that Necmedîn Mela signed the letter under an unrecognizable pen 
name “bêkar” (jobless), and his authorship was revealed in Pîremêrd’s response. 
Pîremêrd replied “[W]hy do you shoot your arrows and then hide your bow? You 
have also changed your name!! Well, people steal poetry, I have stolen my name. 
You are Necmedîn Mela, the lover of Kurdish l iterature.” (cited in Aşna 2009, p. 
296)     
217 The lack of well-edited diwans is a major hurdle in studying Kurdish poetry.   
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Another challenge in studying Pîremêrd’s poetry is that a number of poems 

ascribed to him are in fact translations of Turkish, Arabic, and Persian poetry or 

Sorani translations of Gurani poems. Pîremêrd, for unknown reasons, did not 

indicate the translation nature of some of his works and since most of the 

published diwans were collected and published hastily and carelessly, such 

poems have been recorded as Pîremêrd’s works. Xeznedar points this problem 

out and blames the researchers who, instead of conducting a critical examination 

of the available information on Pîremêrd’s life and career blindly repeat the 

mistake (2005, pp. 95-6).218 In this study I use Aşna’s edited diwan (2009) in 

which in his attempt to present an edited collection of Pîremêrd’s poetry he has 

identified the source of some of the poems.  

The last challenge in studying Pîremêrd is the number of his works. He was 

an extremely prolific writer and poet. He published at least a piece of poetry or 

prose in every issue of Jîyanewe and Jîn (of which 2050 issues were published 

by 1950) and in many issues of Gelawêj and Kurdistan. He published articles and 

poems in Turkish in Isntanbul’s Jîn, Ictihad (run by Ebdula Cevdet), and in 

Terjuman Haqiqat (run by Mualam Naji). He also published in Persian journals 

and papers: he sent articles and poetry to the Shafaq-e Sorkh (1921) in Tehran, 

Shams (1926) in Istanbul, and the Farhang journal (Aşna 2009, p. 55). Aşna says 

Pîremêrd also published articles in the Turkish papers of Eqdam and Hurriyat 

(ibid.). Pîremêrd’s non-Kurdish writings have not been collected and my attempts 

to find his published works in the Arabic, Persian, and Turkish papers were 

fruitless.219 Studying these works would have been very useful in tracing the 

development of Pîremêrd’s thought, especially as the writings were published 

during his stay in Istanbul. Since studying the 2050 issues of Jîyanewe and Jîn 

needed more time than the scope of this chapter allowed me I have limited my 

study to a selection of Pîremêrd’s works and focused more on the published 

materials in his diwan. I have also ignored his non-Kurdish publications and will 

refer to them only in passing.  
                                              

218 Xeznedar also argues that erroneous information has been given on Pîremêrd’s 
biography and there have not been attempts to correct it (2005, p. 95).   
219 I could not f ind archives of Shams, Shafaq-e Sorkh, Eqdam  and Hurriyat’s 
papers.    
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 5.2. Pîremêrd’s poetry, Modernism and Nationalism  

When Hacî Qadir anticipated the advent of modernity he expressed his 

concerns about its implications and about nostalgia for the past. Hekarî had 

mixed feelings of awe and fear toward the new era of modernity and was not 

comfortable with “Europe” as the source of the new changes. Yet Pîremêrd was a 

passionate admirer of the modern age and had little hesitation in extolling Europe 

as the source of not only technological advancements, but also of “medeniyet” 

(civilization). For Pîremêrd, Europe was the yardstick of “advancement” and 

“progress” which presented an ideal model to be emulated by the Kurds.220 His 

perception of modernity was, nevertheless balanced by his nationalistic agenda 

which inspired him to look for Kurdish roots and to celebrate his native culture. 

His approach to modernity and nationalism transformed his poetry which in turn 

had a direct effect on the development of modern Kurdish poetry. Modernity and 

nationalism are two key related concepts in Pîremêrd’s literary works; two 

concepts which are closely intertwined, but for the purposes of this study will be 

examined in separate sections.  

5.3. Modernity  

Like many other intellectuals of the early twentieth century Pîremêrd was 

fascinated by modern technological advancements and expressed his 

amazement in his poetry. In a short poem in the form of classical ghazal he 

describes a ship “keştî/ paporr”,  

Le dar û asin û agir, ştêkim dî le naw awa       
Sirewtî nabê roj û şev, çi xor kewtin, çi xor awa  
Le yek bîn rra deika bew awe da, wek espî pirr tawe  

                                              
220 On this topic in Turkish l iterature see, Parla, Jale. (2006). A Carriage Affair. In F. 
Moretti (ed.). The Novel: History, Geography and Culture.  Vol. 1. Princeton: 
Princeton University Press. pp. 775–780. And Gürbilek, Nurdan. (2003). Dandies 
and Originals: Authenticity, Belatedness and the Turkish Novel. The South Atlantic 
Quarterly. Vol. 102 (2-3), pp. 599–628.  
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Le awaye û emende tînûwe, naw cergî sûtawe  
Le sere w tînwetîeşda, aw geyşte qurgî xinkawe  
Ser û pê û dest û çaw w gwêy nîye, bê rohîşe û erwa  
Be care şarê heldegrê, keçî hêştakû cê mawe  
Nerrey wek şêre, sed şêr û nehengî behr etrisênê  
Be çalakî wekû baze, keçê bê bazû û hengawe  
Le pêşda karwanê bo dêhênayn lew perî dinyawe  
Le jêr behra, be gulle eykujin, rêy rastî gîrawe (2009, p. 15)  

Of wood, iron and fire, I saw something in the sea;  
It was restless, day and night, sunrise and sunset. 
It runs in the water, as swift as a horse.  
It is thirsty, though in the sea, its heart is on fire.  
It gets drowned if water touches its throat. 
It has no eyes, ears, or hands. It is soulless, yet it runs. 
It can take a whole city with plenty more free space;   
It roars like a lion. It scares hundreds of whales and sea lions.  
It is as agile as a falcon, but with no arms or legs.   
 

The poem is reminiscent of Hacî Qadir’s reports on the technologies he 

witnessed in Istanbul. The poem is a description of a means of transport that the 

majority of the Kurdish people did not have the chance of seeing, let alone using; 

therefore Pîremêrd gives them the chance of visualizing it.221 What is fascinating 

in this poem is the mechanism Pîremêrd uses for describing ships. He employs 

the classical form of ghazal, used in classical poetry for describing the beloved 

and the sufferings of the lover. Ghazal, however, had started to be employed for 

subjects other than love and mysticism by Hacî Qadir and Hekarî who began to 

use the form for nationalistic themes. The poem starts with “I saw,” a familiar 

narrative style in classical Kurdish and Persian poetry.222  

The phrase “I saw” anticipates the description of an extraordinary creature, 

and Pîremêrd cleverly uses this technique as the introduction to depicting a ship, 

as an extraordinary vehicle. In the rest of the poem the poet employs familiar 

metaphors and images to portray the ship, which allows the reader to imagine the 
                                              

221 Pîremêrd was fascinated with the train as another means of transport and 
mentions it in his poetry. A relevant read on the preoccupation with car, and modern 
means of transport, in Turkish novel is Parla, Jale. (2003). “Car Narratives: A 
Subgenre in Turkish Novel Writing”. The South Atlantic Quarterly. Vol. 102 (2–3), 
pp. 535–550. 
   
222 For instance, Qezwînî (1882-1934) says, “Didam sanam-i, sarw qad o ruy cho 
mahi/ Elahi to gawahi, xodaya to panahi” (I saw an idol, tall l ike a cypress, pretty as 
the moon; My God you are my witness, you are my refuge.) 
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unseen object. To portray the ongoing working engine of the ship, Pîremêrd 

employs familiar temporal expressions of “şev û roj” (day and night), “xor kewtin” 

(sunrise) to “xor awa” (sunset).  

Not stopping day and night, and working sunrise and sunset, resonates in the 

reader’s mind with images of the never-ending pain of the lover or of hard work in 

classical poetry. Therefore, the poet successfully depicts an object which is 

constantly in motion. The similes of “wekû esp” (like a horse) and “wekû baz” (like 

a falcon) draw on familiar classical images of fastness and sharpness and create 

a tableau vivant of the ship. Comparing the sound of the ship to the “roar of a lion” 

is another familiar and powerful image which makes the visualization of the ship 

possible for the Kurdish reader. Therefore, Pîremêrd employs a familiar style, 

structure and rhetoric for the description of a modern means of transport. He 

familiarizes the new object by drawing on the reader’s epistemological system 

when he compares the swiftness of the ship with that of horses and falcons.  

This poem is an example of Pîremêrd’s approach to advocating modernity. 

He acknowledged the existing epistemological and aesthetic systems and built 

upon them by bringing new elements into them. Pîremêrd selected the classical 

forms and conventions of poetry for the expression of new subjects. It is a 

selection and a conscious choice because he was familiar with the new forms of 

poetry through modern Turkish poetry and translations of French and English 

poetry (he even practiced free verse occasionally). Thus, Pîremêrd appropriated 

the classical conventions of poetry to convey new messages, in order to enable 

the reader to relate to the poem.  

Pîremêrd’s fascination with modern technologies is the subject of many other 

important poems. One of the best examples is a qasida he wrote about his 

dreams for his homeland in 1927, “şevêk le gwê şetî Beghdad” (a night by the 

Baghdad river):  

Şevê le gwê şetî Bexda, xeyalî Kurdim ekrd         
gelê le gel be cê mabûm, destûbirdim ekrd  
Be balî şêr û xeyal kewtme pele û tek û taz        
le asmanî serferazî be carêk kewtme perwaz  
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Fezay omêdim edî bê nîhayet roşin saf                
tilûî taliî Kurd, bûbûwe nûrî perderşikaf  
… 
Elektrîk le Berananewe heta Goyje          
telî be ser şara rakêşrabû be bê peyje  
Le rastî textî Silêmanê çwar penc ewendey mang      
glopî nûr, der û jûr, rûnak ekatewe, ta bang  
Teresûdatî teleskobî, le ser Omer Gidrûn       
le pêş qulley îvêl boy liwawe keşfî şiûn  
Le Serçinarewe ta Tancero, le rîzî çem     
buxarî makîne rûy asmanî kirdûwe be tem  
Le gulpewe çemî Xwacayê heta Şinrwê   
be pêy tebîetî begzade Montkarloy ewê  
Be tavgey serî zelm boçî nelê Niyagare             
ewende be fyze, pirîşkî kefî gewher bare  
Esasî merkezî teyarexane lay xurmal      
muwsilatî le gel Orûpa ekat îmkal  
Tunil be naw goyje û Tarîdera wekû tûs       
xetî şemendeferî pê geyîe naw xakî Rûs  
Borî newtî spîman geyşte behrî spî       
şikestî xward Emrîka ke bîrî newtî tepî  
Le Goyjewe serkewe bo Ezmerr heta Qeywan     
breeze, otêl û eywanî geywete Keywan  
Emane min be xeyal, ya xew, kewa emdî      
hîwam be Xwaye, bo Kurd, be rastî bênête dî (2009, pp. 120–121) 

I was dreaming about the Kurds, one night by the Baghdad river;  
I was so behind other nations that I had to hurry.  
With the wings of poetry and imagination I was flying high and swift,  
There the atmosphere was full of hope and light;  
The birth of the Kurds’ rising star became the revealing light.  
… 
From “Baranan” to “Goyje” electric wires are spread all over the city [of 
Sulaymaniyah].  
The city of Sulaymaniyah is four times brighter than the moon, the electric bulbs 
light up the city till dawn;  
Facilities to observe the sky and a telescope on Mount “Omar Gidrun” are 
second only to the Eiffel Tower’s discoveries.  
From “Sarchnar” to “Tanjaro” the steam of engines has dimmed the sky;  
From “Golp” on the “Xwajayi” river to “Shinroy”, the aristocrats require “Monte 
Carlo”. 
Why should I not call the “Zalm” waterfall “Niagara”? It is majestic; its splashing 
drops are like pearls. 
An airport in “Xormal” has made travel to all Europe possible. 
There are tunnels within “Goyje” and “Taridar”, the train line reaches Russia.  
America will be defeated once its oil is drained, but our pipelines reach the White 
Sea.     
What I see whether in my imagination or in dreams, God may make true for the 
Kurds.       
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Pîremêrd published this poem in Jiyan no. 447 in 1935, but he explains that the 

poem was written in 1926, two years after his return to Kurdistan. In this poem he 

imagines his homeland enjoying modern technology. In the opening of the poem 

he emphasizes that he is behind other nations, therefore he has to hurry, “gelê le 

gel becê mabûm, destûbirdim ekird”. He resorts to “the wings of poetry and 

imagination” to visualize an advanced Kurdistan. Resorting to the imagination to 

depict an advanced country implicitly suggests the lack of confidence in the 

possibility of change in the near future and implies despair. It is only in the aerial 

regions of imagination that the poet sees “an atmosphere of hope” and the “birth 

of the rising star of the Kurds”. In his dream, or vision, Pîremêrd imagines 

Kurdistan with modern technologies. He realized that modern technologies were 

indispensable for his homeland’s modernization and was particularly keen on 

mechanized transport as it facilitates connection with the outside world, with 

airplanes and trains making Europe accessible. Fascination with modern 

technology and its endorsement was not exclusive to Kurdish intellectuals, but in 

fact the recurrent theme of Persian and Turkish newspapers. Schayegh quotes a 

report in early 1923 in Dabestaan, a Persian newspaper, about an American 

magazine’s list of the seven modern wonders of the world and notes that “unlike 

the ancient seven wonders which were monuments, the telegraph, telephone, 

and airplane now came in first” (2009, p. 98). 

Imagining his homeland with modern industry and technology creates a new 

picture of the homeland significantly different from that of the homeland and its 

landscape in classical poetry. While the sky of the homeland was lit with a full 

moon and the stars, the sky of the homeland Pîremêrd imagines is lit by an 

electric bulb: 

From “Baranan” to “Goyje” electric wires are spread all over the city [of 
Sulaymaniyah]  
The city of Sulaymaniyah is four times brighter than the moon, the electric bulbs 
light up the city till dawn  

The idyllic picture of homeland in classical poetry gives place to the modern 

picture of a city in which the air is filled with the steam of machines and factories. 

Serçinar was a garden on the outskirts of Sulaymaniyah. It is interesting to 
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compare the depiction of Serçinar in Nalî with that in Pîremêrd. In his famous 

qasida to Kurdî “Qurbanî xakî rêgetim,” Nalî draws a beautiful picture of 

Sulaymaniyah and names its famous places. In depicting Serçinar he says:  

Emca meweste ta degeyîye eynî serçnar             
awêke pir le nar û çinar û gull û çinûr  
Çeşmeyke mîslî xor ke le sed cê be rewşenî        
fewranî nûrî safe le ser berdî wek bilûr  
Ya eksî asmane le awêneda kewa                         
estêrekanî radekeşê wek şehabî nûr  
Ya çeşme sarî xatirî pirr feyzî arife                      
yenûî nûrî daderijênê le kêwî tûr (2001, pp. 187–180) 

Do not stop until you reach the spring of Serçinar, surrounded by plane trees, 
sycamore, and flowers.  
It has a spring as light as the sun; its crystal-like pebbles reflect the light.  
It reflects the sky like a mirror and attracts the stars. 
It is the spring of the mystic’s blissful mind; a fountain of lights flowing from 
Mount Tur.  
 

Nalî creates a sublime picture of Serçinar where it is full of light, yet Pîremêrd 

imagines it filled with machines and factories and its sky is not light, but darkened 

with steam:  

“From Sarchnar to Tanjaro the steam of engines has dimmed the sky”  

This reflects the excitement in adopting modern technologies and its 

romanticization to a point that the pollution of the machines is an enchanting 

picture. While the point of reference in classical poetry is Islamic and Iranian 

mythology, the point of reference in modern poetry is the West. Whereas to 

reflect the magnificence of Serçinar, Nalî resorts to religious mythology and 

compares the spring of Serçinar to “fountains of lights” at Mount Tur/Sinai where 

the Torah was revealed to Moses,223 fifty years later Pîremêrd compares the Zelm 

waterfall to Niagara.      

Modernity was presented as completely positive by Pîremêrd and unlike 

Hekarî he had no hesitation in endorsing modernity without reservation. While 

Hekarî was fearful of some aspects of Western modernity, Pîremêrd seems to be 
                                              

223 At-tur is the name of the fifty - second sura of the Quran which opens with the 
oath of the Divine by the Mount of Sinai. See “Moses” in Campo’s  Encyclopedia of 
Islam . pp. 483-4.  
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unconcerned and is willing to embrace aspects of modernity which were in 

conflict with the religious beliefs of his people. In Pîremêrd’s modern picture of the 

homeland, “casinos” seem be inevitable and the need of the aristocrats:  

“From Golp of the Xwajayi River to Shinroy, the aristocrats require “Monte Carlo” 

Pîremêrd, like many other intellectuals of the twentieth century, was advocating 

everything European as a way of taking the society forward. The context of the 

poem and the modernization efforts of Kemal Ataturk in Turkey and Reza Shah in 

Iran in the 1930s should be taken into consideration, since they had an impact on 

Kurdish intellectuals like Pîremêrd.    

As an admirer of science and modern technology, Pîremêrd was naturally an 

ardent admirer of modern education. Education is a key theme in his poetry and 

is presented as the only way to save the society from ‘backwardness’ and to take 

it forward. His views on education and his admiration for Europe as a successful 

model had a significant impact on his outlook on his native culture and literature 

and led to significant changes in the course of the development of modern 

Kurdish poetry. Pîremêrd’s poetry in fact marks a stage where Kurdish poets 

became critical of the conventions of traditional Kurdish poetry to the point of 

ridiculing them and blaming them for society’s deficiencies. In the following 

sections I examine the theme of education in his poetry, the points of departure 

from classical poetry in advocating education, and the mechanism of the 

transformation Piremȇrd brought to Kurdish poetry.  

5.3.1. Education 

Education in Pîremêrd’s poetry, as in Hacî Qadir and Hekarî, is a central 

theme and is seen as the savior of the nation. He continued Hacî Qadir and 

Hekarî’s approach in blaming the lack of education for the ills of the society and 

the reason for the Kurds’ misfortunes and subjugation. However, there are 

differences in his approach to education from that of his predecessors. Hacî Qadir 

and Hekarî resorted to religion in advocating modern education and argued for 

the significance of education in Islam, but no such attempt is seen in Pîremêrd. 
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Pîremêrd’s discourse is secular and he does not seek religious reasoning in 

endorsing modernity and even nationalism. There is no study of the emergence of 

the Kurdish secular movement, but it seems that the movement achieved a 

stronger position in the 1930s and Pîremêrd was an influential character in that 

development. In the following poem I examine how he built on his predecessors’ 

innovations and how he challenged the classical poetic conventions.  

The poem is “neşîdey zanistî bo newroz” (“zanistî” anthem for Newroz) 

written and published in 1936 in Jiyan no. 470. The poem is among a series of 

poems Pîremêrd wrote for Newroz, the Kurdish New Year. The word “zanistî” in 

the title of the poem means “scientific”, therefore it could be translated as 

“scientific anthem for Newroz”, but it becomes clear in the text that “zanistî” refers 

to the “Zanistî school” (Qûtabxaney Zanistî) which was founded by the “Scientific 

Society” (Komelley Zanistî) in 1926 in Sulaymaniyah. The society was founded by 

Ehmed Begî Tewfîq Beg, the governor of Sulaymaniyah, and was active until 

1939 (Bapîr 2014, pp. 21–22).224 Pîremêrd was an active member of the society 

and as the school’s patron he enthusiastically published the news of the school’s 

latest activities and achievements in his newspaper (examples of which will be 

given later in this section). The poem is followed by a literal translation: 

Emro Newroze, wa gûll peyda bû                   
le eşqî gullda, bulbul şeyda bû  
Bulbul le ser gull, mange be bange                  
xwêndnî ême sall dwanze mange  
Ew tenha bo gull, ser der hewaye                      
Ême serberzî qewm man hîwaye  
Bulbul le êşqî gull da be soze                             
sozî ême bo daykî dillsoze   
Bulbul le bergî, gull peyda nabê                       
ême lem xakeyn yaxwa awa bê  
Bulbul etorê çûn bêwefaye                               
ême rîşeman lem xakedaye  
Bulbul derrencê be cefay xaşak                        
ême bo sucde, ser dexeyne xak 
Wa daykî weten, hat û defermwê                      
min nexmey rolley, zanistîm ewê  
Çûnke zanistî, cêgay hîwaye                         
mîlet be zaniest le brewdaye  

                                              
224 To read more about the zanistî society and its school, see Mîrza Kerîm, X. 
(1985). Komelley Zanistî. Silêmanî. 
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Zîrekî ême, le gel zanistî                               
eger yek kewn nakewne pestî (2009, p. 153) 

Today is the New Day (Newroz), flowers are resurrected and the nightingale are 
enthralled by the love of the rose.  
The nightingale’s chant for the rose lasts only a month, but our studying lasts 
twelve months of the year. 
The nightingale’s only desire is the rose, but our ambition is our nation’s glory. 
The nightingale is impatient with the love of the rose, but our passion is for our 
compassionate mother. 
The nightingale, being unfaithful, leaves the rose, but we have roots in this soil.  
The nightingale gets upset with the pains of thorns and dust; we kneel down and 
kiss the dust in our prayers.  
The motherland came and asked for an anthem of Zanisti’s pupils,  
Because “zanisti” is a place of hope; it is with science (“zanist”) that a nation 
thrives;  
Our perseverance, if combined with science, will lead us to victory.   
 

The poem opens with the news of the arrival of Newroz, the Iranian New Year, 

and a common picture of Newroz in classical Kurdish and Persian poetry, the 

resurrection of nature, the growth of flowers and the infatuation of the nightingale 

with a newly sprung rose. The first line, therefore, establishes a direct link 

between this poem and the classical examples of the genre. The whole poem 

revolves around the common theme of the rose and the nightingale in classical 

poetry. The rose in classical poetry served “as a literary metaphor for perfection 

and beauty, and might figure the beloved (either worldly or spiritual)” while the 

nightingale, “bulbul”, represents the lover or the poet (Diba 2001, p. 52). As Diba 

notes “[T]ogether, rose and nightingale are the types of beloved and lover par 

excellence; the rose is beautiful, proud, and often cruel (roses do, after all, have 

thorns), while the nightingale sings endlessly of his longing and devotion.” (ibid.) 

Melayê Cizîrî (1567–1640) encapsulates the rose and the nightingale’s relation 

and their love as: 

Gerçi bibil gewherê zatê gul e                               
lê gulê rewneq ji ‘işqa bilbil e (2004, p. 198) 

The essence of the nightingale’s existence is the rose. But, remember the rose’s 
popularity is because of the nightingale. 

While the first line of the poem reminds the reader of the rich body of 

literature with the theme of the rose and the nightingale in classical poetry and the 
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first hemistich of the second line seems to be an elaboration of the theme of their 

love, the poem suddenly takes a different turn and the nightingale in contrast to 

its picture in classical poetry, singing “endlessly of his longing and devotion” 

(ibid.), is depicted as singing only temporarily:   

“The nightingale’s chant for the rose lasts only a month, but our studying lasts 
twelve months of the year.” 

Pîremêrd seems to take a realistic look at the image of the nightingale when he 

suggests that the nightingale sings only in the spring time, because in fact the 

image of the nightingale singing endlessly in the classical poetry, is an 

exaggeration. The pronoun “ême” (we) refers to the students of the Zanistî school 

for whom Pîremêrd wrote the poem. Thus, the pupils of the Zanistî School are 

compared with the nightingale and are the modern symbol of perseverance in 

love, but the love of the nation, “millet,” and the motherland, not the love of the 

rose: 

The nightingale’s only desire is the rose, but our ambition is our nation’s glory; 
The nightingale is impatient with the love of the rose, but our passion is for our 
compassionate mother.   
 

In an unconventional assertion, the nightingale is taunted for being unfaithful 

and leaving the rose when upset, but the pupils, the modern learners, never leave 

their homeland, as they have their roots in the land:  

“The nightingale leaves the rose, he is unfaithful, but we have roots in this soil.”  

The nightingale in another unconventional image is also criticized for not having 

patience with “the thorns and the dust” and is compared to the Kurdish pupils who 

kiss the dust of the homeland in their prayers:    

“The nightingale becomes upset with the pains of thorns and dust, we kneel 
down and kiss the dust in our prayers.” 

The poet has employed a classical theme of love and devotion to portray the 

pupils of the Zanisti School and to create a hopeful picture of the future, with the 

young generation seeking education and science. However, the classical image 

of the nightingale and the rose is disturbed by a new set of qualities assigned to 
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the nightingale; qualities which are in contrast to its classical attributes. This has 

made the text ambivalent because it establishes a relation with the conventions of 

classical poetry, but then disrupts the same relation with unconventional attributes 

assigned to the nightingale. In fact, it is this new set of negative characteristics of 

the nightingale that makes the comparison between the nightingale and the 

young generation of students possible. In an effort to make the youth of the nation 

outshine the nightingale in dedication and devotion to love, Pîremêrd has 

portrayed a different picture of the nightingale from that of classical poetry.  

Cohabitation of old and new elements and cooperation in the production of 

meaning, Karimi-Hakkak explains, “can open the system of literary signification 

and communication to greater changes,” because “within the text, change in one 

system, such as the lexical, begins to affect other systems, allowing them to be 

experienced slightly differently by readers who absorb the text as a unitary 

structure;” therefore “deviations from existing norms in one text prepare the 

ground for further, more systematic or substantial revisions in the total system of 

poetic production, and consequently the greater opening-up of the entire 

tradition.”  (2012, p. 67)  

Pîremêrd did not just rely on native aesthetic resources for reform, but was 

employing the new paradigm called “Europe” for setting a new definition of 

literature; a definition he extolled and encouraged other poets to adopt. Thus, it 

was not just the scientific advances of Europe which lured Pîremêrd; he was also 

fascinated by European culture and literature. This fascination with European 

literature was in fact related to his attraction to science because in his view 

“European literature” was dealing with “facts and realities” not “imagination” 

(2009, p. 18).  

For Pîremêrd writing poetry was a futile job unless it served a purpose. He 

wrote in his short autobiography that “it is a shame to be a poet, because it is not 

a profession, it is only a wish” (2009, p. 16). In the same piece, remembering a 

poem Emîn Zekî Beg, the great Kurdish historian, wrote for the birth of his son, 

Nejad, Pîremêrd comments that he tried to discourage Zekî Beg from writing 
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poetry and says, “thank God he gave up this lying job [writing poetry] and sought 

science and industry (“‘êlm û fen”) and it is with such knowledge that he has 

served his nation so much. (2009, p. 20) Thus, Pîremêrd favoured science and 

industry (“‘êlm û fen”) over poetry and argues that one can serve his/her nation 

better with science. One can ask why, if poetry is deemed to be such futile work, 

Pîremêrd devoted his lifetime to it. The answer to this question is that he, like 

many other Kurdish intellectuals, was aware of the power of poetry as a cultural 

medium of expression and was trying to harness this power for social and political 

change.    

Pîremêrd marks a period in the development of Kurdish poetry when poetry 

was deemed irrelevant to the modern day, unless it changed its course and it was 

European poetry that offered an alternative to classical poetry for implementing 

this change. Persian and Turkish poetry, Karimi-Hakkak (2012) and Mignon 

(2010) explain, went through a similar transformation. Karimi-Hakkak notes that 

“the new intellectuals … found many of the classical poetic conventions too 

restrictive for the expression of their views and the description of the specific 

sociopolitical situation at hand.” (2012, p. 25) He explains that “the new 

intellectuals” viewed “the inherited cultural structures” as obstacles in the path to 

“progress” and “modernization,” but “[I]intent on making use of what social 

energies they could mobilize for the task of erecting new structures along the 

lines of European societies, they began to construct an alternative poetic 

imaginary, that of European cultures, as the ideal model to emulate.” (ibid. p. 26)  

Pîremêrd, in explaining his philosophy of poetry, writes “[N]owadays fantasy 

is obsolete and materiality is fashionable, although this does not go with poetry.” 

(2009, p. 14)225 By “nowadays” (“êste”) he means the modern age, but the 

statement is rather vague when he states that dealing with “materiality” (“madde”) 

does not go with the nature of poetry. The understanding of poetry as only 

dealing with imagination was in fact the reason for viewing poetry as irrelevant to 

a modern society. Poetry did not seem to have a major role to play in the 
                                              

225 “Êsta xeyall lexwe, madiyat hatote pesewa, emaneyş le gell destûrî heqayiqî 
made û şêrî natural da rêk nakewê. Ş‘êr xeyal eka be fikr, f ikr eka be f‘êl û 
kirdewe.” 
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modernization process and like Iranian intellectuals, Kurdish intellectuals like 

Pîremêrd saw it even as an obstacle to modernization because it was “full of lies” 

(“diro”) and superstition. This led to a new definition of poetry and a new mission 

for poets. Poetry, Pîremêrd acknowledges, is capable of turning “imagination to 

thought and thought to action” (ibid.), therefore with its history and status in 

Kurdish society it could be a significant force for change in the society. In other 

words, the intellectuals realized that they needed to employ poetry and harness 

its energy to implement their plans for modernization and in doing so European 

poetry offered the model to emulate.  

In response to a question of why he did not follow classical poetry,226 

Pîremêrd allegedly replied: “[E]uropean poets refrain from using exaggeration and 

hyperbole and from writing about their fantasies. They write factually and 

materially. I am ashamed of some of my older poems replete with exaggeration 

and bombast. There were popular metaphors in the past which make one 

ashamed now.” (2009, p. 18)227 He elaborates on this by bringing an example of 

such metaphors:  

The beloved has turned into a monster you want to run away from. For instance, 
they [classical poets] have said: “her eyebrow, Rustam’s bow, and her hair, Zal’s 
lasso/ her eyelashes the spears of Giv,228 and her chin dimple Bijan’s well.”229 
Now imagine how the bow of Rustam230 whose spears were reaching the 
Turanian camp from Iranian soil, and the lasso of Zal231 which was 150 meters in 
length, and the depth of the well Bijan were all encapsulated in an image of a 

                                              
226 Pîremêrd in his autobiography claims that it was Fayeq Bêkes who asked him 
this question (2009, p. 18), but this does not sound logical because Bêkes himself 
was one of the forerunners of modern poetry and took a similar course.  
227 “êsta le Orûpayî herçî şaêryan heye le xulya û mubalixet layan dawe û madî û 
heqîqî denûsin, êsta min le hendê şêrî pir îxlaq û temteraqî konî xom şermendem. 
Xo hendê teşbîh hey eke caran zor pesend bû êstake lêy wird ebînewe terîq 
ebînewe!” 
228 Famous Iranian knight at the time of Kay Khosrow and the father of Bizhan. For 
more information, see The Epic of the Kings, Shah-Nama the national epic of 
Persian  (1967), pp. 99–145.   
229 Bijan (Bīžan) is a famous Iranian hero and Giv’s son who fell in love with the 
daughter of the King of Turan, Manijeh, and was cast into a pit by Afrasyab, the 
king of Turan, in revenge.  For more detail see The Epic of the Kings, Shah-Nama 
the national epic of Persian  (1967), pp. 152–173 
230 Rostam is the greatest Iranian hero of the pre-Islamic period and the first half of 
Shahnameh gives an account of his battles (Davis 2009, p. 1).  
231  Zal is the legendary king of Sistān, father of Rostam, and a leading figure in 
Iranian traditional history whose story is given in Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh (Shahbazi 
and Cristoforetti 2009). 
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woman. Would it not be terribly scary?! They [classical poets] have compared 
the delicate hair of the beloved to black snakes, her eyelashes to spears, and 
her figure to a cedar tree. What effects will visualizing the beauty of the beloved 
with dangerous animals leave on one’s soul?232     
 

Such embarrassment and feelings of shame concerning the hyperbolic 

language of classical poetry was a new phenomenon in Kurdish poetry and marks 

a turning point in the course of the development of modern poetry, and the 

beginning of what Karimi-Hakkak calls the “stereotyping” of classical poetry 

(2012, p. 32). Pîremêrd’s comment is reminiscent of Namik Kemal (1840-1888) 

and Ziya Gokalp (1876-1924)’s argument for abandoning classical literature in 

favor of an “authentic” Turkish literature (Mignon 2010, pp. 29-30). Kemal in the 

introduction to his play Celaleddin Harzemşah (1885) discarded classical 

Ottoman narrative forms as “totally unnatural” with “unrealistic topics” (ibid., p. 

29). Interestingly, at the same period poetry began to be seen as “unnatural and 

unrelated to real life experiences” in the Persian literary discourse (Karimi-Hakka 

2012, p. 32).  

Thus far the effort of the Kurdish poets was to reconstruct the system from 

within (Hacî Qadir and Hekarî), but from this moment abandoning the whole 

system of classical poetry in favour of a new system is proposed. Lotman 

explains that when this happens, “the existing system is accepted as the initial, 

negative background, [and] the new system of artistic language is activated in 

relation to the old as its negation.” (1997, p. 97) Inspired by “European poetry,” 

Kurdish poets began to adopt a different approach to writing poetry. They valued 

simple language over the complex language of classical poetry because it was 

closer to the real language of people. It should be remembered that the campaign 

for simple language began with Hacî Qadir in the late nineteenth century, but it 

was not a mainstream practice. Also, Hacî Qadir adopted simple language only 

                                              
232 “Piyaw mehbûbey la ebê be delledêwê ta bitwanî rakey lêy. Meselen witûyane, 
“Ebrûy kemendî Rustem û gîsûy kemednî Zall/ mijgan Sinanî Gîw û zenx çahi Bîjan 
est.” De were kemendî Rustem ke tîrî le ordûy Êran pê dexiste cergey Turan û ew 
keman û kemendey Zall ke ser û penca gezî Şaye û sere rimî Gîw û çallî Bîjen 
girdbûnewe le afretêkda piyaw çon lî natrisê?! Lewe naziktir zulfyan danewe be 
reşmar û birjang be tîr, qed be darî serû şimşad. Emane hemûy dirrinde û kûşende 
çi tesîrêk ekate ser roh!?”         
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for his political poems and in his lyrical poems he was a close follower of classical 

poetry. But by 1930 adopting simple language, intelligible for the uneducated 

masses, was a common practice and Pîremêrd had an immense role in the 

mainstreaming of this development. Adopting simple language free of non-

Kurdish vocabulary had other reasons behind it, which will be discussed in detail 

in the next section on nationalism. 

Kurdish poets were encouraged to look at the realities of their society for the 

subject and the theme of their poetry. Change in the subject of poetry, 

nevertheless, began earlier with more focus on socio-political themes, from Hacî 

Qadir onward. Hacî Qadir and Hekarî were building the new themes on the 

foundation of classical poetry, which resulted in ambivalent poems with the 

combination of old and new elements. While this practice continued in Pîremêrd, 

the new elements outweigh the old elements to the point of drastically forming a 

new language and new images which paved the way for the emergence of Goran 

and his cohort in the 1940s and the rise of poetry significantly different from 

classical poetry in style, form, and language.        

It is important to note that “Europe” and “European poetry” were vague 

paradigms and not easy to define in terms of a set of specific practices. The 

Kurdish intellectuals’ and the poets’ knowledge of “European literature” was 

indirect, acquired mainly through Turkish and Arabic translations. Karimi-

Hakkak’s criticism of the “imaginary nature” of Iranian intellectuals’ understanding 

of “European literature” and of its being “superficial, sketchy, and indirect” (2012, 

p. 33) is also correct for the majority of Kurdish intellectuals and poets. But as 

Karimi-Hakkak notes, the lack of a comprehensive knowledge of European 

literature did not deter the poets “from constructing the idea of European literature 

as a model to be emulated. Europe was considered an advanced culture, and 

“European literature” was seen as having played a decisive part in that 

advancement.” (ibid.) Thus, “Europe” became not only a source of inspiration for 

technological advancement and science, but also for what was imagined to be 

advanced culture and literature. In the following section I examine the significant 

transformations in Kurdish poetry as a result of inspiration by European culture 
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and literature, especially the emergence of a new image of woman. This marks 

the final part of my analysis on modernity in Pîremêrd’s poetry before moving to 

the next section on nationalism.   

5.3.2. The emergence of the modern woman 

The ‘woman question,’ Klein notes, was introduced into the Kurdish press as 

early as 1913 as an important social issue related to the question of Kurdish 

progress, modernity, and nationhood (2001, p. 28). Klein quotes one writer in Jîn 

who wrote “[o]ne of the yardsticks of civilization is woman’s place in society and 

the success she has attained. In the civilized nations, woman is truly half of that 

nation.” (ibid.) The ‘woman question’ was one of the ‘modern’ issues discussed by 

Kurdish intellectuals in various forms in the early Kurdish papers. When the 

Society for the Advancement of Kurdish Women (Kürd Kadınları Teâli Cemiyeti) 

was founded as a branch of the Society for the Advancement of Kurdistan 

(Kurdistan Teâli Cemiyeti) in 1919, Hekarî celebrated the event with a poem and 

praised the role of women in building the nation (Jîn no. 22, 2 July 1919). The 

poem begins with the following lines: 

The modern century was asked “your science and progress 
is thanks to whom?” and was replied, “thanks to women”.   

The title of the poem “Ji bo Civata Daykan” (for the Assembly of Mothers), and 

highlighting the role of motherhood, rather than womanhood per se, recalls the 

conservative nature of Hekarî’s approach to modernity and nationalism. Viewing 

women as the mothers of the nation was the prevalent thesis in the Kurdish, as 

well as Arabic, Turkish, and Persian, nationalistic discourse.233 Women’s 

education was, therefore, crucial for the modernization and the nationalistic 

project of the intellectuals. Pîremêrd was an ardent advocate of women’s 

education, but his contribution to the ‘woman question’ was more than a matter of 

merely advocating modern education. He brought a new picture of woman into 
                                              

233 To read more on the woman question in the early twentieth century also see, 
Alakom, Rohat. (2002). Kurdish Women in Constantinople at the Beginning of the 
Twentieth Century. In Sh. Mojab (ed.). Women of A Non-State-Nation: The Kurds . 
California: Mazda Publishers. pp. 53–71.    
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poetry which was significantly different from that of the classical poetry. He 

stripped the beloved of the stereotypical attributes described in typical classical 

poetry and gave her a human and familiar face, that of the Kurdish woman. He 

also supported unveiling and held it to be indispensable for the advancement of 

the society. In what follows I illustrate his innovations in poetry in creating a 

modern image of Kurdish woman and the impact of this new image on the course 

of the development of modern Kurdish poetry.   

Pîremêrd was an ardent advocate of women’s education; he supported the 

opening of the girls’ school in Sulaymaniyah in 1926 and encouraged everyone to 

send their daughters to the school (Jiyan no. 13, 22 April 1926).234 He published 

the news of the school’s activities with excitement. In 1930 the news of the 

school’s first performance of a play was announced in Jîn no. 232 as, “[W]e have 

learnt that Lady Fatima and her esteemed colleagues at the girls’ school 

performed a play to educate our women about the art of drama and its values. 

This was great news. The play was successfully performed last Thursday amidst 

the anticipation of our nation (“hemû millet”)” (cited in Berzencî 2007, p. 27).  

In the same issue in a piece about the performance Pîremêrd writes that  

A few days ago the women of our country (“afreti memleketeman”) were invited 
to a play by the manager and teachers of the girl’s school. Although being 
uneducated our women could not be expected to appreciate such a 
presentation, but because of the performance they were impressed and it had a 
great effect on them. We should appreciate the efforts of the school’s manager 
and teachers and be grateful for their work. A while ago our women, and even 
our men, did not have the requisite knowledge [of theatre] and it was impossible 
to imagine women playing such roles, but now the love of education (“me‘arif”) 
and drama is prevalent even among our girls and we are proud of this. (cited in 
Berzencî 2007, pp. 29–30)  

The new forms of literature, novel, drama, and short stories, were the 

manifestations of the modern age and product of modern education for Pîremêrd. 

Modern schools, such as Sulaymaniyah’s girls’ school, which Pîremêrd was a 

                                              
234 The first girls’ school called “Zehra” was opened by Fatima Mehyedîn, the wife 
of the renowned Kurdish poet Hemdî Sahib Qiran in Sulemani in 1926 under the 
auspices of Ehmed Begî Tewfîq Beg, the governor of Sulaymaniyah (Berzincî 2007, 
p. 21).  
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patron, were teaching their students subjects such as modern literature and 

theatre which were non-existent in the traditional schools and madrasas.  

Educated and sophisticated women were the requirement of the modern age. 

“Perîçehr” (or Parichehr), one of the central characters of Mehmûd Axay Şêwekel 

is an example of the ideal woman Pîremêrd created. The play was one of 

Pîremêrd’s historical plays in four acts which tells the story of Mehmûd Axa, the 

son of Selîm Axa, the governor of Şarbajêr in the late nineteenth century. 

Mehmûd Axa was the victim of local rivalries and was killed by the Turkish 

governor of Sulaymaniyah for being a threat to the Ottoman Empire. The play 

was first published in 1942, under the title of Mehmûd Axay Şêvekell, Pîyesî 

Temsîliyekî Rastî Terîxî le Wilatî Xoman da Rûydawe (Mehmûd Axay Şêvekel: A 

real historical story which happened in our own country). It was reprinted twice in 

1985 by Kakey Felah and in 2009 by Mela Kerîm with an extended Introduction. 

My quotations are from Mela Kerîm’s edition.   

Mehmûd Axa, who is looking for wife, is introduced to Perîçehr, famous for 

her beauty. In their first encounter Mehmûd Axa is impressed by her beauty as 

well as her ideas and eloquence. When Mehmûd Axa comments on her beauty, 

Perîçehr startles him with her reply. Not moved by the compliment of her suitor 

she responds:  

They think women are created for the pleasure of men, so when men see a 
woman they see her as a pleasure toy and her honour is in danger. Alas! I wish 
either I was not created as a woman or now that I am a woman I was 
uneducated and ignorant and amused by the demon and fairy stories of the old 
women. Then I would not have to say that women have rights to live and cannot 
be bought and that women play a more active part in life and in raising the 
children. (2009, p. 65)235   

                                              
235 “Belê, wa dezanin herçî beşî afret heye xwa her bo emey xelq kirdûn esbabî 
keyf û hewaw hewesî kuran bin û nêrîneş ke afretî dî be hellway nermeqûtî bizanêt, 
îtr emniyatî namûsî nîye. Ax! Emwîst xwa ya be afretî xelq nekirdmaye ya 
nexwêndaye û le ber xerekda danîştmaye bê his û bê sour demaxim be hikayatî dêw 
û perye w çerxûfelekî pîrejinekan perwerde bbwaye, ewsa nemewit j inanîş heqî 
heyat û mewcûdîyetan heye w be şîrbayî nafroşrên w bo teşkîlî aîle û dilsozî bo 
mêrd û ewlad le pyawan pêştirin û le heyatî aîleda roknî muhimin.”  
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The beloved in classical literature is voiceless. She does not have thoughts and 

ideas. She is a silent listener to the lover’s praises or complaints.236 Perîçehr is 

strikingly different from the description of Xanî’s Zîn and Qûbadî’s Şîrîn who fall in 

love with their lovers in their first encounter and express no words but the praise 

of their lovers and the pains of separation. Perîçehr, however, defies the erotic 

gaze of her suitor in the first meeting and demands her rights as a woman, 

because she is “an educated woman” who cannot be amused by the old wives’ 

tales. She is aware of the implications of her defiant ideas and says, “I read 

Turkish novels. I have undermined all the norms and the conventions of here 

[Kurdistan] for which I expect to lose my head.” (2009, p.70)237 Thus, she 

indicates Turkish novels as the source of her unconventional views. Mehmûd 

Axa, who shares Perîçehr’s views on women, also mentions reading Turkish 

novels as one of the reasons for developing such opinions: “[R]eading Turkish 

novels and Ehmet Mithat’s books, studying the manners of Europeans, and 

conversing (hamneşînî û hemdemî) with Salim and Kurdî [the prominent poets of 

the nineteenth century] whom I loved very much and had the pleasure of knowing 

in person, have taught me that women should be looked at as equal partners.” 

(2009, p. 69)238  

Ahmet Mithat (1844–1912) was the famous Turkish journalist, novelist, 

playwright, and publisher who is considered to be the first novelist in Turkish 

literature (Esen 2003, p. 141). He is the author of thirty-five novels; writing in the 

Tanzimat period, he was producing novels to educate his readers, rather than for 

aesthetic values (ibid.). His novels dealt with the modernization process of the 

Ottoman Empire and his characters were involved in a clash between Western 

                                              
236 For a study of beloved in classical Persian poetry, see Tallatof. K. (2000) Nizami’s 

Unlikely Heroines: A Study of the Characterizations of Women in Classical Persian Literature. In 
Talattof. K., and Clinton. W. J. (eds.) The Poetry of Nizami Ganjavi: Knowledge, Love, and 
Rhetoric. New York: Palgrave. 
237 “ktêbê Turkîş exwênmewe. Hêçgarî le reweştî êrem ladawe û emem girtote pêş 
çaw ke rojê serim pan ekenwe.” 
238 “Xwêndewarî û romanî Turkî û kitêbî Ehmed Midhet, adabî moaşêretî Orûpa, 
hemdem û hemfirkrî Salim û Kurdî ke zorim xoş ewîstin û le xizmetyana bûm, wayan 
çespandote kellemewe kea fret ebê nîwey heyatî piyaw bê, hamdem û dilsoz, hem 
sewda û be soz bêt.”  
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and Eastern values (Alver 2012).239 Perîçehr and Mehmûd Axa were perhaps 

finding that the experiences and the clashes of some of the characters in Mithat’s 

novels similar to their own. Reading the novels, as a modern literary genre, is 

also associated with modern education and an elite taste, so both characters take 

pride in being familiar with novels and indicate it as the source of their modern 

views. Mithat’s novels were providing a good read for educated Kurdish readers 

in the absence of Kurdish novels and literature on modernity. The first Kurdish 

Sorani novel was published in 1961 and the novel did not become a noticeable 

genre in Kurdish literary history until the 1980s.240  

Mehmûd Axa mentions both observing European manners and reading Salim 

and Kurdî among the sources of his modern and new views on women. 

Observing European manners was, however, an indirect observation because 

they were represented through the lens of Turkish novels, travel writings, and 

translations.241 What is interesting is that the poetry of Kurdî and Salim, two 

nineteenth-century poets, are mentioned among Mehmûd Axa’s inspirations. This 

is while in Salim’s and Kurdî’s poetry woman is either absent or when depicted is 

the prototype of the beloved in the classical Kurdish and Persian poetry.242 

Referencing two classical Kurdish poets seems to originate from the author’s 

nationalistic outlook and the need to maintain the poise between his fascination 

with Europe and his native culture.  

Perîçehr expresses her wish to play music and sing, but she knows that her 

wishes pose a threat to the established gender roles of her society and she will 

be ostracized as an outcast, “they will call me a whore” (2009, p. 74). Yet, she is 

ready to sacrifice her life “to add a precious art and a civilized venture into this 
                                              

239 For more studies on Mithat’s novels in English, see Çoruk, A. Ş. A Protagonist 
Between Fiction and Reality: Felâtun Bey. Türk Dil i ve Edebiyatı Dergisi Cilt/Sayı: 
XLVI. pp. 65- 80.   
240 The  f irst Kurdish novel was published in 1935 by Erebê Şemo (1898-1978). The 
novel, Şivanê Kurmanca  (The Kurdish Shepherd), was written in Kurmanji and was 
published in Yerevan, therefore was not known among the Sorani speakers 
241 on westernization in Ottoman literature see Mardin, Şerif.  (2006). Super-
Westernization in Urban Life in the Ottoman Empire in the Last Quarter of the 
Nineteenth Century. In Religion, Society and Modernity in Turkey . New York: 
Syracuse University Press. pp. 135–163. 
 
242 Kurdî and Salim were famous for their patriotic poems. 
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soft sex [woman]” (2009, p. 75).243 Perîçehr’s defiant outlook and her 

emancipatory views are portrayed as the result of her education and familiarity 

with foreign literature. Her attitude is labelled as “civilized” and is admired. 

Civilization (“medeniyet”) is a term repeated throughout the play and Kurdish 

society is criticized as “uncivilized” and “savage”.244 To express his astonishment 

at Perîçehr’s intelligence Mehmûd Axa says, “[D]ear Lord! Only you can endow a 

woman on this remote border and of a savage origin with such thoughts and 

philosophy which no daughter of a minister has” (2009, pp. 75-76).245   

Advocating women’s education is the subject of a number of poems in 

Pîremêrd’s Dîwan. “Ey kiçîne” (oh girls), “Goranîyekî mektebî kiçan” (a song for 

the girls’ school), “Sêber” (the shadow), “Taze gullî çîmenîn” (we are the new 

roses of the garden), and “Bestey Kûrdî” (a Kurdish song) are among the poems 

encouraging women’s education. In all these poems women are presented as the 

“mothers of the nation” whose education is indispensable for the advancement of 

society, because they raise the nation’s children. I illustrate the image of women 

as the nation’s educator in “Ey kçîne” which was published in 1939. The poem is 

followed by a literal translation. 

Ey kiçîne werne mekteb               
êwe teskînî dillin  
Zînetî dîbacey edeb                      
taze gullxunçey gullin  
Ême taze têgeyiştûyn                   
daykî çakî xwlndewar  
Newey way bo be cê hêştûyn       
mîletî pê bête kar  
Boye jin pêş mal xirawe               
jin nebê mallîş nîye  
Nexwlndewar bê damawe            
nazanê rêge çiye!?  

                                              
243	“xo min arezûm heye fêrî oûd lêdan bim û dengîşim xoşe. Eger le mêrdim pişt 
estûr bim ûdîş lê edem û goranîş elêm. Nîhayet pêm elên sozanî. Xo hîç nebê 
asarêkî senayeî nefîse û cesaretêkî medeniye dexeme naw cinsî letîfewe.”  
244 Perîçêhr also expresses her amazement at Mehmûd Axa’s “progressive” ideas, 
“[Y]ou are from the Siweylî family whose minds are harder than a nutshell and you 
are Mehmûd Selîm Şêvekellî who is a better warrior than his brothers, so how have 
you come to such a philosophy of l i fe?” (2009, p. 70) Siweylî  was a famous warrior 
family; therefore, Perîçêhr’s view carries an implicit diminution of the native culture.   
245 “Sobhanelah! Xway gewre, her to etwanî lem kwêredêy em hodûde demaxî 
kiçêkî cehan nedîde û le nesebêkî wehşî bem newe efkar û felsefeye brazênêtewe 
ke hîç kiçe wezîrêk natwanê em hisîyatey bibê.” (2009, pp. 75–76) 
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Jin hawbeşî jinni piyawe              
nek xerîkî potellak  
Xwa terbîye be jin dawe              
be dayke netewey çak (2009, p. 368) 

Oh girls come to school; you are the comfort of hearts.  
The ornament of the garden of literature, you are the new buds of the rose.  
We have realized now that a good educated mother,  
Can raise such a generation to be trusted for building the nation.  
Women come before home [in the Kurdish saying “jin û mal”], because there is 
no home without women. 
She is wretched if uneducated; she would not know the right path. 
Women are men’s equal partners, not servants, 
God has given women the task of educating [children]. Mothers can nurture a 
good nation.      

Referring to “the girls” as “the comfort of hearts” and “the ornaments of the 

garden of literature” is using the typical images of women in classical poetry. 

However, substituting “the rose,” the classic image of woman, with “the new buds 

of the rose” emphasizes the newness and implies a new generation or a new age. 

It is this new generation of girls “the new buds” that Pîremêrd addresses and 

invites to school. The reference to women as “the girls” quickly gives place to “the 

mothers” in the third line. The third and the fourth lines reveal that women’s 

education is encouraged for its contribution to the nation - building project and not 

for the sake of women’s own enlightenment. In other words, nationalism made the 

education of women indispensable. Women in the nationalism project were given 

the responsibility of raising educated men and women devoted to their country. 

Kurdish nationalists, Klein observes, “assigned a primary role to Kurdish women 

in both the ‘national awakening’ and in national life in general as teachers” (2001, 

p. 32). She quotes one author in Jîn who wrote “[w]omen will establish the 

foundation for the future generations. This means that nations that have not 

raised their women well [and] that do not appreciate the duties of motherhood are 

[themselves] orphans.” (ibid.)   

Emphasis on the role of women in achieving nationhood and progress can be 

seen in Persian and Turkish nationalistic discourse. In her study of the gendered 

discourse of nationalism in Iran, Najmabadi quotes an article in a journal in 1913 

which proclaimed “[N]o country will progress until it has educated and 

knowledgeable women … A well-educated woman gives birth to ministers, 
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scribes, philosophers, and professors, not to mean porters and fortune tellers.” 

(2005, p. 126) Arat, in her article on women’s education in Turkish nationalistic 

discourse, notes the emphasis on women’s education and quotes, among others, 

one of Ataturk’s speeches in which he remarks “[C]ircumstances today require 

the advancement of our women in all respects. Therefore, our women, too, will be 

enlightened and learned, and like all men, will go through all educational stages. 

Then, women and men, walking side by side, will be each other’s help and 

support in social life.” (1998, p. 160)   

It was not just the women’s intellect which became the subject of modernist 

and nationalist debates, but her physical appearance was deemed a visible 

marker of a society’s progress. The question of veiling and unveiling was directly 

related to the modernization project and the society’s image of itself in contrast 

with European customs. Women were encouraged to unveil by Pîremêrd and 

other contemporaneous poets such as Fayeq Bêkes. In a poem published in 

1936 “‘eşqî ‘esrî” (contemporary love) which is an intimate conversation with the 

beloved, Pîremêrd tells his beloved that “today’s age does not require veiling” 

(“Adabî ‘esrî îse le rûpoşiya nema”) (2009, p. 277). The veil, Najmabadi notes, in 

studying the unveiling of Iranian women, was associated with backwardness 

(2005, p. 133). Unveiling, she rightly notes, was “essential to the advancement of 

Iran and its dissociation from Arab-Islamic culture” for Iranian modernists (ibid.). 

This is true for Kurdish modernists such as Pîremêrd who were fascinated by the 

image of the European woman and attempted to dissociate Kurdish culture from 

Arabic and Turkish Islamic culture. Dissociation from Islamic culture will be 

discussed in the following section on nationalism and the invention of the national 

history; however, discussing the Kurdish modernist argument for unveiling and 

the counter-modernists’ views on unveiling is beyond the scope of this chapter. 

Suffice to point out Pîremêrd’s leading role in encouraging unveiling and how this 

transformed the classical image of woman in Kurdish poetry and led to the birth of 

the “modern” woman.246  

                                              
246 For a thorough study of women’s veil ing and unveil ing in Iranian modernity, see 
Najmabadi, A. (2005). Women’s Veil ing and Unveil ing. In Women with Mustaches 
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In the absence of Kurdish novels, poetry provided a space for discussing and 

encouraging modernization. But such a task was challenging poetry’s own 

conventions. For instance, discussing the idealized image of women based on the 

perception of the European woman was making the classical image of woman in 

Kurdish poetry obsolete and its replacement with a new image inevitable. 

Discussing and advocating nationalism was also making certain transformations 

indispensable. In what follows I examine the theme of nationalism in Pîremêrd’s 

poetry and how it transformed the course of modern Kurdish poetry. 

5.4. Nationalism 

5.4.1. Envisaging national history/ nationalizing pre-Islamic history  

The construction of modern Kurdish national identity was closely linked to the 

formation of Kurdish national history. Attempts to create a national history started 

with Hacî Qadir and his romanticization of the Kurdish autonomous principalities. 

Hekarî took a different approach to Kurdish history and invented a religious 

Kurdish history in which he linked the glories of the Abrahamic religions to the 

Kurds and Kurdified the notables of world’s history. His approach was perhaps an 

extreme example of attempts to combine nationalism and religion by Kurdish 

Ottoman intellectuals, examples of which could be found in Jîn, Rojî Kurd and 

Hetawî Kurd. By 1918, a different approach to Kurdish history emerged which 

was interested in the pre-Islamic history of the Kurds. Pîremêrd together with 

Kurdiyê Bitlîsî were two main contributors to this approach with their regular 

articles in Jîn (1918–1919). This approach came to its climax in the 1930s with 

the publication of the historical studies by Emîn Zekî Beg (1880–1948) and 

Huseyn Huznî Mukriyanî (1890? –1948).  

Among the most well-known attempts to highlight the pre-Islamic elements of 

Kurdish history are Emîn Zekî Beg’s Tarîxî Kurd û Kurdistan (A Brief History of 

                                                                                                                                   
and Men without Beards: Gender and Sexual Anxieties of Iranian Modernity . 
University of California Press. pp. 97–132.  
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the Kurds and Kurdistan, from Antiquity to the Present, 1930)247 and Huseyn 

Huznî Mukriyanî’s Awirêkî Paşewe (A Glimpse of the Past, 1925-1931) in three 

volumes, Xunçey Beharistan: Tarîxî Kurdan cêy derkewtinî û jiyanî û tewawî 

temmedûnî Kurdî (The Rose of the Spring Garden: The history of the Kurds; how 

they emerged, lived and everything about Kurdish civilization, 1925), and 

Kurdistanî Mukriyan: Atropatîn (The Kurdistan of Mukriyan, 1938).248 As well as 

his articles in Jîn and his poetry, Pîremêrd contributed to the historical debates of 

the thirties and forties with his plays such as Dwanze Swarî Merîwan (The Twelve 

Knights of Mariwan, 1935), Şerîf Hemewend (1936), and Cîrokî Mehmûd Ax'ay 

Şêwekel (The heroic deeds of Mahmud Axa of Şêwekel, 1942). Before discussing 

the theme of history in his poetry it is necessary to give a brief introduction to his 

contribution to the revival of Kurdish history and in particular Kurdish pre-Islamic 

history in his articles in Jîn and the importance of this historical reconfiguration in 

the Kurdish nationalistic discourse.  

Attempts to glorify the past to infuse a sense of pride and self-esteem in the 

Kurdish people began with Hacî Qadirê Koyî. His glorification of the semi-

autonomous Kurdish principalities was quoted and remembered in the Kurdish 

papers and journals of the first few decades of the twentieth century, as 

discussed in Chapter Three. In line with the glorification of the Kurdish emirates 

as the golden age of Kurdish history in the early Kurdish papers one can mention 

Abdurrahman Bedirxan’s series of articles about the history of Cizire and Botan in 

the first Kurdish paper, Kurdistan (1898).249 The early Kurdish papers were 

replete with references to Kurdish historical figures such as Saladin and Karim 

                                              
247 Zekî completed the second volume of this history in 1937. Both works were 
translated into Arabic by Muhammad Awni and a brief version of the first volume 
was translated into English by Nemat Sharif and was published in the Kurdish 
Studies Journa l  in 1996. See, Zaki, M. A. (1996). A Brief History of the Kurds and 
Kurdistan, Part I: From the Advent of Islam to AD 1750. N. Sharif [trans.]. 
International Journal of Kurdish Studies. Vol. 10 (no. 1–2), pp.105–155. 
248 Other important historical works of Mukriyanî are Tarîxî Hukmdaranî Baban  
(The History of the Baban Emirate, 1931), Mêjûy Nawdaranî Kurd (The History of 
Kurdish Notables, 1931), Kurd û Nadir Şah  (The Kurds and Nader Shah, 1934), 
Kurdî Zend  (Kurdish Zands, 1934), and Mêjuy Mîranî Soran (The History of Soran 
Princes, 1935). In 2007 all his works were published in two volumes by Aras under 
the tit le of Huseyn Huznî Mukriyanî: Sercemî Berhemî.  
249 Bozarslan’s Kurdistan, 1991, no.8–13.  
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Khan Zand. The cover pages of the first two issues of Rojî Kurd displayed 

pictures of Saladin and Karim Khan.  

In 1918 Baykûşak notes that the publication of a book on the history of the 

Kurds called The Kurds: Historical and Social Investigation by Aşair-i Muhacirin 

Müdiriyet-i Umumiyyesi (General Directorate of Tribes and Emigrants) of the 

Turkish authority sparked controversy as it claimed that the Kurds were actually 

Turks and of the Turanian race, therefore dismissing suggestions that the Kurds 

were related to the Arabs, the Iranians, and the Georgians (2013, p. 87). 

Baykûşak rightly comments that this book is important because the majority of the 

articles published in Jîn on the history of the Kurds and their roots were in fact 

responses to the allegations presented in this book (ibid.). Two of the main 

contributors to the question of Kurdish roots in Jîn were Kurdiyê Bitlîsî and 

Pîremêrd and both defended the idea of Kurds as Iranian people.250 Pîremêrd 

confirms Bitlîsî’s view and states that the Kurds are “an ancient Aryan nation that 

existed since the Stone Age” (cited in Baykûşak 2013, p. 93). The Aryan 

argument found many supporters among Kurdish intellectuals and Baykûşak 

argues that it was particularly attractive because it gave the Kurdish intellectuals 

a chance to detach themselves from the Turkish nation (ibid. p. 97). However, at 

the same time the Aryan discourse was very popular in Iran and among Iranian 

intellectuals and in fact was the “fundamental pillar of the Iranian nationalist 

discourse” (Zia-Ebrahimi 2011, p. 445). It is highly probable Kurdish intellectuals 

like Pîremêrd who introduced the Aryan discourse to Kurdish nationalism were 

inspired by their Iranian counterparts and the way Iranian intellectuals were using 

it to shape modern Iranian identity politics.251   

The Aryan myth which “divides humankind into several races, and considers 

most Europeans, but also Iranians and Indians, as members of the Aryan race,” 

                                              
250 See Kurdiyê Bitlîsî’s “Kürt ler İrani Değil midir?” in Jîn  no. 19 & 21 (Bozarslan’s 
edition 1988, pp. 839–840 & 920) and Kurdiyê Bitlîsî, “Kürdler Münasebetiyle” no. 1 
pp. 9–10 (Bozarslan’s edition 1988, pp. 190–191). 
251 Huseyn Huznî Mukriyanî’s works are also influenced by Aryan discourse. 
Mukriyanî and Pîremêrd were fluent in Persian and were not only reading the 
Persian papers of their t ime, but were also contributing to them by prose and 
poetry.  
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Zia-Ebrahimi notes, lasted for a long period in European thought, “from 

approximately the early nineteenth century to the aftermath of World War II” 

(2011, p. 447–8). The Aryan discourse came to permeate the entire corpus of 

Orientalist writing on Iran and India in the course of the nineteenth century (ibid., 

p. 452), and it provided the nationalist ideologues of Iran with an appealing model 

of history (ibid. pp. 453–4) and the impression that they were equal to Europeans 

(ibid. p. 472).252 Combined with the rising anti-Arab sentiments of the Iranian 

nationalists, Aryanism offered a path to disassociate the Iranians from Arabic and 

Islamic culture, to glorify Iran’s pre-Islamic history, and to blame the 

backwardness of the society on Islam.253  

Aryanism and the glorification of the pre-Islamic period resonated well with 

Kurdish nationalists who were in search of a new model of history and a way to 

dissociate themselves from the fetters of the Islamic Ottoman Empire. Pîremêrd 

was among the forerunners of the new movement to revive pre-Islamic Kurdish 

history, which gained momentum in the 1930s with Mukriyanî’s and Zekî’s books 

on Kurdish history. There is no study of this movement in Kurdish Studies, but it is 

safe to say that the movement appealed to Kurdish nationalists in academic and 

non-academic circles alike.254 It should also be noted that at least in Pîremêrd the 

search for ancient roots was not motivated by anti-Arab or anti-Islam sentiments, 

the way it was in Iranian nationalism. For Pîremêrd searching for the roots was a 

way to prove that Kurds had existed as a nation since time immemorial and have 

had a glorious history. Reviving the glorious history of the past was an effective 

way to infuse the sense of pride and self-esteem in Kurdish readers. It was for 

this purpose that Pîremêrd based all his plays, Dwanze Swarî Merîwan (1935), 

                                              
252 Zia-Ebrahimi notes that although the Aryan discourse in the West “has at long 
last eroded, and the designation “Aryan race” has fallen into disuse except for a few 
publications of the most dubious scientif ic integrity, sometimes with evident racist 
and pro-Nazi leanings,” yet Iranians “continue to nonchalantly refer to the nezhàd-
eàriyàyi [Aryan race] and their alleged belonging to this family that would include 
Europeans.” (2011, pp. 446–447) 
253 Zia-Ebrahimi has shown that contrary to the established understanding of 
Aryanism as having roots in the ancient Persian texts, this theory was a modern 
invention, constructed under the influence of Western orientalists’ glorif ication of 
the pre-Islamic era of Iran and the Aryan discourse in Europe. 
254 Some nationalists have gone as far as trying to revive Zarathustrianism as the 
true religion of the Kurds.   
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Şerîf Hemewend (1936), and Cîrokî Mehmûd Ax'ay Şêwekel (1942), on historical 

stories and prominent Kurdish figures.  

Reviving the history and enlightening people was the ultimate aim of poetry 

for Pîremêrd. He proudly says that he discouraged Zekî Beg from writing poetry 

which in his view was a “lying profession” and advised him to turn his energy to 

history (2009, pp. 34-35). In a letter written to Zekî Beg in 1936, Pîremêrd writes, 

“[M]usic has twelve ‘meqam’ and twenty four branches and you have mastered 

them all, yet they are not as useful as your two-volume history book” (2009, p. 

35). Maqam is a Middle Eastern system of melodic modes and there are twelve 

different modes which Zekî Beg mastered, yet for Pîremêrd reaching such status 

in the art of music is not as important as completing his history books. Yet, when 

Zekî Beg replied to a question posed by Qane’ (1898-1965), the nationalist 

Kurdish poet, about the history of a monument in Gharadax, a town near 

Suleimaniyah, Pîremêrd greeted and published the poem in Jîn because the 

poem was in fact a history lesson. In other words, poetry was valued as long as it 

was written to convey social and political messages or was written for the 

purpose of enlightenment. Pîremêrd was aware of the persuasive power of 

poetry; therefore, while somewhat dismissing poetry as serious writing, he never 

ceased to write it. It is worth mentioning that Qane’ also asked his question in the 

form of a poem which was published in Jîn no. 584 in 1939. Qane’s poem starts 

with the following lines:  

Mamostay zana, serçawey îrfan             
terîx nûsekey, xakî Kurdistan  
Yaxwa her bijît, ta dêr zemane              
bo xizmet kirdin em Kurdistan e 
Ecdadî xoman nebû le bîrman               
nemanezanî baw û bapîrman  
Zîndût kirdewe hall û ehwallman          
hatîne rîzî dirawsê mallman (2009, p. 328) 

Our learned master, the fountain of “êrfan” (knowledge),255 [Emîn Zekî Beg], 
I wish you a life till eternity to serve Kurdistan.  
We did not know about our ancestors, our fathers and forefathers,  

                                              
255 Although “êrfan” means mysticism, I believe that here it has been used to refer 
to knowledge, because Zekî Beg had no background in mysticism. Hacî Qadir also 
used “êrfan” together with “î lm” to refer to knowledge.     
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You revived our history and made us stand [proudly] among our neighbouring 
nations.256     

Wishing someone a long life to serve Kurdistan was unprecedented in Kurdish 

poetry. Serving the master (pîr), king (mîr), or the beloved (yar) was the purpose 

of the wish for a long life in classical poetry, all to be replaced by the homeland 

(Kurdistan). It is emphasized that thanks to Zekî Beg’s historical studies the Kurds 

know about their history. An immediate impression of this poem is its simple 

language. The pragmatic approach to poetry had immense impact on the 

language and made its simplification indispensable.  

Pîremêrd’s introduction to Zekî Beg’s poem is a perfect example of simple 

language. Besides the language, the form of the poetry is close to a folkloric 

poem in its simplicity, rhyme scheme, and meter. The poem with its couplet 

rhyme and the syllabic meter (5+5) marks a distinctive shift from the conventions 

of classical poetry;  

Terîxî konî, derbendî gewre       
kes neydezanî heta em dewre  
Be yazde şêr, boy beyan kirdîn     
êsta şarezay dewrey rabirdûyn (2009, p. 327) 

The history of the Derbendî Gewre was unknown to all until recently,  
[Zekî Beg] has explained to us in eleven verses and makes us aware of its 
history.257   

Mastery of folklore had also great impact on Pîremêrd’s adopted language 

and form. The structure of many of his poems on the theme of history is very 

close to folklore. Taking inspiration from the folk tradition was the heart of the Five 

Syllabists poets in Turkish poetry (Mignon 2010, p. 83-85), and giving Pîremêrd’s 

familiarity with Turkish poetry it is very likely that this attention to folk tradition was 

the influence of the Five Syllabists.  Pîremêrd collected and published Kurdish 

folklore and his folklore collection is one of the largest collections to date. He also 

based some of his plays, such as The Twelve Knights of Mariwan, on folkloric 

stories.   

                                              
256 To read the complete poem, see Pîremêrd’s Dîwan  2009, pp. 327–28.  
257 To read Pîremêrd and Zekî Beg’s poems in complete see, Pîremêrd’s Dîwan  
2009, pp. 327-329.  
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A good example of the influence of folklore on his poetry is a series of short 

stanzas he wrote to commemorate the battle of Bedir Khan Pasha, the prince of 

Cizîr and Botan, with the army of Ottoman king, Usman Pasha, in 1878. The 

poems remained unpublished until 1970 when Muhemmed Resûl (Hawar) printed 

a volume of Pîremêrd’s poems from different manuscripts. The poem is in four 

stanzas, but its structure shows that the original poem could have been longer 

because it seems abrupt. The four stanzas are narrated from the perspective of 

four different Kurdish armies, each belonging to a Kurdish clan, who joined Bedir 

Khan Pasha’s army. Although the scope of this chapter does not allow me to offer 

a close study of all stanzas I will focus on the first stanza to illustrate my earlier 

point on adopting a folkloric-like language and style in discussing history by 

Pîremêrd; 

Min xelefim, newey Kurd             
Katêk hatim destûrbird                 
Ebînî leşkerim lenaw bird              
Osman paşa le tirsa mird               
Fermanî mîrî Botane (1970, p. 43)                       

I am a Xelef [a Kurdish tribe], of Kurdish descent,  
As soon as I arrived, thunder-like,  
I annihilated the army of the enemy. 
Osman Pasha [the Turkish king] died of fear,  
I am serving the prince of Botan.  

Portraying historical battles such as this one with nationalistic terminology 

represented the attempt of Kurdish poets such as Pîremêrd to invent a Kurdish 

national history. In what follows I discuss another important element in his poetry 

related to the theme of history which is constructing national memory. I illustrate 

this in his attempts to re/invent Newroz as the Kurdish New Year.  

5.4.2. Constructing National Memory: Newroz 

Pîremêrd had a significant role in reviving Newroz in the 1920s and 1930s 

and especially after his return to Sulaymaniyah (Aşna 2009, pp. 84–85). He was 

organizing Newroz celebrations singlehandedly in his hometown which included 

lighting a fire (ibid.). Pîremêrd argued that Newroz is an ancient Kurdish 

celebration which should be revived and remembered. His attempt to revive an 
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assumedly ancient tradition is in apparent contradiction to his fascination with 

modernity and his criticism of classical poetry for being outdated. This reminds us 

of Hobsbawm’s explanation of the contradictions in the ‘invention of the tradition’; 

the contradiction and the contrast between “the constant change and innovation 

of the modern world and the attempts to structure at least some parts of social life 

within it as unchanging and invariant” (1983, p. 2).258 Newroz the way Pîremêrd, 

among other Kurdish intellectuals, vindicates it did not exist in Kurdish literature 

and in fact was an invention. It was utilized for the construction of the Kurdish 

national identity and played a significant role in Kurdish identity politics.  

Newroz259 which means New Day marks the first day of the spring Equinox, 

on March 21, and the first day of the New Year in the Kurdish and Iranian 

calendar. It is celebrated by people from different ethnic and religious 

backgrounds in Asia.260 Yet, for Kurds it has had political overtones. Among the 

important works on Newroz and its role in Kurdish identity politics one can 

mention Gürdal Aksoy’s  Kürt  Dili  ve Söylenceleri  Üzerine  Ncelemeler  (Studies  

in  Kurdish  Language  and  Myths, 1991), Bir Söylence, Bir Tarih: Newroz (A 

Myth, a History: Newroz, 1998), and Delal Aydin’s MA thesis, Mobilizing the 

Kurds in Turkey: Newroz as a Myth (2005). Aksoy and Aydin both argue that 

Newroz is a modern myth and was developed by nationalist intellectuals. 

Studying classical poetry testifies that Newroz was celebrated to mark the advent 

of the spring and the rejuvenation of the earth. Nalî famously says,  

Teşrîfî newbehare ke alem deka niwê           
dill çunke mîslî xunçeye boye depişkwê (2001, p. 697) 

The grand arrival of the spring has renewed the world; my heart has sprung like 
a bud.  

                                              
258 Hobsbawm defines the ‘ invention of the tradition’ as, “a set of practices, 
normally governed by overtly or tactically accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic 
nature, which seek to inculcate certain values and norms of behaviour by repetit ion, 
which automatically implies continuity with the past” (1983, p. 1).  
259 Aydin rightly notes that there are various spell ings of Newroz in English texts 
which are based on the Persian spell ing of the word such as “Nov  Ruz”, “Nowruz”, 
“Norooz” (2005, p. 45).   
260 To read more on Newroz/Nawruz, see Boyce, M., Simone Cristoforetti, S., and 
Shahbazi, A. Nowruz. In Encyclopædia Iranica , online edition. Available at 
http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/nowruz-index (Acceseds on 10 July 2015).  
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In Xanî’s Mem û Zîn, the lovers met at the Newroz festival. He portrays 

Newroz as the coming of spring,  

Dewra felekê ji bextê feyrûz            
dîsan ko numa ji nû ve newrûz  
Mebnî li wê adetê mubarek              
şehrî û sipahiyan bi carek  
Bajar û kelat û xanî berdan              
teşbîhê bi nejdeyan û Cerda  
Sef sef dimeşîne kûh û deûtan         
ref ref disişîne seyr û geştan  
… 
Sersalî û bakir û rewalan                 
sedalî û ciwan û pir û kalan  
Sersal li resm û rahê me me‘hûd     
gêran diû meqamê mehmûd (2004, pp. 76–77) 

When the blessed turning of the time has brought Newroz again,  
 Following the blessed tradition, all city-folk, including the soldiers,  
Left the city, the castles, and their houses like hunters, 
And moved to the mountains and the valleys in their hundreds to visit nature;  
… 
The youths and the hundred-year-old men altogether,  
Celebrated the New Year in traditional way; their happy voices reached the sky. 

As the above texts illustrate, Newroz or “Sersal” was celebrated for the 

vivacity spring brings to nature and life, and had no political signification. Yet in 

the heat of the debates on the Kurds and their roots in the first two decades of the 

twentieth century, Newroz engrossed the attention of the Kurdish nationalists who 

were trying to establish national days. The question of the national days was 

posed in Jîn for the first time and Newroz was the first national day to be 

recognized by Jîn writers. Aydin quotes a celebratory piece entitled “Sersal” in an 

issue of Jîn published in March 1919 in which the writer congratulating the arrival 

of Newroz and comments that nations have several kinds of special days and 

mentions Sersal as one such special day for the Kurds (2005, p. 60).261 He also 

quotes an article by Memduh Selim “Eyyam-ı Mahsusamızı Tesbit Meselesi” (The 

                                              
261 Other national days, the writer states, are the day “Kawe” overcame the cruelty 
of Dehak, the days on which Salahadin Eyyubi was born and was crowned. The 
myth of “Kawe” is also a modern invention. Newroz has come to be recognized as 
the Kurdish New Year and the day Kawe rebelled against the tyrannies of Dehak. 
However, as Aydin (2005) notes the two events were celebrated on different dates 
and became one only at a later stage and Kawe became the symbol of l iberation 
and freedom.    
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Question of the Determination of Our Special Days) in Jîn no. 16 (1918) in which 

the author argues,  

Knowing our  special  days  is  our  duty  in  that  we  are  a  historical  nation. 
We have neglected the duty of knowing ourselves until now. Getting to know our 
special days and celebrating them in their due time is one of the ways of 
knowing ourselves; … In brief, we should know ourselves and make us known to 
others since this examination and definition is a solution for recognition of our 
national task and the gaining of our rights. This solution is a necessity if we are 
to live as a nation. (cited in Aydin 2005, p. 61)262 

The efforts of Kurdish intellectuals like Memduh Selim to establish Kurdish 

national days came to a halt with the establishment of the Turkish Republic in 

1923. The republican Turkey which replaced “the loosely integrated Ottoman 

state,” Hassanpour notes, was “a highly centralized, secular and westernized 

nation-state based on Turkish ethnic identity” and Turkification policy was 

practiced toward the non-Turks (1992, p. 150).263 The Turkish Republic made 

writing and publishing in Kurdish illegal, therefor Kurdish writers and poets, as 

explained in the previous chapter, had either to leave the country or to become 

silent (as was the case with Hekarî). Pîremêrd was among those who left Turkey 

and returned to Mandatory Iraq. As well as his efforts in writing and journalism, 

Pîremêrd worked to celebrate Newroz as a Kurdish national day, and perhaps if it 

were not for his efforts Newroz would not have been established as a national 

celebration by Kurds today. It was not an easy task and he was accused of fire-

worshiping and working for the interests of the British (2009, p. 25).  

In his short autobiography Pîremêrd explains the difficulties he had in 

organizing Newroz celebrations and the accusations he faced. He defends 

lighting a fire for the celebration and argues that it was an ancient tradition among 

the Kurds which had been forgotten (ibid.). He was accused of fire-worshiping 

and encouraging the revival of Zarathustrianism which he denies; “God knows 

that I am Muslim and not a fire-worshiper” (ibid.). He, nevertheless, honors the 

                                              
262 The translation is from Turkish and does not read well. 
263 To read more about the Kurdish language policy in Turkey, consult Hassanpour, 
A. (1992). Nationalism and Language in Kurdistan 1918–1985. San Francisco: 
Mellen Research University Press. pp. 150–152.     
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Newroz fire as “the light for the future of the Kurds” (ibid.).264 Pîremêrd mentions 

the accusation of being paid by the British for organizing Newroz and says, 

“[S]ome said Hacî Tewfîq is organizing Newroz with British money which was 

worse than the fire-worshiping charge, but what do the British have to do with 

Newroz? and when was I paid by the British?!” (2009, pp. 25-26).265 Whether 

these accusations had any basis in fact is yet to be studied, but Pîremêrd praised 

the British in his poetry and believed that they will help the Kurds.266 Despite all 

the challenges, he was successful in establishing Newroz as the Kurdish national 

day and turning Newroz celebrations into a symbolic event for the Kurds.  

In his poetry Newroz, together with the Newroz fire, is a reminder of the 

Kurdish struggle and the hope for liberation. In a poem called “Behar û Newroz” 

(the spring and Newroz) published in 1944, he compares the fire of Newroz to the 

fire Moses saw on Mount Tur/Sinai: 

Yaran Behare                                       
Şiney pir neşey, badî behare                
Lale agrî, naw çîmenzare                    
Agrî Newrozîş le girdî yare                  
Pêşxaney nûre, bo em diyare                
Ew agrey Mûsa, dî le kêwî Tûr             
Bo rêy serberzî, bû be girî nûr               
Agrî Newrozîş, le nizîk û dûr                
Bo rêy Kurd ebê be şiray srûr (2009, pp. 154–155)        

Friends it is spring again,  
The refreshing breeze of the spring [is flowing],   
Poppies are the fire of the meadow [in their redness],  
And the Newroz fire on the Yare hilltop,   
Like an altar has lightened this homeland.  
The fire Moses saw on Mount Sinai,  
Became the guiding light for glory,     
Likewise, the Newroz fire, from near and afar,  
Is the guiding light for Kurds for happiness.  

                                              
264 “Ew agre runakî rêy ayindey Kurde, bexwa min agir perest nîm û xwa perestim.” 
265 “Hendêk witbûyan Hacî Tewfîq newroz be parey Înglîz ekat û bo ewanî ekat, 
eme le kifrî ateşperestî kifrt ire. Înglîz çi dexlêkî be newrozewe heye, ya xud min key 
le xwanî mûçey înglîz nîmet xwar bûm?!”      
266 In his autobiography he says he did not l ike the Brit ish out of self- interest and 
even claims that he did not accept Jîn  subscription fees from them. Yet he admits 
that he admires them for their discipline and etiquette (2009, p. 26). In a poem 
published in 1945 entit led “burcî rojî Kurd” (the fate of the Kurds) he expresses his 
faith in the Brit ish to save the Kurds and says, “Boye înglizm be dil l  xoş ewê/ em 
cares firyay ême ekewê” (2009, pp. 138–139).        
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Thus, Newroz from being merely a joyous event to celebrate the arrival of spring 

was turned into an event with political significance for the Kurds.  

Fourteen poems are recorded for Newroz in Pîremêrd’s Dîwan and some 

have been turned into songs. His most famous poem for Newroz is a ghazal 

which has been adopted as an official song of Newroz by the Kurds. The poem 

was sung by Dîlan (1927–1990), the revolutionary Kurdish poet and singer, and 

ever since has been sung by many Kurdish singers and dengbêj, including the 

legendary Kurdish singer Hassan Zirak (1921–1972). It is one of the most well-

known songs in Kurdish and Newroz celebrations usually start with this song. The 

poem is a great example of a new genre of Kurdish poetry called “şêrî şoriş” 

(poems of revolution). The poem is followed by its literal translation.  

Em rojî sallî tazeye, Newroze hatewe                   
Cejnêkî konî Kurde, be xoşî û behatewe  
Çend sall, gullî hîway ême pest bû, takû par         
Her xwênê lawekan bû, gullî allî newbehar  
Ew renge sure bû, le asoy blindî Kurd                    
Mijdey beyanî, bo gelî dûr û nizîk ebird  
Newroz bû, agrêkê wehay xiste cergewe                
Lawan be eşq eçûn, be berew pîrî mergewe 
Ewa roj hellat, le bendenî berzî willatewe             
Xwênî şehîde, be regnî şefeq şewq edatewe  
Ta êste, rûy nedawe le terîxî mîleta                        
Qellxanî gulle, singî kiçan bê, le hellmeta  
Pêy nawê bo şehîdî weten, şîwen û girîn                
Namirin ewane, wa li dillî mîleta ejîn (2009, p. 152) 

Today is the New Year, Newroz has arrived again. An ancient Kurdish festivity 
may arrive with joy and bliss. 
For many years, the flower/rose of our hope was withered, until recently, the 
blood of our youth brought poppies to the spring.  
It was that red colour, which from the horizon of the Kurds’ fortune, brought glad 
tidings for the people from near and afar. 
Newroz brought such a fire to the hearts that the youth were welcoming death 
with love/ eagerness. 
The sun has risen, from the high mountains of the homeland. The redness of the 
dawn is the blood of the martyrs   
It has never happened in the history of the nations, that girls welcome the bullets 
in bravery  
Mourning and tears are not needed for the martyrs [because] those who live in 
the heart of the nation, shall never die. 

Hawar explains the context surrounding the composition of the poem as a day of 

protest in 1948 in Sulemaniyah in which “like other cities of Iraq”, the youth of the 
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city, boys and girls, participated in demonstrations (1970, p. 117). The 

demonstrations Hawar refers to are components of the mass uprising, known as 

“al-wathba” (the leap), against the Portsmouth Treaty in 1948 which allowed the 

British to remain in Iraq for another twenty five years (Haj 1997, p. 102). The 

publication of the treaty terms, Haj notes, sparked unrest in Baghdad and the rest 

of Iraq and forced the prime minister Salih Jabr to resign and flee the country 

(1997, pp. 102-103). Hawar says that Pîremêrd was moved by the 

demonstrations and was inspired to write this poem (1970, p. 117). Despite his 

admiration for the British in his earlier life Pîremêrd wrote and published this 

poem to celebrate the anti-British uprising. The poem soon became the national 

anthem for Newroz and has remained so to this day.                                                                  

The poem should be seen in line with the emergence of a new genre of 

poetry in the 1930s and 1940s which has been called “the poetry of revolution”. 

These poems were overtly political and usually were written to be sung. The 

Kurdish national anthem “Ey reqîb” (oh enemy) was written in 1938 by Dildar 

(1918–1948) and was adopted by the Kurdish political parties, not only in Iraqi 

Kurdistan, but also in other parts of Kurdistan.267 A detailed study of this genre of 

poetry is yet to be presented, but a quick glance at the poems reveals the 

frequency of certain images such as “the blood of the martyrs watering the soil of 

the homeland”. A contextual analysis of “Newroz” is beyond the scope of this 

research, but it suffices to discuss the transformations in the language and the 

literary conventions, compared to those of classical poetry.       

The poem, following the practice of writing about Newroz and spring in 

classical poetry, starts with the news of the advent of Newroz. An example of 

such opening in classical poetry is Wefayî’s (1884- 1902) famous ghazal for 

Newroz starts with the following line: 

Nesîmî bayî newrozî şemîmî enberî hêna        
mûrîdî aşiqan dîsan peyamî dilberî hêna (2011, p. 41) 

                                              
267 In 1946 the Kurdistan Republic of Mahabad, which was a short-l ived self-
governing state in Iran, adopted the song as their official anthem. It has also been 
adopted as the official anthem by the Kurdistan Regional Government in Iraq.  
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The breeze of Newroz has brought the sweet smell of ambergris and the 
messenger of the lovers has brought a letter from the beloved.  

The arrival of Newroz in classical poetry is associated with the happy 

moments of reunion with the beloved or with receiving her message or gift, as 

Wefayî’s poem exemplifies. Melayê Cezîrî in a qasida called “dîsan ji nû bêhalle 

dill” (My heart is unhappy again) calls the moment of meeting his beloved as 

“Newroz of the heart,” 

Ev narê sîqala dile                                               
Daim liwê qala dile                                              
Newroz û ser sala dile                                         
weqtê hilêtin ew sirac (2004, p. 75)       

The fire has engulfed the heart, 
All talk is about the heart,  
It is the Newroz and the New Year of the heart, 
When the moon-faced beloved appears.  

Pîremêrd’s song for Newroz, unlike the classical examples of Newroz/spring 

poems, takes a nationalistic turn in the second hemistich of the first line when the 

poet calls Newroz an “ancient Kurdish festivity”.  

Although in classical poetry there are examples of likening the prince’s 

ascension to throne or visiting the spiritual master in mystical poetry to the arrival 

of Newroz and spring, taking pride in celebrating Newroz as a Kurdish festival is 

unprecedented. Likewise, the other familiar images in the poem, like “the morning 

breeze,” “the fire in the heart,” “the poppies of the spring,” carry different 

connotations from those they assume in classical poetry. Unlike classical poetry 

where the flowers of the spring arrive with the spring rains, it is “the blood of the 

youth” that waters them in Pîremêrd’s poem. The poppies are, thus, the outcome 

of the spilled blood. In fact, poppies began to be the symbol of martyrs in Kurdish 

poetry. The red colour is a central theme in the poem and is reflected in nature. 

The redness of the sunrise is depicted as the reflection of the blood of the 

nation’s youth in the third line. Therefore, the sunrise is the second feature of 

revival and a new life, after the spring flowers, which have come into existence 

because of the sacrifice of the young people. Spring, in other words, gains 

political connotations and becomes the symbol of hope and optimism. 
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Politicization of natural phenomena is perhaps the most visible feature of the new 

genre of “poetry of revolution.” Winter, for instance, in this genre, stands for the 

period of political suppression and hopelessness.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

In classical poetry it is the love of the beloved which creates fire in the lover’s 

heart and compels him/her to sacrifice his/her life for love. Newroz replaces the 

beloved in Pîremêrd’s poem and it is the love of this festival, as a symbol of the 

nation, which obliges the youth to sacrifice their lives. “Newroz” is therefore, 

accompanied by a new set of images, which have politicized the festival and 

changed its meaning for the Kurds. In the classical poetry for spring, the poem is 

usually concluded with the happy image of the lovers’ union and the nature’s 

rebirth. Yet, Pîremêrd’s poem is concluded with a clear political message, another 

common feature of the “poetry of revolution”, that the martyrs live in the heart of 

their nation.  

Pîremêrd’s song for Newroz is a successful example of appropriating poetry 

for political purposes. Constructing a national history as a purpose of poetry 

meant the introduction of new themes in poetry. As well as celebrating the 

“national” days and events such as Newroz, recording and remembering the 

Kurdish uprisings was another strategy Pîremêrd was adopting in crafting a 

national memory and history through his poetry. He is the one the first poet to 

have commemorated Shaikh Said’s rebellion of 1925. In a number of poems 

Pîremêrd celebrates the memory of Shaikh Said and his colleagues (see for 

instance, “Şîwenî Şehîdanî Kurdî Seru” (2009, pp. 126–130), “Hatin Şehîdekan” 

(2009, pp. 131–132) “bo Şehîdanî 24 ayar 1925” (2009, p. 164)) and pleads for 

their resistance to be remembered. He published the poem “bo Şehîdanî 24 Ayar 

1925” (for the martyrs of 24 May 1925) in three dialects of Sorani, Kurmanji, and 

Gurani, which was an unprecedented phenomenon in Kurdish literature (2009, p. 

164). Writing about current political figures and events turned to be a significant 

theme in modern Kurdish poetry and one of its distinguishing features.  

In the two previous chapters, I examined deviations from the classical norms 

and conventions of poetry that, in Lotman’s words, “prepare the ground for 
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further, more systematic or substantial revisions in the total system of poetic 

production, and consequently, the greater opening-up of the entire tradition.” (p. 

67). The “opening-up” moment, I believe, happens with Pîremêrd. He questions 

the relevance of the classical poetry with its hyperbolic language to the modern 

period and offers the alternative model of “European literature” which he argues, 

deals with “facts not imagination”. Advocating the “European literature” was in line 

with his fascination with Europe. Unlike his predecessors, he had no reservations 

in advocating anything European, regardless of the possible conflict with his 

native culture or religion. In this spirit he advocated women’s education and 

unveiling as a way to take society forward. In his attempt to construct a national 

history, he worked for the revival of pre-Islamic traditions like Newroz and the 

Newroz fire and the disassociation of Kurdish history from religion.  

Poetry was employed because Kurdish intellectuals like Pîremêrd were 

aware of its persuasive power, as well as its history and status in the Kurdish 

society. Poetry was used as a powerful force of change, with its energy directed 

to help the modernization process. Employing poetry as a tool for encouraging 

modernization and disseminating nationalism challenged poetry’s conventions 

and norms and made the changes in rhetoric, language, and form inevitable. As 

well as building on and consolidating the changes introduced to poetry by Hacî 

Qadir and Hekarî, Pîremêrd took the process of change onto a different level by 

openly discussing the deficiencies of the classical poetic system and offering a 

new model for emulation, even though vague. Pîremêrd, like Hacî Qadir and 

Hekarî, continued to employ classical images and metaphors for conveying new 

themes. Doing so required that first the traditional images were disassociated 

from convention and then assigned with new connotations.  

I have argued that it is the collective work of generations of poets that 

prepared the ground for substantial change in poetry and the emergence of 

Abdula Goran. I see Goran as the culmination of the long and complex process of 

the poetic change, not as the initiator.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

Conclusion 

This thesis challengesthe traditional understanding of modern Kurdish poetry 

as a radical break with the past pioneered by Abdula Goran in the 1940s. The 

traditional classification of poetry is based on its formal attributes. According to 

this system, modern poetry is defined by its abandonment of aruz, the adoption of 

syllabic meter and a free rhyme scheme. This approach however, imposes a 

sharp dividing line between classical and modern poetry and closes the era of 

classical poetry in the 1940s when it was challenged and ruled out by the 

emergence of modern poetry. In my dissertation I have offered a more nuanced 

approach to the study of modern poetry and presented it as a process of poetic 

change that unfolded in the works of generations of poets, rather than one single 

poet. I illustrated that the transformations began in the last decades of the 

nineteenth century and culminated with Goran in the 1940s. In other words, I see 

Goran as the heir to the works and efforts of many poets over the course of 

several decades, not as an initiator. I have proved that crediting a single poet for 

the transformation of poetry from classical to modern, a view which is rooted in 

the tendency to see poetic changes as revolutionary transformations and the 

products of specific moments in history, is erroneous and deeply flawed. 

Drawing on semiotics and Lotman’s dynamic model of poetic change, I 

explore poetry as a “semiotic communicative system” and trace the 

transformations in the system from the late nineteenth century to the 1940s, 

identifying three stages of the transformation represented by the works of Hacî 

Qadirê Koyî, Rehîm Rehmê Hekarî, and Pîremêrd. Examining the context of the 

change, I argue that modern Kurdish poetry emerged in response to the changes 

prompted by the advent of modernity and was in fact the realization of the 

modernization process in language and literature. I illustrate that modernity and 

nationalism, as its political implication, were the main driving forces of change 
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and explain how poetry accommodated the new ideas and perspectives they 

introduced and how this led to a transformation in the poetic system. In the works 

of the selected poets I trace the gradual move from the traditional conventions of 

poetry and the introduction of new elements.   

An examination of classical poetry in order to identify the classical poetic 

norms and conventions in Chapter Two revealed the problems inherent in the 

traditional definition of classical poetry and the challenges of studying Kurdish 

classical, and even modern, poetry. I illustrate that the traditional definition of 

classical poetry is entirely based on the Kurmanji and Sorani literary traditions 

and Gurani poetry is ignored and marginalized. Contrary to what traditional 

criticism suggests, Kurdish classical poetry is not a coherent body of literature, 

but comprises the poetic traditions of the different Kurdish dialects (of Gurani, 

Kurmanji, and Sorani) and is episodic and fragmented. A definition of classical 

poetry is possible only if it is inclusive and takes into account the literary traditions 

of all dialects. Therefore, I present a study of the poetic traditions of Gurani, 

Kurmanji, and Sorani and discuss their unique histories of development and their 

main features. Traditional literary criticism, I expose, is replete with inaccuracies 

and ungrounded information on the poets, dates, and the literary schools, which 

poses serious challenges for academic scholarship. The loss of manuscripts and 

poor editing of the diwans of the poets are other major difficulties in studying 

poetry, examples of which I discuss in the works of the three selected poets.  

Identifying the main features of classical poetry and the established poetic 

conventions, I trace the deviations from these norms which, I argue, began in the 

late nineteenth century in the works of Hacî Qadir Koyî. Hacî Qadir represents the 

first phase of poetic modernization, a process which started when he moved to 

Istanbul. The dynamic atmosphere of Istanbul gave Hacî Qadir first-hand 

experience of the modernization process in the Ottoman Empire. Inspired by the 

news of the technological advancement of Europe he advocated modern 

education, even though he was madrasa-educated himself. Modernity for Hacî 

Qadir, as well as for many other Kurdish intellectuals, was the equivalent of 
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education. In the absence of a Kurdish newspaper, Hacî Qadir’s poetry updated 

Kurdish readers about the latest advancements in the Empire.  

This was a new function for poetry which resulted in the opening up of the 

poetic system to non-literary words. The poet took the new responsibility of 

awakening the people which assigned poetry a new pedagogical mission. 

Consequently, the adoption of a simpler language, in comparison with classical 

poetry where language is highly embellished and complex, was inevitable. As well 

as introducing new words to poetry, Hacî Qadir began to assign new ideological 

meanings to some existing words in the Kurdish language. “me‘rêfet” 

(knowledge), “mîlet” (nation), “dewlet” (state), and “weten” (homeland) are 

examples of such words which are stripped of their classical meanings and reflect 

the socio-political changes of the late Ottoman Empire and the emergence of 

nationalistic discourse. For instance, while “dewlet” in classical poetry means 

wealth and kingship, Hacî Qadir used the word to refer to modern nation-states. 

In the Kurdish language, I argue that the change in the meaning of these words 

first occurred in the poetic discourse of Hacî Qadirê Koyî, a discovery with 

significant implications for modern Kurdish history and the study of Kurdish 

nationalism.  

Hacî Qadir used the classical forms of ghazal and qasida for socio-political 

purposes, and began the practice of writing political ghazal and nationalistic 

qasida. These new poetic forms, though unusual in Hacî Qadir’s time, gained 

serious attention and popularity in the early decades of the twentieth century. The 

combination of the old and the new elements produced “ambivalent texts” which, 

according to Lotman, implies the immanency of change in the system. Devoting 

entire poems to romanticizing the Kurds, glorifying their history, and underlining 

the significance of the Kurdish language were new subjects and themes for 

poetry which began to transform it from a private to a public phenomenon. The 

study of Hacî Qadir’s poetry reveals that the “imagined communities” of Kurdish 

nationality were created in the Kurdish poetry of the late nineteenth century, not in 

newspapers and novels. It also reveals that Kurdish nationalism emerged as a 

result of the awareness of the prevalent idea of nationalism in the Ottoman 
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Empire, the Balkan liberation movements and the fear of Armenian nationalism. 

The scholarship on Kurdish nationalism has overlooked poetry as a source of 

studying the dynamism of nationalism, but in this thesis I illustrate how studying 

poetry sheds light on lesser known aspects of the evolution of Kurdish 

nationalism. I illustrated that Nationalism and modern poetry have a dialectical 

relation; and that while nationalism made the changes in poetry inevitable, poetry 

also had an active role in shaping the Kurdish nationalistic discourse and its 

development. 

Rehîm Rehmê Hekarî marks the next stage in the modernization of poetry in 

the early decades of the twentieth century. By 1920s Hacî Qadir’s innovations 

were no longer perceived as odd and non-literary; dealing with socio-political 

subjects in the traditional forms of ghazal and qasida, for instance, was an 

established practice and poets were expected to write for the awakening people. 

Hekarî s poetry reflects the hopes, the anxieties, and the fears of Kurdish 

intellectuals in facing the questions of modernity and nationalism. Studying Hekarî 

brings to light the neglected contribution of religious intellectuals to the 

development of Kurdish nationalism and challenges the long-held portrayal of 

religious intellectuals as being hostile to modernity and its manifestations. He 

contributed to the construction of a religious interpretation of nationalism which 

did not conflict with Islam, but rather, was a religious duty. He highlighted 

education as important to modernity while consciously glossing over other 

aspects, an approach which was shared by a considerable number of Kurdish 

intellectuals. Awakening the people as the main objective of poetry made 

“lightness and darkness” and “sleeping and awakening” the recurrent metaphors 

of poetry. Employing the familiar images of classical poetry and assigning them 

new political meaning is one of the strategies Hekarî adopted in his writing, which 

had an immense impact on language.  

Hekarî also assigned religious images such as “bang” (call for prayer) 

political overtones and employed them in his poetry. He introduced new rhyme 

schemes to Kurdish poetry, perhaps under the influence of modern Turkish 

poetry, and gave poems titles. In advocating education and nationalism, he 
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employed Islamic rhetoric and appropriated Quranic verses to justify and promote 

his outlook. He extended key Islamic concepts such as “şehîd” (martyr) and 

“mucahid” (fighter of faith) to Kurdish political discourse and referred to the death 

of a Kurdish activist as martyrdom for the first time. In line with advocating 

Kurdish nationalism, history becomes an important theme of poetry and qasidas 

are devoted to the subject of Kurdish history. Hekarî played a significant role in 

rearticulating the concept of homeland in Kurdish literature. Building on Hacî 

Qadir’s new image of homeland, Hekarî contributed to crafting the sense of 

belonging and venerating the duty of protecting homeland by anthropomorphizing 

it as an old ailing mother in need of care and protection. This has been used as a 

powerful technique in Kurdish nationalistic discourse for mobilizing people to 

protect the “honour” of homeland. Hekarî also sanctified the borders of homeland 

by merging the borders of the Islamic world with the borders of “Kurdistan”.  

The religious rhetoric of Hekarî and Hacî Qadir in advocating education and 

nationalism, was replaced with a more secular approach in the 1930s which 

marks the third and penultimate phase of modernization of Kurdish poetry. The 

main contributor to this stage is Pîremêrd who is one of the most prolific Kurdish 

poets. He, like Hekarî and Hacî Qadir, selected the classical forms of poetry for 

the expression of new subjects and for this reason has been branded a “classical” 

poet in traditional literary criticism. Yet, his take on modernity opened new 

horizons in Kurdish poetry and introduced immense transformation in its 

worldview and language. He found poetry irrelevant to the modern time and 

appreciated it only if it was written for socio-political purposes and the 

enlightenment of society. Pîremêrd found the hyperbolic language of classical 

poetry “unnatural” and “embarrassing” and ridiculed the traditional conventions of 

depicting the beloved. Discarding the stereotypical attributes of woman in 

classical poetry, he created a new image of ‘Woman’ in Kurdish poetry. He also 

presented a new ideal image of homeland with modern industry and technology, 

strikingly different from the idyllic image of homeland in classical poetry.       

Pîremêrd was fascinated by Europe and endorsed emulating not only its 

technological advancements, but also its culture and literature. He encouraged 
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poets to move beyond the “irrelevant” world of classical poetry and take 

“European literature” as their model. Yet, with no definition of “European 

literature” other than vague descriptions that it deals with “facts” not “imagination”, 

it seems that his perception was rather imaginary. For Pîremêrd, poetry with its 

status in Kurdish society and its persuasive power was a powerful force of 

change and needed to be employed for the modernization project. In the absence 

of Kurdish novels, poetry provided a space for discussing and encouraging 

modernization.  

Pîremêrd contributed to the secularization of Kurdish nationalism by 

highlighting the pre-Islamic history of Kurds. He also contributed to propagating 

the Aryan discourse which had a significant effect on modern Kurdish identity 

politics. He had a leading role in constructing Newroz as a Kurdish national 

holiday and consolidated the view of Newroz through his poems and songs, and 

one of them has acquired national anthem status. He revived interest in Gurani 

poetry and published the works of prominent Gurani poets such as Mewlewî for 

the first time. The simplicity of language and particularly its syllabic meter was 

inspirational for poets in the 1930s and 40s who were looking for an alternative to 

the aruzi meter. Pîremêrd adopted syllabic meter in some of his poems, but the 

majority of his works were still in aruz. By collecting and publishing Kurdish 

folklore, he brought them to the attention of Kurdish poets and intellectuals. The 

simple language and structure of folklore made them especially attractive to poets 

who were writing for pedagogical purposes.  

The journey of modern Kurdish poetry came to its zenith in the 1940s when 

the new poetic system became the dominant practice. I have shown that modern 

poetry emerged as a response to the advent of modernity, and nationalism as its 

political implication. Identifying three stages of the evolution I have studied the 

different approaches and perceptions of modernity in each stage and their impact 

on language and outlook and how these were translated into poetry. This thesis, 

therefore, not only presents a new approach to the study of modern poetry, but it 

also sheds light on the perception and circulation of modernity in Kurdish society 

as well as on the evolution of Kurdish nationalism.  
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The classical theories of modernization, as Eisenstdadt argues, assumed that “the 

cultural program of modernity as it developed in modern Europe and the basic 

institutional constellations that emerged there would ultimately take over in all 

modernizing and modern societies.” (2000, p. 1) Nevertheless, the actual 

developments in modernizing societies have proved the “homogenizing and 

hegemonic” assumptions of the Western program of modernity to be wrong (ibid.). 

Rejecting the classical Euro-centric definitions of modernity, Eisenstdadt has 

suggested the theory of “multiple modernities” as a way to explain the experience 

of modernity in different societies. He rightly argues that modernity and 

Westernization are not the same and “Western patterns of modernity are not the 

only ‘authentic’ modernities, though they enjoy historical precedence” (2000, p. 3). 

In the same vein, I believe in “multiple modernism” and as I illustrated in this thesis 

modern Kurdish poetry is distinctively different from modern poetry in Western 

literature. Indeed, I argue that when applying Western criticism’s terms, such as 

“modern”, we need to redefine them. In traditional criticism the emergence of 

modern Kurdish poetry has been explained as the result of familiarity with Western 

literature. This reductive approach which compares Kurdish poetry against the 

touchstone of Western literature has resulted in defining modernism as the 

liberation of poetry from the fetters of aruz and strict rhyme schemes. Depicting 

modern poetry in sharp contrast with classical poetry has resulted in explaining the 

emergence of modern poetry as a literary revolution in a specific moment of 

history. This understanding of modernism and its emergence, I argue, is erroneous 

and misleading. In this thesis, I have illustrated the emergence of modern poetry as 

a gradual process of change unfolding over the oeuvre of generations of poets. I 

have identified moments of departure from the traditional poetic conventions in 

language, modes of expressions, perspective and worldview as well as rhyme and 

meter. Poetic transformations, I argue, do not necessarily start with obvious 

changes in form. Transformations of form was indeed the result of gradual changes 

in the content, language, and outlook. Thus, I define modern poetry as a poetry 

which started to depart from the classical norms and conventions which began in 

the late nineteenth century and came to its zenith in the 1940s.   
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This thesis has uncovered unexplored avenues concerning Kurdish modern 

poetry, yet there are many aspects of the evolution of modern poetry yet in need 

of investigation. For instance, the influence of modern Turkish poetry on the 

development of modern Kurdish poetry especially in the 1930s and 40s and the 

influence of modern Arabic poetry in later years, the 1950s and 60s, have not yet 

been explored. I have commented briefly on the influence of Gurani poetry on 

modern Kurdish poetry, but this needs further exploration. For example, questions 

to be answered are: How was the revival of Gurani poetry received and what 

exactly was the nature of the influence? Furthermore, due to the scope of this 

study I had to limit my analysis to the contributions of three major poets, but there 

are other influential figures such as Şêx Nurî Şêx Salih (1896–1958), Ehmed 

Muxtar Begî Caf (1896–1935) and Fayeq Bêkes (1905–1948). The study of their 

works would shed new light on our understanding of the development of modern 

poetry. The practice of free verse from 1940s, contrary to what is argued in the 

traditional criticism, did not gain currency until a few decades later and the 

modified ghazal, first introduced by Hacî Qadir, continued to be the main poetic 

form. This also remains a subject yet to be explored.  

With many aspects of the evolution of modern Kurdish poetry yet to be 

studied, I hope this thesis is a good first step for demonstrating the complex 

nature of the evolvement of modern Kurdish poetry and inspirational for further 

research. 
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APPENDIX A. Rehîm Rehmê Hekarî’s published works in Jîn (1918–19) 

Number Title Genre Pags 
Date (as 

recorded) 

Date in 

Georgian 

Calendar 

1 Bang Poetry 12 
24 Çirîya Ewil 

1334 

24 October 

1918 

1 Xewa me Prose 13-14 
24 Çirîya Ewil 

1343 

24 October 

1918 

2 
Qewî bi xwarina 

ze‘îfan dijîn 
Poetry 14 Çirîya Ewil 1334 October 1918 

3 Eşqa welat Poetry 14-15 
17 Çirîya paşî 

1334 

17 November 

1918 

3 Îttîfaq Prose 13-14 
15 Çirîya paşî 

1334 

15 November 

1918 

4 

Bir Kûrd 

mashbubesinin 

sabah 

meşguliyeti 

Short 

story/ 

Turkish 

9-12 
25 Teşrîn-I Sanî 

1334  
November 

5 
Destê tenê deng 

jê nayêt 
Poetry 14 

12 Çirîya paşî 

1334 

12 November 

1918 

5 
Bişûkê negirît 

memikê naxut 
Prose 15-16 

23 Çirîya paşî 

1334 

23 November 

1918 

6 Selaya Şevê Poetry 16 
26 Çirîya Paşî 

1334 

26 November 

1918 
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6 
Halê me yê 

Hazir 
Prose 14-15 

17 Kanûna Berî 

1334 

17 December 

1918 

7 
Sere topan xilas 

bû 
Prose 13-14 No date  

8 
Kurd Muhacirleri 

ne halde 

Shortstory

/ Turkish 
4-7 No date  

8 Ji bo nesla têt Poetry 15 
3 Kanûna Paşî 

1334 

3 January 

1918 

8 Becokek Îbret Prose 16-17 
7 Kanûna Paşî 

1335 

7 January 

1918 

9 Bêhêvî nebin Poetry 14 
28 kanûna Berî 

1334 

28 January 

1918 

9 Welat Prose 15-16 
26 Kanûna Paşî 

1335  

26 January 

1919 

10 Deng Poetry 9 2 Shavat 1335 
2 Februaury 

1919 

11 Nalîna Sêwekî Poetry 11-12 10  Shavat 1335 
10 February 

1919 

12 Wan nexalde der 

Short 

story/ 

Turkish 

9-13 15  Shavat 1335 
15 Februry 

1919 

13 Haya Ala Salat Poetry 15-16 12  Adar 1335 
12 March 

1919 
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14 
Sersal 

Tebrîk 
Poetry 21 9 Adar 1335 

9 March 

1919/ 

Newroz 

15 Nur Poetry 20 26  Adar 1335 
26 March 

1919 

15 Memê Alan Play 21-24 
 

No Date 
 

16 Memê Alan Play 14-17 No Date  

17 Nezanîn Poetry 17 2 Nisan 1335  2 April 1919 

18 Mirovêne Poetry 13-14 5 Nisan   1335  5 April 1919 

19 Lome ji Bolbol Poetry 19 15 Gulan 1335  15 May 1919 

21 Ji bo Şerîf Paşa Poetry 15-16 1 Huzayran 1335  1 June 1919 

22 
Ji bo civata 

daykan 
Poetry 16 No date  

23 
Gazîya 

dumahekî 
Poetry 16 8 Tirmah 1335  8 July 1919 

24 Fêrqet Poetry 16 25 Tirmah 1335  25 July 1919 

25 Weslet Poetry 22-23 9 Tirmah 1335  
9 August 

1919 
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